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Abstract
Families of Geometries, Real Algebras, and Transitions
by
Steve J. Trettel
This thesis details the results of four interrelated projects completed duringmy time as
a graduate student at University of California, Santa Barbara. The first of these presents a
new proof of the theorem of Cooper, Danciger and Wienhard classifying the limits under
conjugacy of the orthogonal groups inGL(n;R). The second provides a detailed investiga-
tion intoHeisenberg geometry, which is the maximally degenerate such limit in dimension
two.
The remaining two projects concern understanding geometric transitions which do
not occur naturally as limits under conjugacy in some ambient geometry. The third project
describes a new degeneration of complex hyperbolic space, formed by degenerating the
complex numbers as a real algebra, into the algebra R  R. Inspired by this example,
the final project attempts to build the beginnings of a framework for studying transitions
between geometries abstractly. As a first application of this, we generalize the previous
result and describe a collection of new geometric transitions, defined by constructing
analogs of familiar geometries (projective geometry, hyperbolic geometry, etc) over real
algebras, and then allowing this algebra to vary.
xi
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Summary of Results
This thesis is a combination of four projects, all connected to the theory of transitional
geometry in geometric topology. Thurston's Geometrization Conjecture placed the study
of geometric structures on manifolds at the heart of low dimensional topology. The de-
formation spaces of such structures are intimately related to representation varieties via
the Ehresmann-Thurston principle . In particular, this connection has inspired higher
Teichmüller theory and the growing area of convex projective structures influenced by
Goldman & Choi [42, 17], Benoist [8, 9, 10, 11], Ballas & Danciger [3, 4] and others. More
extreme deformations, which connect different kinds of geometric structures are the sub-
ject of transitional geometry. A geometric transition is a continuous path (Gt ;Xt ) of ge-
ometries where the isomorphism type is discontinuous in t . The example that inspires
the theory is the continuous family of simply connected model spaces Mκ of constant
curvature κ, which are isomorphic to the hyperbolic space for κ < 0 and the sphere for
κ > 0, transitioning through Euclidean space at κ = 0.
Transitional geometries provide ameans to ``save'' geometric structures from collapse
- often a collapsing path of geometric structures can be rescaled to converge to a geomet-
ric structure of a different type. Hodgson [46] and Porti [57] analyze Euclidean limits
resulting from hyperbolic conemanifolds collapsing to a point, which plays an important
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role in the Orbifold Theorem of Cooper, Hodgson, & Kerckhoff [21] and Boileau, Leeb &
Porti [60] generalizing geometrization to certain singular spaces. Further work of Porti
studies the nonuniform collapse of hyperbolic structures to Nil [58] and Sol [47]. Col-
lapsing structures may even have non-Riemannian regenerations, as the transition from
hyperbolic to Anti de Sitter space discovered by Danciger [25, 23, 24].
Geometric transitions arise naturally in Riemannian geometry and physics. The work
of Umehara and Yamada study constant mean curvature tori along theH3 $ S3 transition
[69], andMorabito analyzesminimal surfaces along theH2R$ S2R transition [31]. In
Lorentzian geometry, transitions give means of realizing the Galilean group as the c ! 1
limit of special relativity [16]. Other transitions arise in physics , including connections
to AdS geometry and supergravity [18, 64, 28]. There are even applications to classical
geometry; Danciger, Maloni, and Schlenker [26] used Half Pipe geometry to classify the
polyhedra which inscribe in a quadric.
Structure of Thesis
Structurally, this thesis is composed of three parts. The first part contains the necessary
backgroundmaterial, including a brief review of orbifolds, homogeneous geometries, geo-
metric structures, and their deformation / moduli spaces. The second part contains results
pertaining to limits of groups / geometries / geometric structures, which can be modeled
within some ambient Lie group / homogeneous space. The third part contains results per-
taining to limits of groups / geometries which are not modeled within some ambient Lie
group, but instead as continuous families, in a formalism inspired by algebraic geometry.
Of the four projects contained in this thesis, three of them are detailed in Part II.
In The Space of Orthogonal Groups, a re-proof of the classification of limits of SO(p;q)
in SL(p + q;R) is given, independent of the original argument of Cooper, Danciger and
Wienhard in [20]. This classification reveals that the degenerations of the constant cur-
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vature geometries in RPn form a poset under the relation 'is a degeneration of,' with the
most degenerate limit given by the projective action of upper triangular unipotent matri-
ces on an affine patch. The following chapter, The Heisenberg Plane, investigates in detail
the two-dimensional case of this geometry. The classification of compact 2-orbifolds ad-
mitting Heisenberg structures is given, and their deformation spaces are computed. The
regeneration of Heisenberg tori as constant-curvature cone tori is investigated, and we
classify precisely which Heisenberg tori regenerate. The final two chapters of Part II con-
cern a new transition of complex hyperbolic space. Inspired by Danciger's description of
the boundaries of H3, HP3 and AdS3 in [23], using the algebras C, R[ε]=ε2, and R  R,
we study the analogs of hyperbolic space over these algebras, in addition to Hn
C
defining
the geometries HnRε and HnRR. We show by two different arguments that HnC transitions
to HnRR through HnRε , and investigate an interesting connection between HnRR and real
projective space.
Part III concerns the final project, which aims to provide a framework for discussing
transitions between homogeneous spaces that does not rely on any ambient homogeneous
space / Lie group. Taking inspiration from the theory of Lie groupoids we introduce the
notion of a family of geometries, and lay the very basic groundwork of a theory of such
families, mimicking to the extent possible the foundational observations in the classical
theory of geometries in the sense of Klein. We then use this framework to uncover a con-
nection between families of real algebras and families of generalized unitary geometries,
generalizing the construction of Chapter 9 degenerating Hn
C
. The following four sections
summarize the main results of each of these projects in more detail.
The Space of Orthogonal Groups
In their 2014 paper Limits of Geometries, Cooper, Danciger, and Wienhard showed that
all conjugacy limits of SO(p;q) in SL(p + q;R) may be described as isometry groups of
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partial flags of quadratic forms. The space of all paths At 2 GL(n;R) with which one
may attempt to take conjugacy limits limAtSO(p;q)A 1t is infinite dimensional, and their
original argument completes the classification by using the theory of affine symmetric
spaces to show that in fact it suffices to check a finite dimensional space of paths, in order
recover all limits up to conjugacy.
This project presents an alternative argument producing the same classification but
from a different perspective; replacing the difficulty of computing with the space of all
paths with the difficulty of computing a closure in the space of closed subgroups. Every
conjugacy limit of SO(p;q) arises, up to conjugacy, as a limit DtSO(p;q)D 1t for Dt diago-
nal. As diagonal conjugates of SO(p;q) are isometry groups of diagonal quadratic forms,
we are interested in the set Dn of subgroups of SL(n;R), defined below.
Definition: The collection On of orthogonal groups in GL(n;R) is the following On =
fO(J ) 2 C(GL(n;R)) j J = JT ;det(J ) , 0g:
The subcollectionDn  On of orthogonal groups preserving a quadratic form diagonal in the
standard basis is Dn = fO(D) 2 On j D is diagonalg:
The space Dn contains all degenerations of diagonal orthogonal groups in GL(n;R), and
hence by the previous observation all degenerations of orthogonal groups up to conju-
gacy. Dn is homeomorphic to the projectivized coordinate hyperplane arrangement in
RPn 1, and the closureDn is equipped with a natural map pi : Dn ! RPn 1, sending each
orthogonal groupO(J ) to [J ], and each degeneration L = limO(Jt ) to the limit of the asso-
ciated forms [B] = lim[Jt ]. A first coarse description ofDn can be recovered from studying
the fibers of pi , which gives an inductive description of Dn, and a method of computing
a natural cellulation of Dn from the cellulation of RPn 1 by coordinate hyperplanes and
the cellulation of the Dm form < n.
Theorem: The fiber ofDn ! RPn 1 above a point p 2 RPn 1 lying in a k-dimensional cell
of the coordinate hyperplane arrangement is homeomorphic to Dn k .
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Figure 0.1: The spaceD3 is isomorphic to the coordinate hyperplane complement in RP2;
the projectivization of the 2-cells of the octahedron. Thus D2 is the disjoint union of
four triangles, one containing diagonal conjugates of O(3) and the others parameterzing
diagonal conjugates of O(diag(1;1; 1)), O(diag(1; 1;1)) and O(diag( 1;1;1)).
This allows us to deduce the projection D3 ! RP2 is 1 to 1 away from three points,
and the preimage of each of those points is homeomorphic to D2, which is easily shown
to be a circle. This suggests the topology of D3 is potentially the blowup of RP2 at three
points, which is confirmed after somework recasting the problem in an algebro-geometric
framework.
Theorem (The Space of Orthogonal Groups): Dn is homeomorphic to the maximal De
Concini-Procesi wonderful compactification of the coordinate hyperplane arrangement in
RPn 1.
Reference material on this compactification is included in Chapter 6, and additionally in
[27]. This realization as an iterated blowup implies some useful corollaries about the space
Dn:
Corollary: Dn is a connected smooth manifold for alln. The top dimensional open simplices
5
Figure 0.2: The limits of orthogonal groups in GL(3;R), parameterized by the closure of
simplices containing conjugates of O(3) and O(2;1).
of the coordinate hyperplane arrangement in RPn 1 lift homeomorphically to the blowup,
with boundary in Dn isomorphic to the n   2 dimensional permutohedron.
Of particular interest are the low dimensional cases D3 and D4, which parameterize the
limits of pseudo-Riemannian subgeometries of RP2 and RP3, respectively.
Example: The closure D3  C(GL(3;R)) is homeomorphic to the blow up of RP2 at
three points; equivalently the connect sum of four copies of RP2.
Example: The closure D4  C(GL(4;R)) is a 3-manifold cellulated by 8 permutohedra.
In [20] it is shown that the limits of SO(p;q) in SL(p + q;R) form a poset under the
operation is a limit of : which in this construction can be read directly off of the cellulation
of Dn. In particular, a group parameterized by a point in a cell C1 is a conjugacy limit of
a group in a cell C2 by diagonal conjugacy if and only if the cell C2 lies in the boundary
of C1. Up to isomorphism there is a unique most degenerate geometry in each dimension,
represented by the vertices in the cellulation of Dn. This geometry has automorphisms
the unipotent group of upper triangular matrices in GL(n;R), and is called n-dimensional
Heisenberg geometry in this thesis as for n = 3 the isometries are the real Heisenberg
group.
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The Heisenberg Plane
This project provides an in depth study of the degenerate Heisenberg plane considering
the deformation and regeneration of Heisenberg structures on orbifolds. In particular,
the closed orbifolds admitting Heisenberg structures are classified, and their deforma-
tion spaces are computed. Considering the regeneration problem, which Heisenberg tori
arise as rescaled limits of collapsing paths of constant curvature cone tori is completely
determined in the case of a single cone point.
Definition: Heisenberg geometry is the (G;X ) geometry Hs2 := (Heis;A2) where
Heis =
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
*......,
1 a c
0 1 b
0 0 1
+//////-
 a;b;c 2 R
9>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>;
and A2 =
(
[x : y : 1] 2 RP2 j x ;y;2 R
)
:
As a subgeometry of the affine plane, every Heisenberg structure on an orbifoldO canoni-
cally weakens to an affine structure, which provides strong restrictions onwhich orbifolds
can possibly admit Heisenberg structures.
Theorem: Every closed Heisenberg orbifold is finitely covered by a Heisenberg torus with
holonomy into the identity component of the isometry group Heis0 < Heis.
To classify tori with holonomy intoHeis0we compute the representation varietyHom(Z2;Heis0).
In the interest of computing the deformation space, we are particularly interested in the
quotients ofR by homothety and Heisenberg conjugacy.
Proposition: Hom(Z2;Heis0) is isomorphic to V (x1y2   x2y1)  R2.
Theorem (Heisenberg Z2 Conjugacy Variety): The quotient space of representations Z2 !
Heis0 with image not into the center, up to homothety and conjugacy, is isomorphic to the
following variety.
U? = V
*..,
kx k2 + kyk2 = 1; ~z  ~x = 0
x1y2   x2y1 = 0; ~z  ~y = 0
+//-  R
6
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Figure 0.3: The developing map for a Heisenberg translation torus (left) and a shear torus
(right).
This is a line bundle over T 2, twisted over each generator of pi1(T 2).
This description of the conjugacy variety (after removing the singular collection of rep-
resentations into the center) allows us to construct all Heisenberg structures on the torus
by actually constructing a developing map for each representation, or proving that no
developing map exists.
Theorem (Teichmüller Space of Heisenberg Tori): The subsetF  U? of conjugacy classes
which are the holonomies of Heisenberg tori is a trivial R bundle over the cylinder Cyl =
T 2rS , for S the circle defined by the intersection ofT 2 = V (x1y2 x2y1)\S3 with the plane
V (y1;y2). The projection onto holonomy identifies the Teichmüller space of unit area tori
with the quotient of F by the free Z2 action of conjugacy by diag( 1; 1;1) and THs2 (T 2) 
F=Z2  R2  S1.
Examining the deformation space F=Z2 reveals that there are essentially two different
kinds of Heisenberg structures on the torus: translation tori, whose holonomy has image
strictly contained in the subgroup of Heis acting by translations on the plane, and shear
tori, whose holonomy contains a nontrivial shear.
As every Heisenberg orbifold is finitely covered by one of the Heisenberg tori de-
scribed in the previous theorem, points of the deformation spaces DHs2 (O) may be pa-
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rameterized by extensions of holonomies ρ : pi1(T 2) ! Heis to pi1(O) > pi1(T 2).
Theorem (Classification of Heisenberg Orbifolds): All Heisenberg structures on orbifolds
are complete, and projection onto the holonomy is an embeddingDHs2 (O) ,! Hom(pi1(O);Heis)=Heis+.
The orbifolds admitting Heisenberg structures and their Teichmüller spaces are given by
the following table:
O THs2 (O)
S1  S1 R2  S1
S1HS1, S1  I , S1HI R2 t R
S2(2;2;2;2) R  S1
D2(2;2;?); D2(?; 2;2;2;2); RP2(2;2) R t R
D2(2; 2;2) R t R
The second half of this project studies the regeneration of Heisenberg structures, restrict-
ing for convenience to Heisenberg tori. As in many cases considering regenerations of
limit geometric structures, conemanifold structures are the important objects to consider.
In particular, we search for collapsing sequences of constant curvature cone tori, which
when viewed as projective structures, converge to a Heisenberg torus in the limit. Re-
stricting to the case of a single cone point, we may represent a constant curvature cone
torus as a constant curvature geodesic parallelogram with side identifications. A collec-
tion of arguments in projective geometry then allow us to completely understand the
regenerations of Heisenberg tori whose holonomy acts by pure translations.
Theorem (Regeneration of Translation Tori): Let X 2 fS2;E2;H2g and Xt = Dt :X be a
sequence of diagonal conjugates converging to Hs2. Given any translation torus T there is a
sequence of Xt cone tori with at most one cone point converging to T .
Translation tori form a codimension-1 subset of the deformation space, with the rest being
shear tori. In fact no shear tori regenerate as constant curvature cone tori with a single
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cone point, and the argument showing this nonexistence uses a particularly geometric
characterization of shear tori.
Theorem: A Heisenberg torus T has a shear in its holonomy if and only if all simple
geodesics on T are pairwise disjoint.
Hyperbolic, spherical and Euclidean (cone) tori behave quite differently than this; ev-
ery pair of generators of pi1 has intersecting geodesic representatives. Thus, to show that
shear tori do not regenerate, it suffices to see that any limit of constant curvature cone
tori has intersecting geodesics, and thus is a translation torus.
Theorem (Non-regeneration of Shear Tori): Let X 2 fS2;E2; 2g and Xt = DtX a sequence
of conjugate geometries converging to the Heisenberg plane. Let Tt be a sequence of Xt cone
tori with at most one cone point converging to some Heisenberg torus T . Then T has a pair
of intersecting geodesics.
A transition of Complex Hyperbolic Space
This next project concerns the construction of a new transition of geometries beginning
with complex hyperbolic space, and degenerating the geometric structure of Hn
C
by de-
generating the algebraic structure ofC. The results of this project are spread over the final
two chapters of Part II, as the work divides neatly into constructing generalized Hyperbolic
geometries and proving these geometries form a geometric transition.
Hyperbolic Geometry Over Algebras
In the first of these chapters, we generalize the usual definition of complex hyperbolic
space, to hyperbolic space defined over a real algebra with involution, and focus on the
simplest, two dimensional examples C, Rε = R[ε]=ε2 and R  R. Let q = x1x1 + x2x2 +
   + xnxn   xn+1xn+1, recall that we may define a model of complex hyperbolic space in
CPn as follows.
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Figure 0.4: The underlying spaces for HC, HRε and HRR in dimension 1.
Definition: Complex Hyperbolic space is the geometry given by the action of U(n;1;C) on
the projectivized unit sphere of radius  1 for q in Cn+1; Hn
C
= (U(n;1;C);SC(n;1)=U(C)).
Each of Rε , RR can be equipped with the involutions, a+εb 7! a εb and (a;b) 7! (b;a)
respectively. Interpreting the form q with these involutions providing conjugation, we
mimic the construction of Hn
C
as closely as possible, producing analogous unitary groups
and spaces on which they act transitively.
Definition: Rε Hyperbolic space is the geometry given by the action of U(n;1;Rε ) on the
projectivized unit sphere of radius  1 for q in Rn+1ε ; HnRε = (U(n;1;Rε );SRε (n;1)=U(Rε )).
Definition: RR Hyperbolic space is the geometry given by the action of U(n;1;RR) on
the projectivized unit sphere of radius 1 forq inRRn+1;HnRR = (U(n;1;R);SRR(n;1)=U(R
R)).
Over Rε , the domain ofHnRε is a productHnRRn in the affine patch Rnε . The geometryHnRε
is not a product of the geometry of HnR with the geometry of Rn, however the embedding
R ,! Rε induces an embedding HnR ,! HnRε , with domain Bn  f0g in Rεn = Bn Rn. This,
together with some analysis of the automorphism group U(n;1;Rε ) gives the following.
Theorem: The group homomorphismGL(n+1;Rε ) ! GL(n+1;R) dropping the imaginary
part induces an epimorphism of geometries HnRε  HnR; thus HnRε fibers over real hyperbolic
space.
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Over R  R, the analog of hyperbolic space no longer fibers over HnR, but much like HnC
and above, contains HnR as a codimension n subset, arising from the diagonal embedding
R ,! R  R. An investigation of the automorphism group of HnRR suggests a possible
connection to real projective geometry:
Theorem: ThegroupU(n;1;RR) is abstractly isomorphic toGL(n+1;R), and SU(n;1;R
R)  SL(n + 1;R).
In fact, we are able to build a model of HnRR as a subgeometry of RPn RPn, and think of
the points of RR hyperbolic space as given by the data of pairs of a point and a disjoint
hyperplane in RPn.
Definition: The point-hyperplane geometry of RPn has as underlying space the collec-
tion of all pairs (H ;p) of hyperplanes H  RPn and points p 2 RPn such that p < H .
The automorphisms of this geometry are the full automorphism group of RPn, acting by
A:(p;H ) = (Ap;A TH ) if H is the projective covector representing the hyperplane as its ker-
nel.
Theorem (HnRR andRPn): Point-Hyperplane projective geometry is locally isomorphic hy-
perbolic geometry over R  R.
Just as complex hyperbolic space of dimension 1 is isomorphic to the hyperbolic plane
(H1
C
 CP1 is the Poincare Disk model), one dimensional Rε hyperbolic space is also an
already known geometry: its half-pipe 2-space! Over R  R, the generalization of hyper-
bolic space H1RR is the familiar de Sitter space of dimension two, which itself identifies
with Anti de Sitter space AdS2 as a coincidence of low dimensionality. Thus, in dimen-
sion one, the three geometries we have produced in this way coincide exactly with the
geometries occurring in the transition studied by Danciger [25]. These exceptional iso-
morphisms fail to continue in any higher dimensions, but in the following chapter we
show that there is a way to generalize Danciger's geometric transition, and produce a
continuous collection of geometries connecting Hn
C
to HnRR through HnRε .
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Producing a Transition of HC to HRR
For each δ , the algebra Λδ = R[λ]=(λ2 = δ ) is a two dimensional algebra over R, iso-
morphic to C for δ < 0, to Rε when δ = 0 and to R  R for δ > 0. Following exactly
the methods the previous chapter, it is easy to construct the analogs HnΛδ of hyperbolic
geometry over the algebra Λδ , and it is clear these are isomorphic to HnC, HnRε and HnRR
for δ < 0;= 0, and > 0 respectively. The main difficulty is formalizing the continuity of
this collection, as the geometries involved do not all obviously embed in some ambient
projective space. We show the continuity of this path of geometries in two ways.
First, we try to follow as closely to the standard formalism of conjugacy limits as
possible, while acknowledging the lack of an ambient geometry. We consider a collection
of matrix representations of the relevant algebras ιδ : Λδ ! M(2;R), and use these to
produce matrix representations of the automorphism groups Isom(HnΛδ ) = SU(n;1;Λδ )
in M(2n;R), which we also denote by ιδ for convenience. As the data of a homogeneous
space is captured by its automorphism group together with a stabilizing subgroup, we use
the Chabauty topology on the closed subgroups of GL(2n;R) as an ambient Lie group to
study this transition.
Theorem (Continuity of Unitary Groups): Let U(n;1;Λδ ) be the unitary group of signa-
ture (n;1) over Λδ , and USt(n;1;Λδ ) =
 U(n;Λδ )
U (Λδ )

the point stabilizer of a point inHnΛδ .
Then the maps R! C(GL(2n;R)) defined by
δ 7! ιδ (U(n;1;Λδ )) δ 7! ιδ (USt(n;1;Λδ ))
are continuous into the Chabauty space C(GL(2n;R)).
The main result of this chapter is an alternative approach to showing this collection
of geometries varies continuously, inspired by the notion of a bundle of groups in [31] and
families of groups in algebraic geometry. With a suitable definition of continuous family
of algebraic groups or Lie groups, one might hope to study the collection SU(n;1;Λδ ) as
a 1-parameter family abstractly, without making use of the embeddings ιδ into GL(2n;R).
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Figure 0.5: The elements of norm 1 in the algebras Λδ together form a 1-parameter family
of groups (the vertical slices in the total space above).
We begin with the definition of a one parameter family of algebras.
Definition: A one parameter family of algebrasA is a real vector bundleA! R together
with a section 1 ! A selecting point 1 (δ ) for each vector space Aδ , and a smooth map
µ : A R A ! A such that for each δ 2 R the restriction µδ : Aδ  Aδ ! Aδ is the
multiplication of a real algebra structure on Aδ with identity 1 (δ ).
The algebras Λδ form a 1-parameter family, which we denote ΛR in what follows. The
matrix algebrasM(n;Λδ ) also form a 1-parameter family.
Definition (1-Parameter Family): A one parameter family of Lie groups is a Lie groupoid
G with Ob(G) = R and equal source, target maps s = t : G ! R. The fibers Gδ = s 1(δ ) =
t 1(δ ) each come equipped with the structure of a Lie group, by restricting the composition
operation of the groupoid G.
This suggests a definition for continuity of subgroups ofM(n;Λδ ).
Definition: A collectionGδ < GL(n;Λδ ) varies continuously ifSδ Gδfδ g is a 1-parameter
family of groups.
We then set off to develop a particular set of tools to show that certain nice, algebraically
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defined subgroups of GL(n;Λδ ) fit together to form 1-parameter families. This has many
corollaries, such as below.
Corollary (Continuity of Unitary Groups): The collection U (n;1;ΛR) is a 1-parameter
family of groups. The collection SU (n;1;ΛR) is a 1-parameter family of groups. The collec-
tion of point stabilizers USt (n;1;ΛR) forms a 1-parameter family of groups.
Together, this implies that the homogeneous spaces of interest are given by a 1-parameter
family of automorphism groups and a 1-parameter family of point stabilizers, which we
take as the definition of an abstract, 1-parameter family of geometries.
Theorem (Continuity ofHyperbolic Geometries): ThegeometriesHnΛR = (U (n;1;ΛR);USt (n;1;ΛR))
form a 1-parameter family of geometries.
Families of Geometries
The third part of this thesis deals with extending and fleshing out an abstract theory of
continuity for collections of geometries, based on the 1-parameter family of groups intro-
duced above. This project is broken up over four chapters: the first introduces the relevant
objects families of spaces and families of groups, the second provides means of construct-
ing examples of these, as well as beginning the theory of families of geometries. The third
is disjoint from this theory of continuity, and studies various notions of homogeneous
spaces that can be constructed over finite dimensional algebras, generalizing projective
spaces, as well as geometries with orthogonal and unitary groups of automorphisms. The
fourth chapter ties these threads together and produces amultitude of examples of families
of geometries containing new geometric transitions, directly generalizing the techniques
utilized to produce the family HnΛR as a 1-parameter family of geometries previously.
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Figure 0.6: A family of spaces is a generalized fiber bundle, consisting of a total space
foliated by members varying over a base.
Families of Spaces, Groups
Taking inspiration from the fields of complex geometry and algebraic geometry, we define
a family of manifolds as a bundle like construction.
Definition (Family of Smooth Manifolds): A smooth family of manifolds parameterized
by a smooth manifold ∆ is a triple (X ;∆;pi ) of smooth manifolds X ;∆ equipped with a
smooth submersion pi : X ! ∆. The spaceX is the total space and∆ is the base of the family.
The fibers Xδ := pi 1 fδ g are the members of the family, and are said to vary smoothly over
∆.
A family contains a transition if there are non-isomorphic members over a single con-
nected component of the base. An object X has transitions if it is a member of a transi-
tioning family. Otherwise X is rigid. Restricting to a fixed base space ∆, we define the
category of families.
Definition 1 (The Category of Families): The category Fam∆ has as objects all families
piX : X ! ∆, with morphisms φ 2 Hom(X piX! ∆;Y
piY! ∆) given by maps φ 2 C1(X ;Y )
such that piX = piYφ.
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This category has finite products and a terminal object, so we may speak of group objects,
and other algebraic objects of the category Fam∆.
Definition 2 (Family of Groups): A family of groups over ∆ is a group object in Fam∆.
That is, a family G ! ∆ equipped with a global section e : ∆ ! G and smooth maps
µ : G∆G ! G, ι : G ! G equipping each fiber Gδ with the structure of a Lie group with
identity e (δ ) and multiplication, inversion restrictions of µ;ι respectively.
Definition (Family of Algebras): A family of F-algebras over ∆ is an F-algebra object in
the category Fam∆. It is given by the data of a F-vector bundle A ! ∆ together with a
multiplication µ : A∆A! A giving each fiber the structure of a F-algebra.
Definition (Family of Lie Algebras): A family of Lie algebras g ! ∆ is a Lie algebra object
in Fam∆. That is , it is a family of vector spaces equipped with a bilinear map [; ] : g∆g ! g
giving each fiber the structure of a Lie algebra.
Constructing Families
This next chapter takes on the task of developing the bare bones of a theory of families,
suitable at least to construct basic examples and define the object of interest, a family of
geometries. As a geometry in the sense of Klein is given by a transitive group action of a
Lie group on a smooth manifold, to define families of such objects we will need a notion
of an action of a family of groups.
Definition (Action of Families): An action of G on X in Fam∆ is given by a morphism
α : G∆X ! X denoted α (д;x ) = д:x such that α (e ; ) = idX and д:(h:( )) = дh:( ) as
maps Xδ ! Xδ , for all д;h 2 Gδ .
An action G y X is proper if the map G∆X ! X ∆X defined by (д;x ) 7! (x ;д:x ) is a
proper map. Proper actions are important, as proper free actions are precisely those with
well behaved quotients, as we show shortly. We show that the action of a family of sub-
groups by translation is always proper, which underlies some foundational observations
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in the theory of families of geometries.
Proposition (Translation is a Proper Free Action): Let G ! ∆ be a family and H 6 G a
family of closed subgroups. Then the action ofH on G by translation is proper.
Before defining families of geometries, we cover three means of constructing new families
from old: namely, pullbacks, exponentials, and quotients. In addition to being a useful
way to produce new families, the pullback construction also allows us to phrase other
useful constructions, such as restrictions and subfamilies categorically.
Definition (Pullbacks in the Category of Families): Let X ! ∆ be a family, and f : D !
∆ be a morphism. Then the pullback family f ?X ! D, if it exists, has total space X ∆D =
(x ;d ) j f (d ) = pi (x )	 and projection f ?X = X ∆D pi? ! D defined by (x ;d ) 7! d .
Theorem (Existence of Pullback Families): Pullbacks always exist along any smooth mor-
phism D f! ∆ and any such f induces a functor Fam∆
f ?! FamD .
A potential means of producing a family of groups is to exponentiate a family of Lie al-
gebras. Abstractly this is fraught with difficulty, as apparent from the existing literature
on Lie groupoids and weak Lie algebra bundles. We focus on a more narrow scope: when
does a family of Lie subalgebras exponentiate to a family of Lie subgroups? The theo-
rem below specializes a slightly more general result, but is already sufficient to construct
many transitioning families (such as the transitions between the SO(p;q) in SL(p + q;R)
mentioned previously).
Theorem (Closed Exponentials are Families): LetH  G be a closed subset such that each
fiberHδ is a connected group, and the Lie algebras h ! ∆ form a subfamily of g ! ∆. Then
H is a subfamily of G ! ∆.
Finally, we consider quotients in the category of families. When does an action of a family
of groups on a family of spaces have a quotient in the category of families? That the
action being proper and free suffices is an exceedingly useful fact, termed the Quotient
Family Theorem throughout this thesis. The proof of this theorem is rather technical, but
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Figure 0.7: The Quotient Family Theorem determines a sufficient condition to take the
quotient of a family of spaces by a family of groups in the category of families.
is modeled closely on the Quotient Manifold Theorem of smooth topology [52], using
familiar techniques.
Theorem (Quotient Family Theorem): Let G y X be a proper free action in Fam∆. Then
X
pi! ∆ factors as X piO! X =G pi! ∆ with X =G ! ∆ in Fam∆, as a family of families
piO : X ! X =G and pi : X =G ! ∆.
Families of Geometries
These construction techniques provide enough background to define families of homo-
geneous spaces, and work out their basic theory. A homogeneous space for Lie group
G is encoded either by a choice of a transitive action of G on a smooth manifold X , or
equivalently by a choice of a closed subgroup K ofG (which is the point stabilizer for the
translation action on its cosets X = G=K ). Accordingly, there are two natural definitions
of a family of homogeneous spaces; either a family of groups acting on a family of spaces,
or a family of groups together with a subfamily of closed subgroups.
Definition 3 (Group-Space Geometries): A family of Klein geometries over ∆ is given by
a triple (G; (X ;x )) of a family of groups G ! ∆ acting fiberwise-transitively on a family
of spaces X ! ∆ over the same base, equipped with a global section x : ∆ ! X choosing a
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Figure 0.8: A family of geometries is a family of groups acting fiberwise transitively on a
family of spaces.
basepoint in each fiber. A morphism of geometries Φ : (G; (X ;x )) ! (G0; (X 0;x 0)) is given
by a family homomorphism φGrp : G ! G0 together with an equivariant map φSp : X ! X 0
such that φSp  x = x 0. The category of such geometries is denoted GrpSp.
Definition 4 (Automorphism-Stabilizer Geometries): A family of Klein geometries over
∆ is given by a pair (G;C) of a family of groups G ! ∆ and a closed subfamily C 6 G. A
morphism Φ : (H;K) ! (G;C) is a homomorphism of families Φ : H! G with Φ(K)  C.
The category of these geometries is denoted AutStb.
In practice, we are freely able to pass between these two formalisms when convenient,
as there is an equivalence of categories in the background. Proving this equivalence of
categories by explicit construction of functors in each direction is a primary motivation
for some of the tools developed earlier in the chapter, including pullbacks and theQuotient
Family Theorem.
Theorem (Equivalence of Perspectives onHomogeneous Families): Themap F : AutStb !
GrpSp sending a group-stabilizer geometry (G;K) to the group-space geometry (G; (G=K;K))
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defines a functor. Likewise, Ψ : GrpSp ! AutStb defined by sending a geometry (G; (X ;x ))
to (G;stabG (x )) defines a functor. The functors F;Ψ define an equivalence of categories
GrpSp  AutStb.
Geometries over Algebras
The original inspiration for defining families of geometries was the 1-parameter families
of groups utilized in formalizing the transition of complex Hyperbolic space to R  R-
Hyperbolic space. As such, for a first application of this theory we will attempt to gen-
eralize this as far as possible, in the end proving a collection of theorems saying contin-
uously varying families of algebras induce continuously varying families of geometries. To
have such a theorem, we must first extend the definitions of various familiar types of ge-
ometries (say, projective geometry, the geometries of SO(p;q) in RPn, and the geometries
of U(p;q) in CPn) to more general algebras.
The correct definition of projective space over an algebra A is subtle, as the existence
of zero divisors causes the group of units to fail to act freely on An r f0g. Letting Z (An)
be the generalized zeroes, the points of An such that the A action is not free, provides a
reasonable analog of KPn.
Definition (Generalized Projective Space): Then 1 dimensional projective geometry over
A has domain APn 1 = (An r Z (An))=  for ~v  ~w if there is an a 2 A such that a~v = ~w .
The (non-effective) automorphism group is GL(n;A) or SL(n;A).
This notion of projective space behaves nicely with respect to direct sums of algebras,
allowing us for example to easily understand the projective geometries over R  R.
Proposition: LetA = A1A2 be a direct sum of commutative algebras. Then the projective
geometry APn = (A1  A2)Pn decomposes as a direct product of the projective geometries
over A1Pn A2Pn.
To construct generalized orthogonal / unitary groups, we need to consider algebras with
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involutions σ : A ! A. Such an involution induces an analog of conjugate-transpose on
the matrix algebrasM(n;A), and a matrix J is said to be Hermitian if σ (J )T = J .
Definition (GeneralizedUnitaryGroups): AmatrixX preserves a hermitian J ifσ (X )T JX =
J . The generalized unitary groupU(J ;A;σ ) consists of the matrices preserving J : U(J ;A;σ ) =(
X j σ (X )T JX = J
)
.
This generalized notion of unitary group encompasses both the classical orthogonal and
unitary groups (the involution is allowed to be trivial), together with many new examples.
As subgroups of GL(n;A), these generalized unitary groups define generalized unitary
geometries, which have models naturally constructed within APn.
Definition (Generalized Unitary Geometry): A unitary geometry over (A;σ ) is given by
the pair (G;C ) = (U(J ;A);SJ ) for J 2 Herm(n;A) and SJ the orbit of [0 :    0 : 1] 2 APn.
As with projective geometry, we investigate the isomorphism type of the unitary geome-
tries over decomposable algebras.
Proposition: If A = A1  A2 and σ preserves the factors σ1  σ2 : A1  A2 ! A1  A2,
then U(J ;A;σ )  U(J1;A1;σ1) U(J2;A2;σ2) decomposes as a product for J = J1e1+ J2e2 2
M(n;A).
The familiar case of R  R is generalized by algebras Λ = A  A equipped with the
coordinate swap map as an involution. Unitary geometries over these algebras are also
closely tied to projective geometry (in fact, one can build a generalized point hyperplane
projective geometry for each), as we see below on the level of automorphism groups.
Proposition: LetΛ = AA and σ : Λ! Λ be the coordinate swap map. ThenU(J ;Λ;σ ) 
GL(n;A) for any non-degenerate σ -hermitian matrix J , and the corresponding unitary ge-
ometry is point-hyperplane geometry over A.
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Applications
Finally, having developed the terminology of families of geometries and potential inter-
esting participants (familiar geometries defined over algebras), we look to provide some
first motivating applications of this theory. In particular, we focus on generalizations
of the transition from Hn
C
to HnRR, showing that any given family of algebras produces
corresponding families of projective, unitary and orthogonal geometries. We then turn
briefly to another application, and study transitions that occur from a group action on a
space, when we may interpret the collection of orbits as a smoothly transitioning fam-
ily of spaces. This will, among other things, provide a means of transitioning between
Hyperbolic and de Sitter geometry, which does not arise within an ambient projective
geometry.
Theorem (Linear Groups Vary Continuously): LetA! ∆ be a smooth family of algebras.
Then GL(n;A) ! ∆ is a family of Lie groups. The groups SL(n;A) are a subfamily of
GL(n;A) ! ∆.
This has an interesting corollary, in the world of geometries defined over C and R  R,
providing a new transition between familiar geometries.
Corollary: The projective spaces ΛδPn form a continuous family of geometries, transition-
ing from CPn to (R  R)Pn  RPn  RPn
Showing the individual projective spaces APn form a continuous family given any con-
tinuous family A ! ∆ of algebras is equivalent, by the Quotient Family Theorem, to
showing that the associated point stabilizer subgroups form a subfamily of GL(n;A).
Theorem (Projective Geometries Vary Continuously): A smooth family of algebrasA!
∆ determines a smooth family of projective geometries APn ! ∆ for each n 2 N.
Given a non-degenerate section J : ∆ ! Herm (n;A;σ ), one can define for each δ the
unitary group U(Jδ ;Aδ ;σδ ) 6 GL(n;Aδ ). The union of these is the generalized unitary
family corresponding to J over ∆.
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Theorem (Unitary Groups Vary Continuously): Let (A;σ ) ! ∆ be a family of algebras
and J : ∆ ! Herm (n;A;σ ) a smooth non-degenerate section. Then U (J ;A) is a smooth
subfamily of GL(n;A). The special unitary groups SU (J ;A) are a subfamily of U (J ;A).
Again, showing further that the point stabilizer subgroups of this families action onAPn
form a closed subfamily suffices to prove the corresponding collection of unitary geome-
tries forms a family.
Theorem (Unitary Geometries Vary Continuously): Given a smooth family of algebras
A ! ∆ and a smooth (diagonal) section J : ∆ ! Herm (n;A), there is a corresponding
smooth family of unitary geometries (U (J ;A);UST (J ;A)).
As a final application, we use the developed techniques to construct a collection of new
transitions between familiar subgeometries of real projective space.
The case of most interest concerns Hn, de Sitter space, and the geometry of the light-
cone. There is no transition between these geometries as subgeometries of RP2, as the
lightcone loses a dimension under projectivization. But there is a transition abstractly, as
a family.
Theorem: There is a transition from n to dSn through the geometry of the canonical line
bundle to the conformal n   1 sphere.
More generally, if G is any orthogonal or unitary subgroup of GL(n;R) or GL(n;C) the
associated quadratic / hermitian form defines a positive and negative cone, whose projec-
tivizations X+ and X  are the domains for the two projective geometries (G;X+), (G;X )
with automorphism group G. The isomorphism type of the geometries depend on the
signature (p;q) of the form: X+ is not isomorphic to X  unless p = q.
Theorem: There is a transition from (G;X+) to (G;X ) for any orthogonal or unitary group
G.
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Part I
Geometries
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Chapter 1
Manifolds & Orbifolds
This first chapter provides a brief review of the main objects of study in geometric topol-
ogy; namely smooth manifolds, and their slightly more subtle cousins the orbifolds. Due
to the introductory nature of this material this review will be succinct, with most proofs
left to the references. Additional reading on this material is highlighted throughout, but
some particularly comprehensive sources include [67, 52, 21].
1.1 Manifolds
Definition 5: Amanifold is a second-countable Hausdorff topological spaceM which is lo-
cally Euclidean in the sense that each point p 2 M has a neighborhoodU 3 p homeomorphic
to some subset of Rn.
This data of local homeomorphisms about each point ofM is often packaged together into
an atlas of charts, an open cover fUα g ofM together with a collection of mapsφα : Uα ! Rn
which are homeomorphisms onto their images. This captures the intuitive idea that a
topological manifold M is `glued together out of pieces of Rn ' in a precise way: namely
we can build M out of the disjoint union of the open sets φα (Uα )	 under the quotient
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Figure 1.1: The sphere as a manifold with two charts.
topology identifying the subsets φα (Uα \ Uβ ) and φβ (Uα \ Uβ ) by the homeomorphism
φβφ
 1
α .
Example 1 (Topological Sphere): Let S2 be the unit 2-sphere in R3. The open sets US =
S2r (0;0;1),UN = S2r (0;0; 1) cover S2, and together with the charts φS=N : US=N ! R2
given by stereographic projection define an atlas.
There is no calculus on a topological manifold, as notions such as differentiability are not
invariant under homeomorphism. To make available the tools of analysis requires more
structure, namely a smooth manifold with smoothly compatible charts.
Definition 6: Two charts (Uα ;φα ) and (Uβ ;φβ ) are smoothly compatible if the associated
transition map φβφ 1α : φα (Uα \Uβ ) ! φβ (Uα \Uβ ) is smooth as a map between subsets of
Rn (with the standard smooth structure).
Definition 7: A smooth manifold M is a topological manifold equipped with a smooth
atlas; an atlas of smoothly compatible charts A = (Uα ;φα )	.
Example 2 (Incompatible Charts): The global charts (R;φ) and (R;ψ ) on R given by
φ (x ) = x3 and ψ (x ) = x are not smoothly compatible as ψφ 1(x ) = 3px is not smooth at
0.
To avoid worries about uniqueness, a smooth manifold is often defined to come equipped
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with amaximal atlas of the type described above. Two atlasesA andA0 onM are compat-
ible if their union is again an atlas (transition maps corresponding to overlaps of charts in
A;A0 are also diffeomorphisms). A quick application of Zorn's lemma shows that every
atlas is contained in a unique maximal atlas defining the smooth manifoldM .
Example 3 (Smooth Sphere): ThechartsφS (x ;y;z) = ( x1 z ; y1 z ) andφN (x ;y;z) = ( x1+z ; y1+z )
of Example 1 are smoothly compatible, and define a smooth structure on S2.
Instead of calculus, one may wish to import more combinatorial notions to the study of
manifolds, such as triangulations. To do so also requires more than a bare topological
manifold, with the relevant additional structure no longer being smooth but piecewise
linear.
Definition 8: A piecewise linear, or PLmanifoldM is a topological manifold together with
a piecewise linear atlas. That is, an atlas of charts A = (Uα ;φα )	 such that the transition
maps φβφ 1α are piecewise linear functions between subsets of Rn.
Again, a simple argument shows each piecewise linear atlas is contained in a unique max-
imal atlas defining the structure. Throughout this thesis we work in the smooth category
unless otherwise specified. In the case of (G;X ) geometries most work will actually take
place in the subcategory of real analytic manifolds, predictably defined as follows.
Definition 9: A real analytic manifold is a topological manifoldM together with an atlas
of chartsA = (Uα ;φα )	 with transition maps given by restrictions of real analytic functions
between subsets of Rn.
Observation 1: These categories of manifolds coincide in low dimensions. More pre-
cisely, each topological n manifold for n 2 f0;1;2;3g admits a unique smooth structure, a
unique real analytic structure, and a unique PL structure.
Warning! These categories of manifolds differ in dimensions 4 and above. There are
topological manifolds which admit no smooth structures, topological manifolds admitting
multiple smooth structures, and topological manifolds with admitting no triangulations.
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1.2 Orbifolds
The quotient space M=Γ of a finite group Γ acting on a (smooth) manifold M inherits the
structure of a (smooth) manifold when the action is free. When the Γ action has fixed
points, the quotient space is no longer necessarily a manifold, but has only mild singular-
ities with neighborhoods homeomorphic to Rn=Γx for point-stabilizing subgroups Γx < Γ.
Such a space is the prototypical example of an orbifold, a convenient generalization of
manifolds being locally modeled on the quotient spaces of Rn by finite group actions. The
definition of orbifolds is rather involved, and is given by an orbifold atlas on an underlying
topological space much as a smooth structure is a smooth atlas on a manifold. From this
we can build a theory of orbifolds that mimics closely the familiar manifold theory; com-
plete with notions of orbifold covering spaces, orbifold fundamental groups and orbifold
Euler characteristics.
The Category of Orbifolds
Locally, an orbifold is pieced together out of orbifold charts, which are pieces of Rn quo-
tiented out by the action of finite groups. These pieces are glued together in a way that is
compatible with the group actions, as laid out explicitly below.
Definition 10: An orbifold chart is a quadruple (HU ;U ;Γ;φ) such that HU  Rn is open, Γ
acts on HU by diffeomorphisms and φ : HU =Γ ! U is a homeomorphism.
Γy HU
U HU =Γφ
We call HU together with the action of Γ the local model, HU the local cover and Γ the local
action. To construct an atlas, we need a notion of compatibility between different local
models.
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Definition 11: If V  U , an orbifold chart (V ;HV ;G;ψ ) is compatible with (U ;HU ;Γ;φ) if
the inclusion map ι : V ,! U lifts to an embeddingHι : HV ,! HU , equivariant with respect to a
homomorphism ρ : G ! Γ making the following diagram commute.
HV HU
HV =G HU =ρ (G )
HU =Γ
V U
Hι
ι
Definition 12: An orbifold atlas of charts on a topological space X is an open covering
U = fUα g of X , closed under finite intersection s, and an orbifold chart (Uα ;HUα ;Γα ;φα ) for
each Uα 2 U such that when Uα  Uβ the associated orbifold charts are compatible in the
sense of Definition 11.
Definition 13: An orbifold O is a pair (XO;A) consisting of an underlying paracompact
Hausdorff topological space XO and a maximal orbifold atlas A of orbifold charts on XO.
Oftentimes we will abuse notation and write O for the underlying space as well. The
covering by orbifold charts defines an isotropy subgroup at each point x 2 O by taking
the point stabilizer of a lift of x in any orbifold chart containing it. The compatibility
condition for charts ensures this is well-defined, though only up to isomorphism. We
denote the isotropy group Is(x ).
Observation 2: If x 2 O then x is contained in some orbifold chart (U ;HU ;Γ;φ) with
Γ = Is(x ) the isotropy group.
Definition 14: A point x 2 O with Is(x ) = f1g is called a smooth point, as there is a
neighborhood of x homeomorphic to an open set in Rn. If Is(x ) , f1g, then x is called
a singular point of the orbifold O. The singular locus of O is the set of singular points
Σ(O) = fx 2 XO j Is(x ) , f1gg.
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Figure 1.2: The Euclidean right angle cone as an orbifold.
Example 4: Any smooth manifold is an orbifold, replacing the manifold charts (U ;φ)
with the orbifold charts (U ;φ (U ); f1g ;φ).
Example 5: The Euclidean cone with cone angle pi is an orbifold, defined by the single
chart (R2=Z2;R2;Z2; id) where Z2 acts by a pi rotation onR2 about the origin. The singular
locus of this orbifold is a single point.
Definition 15: An orbifold is locally orientable if each local action is by orientation pre-
serving diffeomorphisms on the local models inRn. It is orientable if in addition the inclusion
maps V ,! U are induced by orientation preserving embeddings HV ,! HU .
Example 6: The three dimensional analog of the cone,O = R3=Z2 with the Z2 action by
the antipodal map x 7!  x is an example of an orbifold which is not locally orientable.
Example 7: The Klein bottle is an orbifold which is locally orientable, but not orientable.
Some non locally-orientable orbifolds have underlying space a manifold with boundary,
such as the closed upper half plane, viewed as an orbifold quotient of R2 by reflection
across the x axis. There is an additional notion of orbifold with boundary which we do not
need in this thesis but we nonetheless mention briefly here.
Definition 16: An orbifold with boundary is defined similarly to an orbifold, replacing
the local models with subsets of the closed upper half space Rn+ via finite group actions. The
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boundary of an orbifold @orbO is the set of points x 2 XO whose lifts to local models lie in
the boundary of upper half space in some chart. An orbifold is closed if it is compact and its
orbifold boundary is empty.
We have succeeded in defining the objects in the category of orbifolds. We now move on
to describe the morphisms, or orbifold maps between them.
Definition 17: An local orbifoldmap between two local models (U ;HU ;Γ;φ) and (V ;HV ;G;ψ )
is a pair (Hη;γ ) for γ : Γ ! G a group homomorphism andHη : HU ! HV a γ -equivariant smooth
map. This induces a map η : U ! V . Conversely, a map η : U ! V lifts to a local orbifold
map if there are local models for U ;V and a local orbifold map (Hη;γ ) as above.
A local orbifold map is called a local orbifold isomorphism when γ is faithful and Hη is
an immersion. This terminology allows a more succinct description of the compatibility
condition for orbifold charts: charts based on V  U are compatible if the inclusion
V ,! U lifts to a local orbifold isomorphism.
Definition 18: An orbifold map f : O ! Q is given by a map between underlying spaces
f : XO ! XQ such that for each x 2 XO, f (x ) 2 XQ, there are open neighborhoods x 2 U ,
f (x ) 2 V such that f lifts to a local orbifold map in local models for U ;V .
An orbifold diffeomorphism is an orbifold map which is bijective between underlying
spaces, and whose inverse is also an orbifold map. A local orbifold map (Hη;γ ) is a lo-
cal immersion ifHη is an immersion; an orbifold mapQ! O is an immersion if it is locally
a local immersion.
Definition 19: A suborbifold of an orbifoldO is the image of an injective immersionQ ,!
O from some closed orbifoldQ.
Examples Of Orbifolds
Tomake the following discussion of the theory of orbifoldsmore concrete it will be helpful
to have a list of examples available. To start, we list some local models for orbifolds in
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Figure 1.3: An immersion of a 2-orbifold in a 3-orbifold, with singular sets of each labeled
by their isotropy groups.
Figure 1.4: Orbifold mirror reflector locus.
small dimensions (we will see this list is comprehensive in dimensions 1 and 2 later on).
Example 8: The Z2 action x 7!  x on R has orbifold quotient with underlying space
a closed ray [0;1). The point 0 has Z2 isotropy group, and is called a mirror reflector.
Similarly the action (x ;y) 7! (x ; y) on R2 has quotient the upper half plane with a line
R  f0g of mirror points with isotropy group Z2.
Example 9: The quotient of C by the Z2 action of multiplication by  1 is homeomorphic
to R2, but does not inherit a smooth structure in the quotient as 0 is fixed by the action.
As an orbifold, the quotient C=Z2 has an isolated singular point f0g with isotropy group
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Figure 1.5: Orbifold corner reflector locus.
Z2, and is thought of as a cone point of cone angle pi at 0. Similarly, the quotient C=Γ
for Γ any finite subgroup of U(1) is a cone, with singular locus f0g and isotropy subgroup
Γ  Zn. We already saw an example of this above.
Example 10: The action of the dihedral group D2n on C preserving a regular n-gon cen-
tered at 0 has orbifold quotient with underlying space a wedgeXO =
(
reiθ j θ 2 [0;pi=n]
)
.
Points on the boundary of this wedge have isotropy groupZ2 and aremirror reflectors, the
corner r = 0 has isotropy group the full dihedral group Dn and is called a corner reflector.
Example 11: The action of Zn on R3 by rotation about the z-axis by angle 2pi=n has
orbifold quotient with underlying space homeomorphic toR3, but singular locus f(0;0)g
R with isotropy group Zn. This is the product of a cone C=Zn with R, and the singular
locus is called a cone axis.
Example 12: Thesymmetries of a dodecahedron form the (2;3;5) triangle group∆(2;3;5)
and act on R3 fixing the origin. The orbifold quotient is again homeomorphic to R3, but
singular set the union of the positive x ;y and z axes. The positive x axis is a cone axis of
cone angle pi=2, the y axis has cone angle pi=3 and the z-axis angle pi=5. The origin has
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Figure 1.6: A cone axis singularity in a 3-orbifold.
∆(2;3;5) as its isotropy subgroup. We will see shortly that this is the cone on the (2;3;5)
triangle pillowcase orbifold. Similarly, any spherical triangle group ∆(p;q;r ) acts on S2
with quotient a cone on the (p;q;r ) triangle pillowcase.
In this thesis as in much of geometric topology, we won't actually have to use this def-
inition directly. The theory of orbifolds was designed to accommodate the quotients of
manifolds by finite group actions, and this will be our primary means of creation.
Proposition 1: If M is a smooth manifold and Γ a finite group of diffeomorphisms acting
onM , then the orbit spaceM=Γ inherits the natural structure of an orbifold.
Proof. Let pi : M ! M=Γ be the projection onto the orbit space, and x 2 M . If x is
not fixed by Γ then there is some small neighborhood U 3 x moved off of itself by all
elements of Γ, and U descends to a chart (pi (U );U ; f1g ;pi ) based at pi (x ). If x is fixed by
Γ, let Γx < Γ be the stabilizing subgroup, andU 3 x a neighborhood of x preserved by Γx .
Then (pi (U );U ;Γx ;pi ) is a local model at pi (x ). These local models satisfy the compatibility
condition for orbifold charts and so determine an orbifold structure onM=Γ. 
Observation 3: The same result holds for properly discontinuous actions of infinite
groups. The quotient by a free properly discontinuous action is a manifold; removing
the freeness assumption results in an orbifold quotient.
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Figure 1.7: Orbifolds and triangle groups.
Example 13: The torus is a branched cover of the sphere over 4 points skewering: take a
donut and pierce it all the way through with a chopstick, the quotient under a pi rotation
is a topological sphere. The quotient sphere inherits an orbifold structure with four cone
points with isotropy group Z2. Similarly, the hyperelliptic involution of a genus д surface
has orbifold quotient a sphere with 2д + 2 cone points of cone angle pi .
Example 14: LetT 2 = S1S1 and consider the Z2 action by complex conjugation on the
first factor. The quotient is an annulus with boundary components f1g S1 and f 1g S1,
and inherits an orbifold structure where these are circles of mirror points in the singular
locus with isotropy groups Z2.
Example 15: Let (p;q;r ) be a triple of natural numbers and ∆(p;q;r ) the corresponding
triangle group ∆(p;q;r ) = hα ;β ;γ j αp = βq = γ r = αβγ = 1i. Then the sphere with three
cone points of order p;q;r is an orbifold, arising as a quotient X=∆(p;q;r ) for X = S2
when 1p + 1q + 1r > 1, X = E2 when this sum is equal to 1, and X = H2 otherwise.
To make the discussions surrounding 2-dimensional examples easier, we will denote by
S (n1; : : : ;nr ) the orbifold with underlying space a surface S and r cone points of order
n1; : : :nr .
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Figure 1.8: Some more generic 2-orbifolds.
The Theory of Orbifolds
Many things carry over frommanifold theory to orbifolds, though the definitions become
more technical the fundamental theorems remain true. We give a short review of this
theory here, starting with the notion of orbifold covering spaces.
Definition 20: An orbifold cover pi : HO ! O is an orbifold map such that each point x 2 O
has a neighborhood U with local model (U ;HU ;Γ;φ) and the preimage pi 1(U ) is a disjoint
union of components Vi , each with local models (Vi ;HU ;Gi ;ψi ) with Gi < Γ and pi : Vi ! U
the natural projection HU =Gi ! HU =Γ.
Example 16: The branched coveringT 2 ! S2 of Example 13 is an orbifold covering map
of S2(2;2;2;2) by the torus. This cover unwraps all the cone points.
Example 17: Consider the orbifoldT 2(n;n) and letZ2 act onO freely by rotation sending
one cone point to the other. The quotient mapT 2(n;n) ! T 2(n) an orbifold covering map.
Note this cover does not unwrap the cone point of O=Z2 but rather doubles it.
Example 18: Consider the orbifold S2(n;n), and think of the cone points as being at
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Figure 1.9: Torus Branch cover of the sphere.
the north and south poles. Let Z2 act on O by a rotation about some axis through the
equator, exchanging the cone points. The quotient map is an orbifold covering S2(n;n) !
S2(2;2;n). This cover unwraps two of the cone points and doubles the other.
Example 19: If O is an orbifold with mirror singular locus Σ, there is a 2-fold cover HO
of O obtained identifying two copies of O along the mirror singular locus. This is the
local-orientation double cover.
As for manifolds, we may define an orbifold version of universal covering space as a cover
which covers all other covers.
Definition 21: The orbifold universal cover of an orbifold O is a cover pi : HO ! O such
that if p : Q! O is any other cover, there is a covering map r : HO ! Q such that p  r = pi .
Observation 4: Every orbifold has an orbifold universal cover; for a proof consult [21],
Theorem 2.9.
Definition 22: The orbifold fundamental group of an orbifold pi1(O) is defined as the deck
group of the universal covering pi1(O) = Aut(HO ! O).
The alternative notation pi orb1 (O) is used when there is a risk of confusion with the fun-
damental group of the underlying space pi1(XO). An orbifold is called good if it is covered
by a manifold. In particular, the universal cover of a good orbifold is a manifold, and so
good orbifolds are quotients of manifolds by properly discontinuous group actions. An
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orbifold O is called very good if it is finitely covered by a manifold.
Observation 5: If O is a very good orbifold, O = M=Γ for M a manifold and jΓ j < 1 ,
then pi1(O) is an extension of pi1(M ) by Γ.
There is a version of Van Kampen's theorem for orbifolds; splitting along a connected
suborbifold realizes the orbifold fundamental group as an amalgamated free product of
the components.
Proposition 2: If O is an orbifold and suborbifolds O1;O2 such that O = O1 [ O2 and
O1 \O2 is connected, pi1(O) = pi1(O1) pi1 (O1\O2) pi1(O2).
In particular, if O = O1 [ O2 with O2 a simply connected manifold, then pi orb1 (O) =
pi orb1 (O1). In particular, if the underlying space ofO is simply connected and Σ(O) = fx g,
then pi orb1 (O) = Is(x ). This makes particularly simple the computation of orbifold pi1 in
two dimensions.
Observation 6: Let O = S (n1; : : :nr ). Then pi1(O) is a quotient of pi1(S r p1; : : : ;pr 	)
by the relations that the loops γi around the punctures pi have order n. If O has mirror
reflector boundary, its mirror double is a Z2 cover of the form above.
Example 20: The orbifold fundamental group of S2(2;2;2;2) is a Z2-extension of the
fundamental group of the torus, as S2(2;2;2;2) = T 2=Z2 as in Example 13. Computing
via the procedure above gives another presentation, as a quotient of the free group on 3
generators. Letting α ;β ;γ ;δ be the loops about the punctures on a 4-punctured sphere (so
αβγδ = 1), we have pi1(S2(2;2;2;2)) = hα ;β ;γ ;δ j α2 = β2 = γ 2 = δ2 = αβγδ = 1i.
Example 21: An orbifold is simply connected if pi1(O) is trivial. Note this is differ-
ent than having simply connected underlying space, as pi1(S2(p;q;r )) = ∆(p;q;r ) but
pi1(XS2 (p;q;r ) ) = 1 as the underlying space is a sphere.
The existence of universal covers and the definition of orbifold pi1 as the corresponding
deck group allows standard results of covering space theory to carry over without change.
In particular, orbifold covers exhibit a Galois correspondence with subgroups of their fun-
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damental groups.
Proposition 3: LetO be an orbifold. Then there is a 1 1 correspondence between covers of
O and conjugacy classes of subgroups of pi1(O): for each Γ < pi1(O) there is some covering
space p : Q! O with ppi1(Q ) conjugate to Γ.
This allows us to prove that there are examples of orbifolds which do not arise as quotients
of manifolds, although they do in each local model.
Proposition 4: If O be a simply connected orbifold. Then O admits no nontrivial covers
via the Galois correspondence, and so ifO has nonempty singular locus,O is a bad orbifold.
Such examples already exist in dimension two.
Example 22: The teardrop orbifolds S2(n) are simply connected but have nonempty sin-
gular locus, and thus are bad.
Example 23: The spindle orbifolds S2(m;n) have fundamental group pi1(S2(m;n)) = hγ j
γm = γn = 1i  Zgcd(m;n) . When n = m the corresponding cover is the sphere. When
gcd(m;n) =m the corresponding cover is a teardrop S2(n=m), which is a bad orbifold. In
general the Zgcd(m;n) cover is another spindle S2(m0;n0) with conepoints of coprime orders.
This is orbifold simply connected and so a bad orbifold. Thus spindles are good orbifolds
if and only if the cone points are of the same order.
Proposition 5: Every 2-dimensional orbifold which is not a teardrop or a bad spindle is
good, and in fact very good.
The proof of this proposition is not difficult and relies on orbifold covering theory; for
reference consult [67]. The notion of Euler characteristic carries over to the category of
orbifolds as well. For very good orbifolds, we may simply extend the usual Euler char-
acteristic for manifolds to continue to be multiplicative with respect to covers in the cat-
egory of orbifolds. An extension to general orbifolds can be created from this together
with an extension of the usual relationship with connect sum.
Definition 23: The orbifold Euler characteristic is a Q-valued function χ on the class of
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orbifolds, defined to extend the usual Euler characteristic of manifolds and satisfy the fol-
lowing: χHO = dχ (O) if there exists a d-fold orbifold cover HO ! O and χ (O) = χ (O1) +
χ (O2)   χ (O1 \O2) when O1 [O2 = O.
Example 24: We compute the orbifold Euler characteristic of a surface S with r cone
points of order n1; : : : ;nr as follows. A small neighborhood Ui of each cone point is a
good orbifold, ni-fold covered by the disk; thus χ (Ui ) = 1=ni . The complement of these
disks is a surface of genus д with r punctures, and as a manifold χ (Sд;r ) = 2   2д   r . The
intersections of each disk neighborhood with the surface are circles, with manifold Euler
characteristic zero. Thus χ (O) = χ (Sд;n ) +Pri=1 1ni = 2   2д  Pri=1 1   1ni .
The Euler characteristic of an orbifoldwithmirror and corner reflectors can be doubled
to give a locally orientable orbifold such as the above, then again using multiplicativity
of covers its Euler characteristic is half that of its double. This is a powerful tool for
understanding the geometrization of orbifolds in dimension two.
To understand orbifolds a bit better it is useful to understand their singular loci. One
reduction theorem that is useful here is that we may without loss of generality consider
local models based on Rn=Γ for Γ < O(n + 1) instead of Γ < Diffeo(Rn ).
Proposition 6: IfO is an orbifold and x 2 Σ(O) then there is a chart (U ;Bn;Γ;φ) with the
action of Γ on a ball in Rn by orthogonal transformations, Is(x ) < O(n + 1).
Proof. Let x 2 Σ(O) and (U ;HU ;Γ;φ) be a local model containing x , and Hx 2 HU a point
covering x . Choose a Riemannian metric on HU and average by Γ to get a Γ-invariant
Riemannian metric д. As Hx is fixed by the action of Is(x ), the derivative of this action
gives a representation Is(x ) ! GL(THxHU ); and as this action is by isometries this has image
in the orthogonal group for дx . 
Corollary 7: The local structure of the singular locus of a an n-dimensional orbifold is the
cone on the singular set of an n   1-dimensional spherical orbifold (a quotient of Sn 1 by
isometries).
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Proof. Let x 2 Σ(O) and (U ;Bn;Γ;φ) be a chart with an orthogonal local action as above.
Then Γ preserves the concentric radial spheres in Bn, and the quotient Bn=Γ is the cone on
the quotient of Sn 1=Γ. The singular locus of U  Bn=Γ is thus the cone on the singular
locus of Sn 1=Γ. 
This leads to a classification of 1- and 2-dimensional orbifolds, which we do not pursue
here but state for reference. Details may be found in [67].
Theorem 8 (Classification of 1-orbifolds): The closed 1 orbifolds are the circle S1 and the
interval I = [ 1;1] with reflector boundary, arising as a quotient S1=Z2 by complex conju-
gation.
Theorem 9 (Classification of 2-orbifolds): Every locally orientable 2-orbifold has under-
lying space a closed surface, together with a finite number of marked points (cone points) la-
beled by natural numbersni > 1 (the order of the isotropy subgroups). Non locally-orientable
2-orbifolds have underlying space a surface with boundary, which is orbifold mirror singular
locus, and in addition to marked points in the interior has finitely manymarked points on the
boundary (the corner reflectors) labeled by natural numbersmi > 1 (relating to the dihedral
isotropy groups D2mi ).
In particular, each of these orbifolds has underlying space a topological manifold together
with an additional orbifold structure. This is not true in general, in higher dimensions
the underlying space of an orbifold need not be a manifold as we have already seen in
Example 6. Locally orientable 3-orbifolds are easily classified, and all have underlying
spaces a manifold.
Observation 7: The finite subgroups of SO(3) are infinite cyclic Zn, dihedral ∆(2;2;n),
or the orientation-preserving symmetry groups of the platonic solids ∆(2;3;3);∆(2;3;4)
or ∆(2;3;5). The singular locus of S2=Γ for Γ in the list above is either two points with
the same isotropy group Zn or a triple of points with isotropy groups of orders (2;2;n),
(2;3;3); (2;3;4) or (2;3;5).
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Figure 1.10: An example 3-orbifold with underlying space S3 and singular locus labeled.
Theorem 10: Locally orientable 3-orbifolds O have underlying space XO a 3-manifold
and singular locus Σ(O) a 3-regular (possibly disconnected) graph G ,! XO equipped with
a an admissible labeling of edges: any three edges incident to a vertex are labeled (2;2;n),
(2;3;3); (2;3;4) or (2;3;5).
Example 25: Any link in S3, together with any labeling, is a 3-orbifold with only cone
axis singularities. An arbitrarily knotted theta graph embedded in S3 labeled by an ad-
missible triple gives a 3-orbifold.
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Chapter 2
Klein Geometries
Euclidean space is homogeneous, which means that it looks the same from every point.
More precisely, for any pair of points p;q 2 En, there is an isometry φp;q : En ! En such
that φp;q (p) = q. Given some fixed basepoint x 2 En, this is implies the orbit of x under
Isom(En ) is all of En; or that the automorphisms of Euclidean space act transitively. In
thinking about the foundations of geometry, Klein in his Erlagen Program suggested that
a fruitful notion of geometry more naturally is a direct generalization of this. Geometries
are homogeneous spaces: manifolds equipped with a notion of 'rigid transformation' or
automorphism, which are symmetric enough that the group of automorphisms acts tran-
sitively.
Here we give two standard formalizations of homogeneous geometry, and treat the
basic theory in detail. We then discuss some useful notions of equivalence for geome-
tries, and prove some basic results justifying the common practice of switching between
different models at will.
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2.1 Perspectives on Homogeneous
Geometry
The Group-Space Perspective
Our first perspective on geometries formally encodes a homogeneous space for a Lie group
G by keeping track of the group, smooth manifold and action.
Definition 24: A geometry is a triple (G; (X ;x );α ) of a Lie group G and pointed smooth
manifold (X ;x ) equipped with an analytic and transitive action α : G  X ! X . Encoding
geometries this way is called the Group-Space perspective in this thesis.
By the transitivity of the G action the particular choice of basepoint is immaterial and
serves the technical purpose of selecting a canonical point stabilizerGx = stabG (x ). Both
the basepoint x 2 X and the actionmapα are omitted from the notationwhen understood,
and a geometry is denoted by the pair (G;X ).
Example 26: Spherical geometry is given by the linear action of SO(n+1) on the sphere
Sn = V (x21 +    + x2n+1 = 1)  Rn+1. Choosing a basepoint, say p = (0;    ;0;1) gives the
pointed geometry (SO(n + 1); (Sn;p)).
Observation 8: Let (G;X ) be a geometry, and д;h 2 G. As theG action on X is analytic,
if for any open U  X the restricted actions д: : U ! X and h: : U ! X agree, then in
fact д = h.
Definition 25: A morphism of geometries (G;X ) ! (H ;Y ) is a pair (Φ;F ) consisting
of a group homomorphism Φ : G ! H with Φ(Gx ) < Hy together with a Φ-equivariant
basepoint-preserving smooth map F : (X ;x ) ! (Y ;y). A morphism (H ;Y ) ! (G;X ) is an
isomorphism if it has an inverse.
Example 27 (Klein and PoincareModels): LetH2K be the Kleinmodel of hyperbolic space,
given by the projectivized linear action of SO(2;1) on the hyperboloid H = V (x2 + y2  
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Figure 2.1: The Hyperboloid, Klein Disk, and Poincare Disk models of hyperbolic space.
z2 + 1). Let H2P be the Poincare model, given by the action of SU(1;1) on the unit disk
D2 = fz j kzk < 1g  C by linear fractional transformations. These two geometries are
isomorphic, with an explicit isomorphism given by two different projections of the hy-
perboloid model of hyperbolic space, as shown below.
Given a notion of geometry and morphisms between them, we have formed the category
of Klein geometries, from the group-space perspective.
Definition 26: The category of Klein geometries has as objects the homogeneous spaces
(G; (X ;x );α ) and as morphisms the pairs (Φ;F ) as in Definition 25.
The Automorphism-Stabilizer Perspective
Alternatively, a homogeneousG-spaceX can be encoded purely algebraically, remember-
ing only a point stabilizer K of the action G y X (the space can then be recovered up to
diffeomorphism as G=K ). This gives an alternate definition of homogeneous space, and
together with a corresponding notion of morphism, a different category of homogeneous
geometries.
Definition 27: A geometry is a pair (G;K ) of a Lie group G and a closed subgroup K . En-
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coding geometries this way is called the Automorphism-Stabilizer perspective in this thesis.
Example 28: Spherical geometry is modeled by the automorphism group SO(n + 1)
together with the stabilizer of a point under its action on Sn. Taking the point to be
p = (0; : : : ;0;1) 2 Sn gives stab(p) =
 SO(n) 0
0 1

. Abusing notation and calling this SO(n),
we may describe the geometry of the n-sphere in the Automorphism-Stabilizer formalism
as (SO(n + 1);SO(n)).
Note that we do not require that the closed subgroup be compact, as this is not necessary
for stabilizers of homogeneous geometries; the stabilizer of a point in the affine plane is
isomorphic to GL(2;R) for example.
Definition 28: A morphism Φ : (H ;C ) ! (G;K ) of geometries from the Automorphism-
Stabilizer perspective is a Lie group homomorphism Φ : H ! G such that Φ(C ) < K .
Example 29 (Klein and Poincare Models): From the Automorphism - Stabilizer perspec-
tive, the Klein model of hyperbolic space is the pair (SO(2;1);S ) for S =
 SO(2) 0
0 1

<
SO(2;1). The Poincaremodel is given by the pair (SU(1;1);SO(2)) of subgroups ofGL(2;R).
Definition 29: The category of Klein geometries has as objects the homogeneous spaces
(G;K ) and as morphisms the Lie group homomorphisms-of-pairs Φ : (H ;C ) ! (G;K ) as
above.
Equivalence
Each of these perspectives is useful to have available at times, and it is of little surprise
given their definitions that they encode precisely the same information. In this section
we record this fact precisely, by constructing an equivalence of categories between the
category of geometries from the Group-Space perspective, (denoted here GrpSp) and the
category of geometries constructed from the Automorphism-Stabilizer perspective (de-
noted AutStb).
Lemma 11: The map F : GrpSp ! AutStb sending a group-stabilizer geometry (G;K ) to
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the group-space geometry (G; (G=K ;K )) defines a functor.
Proof. AsK is a closed subgroup ofG, theK action onG by left translation by is a free and
proper action. Thus by the quotient manifold theorem of smooth topology [52], the orbit
space G=K is a smooth manifold. The action of G on G=K is just the usual action of G on
itself followed by the quotient map, which is transitive and thus defines a geometry of the
Group-Space variety. The inclusion K ,! G=K provides a cannonical choice of basepoint.
Given a morphism Φ : (H ;K ) ! (G;C ) we define F(Φ) = (Φ;Φ) where Φ(дC ) = Φ(д)K .
This is Φ-equivariant and well-defined as Φ(C )  K . 
Lemma12: ThemapΨ : Grp   Sp ! AutStb sending a geometry (G; (X ;x )) to (G;stabG (x ))
defines a functor.
Proof. The stabilizer of an analytic action of a Lie group on a smooth manifold is a closed
Lie subgroup. Thus (G;stabG (x )) is a geometry of the group-stabilizer variety. Recalling
that a morphism Φ : (G; (X ;x )) ! (H ; (Y ;y)) consists of a group homomorphism ΦGrp
and an equivariant map ΦSp between the spaces, the image Ψ(Φ) = ΦGrp is simply the
group homomorphism, which is well-defined as ΦSp  x = y together with equivariance
implies that ΦGrp(stabG (x ))  stabH (y). 
Proposition 13: The functors F;Ψ above define an equivalence of categories GrpSp 
AutStb.
Proof. The composition ΨF is the identity on AutStb, and the composition FΨ takes the
geometry (G; (X ;x )) to (G; (G=stabG (x ));stabG (x )).
The collection of maps η j(G;X ) : (G; (X ;x )) ! (G; (G=stabG (x );stabG (x ))) forms a nat-
ural transformation from idGrpSp to FΨ. In more detail, η is given by η = (idG ;ξ (G;X ) )
where ξ (G;X ) assigns to a point p 2 X the coset дstabG (x ) of the basepoint stabilizer, for д
such that stabG (p) = дstabG (x )д 1.
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To see this it suffices to check that ΦGrp  ξ (G;X ) = ξ (H ;Y ) ΦSp. Let p 2 X and д 2 G be
such that д:x = p. Then ξ (G;X ) (p) = дstabG (x ) and ΦGrp(дstabG (x )) = ΦGrp(д)stabH (y)).
Computing the other way around we find ΦSp(p) = ΦSp(д:x ) = ΦGrp(д)ΦSp(x ) = ΦGrp(д)y
and ξ (H ;Y ) (ΦGrp(д)y)) = ΦGrp(д)stabH (y).
(G; (X ;x )) (G; (G=stabG (x );stabG (x )))
(H ; (Y ;y)) (H ; (H=stabH (y);stabH (y)))
(ΦGrp;ΦSp)
(idG ;ξ (G;X ) )
(ΦGrp;ΦGrp)
(idH ;ξ (H ;Y ) )

Thus we are justified in moving freely between these perspectives at will when conve-
nient. In particular, we feel free to define a concept for whichever notion of geometry it
is more convenient to do so, and leave it to the reader to transport this definition to the
other formalism if desired.
2.2 Notions of Equivalence
Oftentimes it is advantageous to be slightly looser with our notion of isomorphism for
geometries than what arises from the above definitions. In particular, there are two com-
mon situations where we may want to think of two geometries as being `essentially the
same,' even when the groups or spaces differ slightly. The first case involves a trade-off
between two 'good' properties that the automorphism group of a geometry could enjoy.
Effective Geometries
Definition 30: A geometry (G;X ) is effective if д:x = x for all x 2 X implies that д = e .
That is, the only element of д acting trivially on all of X is the identity.
Equivalently, a geometry (G;X ) is effective if the induced homomorphismG ! Diffeo(X )
given by the action is faithful. Effectiveness is a property of (G;X ) geometries, capturing
that the action of each element of G on X is distinct. Oftentimes it is useful to consider
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non-effective versions of a geometry, corresponding to choices of groups HG which surject
onto G as automorphisms. One reason for doing so is that the effective geometry (G;X )
has a difficult-to-work with automorphism group, but G is covered by a nice (say, linear)
group HG. This allows us to work with matrices, at the cost of dealing with a non-effective
action.
Example 30: The geometry (PGL(3;R);RP2) is the effective version of projective ge-
ometry in dimension two. In practice, it is often easier to work with the non-effective
versions (SL(3;R);RP2) or even (GL(3;R);RP2).
Definition 31: Two geometries (G;X ) and (H ;X ) are effectively equivalent if the action
ofG onX and the action ofH onX induce homomorphismsG ! Diffeo(X ),H ! Diffeo(X )
with the same image.
Given any geometry (G;X ), it is clear from the above definition that there is a unique ef-
fective geometry equivalent to it: if Φ : G ! Diffeo(X ) is the map induced by the action,
then (Φ(G );X ) is effective and equivalent to (G;X ). Denote by ker(G;X ) the subgroup of
G acting trivially on X . There is a natural map sending any geometry (G;X ) to its corre-
sponding effective version, called effectivization, sending (G;X ) to (G= ker(G;X );X ). This
is used implicitly to justify passing freely between effective and non-effective versions of
the same geometry when convenient in much of the literature.
Observation 9: The effectivization map Eff : GrpSp ! GrpSp defined by (G; (X ;x )) 7!
(G= ker(G;X ); (X ;x )) is a natural transformation between the identity on GrpSp and the
effectivization endofunctor.
Local Morphisms
The second notion of equivalence between geometries that is often useful to consider
is local isomorphism. This is most naturally motivated by wanting to pass between a
geometry and covers of that geometry when convenient.
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Example 31: The geometry of the sphere is given by (SO(3);S2). The action of SO(3)
is equivariant with respect to the antipodal map and so we may use this SO(3) action to
define a geometry on the quotient, (SO(3);RP2). Locally, this geometry is similar to the
geometry of the sphere.
We formalize this notion of 'being the same on a small enough subset' via the concept of
a local morphism.
Definition 32: A local map X d Y is a map from some open set U  X into Y . A local
homomorphism φ : G d H is a local map defined on a neighborhood U 3 e such that
φ (дh) = φ (д)φ (h) and φ (д 1) = φ (д) 1 whenever all terms are defined.
A local homomorphism is injective if it is injective as a map of sets when restricted to
some sufficiently small neighborhood of the identity. It is locally surjective if the image
contains some open set of the identity of the target group, and a local isomorphism if it is
both locally injective and surjective. Local morphisms are conveniently captured by Lie
algebra maps, as in the following observation.
Observation 10: If φ : G d H is a local morphism, its derivative φ : g ! h is a mor-
phism of Lie algebras. Conversely, any Lie algebra morphism ψ : g ! h induces a local
morphism Ψ : G d H defined on exp(g)  G
Here we take advantage of the above observation, and the equivalence of categories
GrpSp  AutStb to succinctly define the equivalence relation of local isomorphism be-
tween geometries.
Definition 33: A local morphism of geometries (G;K ) ! (H ;C ) is a morphism of Lie
groupsφ : g ! h such thatφ (k)  c. Two geometries (G;K ) and (H ;C ) are locally isomorphic
if there is an isomorphism of Lie algebras φ : g ! h carrying k to c.
Unpacking this in the more traditional Group-Space formalism gives the following.
Definition 34: A local morphism of geometries (G; (X ;x )) d (H ; (Y ;y)) is a local homo-
morphism φ : G d H such that the restriction of φ toGx is a local morphismGx d Hy . This
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local homomorphism induces a local analytic map f : X d Y defined on a neighborhood of
x which is locally φ-equivariant, meaning that f (д:p) = φ (д): f (p) whenever all terms are
defined. The local morphism is a local isomorphism if φ is, and additionally φ jGx is a local
isomorphism Gx d Hy .
Under this notion of equivalence, (SO(3);S2) and its quotient (SO(3);RP2) are locally
isomorphic geometries. We will not freely identify geometries up to local isomorphism
aswe have donewith the previous notions of equivalence, butwewill often abuse notation
and call a geometry such as (SO(3);RP2) spherical geometry, instead of the more correct
a subgeometry of RP2 locally isomorphic to spherical geometry.
2.3 Properties of Klein Geometries
This brief section covers some additional miscellaneous terminology that proves useful
when discussing homogeneous spaces.
Subgeometries and Fibered Geometries
Spherical geometry of dimension n can be modeled exactly within Euclidean space of one
dimension higher: take any round sphere S  En+1, and the subgroup G < Isom(En+1)
fixing that sphere set-wise is isomorphic to SO(n+1), acting transitively and thus making
(G;S ) a model of spherical geometry. Similarly hyperbolic n-space naturally arises as a
codimension 1-subset of Minkowski space (a hyperboloid of 2 sheets orthogonal to the
time-like axis), with isometries a subset of the automorphisms of Mn+1. In general such
constructions are subgeometries of the ambient space.
Definition 35: A subgeometry (H ;Y ) of a geometry (G;X ) is a closed subgroup H < G
acting transitively on a subset Y  X . Alternatively, a subgeometry of (G;X ) is the image
of a monomorphism ι : (H ;Y ) ! (G;X ).
Alternatively, we say that (G;X ) is a supergometry of or a containing geometry for the
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geometry (H ;Y ). Oftentimes we are interested in a more narrowly defined collection of
open subgeometries.
Definition 36: An open subgeometry of (G;X ) is a geometry (H ;Y ) withH < G closed and
Y  X open.
Example 32: The Klein ball model of hyperbolic space is an open subgeometry of RPn,
but the hyperboloid model is not an open subgeometry ofMn+1.
Dually to the notion of a subgeometry is that of a fibered geometry, or a geometry (G;X )
which fibers over a geometry (H ;Y ). These are the epimorphisms, as opposed to the
monos, in the category of geometries.
Definition 37: A geometry (G;X ) fibers over a geometry (H ;Y ) if there is an epimorphism
of geometries pi : (G;X ) ! (H ;Y ). That is, a submersion of spaces X ! Y equivariant with
respect to a submersion of Lie groups G ! H .
Basic examples of fibered geometries are the products, but more interesting examples
occur as degenerations when studying limits of geometries.
Example 33: H2  R fibers over H2. Heisenberg geometry, (Heis;R2) is given by the
projective action of the real Heisenberg group on the plane, acting by all translations, and
shears parallel to a fixed line. This geometry fibers over the Euclidean line by quotienting
the direction of shear.
Metric Geometry
Nowhere in the definition of homogeneous geometry is there a requirement that there
exists some invariant metric, only that there is a transitive group of automorphisms. Of-
tentimes of course there is such a metric, such as in Euclidean, hyperbolic and spherical
geometry. But there are many cases without as well. For example, Minkowski, de Sit-
ter, and Anti-de Sitter space are homogeneous spaces admitting a Lorentzian metric, but
no invariant Riemannian metric. Moreover, real projective geometry (SL(n + 1;R);RPn)
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admits no invariant pseudo-Riemannian metric of any signature. Clearly nothing can be
said about metrics and homogeneous geometry in any generality, but we record a few
useful observations below.
Lemma 14: If a geometry (G;X ) admits a Riemannian metric, it has constant scalar cur-
vature.
Proof. Let p 2 X have scalar curvature k , and q 2 X be any other point. There is isometry
д 2 G such that д:p = q, and this sends 2-planes through p to 2-planes through q of the
same section al curvature. Thus the scalar curvature at q, defined as the integral average
of the sectional curvatures through all 2-planes at q, is also equal to k . 
Observation 11: The sectional curvature, or even Ricci curvature of a homogeneous
space need not be constant: consider H2  S2 for example. The sectional curvature of
a geometry (G;X ) is only forced to be constant if G acts transitively on the bundle of
2-planes over TX .
If a homogeneous geometry admits a Riemannian geometry it need not be unique (for in-
stance, the homogeneous space Hn = (SO(n;1);n) admits an invariant metric of constant
curvature κ for each κ < 0), and there are few instances in which actually utilizing the
invariant metric is required (though we will have some use for it in Chapter 7). Nonethe-
less, there is a very quick check to tell if a given homogeneous geometry admits some
invariant Riemannian metric; for a proof consult Thurston's book [68].
Proposition 15: Let (G; (X ;x )) be a homogeneous geometry with point stabilizer K =
stabG (x ). Then X admits a G-invariant Riemannian metric if and only if the the image
of K ,! GL(TxX ) given by k 7! dkx has compact closure. In particular, any geometry with
compact point stabilizers admits an invariant Riemannian metric.
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2.4 Examples
This section details many of the common examples of (G;X ) geometries, especially those
relevant to this thesis. When a particular geometry from the list below is mentioned in the
following chapters, it will be assumed to be the particular model specified below, when
such a distinction is relevant and unless otherwise specified.
Example 34: Real Projective Space, RPn is the (G;X ) geometry usually given by the pro-
jective action ofPSL(n+1;R) onRPn. The alternative presentations, with automorphisms
group SL(n+1;R) orGL+(n+1;R) are not effective asmultiplies of the identity act trivially
on RPn. Allowing for transformations of determinant  1 gives the locally isomorphic ge-
ometry (PGL(n + 1;R);RPn ) or its (potentially) non-effective forms (GL(n + 1;R);RPn)
or (SL(n + 1;R);RPn ). The universal covering geometry is positive projective space.
Example 35: Positive projective space, or gRPn, is given by the action of SL(n + 1;R) on
Sn =
(
x 2 Rn+1 j kx k = 1
)
.
Example 36: Spherical Space, Sn is the (G;X ) geometry given by (SO(n + 1);Sn) for
SO(n + 1) =
(
A 2 GL(n + 1;R) j ATA = I
)
and Sn =
(
x 2 Rn+1 j kx k = 1
)
. Allowing for
orientation reversing isometries gives the locally isomorphic geometry (O(n + 1);Sn ).
Example 37: Elliptic Space, Sn, is the (G;X ) geometry given by (PSO(n+ 1);RPn). More
commonly we work with the model (SO(n + 1);RPn ) which is not effective in odd di-
mensions. This geometry is locally isomorphic to spherical space as defined above via
the 2 : 1 covering projection, which is its universal cover. Following convention, we will
often refer to this model as spherical space as well.
Example 38: Affine Space, An is the (G;X ) geometry given by the effective action of
the affine group Aff(n) = GL(n;R) o Rn on Rn. The usual model is as a subgeometry
of projective space, with An the affine patch An = [x1 :    xn : 1]	  RPn acted on by
Aff(n) =
 GL(n;R) Rn
0 1

. This model is effective, and has orientation preserving automor-
phisms given by the index two subgroup Aff+(n) = GL+(n;R) o Rn.
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Example 39: Euclidean Space En is the (G;X ) geometry given by the effective action of
the Euclidean group Euc(n) = SO(n)oRn onRn. This is a subgeometry of affine space, and
so admits a similar projective model with Euc(n) =
 SO(n) Rn
0 1

and underlying space the
affine patch [x1 :    xn : 1]	  RPn. Allowing reflections gives the locally isomorphic
geometry (O(n) o Rn;Rn).
Example 40: Similarity Geometry is a weakening of Euclidean space to allow homoth-
eties as geometric transformations with effective automorphism group Sym(n) = R+ 
Euc(n). This is also a subgeometry of affine space with projective model Sym(n) =
R+SO(n) Rn
0 1

acting on the affine patch.
Example 41: Hyperbolic Space is the (G;X ) geometry given by (SO(n;1);Hn) forHn pro-
jectivization of the hyperboloid V (x21 +    x2n   x2n+1 =  1), which is the unit disk in
the affine patch xn+1 , 0. This model is not effective as SO(n;1) has two components,
switching the two sheets of the hyperboloid which are identified under projectivization;
the effective model has automorphisms PSO(n;1). Allowing for orientation reversing
automorphisms extends the isometry group to O(n;1) or its effective version PSO(n;1).
Example 42: In dimension 2, there are two additional models of the hyperbolic plane
whichwill be of use, arising as subgeometries ofCP1. The Poincare disk is amodel ofH2 =
(SU(1;1);D2) with underlying space the unit disk in C and automorphism group SU(1;1)
acting effectively on D2 by linear fractional transformations. The Möbius transformation
i i 1 1

maps the disk to the upper half plane, conjugating SU(1;1) to SL(2;R) and giving
the upper half plane model of H2 = (SL(2;R);R2+). These models are not effective, as  1  1  acts as the identity; the effective versions have automorphism groups PSU(1;1)
and PSL(2;R).
Example 43: Minkowski Space is the Lorentzian analog of Euclidean space, given by the
action of the Poincare group Poin(n) = SO(n;1) o Rn on Rn. This admits a projective
model with Rn the affine patch xn+1 , 0 and automorphisms
 SO(n;1) Rn
0 1

.
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Example 44: De Sitter space is the complement of the Klein model of hyperbolic space in
RPn. This is given by the projectivization of a hyperboloid of one sheet, dSn = (SO(n;1);V (x21+
   x2n   x2n+1 = 1)).
Example 45: Anti-de Sitter space is the Lorentzian analog of hyperbolic space, in the
sense that we form a signature (n;1) space of negative curvature by embedding it as a
sphere of radius  1 in the space of signature (n;2). That is , AdSn = (SO(n   1;2);.
Example 46: Heisenberg geometry is the (G;X ) geometry Hs2 := (Heis;A2) where Heis
is the real Heisenberg group.
Example 47: Complex Projective Space is the (G;X ) geometry (SL(n+1;C);CPn ) with the
automorphism group SL(2;C) acting projectively. This is a simply connected geometry
with effective version PSL(n + 1;C).
Example 48: Unitary geometry is a strengthening of complex projective geometry, acting
on the underlying space CPn only by unitary transformations SU(n+1;C)  SL(n+1;C).
Example 49: Complex Hyperbolic Space is the (G;X ) geometry with G = SU(n;1;C)
acting on the complex projectivization X = PV for V the real algebraic variety V =
V (x1x1 +    + xnxn   xn+1xn+1 =  1), the analog of the hyperboloid model of hyperbolic
space. This is not effective, and SU(n;1;C) n + 1-fold covers PSU(n;1;C) the effective
automorphism group.
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Chapter 3
Geometric Structures
A (G;X ) structure on a manifold M locally identifies M with small patches of the ge-
ometry (G;X ) in a compatible way. Geometric structures are a direct generalization of
smooth structures, which themselves are a specialization of the notion of topological man-
ifold defined via an atlas of charts. Below we review this atlas-and-transition approach
to defining geometric manifolds, followed by the more modern approach via developing
pairs. We then review the deformation space and moduli space of (G;X ) structures on a
manifold, which directly generalize the familiar Teichmüller spaces for Riemann surfaces.
Finally, we consider how different geometric structures modeled on different geometries
can interact - through strengthening and weakening as well as degeneration and regenera-
tion.
3.1 Charts and Atlases
To formalize the notion that a manifold M should `locally look like Rn we require that
each point of M has a neighborhood homeomorphic to some open subset of Rn. Like-
wise, each point in a hyperbolic manifold M should have a neighborhood isometric to
some open subset of Hn. Writing this down precisely leads directly to the definition of
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Figure 3.1: An atlas of charts on a hyperbolic surface.
an atlas of charts forM together with differing compatibility conditions depending on the
topological/smooth/geometric structure to be imparted onM .
We may (roughly) think of the topological space Rn as a (G;X ) geometry with underly-
ing spaceRn and allowable transformations given by all self-homeomorphismsHomeo(Rn).
Similarly, the smooth geometry of Rn has underlying space Rn and automorphism group
the collection of all diffeomorphismsDiffeo(Rn). From this perspective, a topological man-
ifold is a topological space equipped with an atlas of charts into Rn, with transition maps
in Homeo(Rn), and a smooth manifold is given by an atlas of Rn-valued charts with tran-
sition maps inDiffeo(Rn). This rephrasing of the above definitions suggests an immediate
generalization to structures modeled on any homogeneous space (G;X ).
Definition 38: Let (G;X ) be a geometry andM a topological manifold. A (G;X ) structure
onM is a maximal atlas of X -valued charts onM with transition maps in G.
Observation 12: A (G;X ) manifold M has an underlying real analytic structure as the
action of G on X is analytic by definition.
There is a slight technical annoyance when discussing transition maps for potentially
disconnected intersectionsUα \Uβ which we address presently. Given a subsetU  X , a
map f : U ! X is said to be locally-G if the restriction f jUi to each connected component
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Ui  U agrees with the action of some element д 2 G restricted toUi . Such an f is in the
pseudogroup generated byG; see Thurston's book [68] for example. Following convention
we abuse terminology and say such a map is in G, as in the definition above.
Example 50: The first example of a (G;X ) manifold is X itself, with the single chart
idX : X ! X .
As in the topological case, a (G;X ) atlas of charts on M allows us to reconstruct M out
of little pieces of X , described below. Let V = `α φα (Uα ) be the disjoint union of images
under charts, and define the equivalence relation  on V as follows. If x 2 φα (Uα \Uβ )
and y 2 φβ (Uα \Uβ ), then x  y if φβφ 1α (x ) = y. The details showing this construction
appropriately reproducesM can be found in [40], Section 5.1.
(G;X ) Maps
For a fixed geometry (G;X ), constructing the category of (G;X ) manifolds requires a
notion of (G;X ) morphisms between them.
Definition 39: Suppose thatM and N are two (G;X ) manifolds and f : M ! N is a map.
Then f is a (G;X ) morphism if for all charts φα : Uα ! X on M and ψβ : Vβ ! X on N the
restrictionψβ f φ 1α is in (the pseudogroup generated by) G.
Note that as G acts on X by diffeomorphisms and the charts φα ;ψβ are diffeomorphisms,
every (G;X ) map is a local diffeomorphism by definition. The set of (G;X ) automorphisms
M ! M forms a group, which we denote Aut(G;X ) (M ), and the automorphism group of a
geometry itself Aut(G;X ) (X ) is G.
To determine if two atlases for (G;X ) structures onM actually define the same struc-
ture we must determine whether or not both generate the same maximal atlas: that is,
whether transition maps between charts from each are in G. The notion of a (G;X ) map
allows us to phrase this succinctly and provides a definition for the space of (G;X ) struc-
tures on a manifoldM .
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Definition 40: LetM1,M2 denote two (G;X ) structures on a manifoldM . ThenM1 andM2
are equivalent if the identity map idM : M1 ! M2 is a (G;X ) map. The set of distinct (G;X )
structures onM is denoted S(G;X ) (M ).
A (G;X ) structure on a manifold M induces a canonical (G;X ) structure on its covers
and quotients. More precisely, a chart (U ;φ) onM pulls back to the charts (HUi ;φpi ) forUi
a connected component of pi 1(U ) when U  M is small enough (evenly covered), and
conversely small enough charts (V ;ψ ) on HM push forward under pi to charts (pi (V );ψpi 1)
when pi (V ) is evenly covered. We record both of these below for future use.
Observation 13: Let M be a (G;X ) manifold and pi : HM ! M a covering space. Then HM
has a canonical (G;X ) structure for which the covering projection is a (G;X ) map.
A particularly simple case of this pullback, that is often useful in practice is the special-
ization to covers of one sheet, or diffeomorphisms.
Observation 14: Let Σ be a smooth manifold and M a (G;X ) manifold. If φ : Σ ! M is
a diffeomorphism, there is a unique (G;X ) structure on Σ making φ into a (G;X ) isomor-
phism.
Observation 15: LetM be a (G;X ) manifold on which a group Γ acts properly and freely
by (G;X ) maps. Then the quotientM=Γ inherits a (G;X ) structure such that the quotient
map pi : M ! M=Γ is a (G;X ) covering.
This allows us to produce examples of geometric structures from quotients ofX by suitable
subgroups of G.
Example 51 (Euclidean Torus): Consider the Z2 subgroup of Isom(E2) given by transla-
tions along the integer lattice in the plane. Then T = E2=Z2 is topologically a torus, and
inherits a canonical Euclidean structure as the Z2 action is by (Isom(E2);E2)-maps. The
atlas of charts is defined as follows: for each point pZ2 2 T a choice of representative
p 2 E2 and a sufficiently small open neighborhood U 3 p provides a chart on UZ2  T
sending each point qZ2 to the unique representative in U  E2.
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Figure 3.2: A developing pair for a geometric structure.
3.2 Developing Pairs
The data of a maximal atlas of X valued charts with transitions inG is unweildly to work
with in practice. The analyticity of the G action on X allows one to globalize the atlas
of charts via a developing map and the transitions via an associated holonomy homomor-
phism, encoding the entire (G;X ) structure as a developing pair. Briefly, back the (G;X )
structure on M to the universal cover HM and analytically continuing a chosen base chart
to a (G;X ) map f : HM ! X called the developing map, and the pi1(M ) action by covering
transformations induces an action on f ( HM ) by elements of G.
Definition 41: A developing pair for a (G;X ) structure on a manifoldM is a pair ( f ;ρ) of
an immersion f : HM ! X , equivariant with respect to the representation ρ : pi1(M ) ! G.
We denote the space of all (G;X ) developing pairs for M by Dev(G;X ) (M ). Note that a
developing map : HM ! X uniquely determines the associated holonomy so we may al-
ternatively think of Dev(G;X ) (M ) as simply the space of developing maps, the subset of
immersions in C1( HM ;X ) which are equivariant with respect to some homomorphism
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Figure 3.3: The developing map for the hexagonal torus.
ρ 2 Hom(pi1(M );G ). Topologizing C1( HM ;X ) by smooth uniform convergence of all par-
tial derivatives on compact sets provides Dev(G;X ) (M ) with the subspace topology. This
agrees with the subspace topology inherited from the full developing pairs inC1( HM ;X )
Hom(pi1(M );G ).
Example 52 (Euclidean Torus): LetT be the Euclidean torus represented by the Euclidean
metric ds2 = 43 (dx2  dxdy +dy2) on R2=Z2. A developing pair for this structure into the
Euclidean plane with metric ds2 = dx2 + dy2 is given by the linear map f : R2 ! E2,
f (x ;y) = (x ; x2 + y
p
3
2 ) and the holonomy ρ : Z2 ! Euc(2) defined by ρ (e1) =
 1 0 1
0 1 1
0 0 1

,
ρ (e2) =
*.,
1 0 12
0 1
p
3
2
0 0 1
+/-.
Example 53 (Hopf Torus): TheHopf torus is a similarity structure onT 2 with developing
map f : R2 ! C given by f (x ;y) = ex+2piiy and (non-faithful) holonomy ρ : Z2 ! Sym(2)
defined by ρ (e1) = e  Id and ρ (e2) = Id.
Developing pairs provide a useful means of topologizing the space S(G;X ) (M ) of all (G;X )
structures on M . To do so we need to understand better the construction of developing
pairs from atlases to quantify the lack of uniqueness and the choices required in such a
construction. As noted in Observation 13, an atlas charts for a (G;X ) structure onM pulls
back to an atlas on the universal cover HM . This structure induces a (G;X ) immersion ofHM into X . For the details of this construction see [41], Proposition 5.2. Here we provide
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Figure 3.4: A developing map for a similarity torus.
a quick sketch.
Proposition 16: Let M be a simply connected (G;X ) manifold. Then there exists a (G;X )
map f : M ! X , and furthermore f is unique in the following sense: if f 0 : M ! X is
any other (G;X ) map then there is a (G;X ) automorphism φ of M and a д 2 G such that
д f = f 0φ.
Sketch. Choose a basepoint x0 2 M and a chart U0 containing it. We then `analytically
continue' this base chart U0 to a (G;X ) map defined on all of M . For x 2 M , we define
f (x ) by choosing a path γ : I ! X with γ (0) = x0, γ (1) = x and sequence of charts
U1;U2; : : :Un covering the image γ (I ) with Ui \ Ui+1 , ?. Then the chart (U1;φ1) may
be adjusted by the transition map д01 2 G such that д01φ1 = φ0 on U0 \ U1 and thus
φ0[д01φ1 is well-defined on the unionU0[U1. Continuing this way, we adjust the charts
Ui by the corresponding transition mapsдi 1;i 2 G to extend the domain ofφ0 to the union
[jUj . Upon reaching i = n, the original chart U0 has been extended to the domain [ni=1Ui
containing x ; we define f (x ) to be the image of x under this extended chart.
This definition of f (x ) requires many choices, but turns out to be independent of all
choices other than the original chartU0. To see this it suffices to prove that the definition
of f (x ) is invariant under refinement of the covering of γ (I ) - and thus under choice of
cover alltogether as any two covers in a maximal atlas have a common refinement. We
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Figure 3.5: Creating the developing map via analytic continuation of a chart.
then need to see that the definition of f (x ) is independent of the choice of path γ . AsM is
simply connected any two paths from x0 to x are homotopic, and its easy to show that the
definition of f (x ) is invariant under small homotopies, thus all homotopies ofγ . Choosing
a different initial chartU 00 alters the initial chart, and hence the entire construction, by the
transition map д0 2 G for U0 \U 00 3 x0. Thus the developing map f : M ! X is uniquely
defined only up to post-composition by automorphisms in G. 
In the context of interest this provides a (G;X ) map from the universal cover HM of any
(G;X ) manifold M into X , globalizing the atlas of coordinate charts. This is the main
ingredient in the development theorem allowing us to study geometric structures strictly
from the perspective of developing pairs.
Theorem 17 (Development Theorem): LetM be a (G;X ) manifold with universal covering
space pi : HM ! M and deck group pi1(M ) < Aut( HM ! M ). Then there exists a developing
pair ( f ;ρ) consisting of a (G;X ) map f : HM ! X and a homomorphism ρ : pi1(M ) ! G
such that for each γ 2 pi1(M ) and eachm 2 HM , ρ (γ ): f (m) = f (γ :m). Furthermore if ( f 0;ρ0)
is another such pair, then there is some д 2 G such that for all γ 2 pi1(M ), f 0 = д  f and
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ρ0(γ ) = Inn(д)  ρ (γ ).
HM X X
HM X X
γ
f д
ρ (γ ) ρ 0(γ )
f д
Thus, the G-orbits of developing pairs uniquely determine (G;X ) structures and we may
use this description to provide a natural topology to the space S(G;X ) (M ).
Corollary 18: The space S(G;X ) (M ) of (G;X ) structures on a manifold M is a topologized
as the quotient of the space of developing pairs S(G;X ) (M ) = Dev(G;X ) (M )=G by theG action
д:( f ;ρ) = (д  f ; Inn(д)  ρ).
This perspective has some immediate consequences, such as the following.
Observation 16: IfM is a closed manifold with finite fundamental group, thenM admits
no (G;X ) structures when the underlying space X is noncompact.
Proof. This follows as the universal cover HM is compact by the finiteness of pi1(M ) and
thus any continuous image f ( HM )  X is compact. But were f the developing map of
a (G;X ) structure it is a local diffeomorphism so f ( HM ) is open, and thus equal to X by
connectedness. 
Observation 17: If X is compact and simply connected then every (G;X ) manifold is
(G;X ) isomorphic to a quotient of X by a finite subgroup of G.
Proof. A developing map f : HM ! X of a (G;X ) structure on M is a local diffeomor-
phism into the closed manifold X , which is then necessarily a covering map. As X is
simply connected this must be a diffeomorphism, so the holonomy is faithful. Then
M = HM=pi1(M )  f ( HM )=ρ (pi1(M )) = X=ρ (pi1(M )), realizing M as a quotient of X . The
compactness of X implies that ρ (pi1(M )), and hence pi1(M ), is finite. 
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3.3 Completeness
Geometric structures which arise as quotients of the underlying spaceX have particularly
nice algebraic and geometric properties. In this section we define completeness, show that
complete structures are determined by their holonomy, and relate this notion of complete-
ness to the familiar metric notion in cases where (G;X ) admits an invariant Riemannian
metric.
Definition 42: A (G;X ) structure onM is complete if the developing map f : HM ! X is a
covering map.
We begin by noting the two most important properties of complete structures. When
the underlying space X of the geometry is simply connected, the developing map of a
complete structure provides a diffeomorphism HM ! X , which we often use to identify the
two spaces. The action of pi1(M ) by deck transformations is conjugate by the developing
diffeomorphism to the holonomy action on X .
Proposition 19 (Complete Structures are Quotients): A complete (G;X ) structure on a
manifold M is (G;X ) isomorphic to a quotient X=Γ for Γ a discrete subgroup of G acting
freely and properly discontinuously on X , when X is simply connected.
Proof. If ( f ;ρ) is a developing pair for a complete (G;X ) structure onM , then f : HM ! X
is a covering map by definition, and as X is simply connected this is a 1-sheeted cover, so
f is a diffeomorphism. The holonomy homomorphism is conjugate to the action of the
deck group pi1(M ) on HM by the developing diffeomorphism ρ (γ ):x = f (γ : f  1(x )); thus ρ
is faithful and acts freely and properly discontinuously on X , with discrete image Γ < G.
Pulling back via f equips HM with a (G;X ) structure for which f is a (G;X ) isomorphism
intertwining the covering action with the holonomy action. Thus f descends to a (G;X )
isomorphism on the respective quotientsM = HM=pi1(M ) and X=Γ.
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HM=pi1(M ) X=Γ
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f

Every (G;X ) geometry is locally isomorphic to its universal cover (HG; HX ), so in the follow-
ing we assume that the underlying space X is simply connected when convenient. When
X is contractible, complete (G;X ) manifolds have universal cover diffeomorphic to X and
thus are classifying spaces for their fundamental groups. In fact, as noted by Thurston in
[68], the holonomy of a complete structure is enough to reproduce the structure itself.
Proposition 20 (Holonomy Determines Complete Structures): Let (G;X ) be a geometry
with contractible underlying space X , and M a complete (G;X ) manifold with holonomy ρ.
Then any other (G;X ) manifold with holonomy ρ, is (G;X ) isomorphic toM .
We now relate this notion of completeness to the more familiar metric notion from Rie-
mannian geometry via the Hopf-Rinow theorem.
Theorem 21 (Hopf-Rinow): Let (M ;д) be a connected Riemannian manifold. Then the
following statements are equivalent:
• Closed and bounded subsets ofM are compact.
• M is complete as a metric space.
• M is geodesically complete. That is, for each p 2 M the exponential map expp : TpM !
M is defined on the entire tangent space.
Thus the geodesic completeness of a Riemannian manifold is equivalent to its metric com-
pleteness. As a consequence, we can show that our definition of completeness as (G;X )
structures is equivalent to the usual metric notion when X admits aG-invariant Rieman-
nian metric.
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Proposition 22: Let (G;X ) haveG-invariant Riemannian metric ds2X , andM be a compact
(G;X ) manifold. Then the developing map f : HM ! X is a covering map.
Proof. The riemannian metric ds2X pulls back under the developing map to a metric f ds2X
on HM , which is invariant under the deck group pi1(M ) and so descends to a metric ds2M on
the quotient M = HM=pi1(M ). Since M is compact, it is complete as a metric space, and so
the metric f ds2X on HM is complete as well. By Hopf-Rinow, HM is geodesically complete.
Finally the developing map f : HM ! X is a local isometry from a complete Riemannian
manifold into a Riemannian manifold is a covering map [50]. 
This has some strong implications for (G;X ) structures, such as the following.
Corollary 23: Every hyperbolic structure on a closed surface is complete, and all hyperbolic
surfaces are isomorphic to quotients of 2 by discrete subgroups of PSL(2;R).
We conclude this section with examples of complete and incomplete structures for refer-
ence.
Example 54 (Hyperbolic Cylinders): The representations ρi : Z ! SL(2;R) given by
ρ1(1) =

1 1
0 1

, ρ2(1) = ( x xx x ) are the holonomies of hyperbolic structures on the cylinder.
The first is the holonomy of a complete structure, with developingmap onto the entire up-
per half plane. The second represents an incomplete structure, with fundamental domains
accumulating on to a vertical geodesic in the model.
In the example above, the holonomy of the incomplete structure fails to act properly
discontinuously on H2, but is still a faithful representation Z ! Isom(H2). This is not
always the case however; the Hopf torus of Example 53 is incomplete as the complex
exponential exp: C ! C is not a covering map and the holonomy Z2 ! Sym(2) is not
faithful. The completeness of a structure depends heavily on the (G;X ) geometry under
consideration, as further analysis of the Hopf torus reveals.
Example 55: The Hopf torus of Example 53 as an incomplete similarity structure, as
exp: C ! C is not a covering map. Restricting the codomain C, the exponential is a
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Figure 3.6: The developingmaps of complete (left) and incomplete (right) hyperbolic struc-
tures on a cylinder.
covering, and as the holonomy acts by complex multiplication on the plane ρ (e1) = 1,
ρ (e2) = e; we may consider the Hopf torus as a complete (C;C) structure on T 2.
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Chapter 4
Moduli & Degeneration
Themoduli space of (G;X ) structures on a manifoldM is a spaceM(G;X ) (M ) whose points
represent inequivalent (G;X ) structures on M . Unfortunately these spaces are typically
quite complicated and often non-Hausdorff. Thus we replace this goal with an easier one;
parameterizingmarked (G;X ) structures onM by the deformation spaceD(G;X ) (M ), whose
further quotient by forgetting the marking solves the moduli problem.
Given a topological space parametrizing (G;X ) structures on M , it is natural to con-
sider the possible degenerations, when a sequence of structures leaves every compact set
in D(G;X ) (M ). While these sequences fail to converge as (G;X ) structures, they may con-
verge as (H ;Y ) structures for some containing geometry (H ;Y ). In such cases, we say
that this degenerating path of (G;X ) structures limits to an (H ;Y ) structure, and we will
have reason to often consider such limits throughout this thesis.
Sometimes, a uniform construction provides endpoints for all degenerating paths in a
deformation or moduli space, resulting in a compactificationwith the boundary points pa-
rameterizing limiting structures. We additionally discuss some techniques from algebraic
geometry which will be useful in constructing compactifications in Part II.
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Figure 4.1: The moduli space of conformal tori.
4.1 Deformation Space
Symmetries correspond to singularities is a good one-phrase introduction to moduli theory.
Example 56: Themoduli space of conformal structures on the torus is themodular curve,
the quotient ofH2 by the isometric action of SL(2;Z). This is topologically a disk, equipped
with an orbifold structure with two cone points of orders 2;3 representing the square and
hexagonal tori respectively.
The deformation space of structures encodes geometric structures together with some
kind ofmarking to break the exceptional symmetries enjoyed by particular structures, and
thus preclude the singularities caused by them. We begin by reviewing the motivating
and likely familiar case of Teichmüller theory, of which deformation space is a direct
generalization.
Teichmüller Theory: Let Σд denote the closed surface of genus д. A genus д Riemann
surface is a complex algebraic curveM homeomorphic to Σд. Amarked Riemann surface is
a pair (φ;M ) of a Riemann surfaceM together with a fixed homeomorphism φ : Σд ! M .
The Teichmüller space Tд is defined as the space of marked genus д Riemann surfaces up
to equivalence, where (φ;M )  ( f 0;M0) when there is a biholomorphismψ : M ! M0 such
thatψφ and φ0 are isotopic. The Teichmüller space is a smooth manifold, diffeomorphic to
a ball of dimension 6д   6 when д > 1 and T1  2. The moduli space of biholomorphism
classes of complex structures on Σд is Mд is the quotient of Tд sending pairs (φ;M ) to
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the underlying Riemann surface M . Distinct markings (φ;M ) and (φ0;M ) give nontrivial
self-homeomorphisms φ 1φ0 : Σд ! Σд and so quotient forgetting markings corresponds
to the action of the mapping class group Modд on Teichmüller space, Mд = Tд=Modд.
As Riemann surfaces are classifying spaces for their fundamental groups the mapping
class group identifies with outer automorphisms of the fundamental group, so Mд =
Tд=Out(pi1(Σд)).
We develop a very similar story in themore general context of (G;X ) structures, defin-
ing deformation space as equivalence classes of marked (G;X ) structures and realizemod-
uli space as the quotient after forgetting the markings.
Definition 43: Let Σ be a smooth manifold. A marked (G;X ) structure on Σ is a pair (φ;M )
of a (G;X ) manifold M and a diffeomorphism φ : Σ ! M . Two marked (G;X ) structures
(φ;M ) and (φ0;M0) on Σ are equivalent if there is a (G;X ) map ψ : M ! M0 where the
following triangle commutes up to isotopy.
M M0
Σ
ψ
φ φ 0
LetDiffeo(M ) denote the group of self-diffeomorphisms ofM equipped with the compact-
open topology, and Diffeo0(M ) the connected component of the identity. Then Diffeo(M )
acts on the space S(G;X ) (M ) of (G;X ) structures by composition with the marking, α :(Σ!
M ) = Σ
α! Σ ! M , and two marked structures are isotopic if they differ by the action of
some element in Diffeo0(M ).
Definition 44: The deformation space of (G;X ) structures on M is the quotient of the
space of marked structures by diffeomorphisms isotopic to the identity.
Taking a different perspective on marked structures, we may realize deformation space
as a quotient of the familiar space S(G;X ) of developing pairs up to G-conjugacy.
Proposition 24: Pullback of (G;X ) structures defines a bijection between the space ofmarked
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Figure 4.2: Different markings on the same conformal (rectangular) torus.
structures (φ;M ) on Σ and the space S(G;X ) (Σ) of developing pairs for (G;X ) structures on Σ,
up to G-conjugacy.
Proof. If Σ is a smooth manifold, M a (G;X ) manifold and φ : Σ ! M a diffeomorphism,
then recalling Observation 14 there is a unique (G;X ) structure on Σ for which φ is a
(G;X ) isomorphism. We denote this structure Σ(φ;M ) to limit confusion. This associates
to each marked structure a unique (G;X ) structure on Σ itself. Conversely, if [f ;ρ](G;X )
is a developing pair for a geometric structure on Σ, we may think of the identity map
idΣ : Σ! Σ as a diffeomorphism from the smoothmanifold Σ to the (G;X ) manifold Σ(φ;M ) .
Clearly the geometric structure associated to the marked structure (idΣ;Σ(φ;M ) ) is Σ(φ;M )
itself. Composing the other way, if (φ;M ) is a marked structure, the pullback Σ(φ;M ) gets
associated to the marked structure (idΣ;Σ(φ;M ) ) which is equivalent as a marked structure
to (φ;M ) as the relevant triangle commutes on the nose.
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M Σ(φ;M )
Σ
φ
φ idΣ

Under this identification with S(G;X ) (M ), the action of Diffeo0(M ) can be described as
follows. Let HM ! M be a fixed universal cover. Then any α 2 Diffeo0(M ) lifts to
a pi1(M )-equivariant map Hα : HM ! HM which is isotopic to idHM through a sequence of
pi1(M )-equivariant automorphisms. Choosing basepoints m 2 M , Hm 2 HM this lift can
be chosen uniquely, which provides an embedding Diffeo0(M ) ! Diffeo( HM ). The lift of
α 2 Diffeo0(M ) is denoted Hα and the action of Diffeo0(M ) on the set of developing pairs
is by precomposing the developing map with the lifted diffeomorphism.
Observation 18: In terms of developing pairs, the deformation spaceD(G;X ) (M ) of (G;X )
structures on M is the quotient space D(G;X ) (M ) = S(G;X ) (M )=Diffeo0(M ) by the action
α :[f ;ρ]G = [f  Hα ;ρ]G
Thequotient ofS(G;X ) (M ) by this precomposition of the developingmap factor byDiffeo0(M )
yields deformation space.
Example 57: The following path of Euclidean tori , realized as a continuous map [0;1] !
DE2 (T 2) smoothly transitions from the square torus to the hexagonal torus.
holt : pi1(T ) = hA;Bi ! Isom(E2)
A 7!
 1 0 1
0 1 0
0 0 1

B 7!
 1 0 cos( 2pi3 t )
0 1 sin( 2pi3 t )
0 0 1
!
devt : HT = R2 ! R2 *..,
x
y
+//- 7!
*..,
x + y cos
 2pi
3 t

y sin
 2pi
3 t
 +//-
Representation Varieties
Here we quickly review the basic theory of representation varieties. For a more detailed
account, consult Geometric Structures and Varieties of Representations by Goldman [38].
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Given a finitely presented group Γ = hs1; : : : sm j r1 : : : rmi, evaluation on the generators
naturally embeds the space Hom(Γ;G ) of representations into Gm. In particular, when
G < GL(p;R) is a matrix Lie group, the image is a real algebraic set in Rmp2 cut out by
the np2 polynomials arising from the relations r1 : : : rn written out in p  p matrices. The
variety structure inherited from this construction is independent of choice of generating
set, and thus is intrinsic to the representation variety Hom(Γ;G ). We give Hom(Γ;G ) the
classical topology as a subset of Rmp2 . The groupG acts on this representation variety by
conjugacy, and Hom(Γ;G )=G inherits the quotient topology from this.
Example 58: The character variety of representations of the free group F2 on two gen-
erators into SL(2;R) is the real two dimensional varietyV (x2 +y2 +z2  xyz). Each com-
ponent of this variety is an open disk, and one of them identifies with the Teichmüller
space of complete finite volume hyperbolic structures on the punctured torus.
In contrast to the example above, the resulting space Hom(Γ;G )=G may be rather ill-
behaved, and a selection of `bad behavior' which occurs in practice is listed below.
• The variety Hom(Γ;G ) may not be smooth, and Hom(Γ;G )=G may inherit the sin-
gularities of an algebraic variety.
• The quotientHom(Γ;G ) ! Hom(Γ;G )=Gmay be nontrivially branched soHom(Γ;G )=G
has orbifold singularities.
• The action ofG on the Hom(Γ;G ) may not be proper, so the quotient Hom(Γ;G )=G
is not Hausdorff.
Moduli Space
The moduli space of (G;X ) structures is the further quotient forgetting marking, which is
realized by the action of all diffeomorphisms of M on S(G;X ) (M ), or equivalently by the
action of Diffeo(M )=Diffeo0(M ) on deformation space.
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Definition 45: The moduli space M(G;X ) (M ) of (G;X ) structures on M is the set of all
(G;X ) structures on M up to (G;X ) equivalence. This naturally identifies with the quotient
of deformation space by the diffeotopy groupM(G;X ) (M ) = D(G;X ) (M )=pi0(Diffeo(M )).
The fact that the action of diffeomorphisms isotopic to the identity have no effect
on the holonomy makes this an attractive coordinate on deformation space. The pro-
jection onto holonomy from the space of developing pairs Dev(G;X ) (M )  C1( HM ;X ) 
Hom(pi1(M );G ) induces a projection hol : S(G;X ) (M ) ! Hom(pi1(M );G )=G onto represen-
tations modulo G conjugacy. This directly descends to the quotient by isotopy giving
a well-defined projection D(G;X ) (M ) ! Hom(pi1(M );G )=G associating to each marked
structure its conjugacy class of holonomies.
The fact that small deformations in holonomy correspond to small deformations in
geometric structure was first noticed by Thurston, and with the work of many others is
captured by the following theorem.
Theorem 25: Let (G;X ) be a geometry and M a compact (G;X ) manifold with holonomy
representative ρ : pi1(M ) ! G. Then for all ρ0 sufficiently near to ρ in the representation
variety Hom(pi1(M );G ), there exists a nearby (G;X ) structure with holonomy ρ0. Further-
more ifM0 is a (G;X ) manifold nearM in deformation space which has the same holonomy
ρ, thenM0 is isomorphic toM by a (G;X ) isomorphism isotopic to the identity.
Corollary 26: LetM be a closedmanifold. Then the set of representations which are holonomies
of some (G;X ) structure onM is open in the classical topology on Hom(pi1(M );G ).
Thus given that a representation ρ : pi1(M ) ! G is the holonomy of some geometric struc-
ture, then nearby holonomies actually correspond to nearby (G;X ) structures. From this,
one may hope that the holonomy actually locally determines everything, and hol is a
local homeomorphism from deformation space. This is called the Ehresmann-Thurston
Principle, which holds in many cases, but is not true in complete generality (as Goldman
notes in [41], Section 7.4, it was noticed by Kapovich [48] and Baues [7] that this fails in
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specific cases, where local isotropy groups acting on Hom(pi1(M );G ) may not fix marked
structures on the corresponding fibers).
Ehresmann-ThurstonPrinciple: Theprojection onto holonomy fromdeformation space
hol : D(G;X ) (M ) ! Hom(pi1(M );G )=G is a local homeomorphism, with respect to the de-
scribed topology on D(G;X ) (M ) and the quotient topology on Hom(pi1(M );G )=G induced
from the classical topology on the real algebraic set Hom(pi1(M );G ).
Example Deformation & Moduli Spaces
We conclude this section with some example deformation spaces of geometric structures.
Example 59: Deformation space of Riemannian metrics on S1 is diffeomorphic to (0;1),
parameterized by circumference. The moduli space is R+ as well.
Example 60: The deformation space of conformal tori is the Hyperbolic plane, thought
of as rotation-classes of unit co-area latticesDE2 (T 2) = H2 = SL(2;R)=SO(2). The moduli
space is the modular curveME2 (T 2) = SL(2;Z)nSL(2;R)=SO(2).
Example 61: Deformation space of unit area Euclidean n-tori is the homogeneous space
DEn (Tn) = SL(n;R)=SO(n), and themoduli space is the double quotient by the orientation
preserving mapping class groupMod(Tn) = SL(n;Z).
Example 62: The deformation space of hyperbolic structures on a genus д surface is
homeomorphic to an open ballDH2 (Σд)  R6д 6. The moduli space is the quotient by the
action of the mapping class group.
Example 63: The deformation space of hyperbolic structures on a compact manifold of
dimension  3 is empty or a single point, by Mostow Rigidity.
Example 64: The deformation space of complete affine structures on the torus is diffeo-
morphic to R2 [5].
Example 65: The moduli space of complete affine structures on the torus natural identi-
fies with the quotient of R2 by the linear action of SL(2;Z). This space is non-Hausdorff,
and in fact admits no noncontsant continuous maps into any Hausdorff space. The defor-
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mation space is much better behaved, and is diffeomorphic to the plane [6].
4.2 Degenerations and Regenerations
Example 55 shows, in the context of similarity vs. C structures, that a particular de-
veloping pair may be fruitfully be viewed as providing a geometric structure into dis-
tinct geometries, and its properties depend on the chosen geometry. This is an example
of a more general phenomenon which occurs whenever a geometry (H ;Y ) arises as a
subgeometry of (G;X ). Any (H ;Y ) structure on M is determined by a developing pair
( f : HM ! Y ;ρ : pi1(M ) ! H ) which under the inclusions Y  X , H < G determines a
(G;X ) structure.
Definition 46: Let Y = (H ;Y ) and X = (G;X ) be geometries, and ι = (ιG ;ιX ) : (H ;Y ) ,!
(G;X ) be a fixed monomorphism. Then ι induces a map ι? : D(H ;Y ) (M ) ! D(G;X ) (M ) defined
by ι[f ;ρ]Y = [ιX f ;ιGρ]X called weakening, allowing all Y structures to be canonically
viewed as X structures.
Note that ifY , X then complete (H ;Y ) structures are never complete as (G;X ) structures.
While the structure ι[f ;ρ] is determined by the same developing pair as the original; the
notion of equivalence has changed and developing pairs must be considered up to the
action of G and not just H .
Example 66: The deformation space of Euclidean tori is homeomorphic to R3, parame-
terized by rotation classes of marked planar lattices. All planar lattices are conjugate by
affine transformations so the image of DE2 (T 2) under weakening in DA2 (T 2) is a point.
Remark 19: We often say strengthening for the reverse process...which isn't a well-
defined map on deformation space but is only defined for particular developing pairs.
Weakening into a more flexible ambient geometry is often useful when considering col-
lapse of geometric structures. A sequence of geometric structures degenerates if the de-
veloping maps fail to converge to an immersion even after adjusting by diffeomorphisms
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of M and coordinate changes in G. Of particular interest are collapsing degenerations,
defined below.
Definition 47: A sequence f[fn;ρn]g  D(G;X ) (M ) collapses if, after possibly adjusting
by diffeomorphisms of M and coordinate changes in G, the developing maps converge to a
submersion f1 into a lower-dimensional submanifold, which is preserved by the action of the
algebraic limit ρ1 of the holonomy homomorphisms.
Example 67: A trivial example is given by the collapse of Euclidean manifolds under
volume rescaling. Given a Euclidean structure ( f ;ρ) on a manifold Mn and any r 2 R+,
the developing pair (r f ;rρ) describes the rescaled manifold with volume rn times that
of the original. As r ! 0 these structures collapse to a constant map and the trivial
holonomy.
More interesting examples include the collapse of hyperbolic structures onto a codimension-
1 hyperbolic space as studied by Danciger [25, 23, 24] and the collapse of hyperbolic and
spherical structures in [59, 57].
Collapsing geometric structures can often be `saved' by allowing more flexible coordinate
changes. If a geometry (H ;Y ) can be realized as an open subgeometry of (G;X ) then a se-
quence ( fn;ρn) of collapsing (H ;Y ) structures may actually converge as (G;X ) structures,
meaning there are дn 2 G such that the developing pairs дn :( fn;ρn) converge to a (G;X )
developing pair ( f1;ρ1).
Example 68: The sphere S2(α ;β ;γ ) with three cone points of cone angles α ;β ;γ has a
hyperbolic structure if α + β +γ < 2pi and a spherical structure when their sum is greater
than 2pi . The area of these structures collapse to 0 (in metrics of constant curvature 1)
as α + β + γ ! 2pi , but this collapse may be averted by conjugation in RP2, limiting
to a Euclidean structure. The picture below shows this for the case α = β = γ = t for
t 2 [0;2pi=3) [ (2pi=3;2pi ].
Example 69: Let γ : [0;1) ! TE2 (T 2) be a collapsing path of unit area Euclidean struc-
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Figure 4.3: Collapsing triangle orbifolds.
tures on the torus (necessarily collapsing onto a circle). Weakening to affine geometry
this is the constant path of affine translation tori, and so converges in DA2 (T 2) to the
unique affine translation torus.
When f1 has image in an open subset Z  X and ρ1 maps into the subgroup L < G of Z -
preserving transformations, this (G;X ) strengthens to an (L;Z ) structure. It is tempting to
say that within (G;X ) these (H ;Y ) structures converge to an (L;Z ) structure. Formalizing
this notion motivates the field of transitional geometry, discussed in 5, and we will revisit
Example 69 again in Chapter 7, showing collapsing Euclidean tori rescale to a limit in the
Heisenberg Plane.
Example 70: Let f : (0;1] ! DH2 (S1  R) be the path of hyperbolic cylinders with
f (x ) the cylinder with geodesic neck of circumference x . Viewed in the Klein model as a
subgeometry of projective space, this sequence can be rescaled to have limiting projective
structure the quotient of an affine patch by translation, which we may then view as a
Euclidean cylinder.
Definition 48: Let (H ;Y ) and (L;Z ) be open subgeometries of (G;X ), and [fn;ρn]Y a col-
lapsing sequence of (H ;Y ) structures on a manifold M . This sequence degenerates to an
(L;Z ) structure in (G;X ) if there are representatives of the weakened structures [fn;ρn]X con-
verging to a limiting (G;X ) developing pair ( f1;ρ1) with f (X )  Z and ρ1(pi1(M )) < L.
Definition 49: Let (H ;Y ) and (L;Z ) be open subgeometries of (G;X ) and [f ;ρ]Z a (L;Z )
structure on a manifold M . Then [f ;ρ] regenerates into (H ;Y ) if there is a collapsing path
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Figure 4.4: Hyperbolic cylinders converging to a Euclidean cylinder.
of (H ;Y ) structures onM degenerating toM in (G;X ).
4.3 Compactification
Definition 50: A compactification of a space X is a compact space C together with an
embedding ι : X ,! C withι (X ) open and dense in C .
Example 71: TheThurston Compactification of Teichmüller space adds to T (Σд)  B6д 6
a sphere at infinity S6д 7 of points parameterizing degenerations of hyperbolic metrics,
as singular measured foliations.
A compactification is connected if X is, but disconnected spaces can also have connected
compactifications (one compactification of the disjoint union of two open hemispheres
is two closed disks, another is the sphere). We call such connected compactifications
simultaneous compactifications, as they will be important in our discussion of the moduli
of orthogonal groups in Chapter 6.
Definition 51: A simultaenous compactification of a collection of spaces fXi g is a compact
connected space C together with an embedding ι : ti Xi ,! C as an open dense subset.
We will be thinking about compactifications of spaces of geometries, and thus mainly
about compactification in the context of compactifying some parameter space of Lie groups.
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Observation 20: LetG be a locally compact topological group andX  C(G ) a collection
of closed subgroups. The closure X  C(G ) is a compact space, called the Chabauty
compactification of X .
Definition 52: Let (G;X ) be a geometry. The natural map st : X ! C(G ) sending each
x 2 X to its stabilizer stabG (x ) under the G action is a continuous injection, and the closure
of the image st(X )  C(G ) is the Chabauty compactification of the homogeneous G-space
X .
Different compactifications of a space are suited to different purposes, and we will infor-
mally call a certain compactification good when it respects particular additional structure
inherent to the problem.
Example 72: The sphere, viewed as the Riemann Sphere DC is a good compactification of
the plane from the context of complex projective geometry. The real projective plane is a
good compactification of the plane in real projective geometry, as here we require a full
circle of directions to go to infinity, instead of just one.
Example 73: The Thurston compactification of Teichmüller space is a good compactifi-
cation ofD2(Σд) as the closed ball B6д 6 in the sense that the action of the mapping class
group extends continuously.
Our particular use of compactifications is in Chapter 6, where we seek to understand the
possible degenerations of orthogonal groups as subgroups of GL(n;R). The particular
context is described in detail there, but to compute such compactifications we will make
use of elementary tools from Real algebraic geometry, including the theory of blow-ups,
which we recount below.
Blow Ups over R
The material in this section is all certainly standard, but is included in relative detail as
there seems to be few good sources for topologists to learn to use blowup constructions
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in their work. In particular, I could not find a suitable source, and developed the following
perspective in collaboration with Nadir Hajouji. Intuitively, blowing up a space X about a
subspace Y produces a space which remembers infintesimal information about paths in X
limiting onto points of Y . This replaces X with a new space, BlY (X ) formed from X r Y
and the space of directions approaching Y in X .
Our approach differs from the usual algebro-geometric introduction, and defines blowups
as the topological closure of a graph rather than a vanishing set of polynomials. As a first
introduction to this approach, we reconsider the blowup of Rn at a point.
Definition 53: The blow up of Rn at 0 is the closure of the graph of ι : Rn r f0g ! RPn 1
defined by ι (x ;y) = [x : y].
Themapφ associates to each ~x 2 Rn the point inRPnrf0g represented by span(~x ), and
so the graph Γ(ι) of ι contains all pairs (~x ; [~x ]). Note ι is constant on all lines through the
origin, and so cannot have a well defined limit at 0 as ι is not the constant map. Instead,
the closure of Γ(ι) contains the entire RPn 1 factor above 0 2 Rn, corresponding to each
direction from which one can approach 0 in Rn. Defining Bl0(Rn) = Γ(ι) as a graph
closure provides a natural map Bl0(Rn) ! Rn projecting onto the original domain, which
is naturally 1   1 away from 0, but collapses the entire RPn 1 there to a point.
Observation 21: The blow up Bl0(Rn) is an algebraic subvariety of Rn  RPn 1.
Bl0(Rn) = f((x1; : : : ;xn ); [y1; : : :yn]) j xiyj   xjyi = 0g
This special case directly generalizes to define the blowup of Y in the product manifold
X = Y  Rk . Projecting onto the Rk factor collapses Y to a point, and the blowup of X
along Y is simply the product of the blowup of Rk above with Y .
Definition 54: Let Y be a smooth manifold, then the blowup of Y  Y Rk is the closure of
the graph of ι : YRkrYf0g ! RPk 1 defined by ι ((y1; : : :yn ); (x1; : : : ;xk )) = [x1 :    xk ].
Observation 22: This is just Y times the blowup of Rk at 0.
Here similarly ι associates to a point p 2 X the point [v] 2 RPk 1 giving the direction of
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Figure 4.5: The blow up in dimension 2.
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the line segment connecting p to Y in a fixed slice Rk . Geometrically, this is the projective
tangent vector [v] 2 PTyRk of the shortest geodesic connecting x to the closest point
y 2 Y , for the product metric of Euclidean Rk with any Riemannian metric on Y .
This in turn, is a special case of the blow up BlY (E ) of a vector bundle over Y .
Definition 55: Let E ! Y be a k-dimensional real vector bundle over Y , and P ! Y
the associated fiber bundle of projective spaces, with projection pi : E ! P over Y . Then
the blowup of E along Y (identified with the zero section) is the closure of the graph of pi
restricted to the submanifold E r Y .
Observation 23: This results in a fiber bundle BlY (E ) ! Y which effectively replaces
each fiber Rk in E with Bl0(Rk ).
This immediately allows a (relatively) coordinate-free description of the blow up about a
submanifold Y of a manifold X via the tubular neighborhood theorem.
Theorem 27 (Tubular Neighborhoods): Let X be a smooth manifold, and Y  X a smooth
submanifold with normal bundle NY (X ) ! Y . Then there is an open neighborhoodU  X of
Y , a convex open neighborhood V of the zero section ι0 : Y ! NY (X ) of the normal bundle,
and a diffeomorphism φ : V ! U such that the following commutes:
Y
X NY (X )
ι0
φ
Rescaling, we may takeV = NY (X ) without loss of generality. Such a neighborhoodU is
called a tubular neighborhood of Y in X .
Definition 56: Let Y  X be an embedded submanifold of a smooth manifold X , and
U  X a tubular neighborhood of Y identified with the normal bundle NY (X ) ! Y via
the homeomoprhism φ : NY (X ) ! U . Then the blowup BlY (X ) is defined as follows. Form
the blowup BlY (NY (X )) as in Definition 55, and note that the projection onto the domain
p : BlY (NY (X )) ! NY (X ) is a homeomorphism away from Y . Thus φ p : BlY (NY (X )) ! U
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is a homeomorphism away from Y , and we define
BlY (X ) = BlY (NY (X )) t (X r Y )= 
where x 2 BlY (NY (X )) r Y is related to φ (p (x )) 2 X r Y .
We will have no direct need for this general construction here, as working locally in any
coordinate chart every submanifold Y  X looks like Rk  Rn and we may construct
a local model of the blowup directly using Definition 54. In fact, in our applications in
Chapter 6, we do not set out with the intent of constructing a blowup but rather the
closure of some embedding, and only after realize in coordinate charts that the result is
actually a sequence of blowups.
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Part II
Geometric Transitions
88
Limits of Geometries Reviews the standard definitions and exam-
ples of geometric transitions in low dimensional topology. We review the construction
of the topology on the space of subgeometries of a Klein geometry (G;X ) through the
Chabauty topology on its automorphism group G, and methods of computing in this
space; particularly in the special case of conjugacy limits. We then review the classic
example of a transition: the degeneration of both hyperbolic and spherical space to Eu-
clidean in the limit as curvature approaches zero. We provide a detailed exposition of
formalizing this transition as a collection of subgeometries of projective space as this is a
model for more general conjugacy limits in GL(n;R) such as those studied by Cooper,
Danciger and Wienhard, which we review next.
OrthogonalGroups inGL(n;R)This chapter presents a new
approach to the classification of conjugacy limits of the quadratic form geometries inRPn,
recovering the results of Cooper, Danciger and Wienhard in [20], while also providing a
description of the Chabauty closure of the set of orthogonal groups in GL(n;R). Most
notably, the techniques utilized in this alternative approach do not require actually com-
puting conjugacy limits along paths, and so may be applicable even in cases where it is
no longer true that all limits occur via conjugation by one parameter subgroups.
The Heisenberg PlaneThe classification of limits of the quadratic
form geometries (O(p;q);X (p;q)) shows that each dimension has a unique most degen-
erate geometry, to which all quadratic form geometries can degenerate to through con-
jugacy. This chapter presents a detailed case study of this geometry in dimension two,
which is given by the projective action of the Heisenberg group on the affine plane. In
particular, the closed orbifolds admitting Heisenberg structures are classified, and their
deformation spaces are computed. Considering the regeneration problem, which Heisen-
berg tori arise as rescaled limits of collapsing paths of constant curvature cone tori is
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completely determined in the case of a single cone point.
HC and HRR Generalizing the construction of complex hyperbolic space,
this chapter investigates the other analogs of hyperbolic geometry which can be created
through substituting R with other two dimensional real algebras. Up to isomorphism
there are three such geometries, the familiar Hn
C
, together with (R  R) hyperbolic space
and hyperbolic space over R[ε]=(ε2). A surprising connection between R  R hyperbolic
space and the geometry of RPn is unearthed as well.
The Transition H(R[pδ ])n The algebras C, R[ε]=(ε2) and R  R
represent three algebraic structures on R2 which can be deformed into one another. In
this chapter we show this continuity actually implies the existence of a new transition of
geometries connection HC toHRR throughHRε . Together with the relationship between
HnRR and RPn, this provides a means of relating real projective and complex hyperbolic
deformations of hyperbolic manifolds.
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Chapter 5
Limits of Geometries
5.1 The Space of Closed Subgroups
Given a topological space X , the hyperspace of closed subsets is denoted C(X ). When X is
a compact metric space, C(X ) inherits a topology from the Hausdorff metric.
Definition 57: Let (X ;d ) be a compact metric space and C(X ) the hyperspace of closed
subsets. The metric d induces a Hausdorff distance on C(X ), given by
dH (A;B) = max
(
sup
a2A
inf
b2B
d (a;b);sup
b2B
inf
a2Ad (a;b)
)
= inffε  0 j A  Nε (B) and B  Nε (A)g
for Nε (Y ) the set of points lying at most distance ε in (X ;d ) from some point of Y .
The Hausdorff topology induced by this metric makes C(X ) into a compact space. More
surprisingly perhaps, this topology is independent of the original metric on X , and so all
metrizable compact spaces X have a natural topology on C(X ). When X is noncompact
the formula given in Definition 57 fails to define a metric, as distances between sets can
be infinite and disjoint closed sets can fail to be separated by any ε neighborhoods.
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Figure 5.1: Determining Hausdorff distance.
Example 74: Any two nonparallel lines in the plane are not contained in any ε neigh-
borhood of each other and so have infinite Hausdorff distance.
One method of extending the Hausdorff topology to noncompact spaces restricts the
Hausdorff metric on the one point compactification. This is justified by the lemma be-
low, whose proof appears in Section 2 of [1].
Lemma 28: Let X be a second-countable, locally compact metrizable space. Then the one
point compactification X = X [ f1g is metrizable.
Proposition 29: LetM be anymanifold. The Hausdorff topology onC(M ) restricts toC(M ),
and extends the Hausdorff topology on C(K )  C(M ) for every compact K  M .
Proof. M is second countable locally compact and metrizable, so the one point compacti-
fication M is metrizable, with metric dM . Topologize C(M ) with respect to the Hausdorff
metric induced bydM . The natural inclusionM ,! M induces an inclusion C(M ) ,! C(M )
sending compact sets to themselves and noncompact closed sets F  M to F [ f1g. We
use this inclusion to pull back the topology on C(M ) to a topology TM on C(M ).
For any compact K  M , choosing a metric on K topologizes C(K ) via the Hausdorff
topology. Note that subsetU  C(K ) is open if and only if it is open inC(M ) as everything
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is occurring in a compact set away from 1. That is, the natural inclusion map C(K ) ,!
C(M ) is continuous, and in fact a continuous bijection onto its image from the compact
space C(K ) into the Hausdorff space C(M ). Thus the inclusion is a homeomorphism, and
TM extends the Hausdorff topology on K . 
Definition 58: The Chabauty topology on C(M ) is the restriction of the Hausdorff topology
on C(M ).
This topology was introduced by Chabauty in 1950 [15] and independently by Fell in 1962
. Over the years it has went by a number of names, including the Chabauty Topology, Fell
Topology, and geometric topology (due to Thurston). For additional reference material,
consult [34, 35]. Some properties of the hyperspace C(X ) topologized by the Chabauty
topology are that it is compact and metrizable [13], independent of any further assump-
tions on the topology of X . The Chabauty topology is a so-called hit-and-miss topology
on the hyperspace of closed sets, due to a particularly convenient description in terms of
subbasic open sets.
Definition 59: The Chabauty topology on C(X ) is generated by the subbasis OK ;U of open
sets indexed by pairs of a compact K and openU in X .
OK ;U = fZ 2 C(M ) j Z \U , ?;Z \ K = ?g
As C(M ) is metrizable, it is a sequential space and the Chabauty topology may be com-
pletely described by the convergence of sequences instead of specifying the open sets.
Definition 60: The Chabauty topology on C(X ) is the topology of subsequential conver-
gence: a sequence fZng  C(X ) converges to Z1 if every subsequence znk 2 Znk of points
converging in X has limit z1 2 Z1, and Z1 is minimal with respect to this: every z 2 Z1 is
the limit of some convergent subsequence znk 2 Znk .
Continuity with respect to the Chabauty topology captures the notion closed subsets
evolving into nearby closed sets.
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Figure 5.2: Elements of the subbasic open set OK ;U .
Figure 5.3: The continuous path V (x2 + y2   z2   t ) of subvarieties of R3.
Example 75: Let f : [ 1;1] ! C(R3) be the function sending t to the closed subvariety
f (t ) = V (x2 + y2   z2   t ). Then f is Chabauty continuous, and the hyperboloid of 2
sheets can transition to the hyperboloid of one sheet through a cone in R3.
Much wilder behavior is also possible, making the Chabauty space challenging to work
with. As an extreme case, the limit of a sequence of points can become a cube of arbitrary
dimension. The 1-dimensional case is given below.
Example 76: Let f : (0;1] ! R be the topologists' sine curve f (t ) = sin(1=t ) and con-
sider associated map Df : (0;t ] ! C(R) given by t 7! f f (t )g. Then Df extends continuously
0 with Df (0) = [ 1;1] the entire closed interval. Thus in the Chabauty space of the line, a
sequence of points can converge to a closed interval.
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When G additionally has the structure of a topological group, our main interest is in the
subset of C(G ) of closed subgroups. This is closed in the full hyperspace of closed subsets,
so limit points, closures, and compactification can be taken with respect to either space.
Lemma 30: The space of closed subgroups is closed in the space of closed subsets, for a second
countable locally compact topological group G.
Proof. Let Gn be a sequence of closed subgroups of G, converging in C(G ) to a limiting
point G1. Let д;h 2 G1. We now show that дh and д 1 2 G1, so that G1 < G is a
subgroup. Let д`;h` 2 G` be sequences converging to д;h inG, and consider their product
д`h` 2 G` . This sequence converges as both factors do; and asGn ! G, the limit дh 2 G1.
Similarly, for each ` the sequence д 1` lies inG` and converges to д 1 inG; thus д 1 2 G1
so G1 is a group. 
We repurpose the notation C(G ) to mean the hyperspace of closed subgroups when G is
a topological group. While much more manageable than the entire hyperspace of closed
subsets, the topology on C(G ) is still difficult to work with in general.
Example 77 (The space C(R)): A closed subgroup ofR is eitherR itself or discrete and so
either trivial or isomorphic to Z. Thus the Chabauty space is homeomorphic to the closed
interval [0;1], via the map f : [0;1] ! C(R) with f (0) = R, f (1) = f0g and f (α ) = αZ.
Example 78 (The space C(C)): A closed subgroup of the plane is either f0g;R;R2, or
Z;Z2;Z  R. By the work of Hubbard and Pourezza [61], C(C) is homeomorphic to the
4-sphere, realized as the suspension of S3 with suspension points f0g and R2. The lattices
form an open dense subset, and their complement is a non-flatly embedded 2 sphere of
degenerations, which is the suspension of a trefoil knot in t S3. The Chabauty spaces of
Rn have been studied by Kloeckner [49], though are no longer manifolds for n > 2.
Limit points of a collectionS  C(G ) representways that the elements ofS can degenerate
inside of G. A common use for this is understanding the limiting behavior of subgroups
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Figure 5.4: Points in the Chabauty space C(R).
Figure 5.5: The Chabauty space C(C). The suspension of the trefoil knot, in green, repre-
sents the subgroups of C which are not lattices.
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of a Lie group G under conjugacy, as studied by Haettel [43, 44, 45], as well as Leitner
[54, 53, 55]. Focusing on the Cartan subgroup of SL(n;R) this work has been applied by
Ballas, Cooper and Leitner to the study of cusps on real projective manifolds [2]. Our use
for the Chabauty space C(G ) is as a means of topologizing the space of subgeometries of a
fixed geometry (G;X ). This allows us to talk about continuous variation of subgeometries,
as well as take limits.
5.2 The Space of Subgeometries
Fixing a geometry (G; (X ;x )), recall that a subgeometry is a pair (H ; (Y ;x )) of a closed
subgroup H acting transitively on a submanifold Y  X . The set of subgeometries of
(G; (X ;x )) is denoted S(G;X ) . An open subgeometry of (G; (X ;x )) is a pair (H ; (Y ;x )) of a
closed subgroup H < G acting transitively on an open submanifold Y  X , with the set of
open subgeometries of (G;X ) denoted SO
(G;X )
 S(G;X ) . Limits of open subgeometries of
the group-space variety were first formalized by Cooper, Danciger and Wienhard in [20].
Utilizing the equivalence of categories between the Group-Space and Automorphism-
Stabilizer perspectives, we find it more convenient to topologize the space of subgeome-
tries of (G; (X ;x ))  (G;stabG (x )) using only the topology of C(G ).
Definition 61: The space of subgeometries of (G;K ) is given by S(G;K ) = f(H ;C ) j H 2
C(G ); C = H \ K g, topologized as a subset of C(G )  C(K )
Definition 62: The space of open subgeometries of (G;X ) is given by SO
(G;K )
= f(H ;C ) j
H 2 C(G ); C = H \K ; dimG   dimK = dimH   dim(H \K )g, topologized as a subset of
S(G;K )  C(G )  C(K ).
Having a topology on the set of subgeometries allows us to make precise the notion of
a limit of geometries: a sequence (Hn;Yn) of subgeometries of (G;X ) is convergent if it
converges inS(G;X ) . The particular limits of interest here are conjugacy limits, as studied
by Cooper Danciger and Wienhard in Limits of Geometries. The definition in Limits of
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Geometries differs from this in wording but is equivalent in practice, as we show below.
Definition 63 (Conjugacy Limit): A sequence (Hn;Yn) converges in as subgeometries if it
converges inS(G;X ) . A subgeometry (L;Z ) is a conjugacy limit of (H ;Y ) in (G;X ) if there is
a sequence fдng  G such that дn :(H ;Y ) = (дnHд 1n ;дnY ) converges inS(G;X ) .
Definition 64 (Conjugacy Limit: Cooper Danciger & Wienhard): A sequence of subge-
ometries (Hn;Yn) < (G;X ) converges to the subgeometry (L;Z ) < (G;X ) if Hn converges
geometrically to L and there exists z 2 Z  X such that for all n sufficiently large z 2 Yn.
We say that a subgeometry (L;Z ) is a conjugacy limit (or just limit) of (H ;Y ) in (G;X ) if
there is a sequence дn 2 G such that the conjugate subgeometries (дnHд 1n ;дnY ) converge to
(L;Z ).
Proposition 31: Let (L;Z ) be a conjugacy limit of (H ;Y ) in (G;X ) by the original definition
of Cooper Danciger and Wienhard. Then there is a choice of basepoints such that (L; (Z ;z))
is a conjugacy limit of (H ; (Y ;z)) in (G; (X ;z)) in the sense of Definition 63.
Proof. Letдn be such thatHn = дnHд 1n converges toL inC(G ), and z 2 Z such that z 2 дnY
for all sufficiently large (and thus, without loss of generality, all) n. Let C = stabH (z),
Cn = stabHn (z), and K = stabG (z). Then (Hn;Cn ) is a subgeometry of (G;K ) for all n, and
as n ! 1 the stabilizing subgroup Cn = дnCд 1n converges (as a sequence of subgroups
of a convergent sequence of groups) to the limiting stabilizer of z under the action of L.
Thus (H ;C ) = (H ;stabH (z)) converges under дn conjugacy to (L;stabL (z)). The L orbit of
z is Z  X (as (L;Z ) is a geometry, L acts transitively on Z ). 
The set of all conjugacy limits of (H ;Y ) in (G;X ) is the collection of all limit points of se-
quences дn :(H ;C ) inS(G;X ) . Geometrically, this collection of points represents the bound-
ary of the set of conjugates of (H ;Y ) in (G;X ), providing us a topological object (the
Chabauty compactification) parameterizing all conjugates of (H ;Y ) together with all lim-
its.
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Definition 65: Let (H ;Y ) be a subgeometry of (G;X ). ThenG :(H ;Y )  S(G;X ) is the set of
all conjugate geometries G :(H ;Y ) = fд:(H ;Y ) j д 2 Gg and its Chabauty compactification
G :(H ;Y ) is its closure in the Chabauty spaceS(G;X ) .
There are many natural questions one can ask about the limits of subgeometries of (G;X )
which can be phrased geometrically from this perspective.
• What are all the possible conjugacy limits of (H ;Y ) = calculate the Chabauty closure
G :(H ;Y ).
• Which geometries are conjugacy limits of (H ;Y ) = what are the isomorphism types
of points in @(G :(H ;Y )) = G :(H ;Y ) rG :(H ;Y )?
• Do (H ;Y ) and (H 0;Y 0) share a common conjugacy limit = do the Chabauty closures
G :(H ;Y ) and G :(H 0;Y 0) intersect?
Restricting to algebraic groups (which, for example, covers the classical subgeometries of
projective space) Cooper, Danciger and Wienhard additionally observed that there was a
natural poset structure on the set of limit groups, and thus on limits of subgeometries.
Theorem 32 (Cooper, Danciger, Wienhard): LetG be an algebraic Lie group. The relation
of being a connected geometric limit induces a partial order on the connected, algebraic, sub-
groups of G. Moreover the length of every chain is at most dimG.
Geometrically, this means the partition of the Chabauty closure G :(H ;Y ) into conjugacy
classes can be equipped with a partial ordering, stratifying the space of limits into "more
degenerate" and "less degenerate" geometries. We see in Chapter 6 that this stratifica-
tion actually arises naturally when studying orthogonal groups; division into conjugacy
classes gives a cellulation of G :(H ;Y ) and the partial ordering is by inclusion of lower
dimensional cells in the boundary of higher dimensional ones.
Recalling the notions of equivalence in Chapter 2, there are many models of Klein ge-
ometries that at times we want to consider equivalent, it's natural that we have a weaker
notion of limit available as well. In particular, if we are only concerned with geometries
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up to local isomorphism then we should only be concerned with the local isomorphism
class of limit as well. Two locally isomorphic geometries may have non-isomorphic auto-
morphism groups in two ways: they may differ in the number of connected components
and the components of one may be covers of the components of the other. However, two
locally isomorphic subgeometries of (G;X ) have automorphism groups differing only in
number of connected components, and so the isomorphism type connected component
of the identity is an easy local-isomorphism invariant.
Definition 66: The connected geometric limit of a sequence of geometries (Hn;Yn) with
limit (L;Z ) inS(G;X ) is the geometry (L0;Z ) for L0 the connected component of id 2 L.
W have laid all the necessary ground to speak precisely about geometric limits without
any examples, as the spaceS(G;X )  C(G ) C(G ) is difficult to work with directly. Before
providing our first example, we will discuss a useful computational simplification which
will often allow us to exchange taking limits in C(G ) with taking limits in an appropriate
Grassmannian.
Computing with the Grassmannian
Given a vector space V , the Grassmannian variety Gr(n;V ) is the set of all vector sub-
spaces of V of dimension n. Choosing an inner product on V , sending each subspace to
its intersection with the unit sphere identifies Gr(n;V ) with the set of great n   1 spheres
in SdimV 1. Thus the natural topology on Gr(n;V ) inherited from the Chabauty space
C(V ) is equivalent to the Hausdorff topology on the set of great spheres in SdimV 1. We
may realize the Grassmannians as homogeneous spaces via the automorphism-stabilizer
perspective. The group GL(V ) acts transitively on the space of n dimensional vector sub-
spaces of V , and so Gr(n;V ) = GL(V )=S for S the stabilizer of a fixed subspace. Choosing
a basis/inner product to identifyV with (Rm;h;i) we note that O(m) also acts transitively
on the space of n-dimensional subspaces, so Gr(n;V )  O(m)=S0 for S0 the stabilizer of
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a subspace under this action. Taking this fixed subspace to be the span of the first n co-
ordinate vectors, we see that S0 = O(n)  O(m   n) and realize the Grassmannian as the
homogeneous space Gr(n;m) = O(m)=O(n)  O(m   n).
Our use of Grassmannians will be in thinking about the space of Lie subalgebras of a
Lie algebra g. As in the case of groups, we will abuse notation and use C(g) to denote this
space.
Definition 67: The space C(g) is the space of Lie subalgebras of the Lie algebra g, topolo-
gized with respect to the Chabauty topology on the closed subsets of g.
Proposition 33: C(g) is a disjoint union of closed subsets of grassmannians.
Proof. Each Grassmannian Gr(n;m) is compact by its description as O(m)=O(n)  O(n  
m) above, and so any convergent path of fixed dimensional subspaces of a vector space
converges to a vector subspace of the same dimension. Also, the description of Gr(n;m)
in terms of great n   1 spheres in Sm 1 with the Hausdorff metric shows that subspaces
of distinct dimension cannot be arbitrarily close.
Thus, the space of vector subspaces ofRm is a disjoint union of Grassmannianstmn=1Gr(n;m),
and forgetting the Lie bracket embeds the space of Lie subalgebras of g into the space of
vector subspaces of g, that is C(g)  `dim gn=1 Gr(n;g). Lie subalgebras of g are closed under
the Lie bracket, which is a set of polynomial conditions in each dimension. Thus the set
of n-dimensional Lie subalgebras of g is an algebraic subvariety of Gr(n;g), and so closed
in the classical topology. 
The Chabauty space C(g) is actually quite reasonable to work with: if a sequence hn of
Lie algebras has a limit in C(g) then we may actually forget the bracket and consider
convergence within a fixed Grassmannian - all convergent paths must have eventually
constant dimension, and as the subset of Lie algebras is closed we may continue ignoring
the bracket as if the underlying spaces converge so do the inherited Lie algebra structures.
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Corollary 34: Any limit in C(g) can be taken in the appropriate Grassmannian Gr(k ;g).
We will make use of this to study conjugacy limits of subgroups of an algebraic groupG,
via analyzing conjugacy limits of Lie algebras.
Definition 68: Let G be a Lie group, and H  G a Lie subgroup with Lie algebras g;h
respectively. If дn 2 G is a sequence, the Lie Algebra limit of дnhд 1n is its limit in C(g). We
say that the Lie algebra limit of дnHд 1n is the group generated by the exponentiation of this
hlimдnhд 1n i.
When the Lie algebra limit ofдnHд 1n agreeswith the Chabauty limit inC(G ), this provides
a powerful means of computing conjugacy limits. Of course, this often fails, as the Lie
algebra limit is connected by definition, whereas there are many examples of Chabauty
limits being disconnected. By the work of Cooper Danciger andWienhard, the connected
geometric limit of conjugates дnHд 1n is exactly the Lie algebra limit when G;H are alge-
braic.
Theorem 35 (Cooper, Danciger, Wienhard): Let G be an algebraic group (defined over C
or R). Suppose that H is an algebraic subgroup and L a conjugacy limit of H . Then L is
algebraic and dimL = dimH .
Corollary 36: The Lie algebra limit is locally isomorphic to the conjugacy limit when H ;G
are algebraic.
Proof. Let H < G be algebraic groups with Lie algebras h, g respectively. Let дn 2 G be
a sequence such that limдnHд 1n = L in C(G ). By compactness of C(g), the path дnhд 1n
converges to some Lie algebra a < g, and the Lie algebra limit hexpai is a subgroup of
L by the definition of the Chabauty topology on C(G ). But, by Theorem 35 above, this
subgroup is of the same dimension as L and so is the entire connected component of the
identity. Thus the Lie algebra limit is the connected geometric limit, as claimed. 
Corollary 37: IfG is an algebraic group and H < G an algebraic subgroup, any conjugacy
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limit L = limAtHA 1t is locally isomorphic to the Lie algebra limit l = limAthA 1t taken
with respect to the standard topology on Gr(dim h;g).
A word of warning; it is crucially important that the limit is of algebraic groups and by
conjugacy as the Lie algebra limit can be of strictly smaller dimension than the Chabauty
limit in general. Below are two examples of sequences of 1-dimensional Lie subgroup
converging to a 2-dimensional group.
Example 79: Recall the discussion in Example 103 of the Chabauty space C(C). The
sequence of subgroups 1nZ  R converges to R2 as n ! 1.
As the next example shows, this behavior can occur even when all the groups involved
are all connected. In fact, this example informs the theory greatly enough that we will
name it the Barber Pole Example for future reference.
Example 80 (Barber Pole Example): Consider the sequence of subgroupsHn = f(t=n;eit ) j
t 2 Rg of the cylinderG = RS1. The geometric limit of Hn is the entire cylinder, but the
Lie algebra limit is a circle, f(0;eit ) j t 2 Rg.
Figure 5.6: A sequence of subgroups isomorphic to R converging geometrically to S1R.
The Lie algebras converge to a horizontal line in the tangent space, and so the Lie algebra
limit is a single horizontal circle.
5.3 The H2 ! E2  S2 Transition
As a first example, we formailze the familiar transition of H2 to S2 through Euclidean
space in this framework. The standard projectivemodels ofH2, S2 areH2 = (SO(2;1);PV (z2 
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Figure 5.7: Domains for the models Ct :H2 in an affine patch of RP2.
x2 y2 1)) and (SO(3);PV (z2+x2+y2 1)) are naturally subgeometries ofRP2, so wewill
work in the Chabauty spaceSRP2 of subgeometries. The point [0 : 0 : 1] lies in the domain
of each geometry, and in the point stabilizers stabSO(3)[0 : 0 : 1] = stabSO(2;1)[0 : 0 : 1]
are equal, both to the block diagonal group
 SO(2)
1

. Denoting this copy of SO(2) in
GL(3;R) by S for the rest of this argument, we record these geometries in the automor-
phism stabilizer formalism as S2 = (SO(3);S ) and H2 = (SO(2;1);S ).
For each t 2 (0;1), let Ct = diag(1;1;
p
t ), and use Ct to define conjugate models of
both S2 and H2. Recalling that the isomorphism type of a geometry is invariant under
conjugacy, this gives a model of S2 and of H2 for each t 2 (0;1).
Definition 69: For each t 2 (0;1), theCt -conjugate of spherical geometry isγ (t ) = Ct :S2 =
(CtSO(3)C 1t );CtSC 1t ) and theCt conjugate of hyperbolic space isη(t ) = Ct :H2 = (CtSO(2;1)C 1t ;CtSC 1t ).
Observation 24: The action of GL(3;R) on itself by conjugation induces a continuous
action on C(GL(3;R)). Thus, the paths γ (t ) = Ct :(SO(2;1);S ) and η(t ) = Ct :(SO(3);S )
are continuous functions (0;1) !SRP2 .
These two intervals of subgeometries of RP2, one of distorting models ofH2 and the other
models of S2 have a common limit in the space of subgeometries, which is a model of the
Euclidean plane. We compute this limit in detail below.
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Proposition 38: The limit limt!0+ γ (t ) = (Isom(E2);E2) is the standard model of the Eu-
clidean plane as a subgeometry of RP2 with domain the affine patch z = 1.
Proof. Recall thatCt :S2 = Ct :(SO(3);S ) for S =
 SO(2) 0
0 1

the stabilizer of [0 : 0 : 1] under
SO(3). BecauseCt = diag(I2;
p
t ) is block diagonal with scalar matrices of the same size as
the blocks of S , it is easy to see thatCtSC 1t = S is constant under conjugacy. Thus the limit
ofγ (t ) = Ct :S2 depends only on the limit of the automorphism group limt!0+ CtSO(3)C 1t
under conjugacy. As SO(3) is an algebraic subgroup of the algebraic group GL(3;R), the
identity component of the geometric limit is exactly the Lie algebra limit. As we only care
about geometries up to local isomorphism, it suffices to compute limt!0+ Ctso(3)C 1t .
The Lie algebra so(3) is a 3-dimensional subspace of gl (3;R)  R9 given by so(3) = 0 x y
 x 0 z y  z 0

;where x ;y;z range over R. The conjugate Lie algebraCtso(3)C 1t is then the
following element of Gr(3;9).
so(Qt ) = Ctso(3)C 1t = R
*......,
0 1 0
 1 0 0
0 0 0
+//////-
 R
*......,
0 0 1
0 0 0
 t 0 0
+//////-
 R
*......,
0 0 0
0 0 1
0  t 0
+//////-
As t ! 0 this path of points converges in Gr(3;9) to the lie algebra spanned by
 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0

, 0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0

, and
 0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 0

, which is the Lie algebra of the Euclidean group euc(2) =
 0 x y
 x 0 z
0 0 0

, ex-
ponentiating to Euc(2) =
 SO(2) R2
0 1

. Together with the limiting point stabilizer
 SO(2) 0
0 1

this is the automorphism-stabilizer description of the familiar projective model of Eu-
clidean space, acting on the affine patch z = 1 in RP2. 
Proposition 39: The limit limt!0+ η(t ) = (Isom(E2);E2) is the same standard model of the
Euclidean plane as a subgeometry of RP2 with domain the affine patch z = 1.
Proof. Thepoint stabilizers are again constantly equal to S =
 SO(2) 0
0 1

so the computation
reduces to the limit limt!0  CtSO(2;1)C 1t which may likewise be computed via the Lie
algebra. In this case, the conjugate Lie algebras are
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Ctso(2;1)C 1t = R
*......,
0 1 0
 1 0 0
0 0 0
+//////-
 R
*......,
0 0 1
0 0 0
t 0 0
+//////-
 R
*......,
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 t 0
+//////-
;
which differ from the spherical case only in the lack ofminus signs attached to the t 's in the
second two basis vectors. As t ! 0 the limit is identical to the above, euc(2) =
 0 x y
 x 0 z
0 0 0

,
which exponentiates to the usual representation of the Euclidean group. 
The two paths γ and η have a common limit as t ! 0, and we may use this to define a
single continuous path of geometries.
Corollary 40: Themap f : [ 1;1] !SRP2 below is continuous providing a transition from
f (1) = (SO(3);RP2) to f ( 1) = (SO(2;1);H2)).
f (t ) =
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
γ (t ) t > 0
(Euc(2); f[x : y : 1]g) t = 0
η( t ) t < 0
The behavior of the domains of these geometries throughout the transition may seem
mysterious at first, as on one side Ct :H2 is a sequence of disks in RP2 converging on an
affine patch, but on the other Ct :S2 is independent of t and equal to the entire projective
space. The transition of domains is easier to visualize directly in the double cover before
projectivization, identifying S2 with the unit sphere in R3 and H2 with the unit hyper-
boloid of two sheets. Then the models Ct :S2 and Ct :H2 are their images under the linear
action of Ct . As t ! 0, the sphere Ct :S2 flattens out like a pancake, converging to the
union of two affine planes z = 1, which are the simultaneous limit of the two sheets of
the hyperboloids Ct :H2 as the flatten out.
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Figure 5.8: The surfaces Ct :S2 and Ct :H2 in R3.
5.4 Limits of Orthogonal Subgeometries
Beyond the classically - understood degeneration of Hn to En, the next well studied con-
jugacy limit of hyperbolic space was discovered by Jeff Danciger during his PhD work at
Stanford [25, 23, 24]. Whereas a Euclidean limit is reached by uniformly stretching the
ball model of Hn in the affine patch Rn  RPn in all directions, Danciger considered con-
jugacy limits which stretchHn only in one direction, fixing a codimension-1 copy of Hn 1
in Hn. The limiting geometry under this sequence of conjugacies has domain a cylinder
Bn 1  R, and is variously called Half Pipe, or co-Minkowski geometry in the literature 1
This conjugacy limit appears as part of a new geometric transition, connecting Hn to its
Lorentzian analog, Anti-de Sitter space AdSn, much as En interpolates between Hn and
Sn. Danciger has used this transition to study the collapse of singular hyperbolic, as well
as Anti-de Sitter structures, as well as to answer questions in classical geometry [26].
From this stems multiple possible generalizations: what about stretching some other
1The name Half-Pipe comes from the hyperboloid model of the limiting geometry in dimension two
[25]. The term co-Minkowski arises as the automorphism group is the contragredient representation of the
automorphisms of Minkowski spacetime [33].
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Figure 5.9: The degeneration ofH3 to Half-Pipe, or co-Minkowski geometry via conjugacy
limit in RP3.
number of directions inHn to produce a limit? What about stretching in multiple different
directions and at multiple rates? What about other geometries, such as Anti-de Sitter and
its pseudo-Riemannian relatives, besides hyperbolic space? All of these potential gen-
eralizations were taken on, and completed by the aforementioned joint work of Cooper,
Danciger and Wienhard, Limits of Geometries [20]. Below we review the main results of
this work as a prelude to Chapter 6.
Hyperbolic and spherical geometry, along with their Lorentzian analogs de Sitter and
Anti-de Sitter space, are special cases of orthogonal geometries, or geometries of quadratic
forms.
Definition 70: Let β be a nondegenerate quadratic form on Rn, and Isom(β ) < GL(n;R)
the group of linear transformations preserving β in the sense that β (x ;y) = β (Ax ;Ay) when
A 2 Isom(β ). Let X(β )  RPn 1 be the projectivized negative cone for β ; X(β ) = f[x ] 2
RPn 1 j β (x ) < 0g. Then (PIsom(β );X(β )) is a Group-Space subgeometry of projective
space.
Remark 25: When β is of signature (p;q), meaning β is similar to  Ip  Iq , the group
PIsom(β ) is conjugate to PO(p;q) and (PIsom(β );X(β )) is a projective model for a semi-
Riemannian geometry of constant curvature of dimension p+q 1 and signature (p 1;q).
In the cases (p;q) = (n;0); (1;n 1); (n 1;1); (2;n 2) we obtain spherical, hyperbolic, de
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Sitter and Anti-de Sitter space respectively. When the particular choice of β is irrelevant
to present discussion, we will use the notation X(p;q) to denote the semi-Riemannian
geometry arising from a signature (p;q) form.
In Limits of Geometries, Cooper, Danciger and Wienhard manage to classify all conju-
gacy limits of the geometries of quadratic forms, as subgeometries of RPn. In general it is
quite difficult to compute the totality of conjugacy limits of H inG, as one has no control
over which possible paths Ct 2 C1(R+;G ) give distinct limits CtHC 1t . This difficulty is
averted for the study of orthogonal groups in GL(n;R) via the following result of [20]
regarding limits of symmetric subgroups of semisimple Lie groups.
Theorem 41 (Theorem 1.1 in Limits of Geometries): Let H be a symmetric subgroup of
a semisimple Lie group G with finite center. Then any limit of H in G is the limit under
conjugacy of a one parameter subgroup. More precisely, let L0 be a conjugacy limit of H .
Then there is an X 2 g such that L0 is conjugate to L = limt!1 exp(tX )H exp( tX ).
Thus, the space one must search for conjugacy limits can be reduced from the infinite
dimensional space C1(R;G ) to the one parameter subgroups, which is parameterized by
the unit sphere in g via [X ]+ 7! fexp tX gt2R. This already reduces the problem for con-
jguacy limits of O(p;q) < GL(n;R) to understanding the map Sn2 1 ! C(GL(n;R)) given
by [X ] 7! limt!1 exp(tX )O(p;q) exp( tX ), but further reduction is still possible. Indeed,
via various matrix factorization theorems, we have the following.
Observation 26: Every conjugacy limit of O(p;q) in GL(p + q;R) is conjugate to a con-
jugacy limit limt!1DtO(p;q)D 1t for Dt diagonal matrices. Furthermore, the path Dt can
be taken to be a one parameter subgroup.
This further reduces the search space, and to classify all conjugacy limits one must only
understand the map Sn 1 ! C(GL(n;R)) taking a point ~v 2 Sn 1 to the conjugacy limit
lim et~vO(p;q)e t~v for e ~w the diagonal matrix with entries ewi . As all limits under consid-
eration are conjugacy limits of algebraic subgroups of an algebraic group, it is admissable
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to compute using the Lie algebra limit.
Corollary 42: All connected limits of the orthogonal group O(p;q) in GL(p + q;R) are
conjugate to the exponential of limt!1 et~vso(p;q)e t~v for some ~v 2 Sn 1.
In the resulting analysis, Cooper, Danciger and Wienhard describe these limits as the ge-
ometries of partial flags of quadratic forms. Their definition, description, and the resulting
classification are below.
Definition 71: A partial flag F = fV0;V1; : : : ;Vk ;Vk+1g of Rn is a descending chain of
vector subspaces Rn = V0  V1   Vk  Vk+1 = f0g. A partial flag of quadratic forms
β = (β0;β1; : : : ;βk ) on F is a collection of nondegenerate quadratic forms βi , defined on
each quotient Vi=Vi+1 of the partial flag, respectively. The group Isom(β ;F ) contains all
linear transformations of Rn which preserve F and induce isometries of βi on each of the
respective quotients.
Definition 72: The (G;X ) geometry associated to a partial flag of quadratic forms (β ;F )
has domainX(β )  RPn 1 defined byX(β ) = f[x ] 2 RPn 1 j β0(x ) < 0g, and automorphism
group PIsom(β ;F ).
Observation 27: For any partial flag of quadratic forms (β ;F ), the group Isom(β ;F ) is
conjugate to the group of matrices of the form, below, where? denotes an arbitrary block.
*..........,
O(p0;q0) 0 0 0
? O(p1;q1) 0 0
? ?
: : : 0
? ? ? O(pk ;qk )
+//////////-
Theorem 43 (Theorem 1.2 in Limits of Geometries): The limits of the constant curvature
semi-Riemannian geometries (PO(p;q);X(p;q)) inRPp+q 1 are all of the form (PIsom(β ;F );X(β ;F ))
for (β ;F ) a partial flag of quadratic forms on Rp+q . Further, X(β ) is a limit of X(p;q) if and
only if p0 , 0 and the signatures ((p0;q0); (p1;q1); : : : (pk ;qk )) of β partition the signature
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X(1;3)
X((1;0)(3)) X((1;2) (1)) X((1;1) (2))
X((1;0)(1)(2)) X((1;0) (2) (1)) X((1;1) (1) (1))
X(1;0)(1)(1) (1)
Figure 5.10: The limits of H3 = X(1;3) as a subgeometry of RP3.
(p;q) in the sense that
p0 + p1 + : : : + pk = p q0 + q1 + : : :qk = q
after exchanging (pi ;qi ) with (qi ;pi ) for some collection of indicies i 2 f1; : : : ;k g (the first
signature (p0;q0) cannot be reversed as it determines the domain X(β ;F ).
In Figure ??, the limits of H3 = X(1;3) appear to form a poset, which is intuitively plau-
sible: if L is a limit of H and K is a limit of L, then K should be achievalbe as a limit of H
as well. That this is in fact the case is another theorem of [20], reproduced below.
Theorem 44 (Theorem 3.3 in Limits of Geometries): LetG be an algebraic Lie group. Then
the relation of being a connected conjugacy limit induces a partial order on the set Grp0(G ) of
all connected algebraic subgroups ofG. Moreover the length of every chain is at most dimG.
With the classification of limits of the semi-Riemannian geometries X(p;q) above, we
notice the following.
Corollary 45: Each semi-Riemannian geometryX(p;q) has the geometryX((1;0)(1)    (1))
as a common, 'most degenerate' limit.
The autmorphisms of this geometry are the unipotent group of upper triangular n  n
matrices acting projectively on the affine patch xn = 1 in RPn 1. When n = 3, this
geometry is given by the action of the Heisenberg group on the affine plane, and is studied
extensively in Chapter 7.
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Definition 73: Heisenberg geometry of dimension n is given by the projective action of the
upper triangular unipotent group of matrices inM(n+1;R) on the affine patchAn = fxn+1 =
1g.
In Chapter 7, we study the two dimensional version of this geometry in detail.
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Chapter 6
Orthogonal Groups in GL(n;R)
The main difficulty in computing all degenerations the geometries of quadratic forms
(O(p;q);X (p;q)) as subgeometries of projective space is the computation of conjugacy
limits of their automorphism groups O(p;q). Topologically, these degenerations are the
limit points of the space On of orthogonal groups in GL(n;R).
Definition 74: A group G < GL(n;R) is an orthogonal group if there is a nondegenerate
quadratic form q on Rn such that дq = q for all д 2 G. The set of all orthogonal groups in
GL(n;R) is On  GL(n;R).
In section 5.3 of the previous chapter, we explicitly showed that Euc(2) is a conjugacy limit
of both SO(3) and SO(2;1) in GL(3;R), and in section 5.4, reviewed the classification of
all conjugacy limits up to isomorphism by Cooper, Danciger and Wienhard. Their result
can be reprhased geometrically as below.
Theorem 46 (Limits of Geometries): Every point in the closure On  C(GL(n;R)) is the
isometry group of some partial flag of quadratic forms.
Here we refine this result and study the full Chabauty compactificationOn, through an ar-
gument independent of the methods of [20]. Themotivation for exhibiting this is twofold:
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this recovers more information about the space of degenerations than simply listing the
isomorphism type of boundary points, and second, the ideas here likely have further ap-
plications and this provides a well-studied testing ground to exhibit them.
Definition 75: Dn  C(GL(n;R)) is the subset of On containing the orthogonal groups
O(J ) for J = diag(λ1; : : : ;λn) a diagonal quadratic form.
We show in 6.1 that the full closure On can be recovered from knowledge of Dn , which
can be described combinatorially.
Theorem 47: Dn is homeomorphic to the maximal de Concini Procesi blowup of the co-
ordinate hyperplane arrangement in RPn 1, equipped with a natural cellulation by 2n 1
permutohedra. Any two groups in the same facet of this cellulation are conjugate, and the
codimension of the cell gives the length of the partial flag of quadratic forms associated to
the limit group.
The main advantage of this argument is that it does not rely on a priori finding a 'nice'
collection of paths and proving that every conjugacy is achieved (up to isomorphism)
along one of these. Thus these techniques can be employed even in cases where not all
limits are achieved along 1-parameter subgroups, or no other suitable collection of paths
is known.
6.1 The Space of Orthogonal Groups
A groupG < GL(n;R) is an orthogonal group if it is the isometries of some nondegenerate
quadratic form on Rn. Choosing a basis for Rn identifies these quadaratic forms with non-
degenerate symmetric matrices Sym(n;R) = fA 2 GL(n;R) j AT = Ag, as A determines
the map x 7! xTAx . We use this here to identifyOn with projective classes of nondegen-
erate symmetric matrices, and give insight into the topology of On  C(GL(n;R)).
Observation 28: The map φ : Sym(n;R) ! On sending a symmetric matrix J 7! O(J )
to its orthogonal group is surjective, by definition.
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Lemma 48: The map φ : J 7! O(J ) above is continuous into the Chabauty space.
Proof. Let J 2 Sym(n;R), we show that φ is continuous at J . As a nondegenerate real
symmetric matrix, J has nonzero eigenvalues, and there is a sufficiently small euclidean
ball B  Sym(n;R) such that J 2 B and all eigenvalues of J 0 2 B are of the same sign as
those of J . Then in fact all matrices in B are similar to J ; there is an open neighborhood
U of the identity in GL(n;R) such that B = U :J = fAT JA j A 2 U g. As O(MT JM ) =
M 1O(J )M and the conjugation action of GL(n;R) on C(GL(n;R)) is continuous, the map
U ! C(GL(n;R)) given by M 7! M 1O(J )M is continuous. This descends through the
orbit map pi : U ! B to a continuous map B ! C(GL(n;R)), which is φ jB by definition.
Thus φ is continuous at J . 
The map φ is not injective, as O(J ) = O(λJ ) for λ , 0, for instance. However, this is the
only obstruction; if O(K ) = O(J ) then K = λJ for some λ 2 R.
Corollary 49: The continuous map φ : Sym ! C(GL(n;R)) factors through projectiviza-
tion to a continuous bijection ι : PSym ! On, and we implicitly identify PSym and On
via this map.
Example 81: Thesubspace of 22 symmetricmatrices is three dimensional, and det 1f0g 
Sym(2;R) is the quadratic conex2+y2 = z2 in the coordinates

z x y
y z+x

. ThusPSym(2;R)
is the complement of a separating circle in RP2.
In general,On is disconnected, and is a disjoint union of d(n + 1)=2e components, one for
each unordered partition fp;qg such that p + q = n. Each component Op;q corresponds to
orthogonal groups of signature (p;q), and is homeomorphic to the coset space of SO(p;q)
in SL(n;R).
Example 82: O2 = SL(2;R)=SO(2) t SL(2;R)=SO(1;1) is the union of a disk and a
Möbius band. We can see this directly from the fact that O2  PSym(2;R)  RP2 r
V (x2 + y2 = z2)
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At this point it may appear that the natural move is to restrict individually to each com-
ponent Op;q and study their Chabauty compactifications separately. However, from our
computation in Section 5.3 of Euc(2) as a common conjugacy limit of both SO(3) and
SO(2;1) in SL(3;R), we see that the closures are not necessarily disjoint. In fact, only
slightly modifying the argument of Section 5.3, we can produce a transition between
O(p;q) and O(p0;q0) for any p + q = p0 + q0. Thus there is a compelling reason to study
the entire collection On and its closure together.
Observation 29: The closure O is connected. Even stronger, the boundaries @Op;q and
@Op 0;q0 of any two components have nontrivial intersection.
Instead of restricting to each signature component individually, it turns out that a rather
efficient route to recovering the result of Theorem 43 is to consider the subcollection of
diagonal orthogonal groups. An orthogonal group O(J ) is said to be diagonal if it is the
isometries of a diagonal quadratic form J = diag(λ1; : : : ;λn). The collection of diagonal
orthogonal groups is denoted Dn.
Definition 76: Dn  On is the subcollection of isometry groups of nondegenerate diagonal
quadratic forms. Dn = fO(J ) j J = diag(λ1; : : : ;λn);λi 2 Rg.
The diagonal orthogonal groups are a useful subset ofOn, as every symmetric matrix over
R can be orthogonally diagonalized. In fact, to classify the possible conjugacy limits of
orthogonal groups in GL(n;R) it suffices to understand the closure ofDn: ifG 2 On, then
there is some Q 2 O(n) such that QDQ 1 2 Dn. Rephrased geometrically, the action of
O(n) on GL(n;R) by conjugation induces a continuous O(n) action on C(GL(n;R)), and
the above observation is equivalent to the proposition below.
Proposition 50: O = O(n):D in C(GL(n;R))
Proof. Let H 2 @On = On r On. Then H = limHk for some sequence Hk  On, but
each Hk 2 On is conjugate to some Dk 2 Dn by some element Qk 2 O(n); that is Hk =
QkDkQ
 1
k
. As O(n) is compact, the sequence Qk subconverges Qk ! Q 2 O(n), and so
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Figure 6.1: The space O2 and the slice D2.
H = limHk = limQkDkQ 1k = Q (limDk )Q 1. Thus Dk ! D converges and to a limiting
group, conjugate toH byQ . Said another way, the arbitrary limit pointH lies in the same
O(n) orbit as some group D 2 Dn, completing the proof. 
Observation 30: The space Dn  PDiag(n;R) is the projectivization of the space Rn
of diagonal matrices, less those with determinant zero, corresponding to the union of
the coordinate hyperplanes. That is, D  RPn 1 r A is the projectivized complement
of the coordinate hyperplane arrangement A. Any two orthogonal groups in the same
connected component of Dn are conjugate, and in fact the connected components are
conjugacy classes by diagonal conjugacy.
Example 83: For n = 2, O2 is RP2 less a circle, and D2 is a twice punctured projective
line (in the double cover O2 is a sphere minus the north and south arctic circles, and D2
is a great circle of longitude). The action ofO(2) by conjugation fixes a single point and is
free on the complement of this point (in the double cover, this action is by rotation along
the polar axis of S2)
Example 84: For n = 3, O3 is an open 5-manifold and D3 is the complement of the
coordinate hyperplanes in RP2. The action of O(3) on O3 fixes the point representing
O(3), and generic orbits O(3):O(J ) pass through D3 three times, corresponding to the
three permutations of the diagonal entries of J = diag(x ;y;z).
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Figure 6.2: The slices D2  PDiag(2;R) and D3  PDiag(3;R).
6.2 Simplifying the Problem
The remainder of this chapter is aimed at computing the closureDn, provingTheorem 47.
To do so, we proceed by a sequence of simplifications, aimed at reducing the complexity
of the codomain of the embedding ι : PSym(n;R) ! C(GL(n;R)). We begin by re-
placing the hyperspace C(GL(n;R)) with the space of closed Lie subalgebras of gl (n;R).
We then carefully consider the image of Dn in Gr(( n2 ) ;n2) and show it lies in an ( n2 )-
dimensional torus. Studying this embedding allows us to compute the closure Dn using
algebro-geometric techniques.
From C(GL) to C(gl)
For any Lie group G, the closed subgroups of G are precisely the Lie subgroups (by Lie's
theorem), and so there is a natural map lie : C(G ) ! C(g) sending each closed subgroup
H to its tangent space lie(H ) = h at the identity. Because the space C(g) is much easier to
work with than C(G ) (recall Section 5.2, it is a union of closed subsets of Grassmannians),
one may hope to attempt an understanding of the closure of X  C(G ) by computing
not X , but lie(X ). Unfortunately there are some severe problems with this: the map lie is
obviously not injective (the groupsO(3) and SO(3) have the same Lie algebras inGL(3;R)
for example), but even worse lie is not even continuous with respect to the topologies on
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C(G );C(g) (Recall the Barber Pole Example 111). Thus, in general lie(X ) , lie(X ), but as
we show below, in the special case X = On or X = Dn, this holds.
Lemma 51: Restricted to Dn, the map lie is continuous.
Proof. Recall thatDn is a disjoint union of connected components, each a conjugacy class
of orthogonal groups up to diagonal conjugacy. Note that as C(GL(n;R)), C(gl (n;R)) are
metrizable, it suffices to check continuity using sequences. LetG 2 Dn andGk a sequence
converging to G in Dn. Passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that each
Dk lies in the same component of Dn as G. Then each Gk is in the same conjugacy orbit
asG, soGk = AkGA 1k for some sequence Ak 2 Diag(n;R), converging to the identity I as
k ! 1. As conjugate Lie groups have conjugate Lie algebras, we have
lim lie(Gk ) = lim lie(AkGA 1k ) = limAk lie(G )A 1k = lie(G )
using Ak ! I . Thus, lie(limGk ) = lim lie(Gk ) for all convergent sequences Gk 2 Dn, so
lie is continuous on Dn.
It only remains to show lie is continuous at the points of @Dn = DnrDn. LetH 2 @Dn
and let Hk be a sequence of groups converging to H . Again passing to a subsequence if
necessary, we may assume that all of the Hk lie in a single component of  Dn, and thus
that all Hk are in the same conjugacy class. By compactness, the sequence hk = lie(Hk )
subconverges in C(gl (n;R)) to some limiting Lie algebra h, and it suffices to show that
h = lie(H ).
First, we note h  lie(H ) follows from the general fact that the exponential of a Lie
algebra limit is a subgroup of the geometric limit, which we review here. Let X 2 h =
lim hk . Then X = limXkj for some Xkj 2 hkj , and as the exponential map exp: gl (n;R) !
GL(n;R) is continuous, exp(Xkj ) ! exp(X ). But exp(Xkj ) 2 Hkj , so we have exhibited
exp(X ) as the limit of a convergent sequence of elements of Hkj , as kj ! 1. Thus, by
the sequential definition of the Chabauty topology (Definition 60), exp(X ) 2 limHk = H .
Equivalently, X 2 lie(H ) as required.
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To show in fact h = lie(H ), we show the reverse inclusion by dimension count. As
each Hk are conjugate, the Lie algebras hk are all of the same dimension ( n2 ), and thus
h = lim hk is of dimension ( n2 ). But as all of the Hk are conjugate, and in fact conjugate to
O(p;q) < GL(n;R) for some fixed p +q = n, we note that H = limHk is a conjugacy limit
of algebraic subgroups of the algebraic group GL(n;R). Thus byTheorem 35 (Proposition
3.11 of [20]), dimH = dimHk , and so lie(H ) is of the same dimension as its subalgebra h.
So, h = lie(H ) as claimed and lie is continuous at H . 
Theorem 52: Dn  lie(Dn ) = lie(Dn ):
Proof. Note that lie is injective on Dn, and in fact on its closure: if G;H are both limits
of orthogonal groups with the same lie algebra in GL(n;R), they must have the same
connected component of the identity. To see Dn is homeomorphic to lie(Dn), note that
by continuity proven above, lie is a continuous bijection onto its image from the compact
space Dn into the Hausdorff space C(g). By continuity of lie when restricted to Dn, we
have that lie(Dn)  lie(Dn). But by the compactness of Dn the image lie(Dn) is compact
and thus closed, and obviously contains lie(Dn) so lie(Dn )  lie(Dn) proving equality. 
From C(gl) to (RP1)M
The following simplification is just an extended observation about where the image of
PDiag under lie  ι in C(gl (n;R)) lies. Recall the space of Lie subalgebras of a Lie al-
gebra g under the Chabauty topology is homeomorphic to a disjoint union of subsets of
grassmannians over gl (n;R). In fact, lie(Dn) lies in a single Grassmannian by connect-
edness, and as dimO(p;q) = ( n2 ), this gives lie(Dn)  Gr

( n2 ) ;n2

. But as the set of
( n2 )-dimensional Lie subalgebras of gl (n;R) is closed subset of Gr(( n2 ) ;n2), the closure of
lie(Dn ) in C(gl (n;R)) and in Gr(( n2 ) ;n2) agree.
Corollary 53: Dn is homeomorphic to lie(Dn)  Gr(( n2 ) ;n2).
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We can do even better however; the image of lie  ι lies not just in this Grassmannian, but
in a particularly nice closed subset, homeomorphic to a high dimensional torus. To see
this, we first recall the particular form of the Lie algebra of so(J ) for J a diagonal matrix.
Remark 31: The Lie algebra so(J ) for J = diag(λ1; : : : ;λn) is
so(J ) = span
(
λjeij   λieji
)
i<j
for eij the standard basis forM(n;R).
Example 85:
so
 x
y
z

= span
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
*......,
0 y 0
 x 0 0
0 0 0
+//////-
;
*......,
0 0 z
0 0 0
 x 0 0
+//////-
*......,
0 0 0
0 0 z
0  y 0
+//////-
9>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>;
Note that the basis chosen above for so(J ) consists of pairwise orthogonal vectors, for
all nonzero choices of λ1; : : : ;λn. Moreover, each basis vector λjeij   λieji lies in the 2-
plane spanfeij ;eji g which is orthogonal to the span of the remaining basis vectors. This
already provides useful information, as in taking the closure of lie(Dn) we are interested
in looking at limits of the vector subspaces so(J ) as some of the eigenvalues of J limit to
0;1. Describing a path of linear subspaces as the span of a path of vectors is in general
problematic, as if in the limit the chosen basis vectors become linearly dependent, there
are many continuous ways to regain linear dependence, but this does not always translate
to continuity of their span. Knowing that our chosen basis always consists of orthogonal
vectors ensures us this cannot happen.
Observation 32: For each 1  i < j  n, let Eij : PDiag ! Gr(1;n2) be the map
[λ1; : : : : λn] 7! spanfλjeij   λieji g. Then we may express the Lie algebra so(J ) for J =
diag(λ1 : : : ;λn) as
so(J ) =
M
i<j
Eij ([J ])
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PDiag(n;R) Gr

( n2 ) ;n2


RP1
 ( n2 )
Φ
Ψ η
We now use this to show that lie(Dn) lies in a ( n2 )-dimensional torus inside of Gr(( n2 ) ;n2).
For convenience in what follows, we will index vectors of length ( n2 ) by ~x = (xij )i<j with
two indices i; j subject to the constraint 1  i < j  n.
Proposition 54: The map Φ : PDiag ! Gr(( n2 ) ;n2) defined by J = diag(λ1; : : : ;λn) 7!
so(J ) factors through an inclusion η : (RP1)( n2 ) ,! Gr(( n2 ) ;n2):
Proof. For each i < j, define the map ηij : RP1 ! Gr(1;n2) by ηij ([x : y]) = spanfyeij  
xeji g. The produce of these maps defines a map η =Qi<j ηij : RP1 ( n2 ) !Qi<j Gr(1;n2)
Noting that for all ~x 2 (RP1) ( n2 ) the image η(~x ) consists of ( n2 ) pariwise orthogonal
vectors, we may take their direct sum to get a well-defined vector space of dimension
( n2 ), providing a map
η :

RP1
 ( n2 ) ! Gr ( n2 ) ;n2 [xij ;yij ]i<j 7!M
i<j
ηij

[xij : yij ]

Thismap is a continuous bijection, and thus a homeomorphism onto its image as (RP1) ( n2 )
is compact and Gr(( n2 ) ;n2) is Hausdorff. Now, looking at the map Φ : PDiag(n;R) !
Gr(( n2 ) ;n2) given in the proposition statement, we see that Φ = η  Ψ for Ψ the map
Ψ : PDiag ! (RP1) ( n2 ) with components Ψ = (ψij )i<j given by ψij (diag(λ1; : : : ;λn)) =
[λi : λj ].

Corollary 55: As η((RP1) ( n2 ) ) is closed in Gr(( n2 ) ;n2), the space of interest Dn  lie(Dn)
may be computed either as Φ(PDiag)  Gr(( n2 ) ;n2) or Ψ(PDiag)  (RP1) (
n
2 ) .
After this collection of simplifications, we have replaced the original question of calculat-
ing Dn in C(GL(n;R)) with something significantly easier:
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Theorem 56: Let PDiag be the coordinate hyperplane complement in RPn 1, thought of
as the projective space of nondegenerate diagonal matrices, and let Ψ : PDiag ! (RP1) ( n2 )
be the map Ψ([λ1 : : : : : λn]) =

[λi : λj ]

1i<jn Then Ψ(PDiag
) is homeomorphic to Dn.
6.3 Computing the Closure D
We've succeeded in describing the Chabauty compactification Dn not as the closure of
Dn in the poorly behaved space C(GL(n;R)) but instead as the closure of a particular
embedding in the ( n2 ) torus! This already provides a wealth of information, as calculating
limit points of Dn explicitly along any path is now a trivial exercise.
Example 86: Consider the path [xt : yt : t2 : 1] 2 PDiag(4;R), which leaves every
compact set of PDiag as t ! 1. Its image under Ψ is the path
Ψ([xt : yt : t2 : 1]) =

[xt : yt ]; [xt : t2]; [xt : 1]; [yt : t2]; [yt : 1]; [t2 : 1]

Which as t ! 1 has limit,
lim
t!1Ψ([xt : yt : t
2 : 1]) =  [x : y]; [1 : 0]; [0 : 1]; [1 : 0]; [0 : 1]; [0 : 1] :
And the information encoded by this limit point is easily converted to the actual limiting
Lie algebra in gl (4;R) via η : (RP1)6 ! Gr(6; 16).
limΦ([xt : yt : t2 : 1]) =
span
( 0 y 0 0
 x 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
!
;
 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
!
;
 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
!
;
 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
!  0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
!
;
 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
!)
Computing this example gives some intuition for the information captured by limit
points: the limit preserves information about the pairwise relative rate of divergence of the
eigenvalues of a path of matrices in PDiag. In the computation above, this information
encodes that λ1  λ2 and their ratio is [x : y], and that λ1 > λ3,λ1 < λ4, λ2 > λ3, λ2 < λ4,
λ3 < λ4. This information can be summarized by λ4 > λ1  λ2 > λ3 together with the
extra information that [λ1 : λ2] = [x : y].
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Proposition 57: Limit points of the image Ψ(PDiag) correspond to an ordered partition of
fλ1; : : : ;λng together with the additional data of a point x 2 RPk 1 with all nonzero entries,
for each collection in the partition of size k .
Proof. We construct this partition and the accompanying projective points inductively.
Let p 2 imΨ, that is p = limΨ(α (t )) for α (t ) 2 RPn 1 r A. In the trivial case, limα (t )
also lies in the hyperplane complement, in which case there is a single set in the par-
tition J0 = f1; : : : ;ng and lim[α (t )] is the corresponding projective point. Otherwise,
lim[α (t )] 2 A and some coordinates of α limit to 0 as t ! 1. Chose a representative α (t )
of [α (t )] chosen so all coordinates remain bounded but do not all converge to 0 (say, a
norm 1 representative). Then let I1  f1; : : : ;ng be the set of indices such that αi (t ) ! 0,
and J1 = J0 r I1. Let α J1 denote the projection of α onto the coordiantes in J1; and note
lim[α J1 ] = `1 is a point of RPjJ1 j 1 with nonzero coordinates by construction. The remain-
ing coordinates αI1 all converge to zero, but we may begin the process again with the
projective point [αI1 ]: after suitably rescaling either all coordinates converge to a nonzero
value in the limit; or there is a further division of rates. In the first case, J2 = I1 and our
partition is f1; : : : ;ng = J1[ J2 with corresponding projective points lim[α J1 ] and lim[α J2 ].
In the second case, we divide I2 = I3 [ J2 into the indices converging to zero / not zero
respectively, and repeat. This terminates in a partition f1; : : :ng = J1 [    [ Jk and a
collection of projective points Li = lim[α Ji ].
We now show that this data is equivalent to, that is, uniquely determines and is uniquely
determined by the limiting point p = limΦ(α (t )). For each 1  i < j  n the limit p has a
coordinate pij = lim[αi : αj ] by definition, encoding the pairwise limiting behavior. These
values are determined by the partition & projective points as follows: if i 2 J` and j 2 Jm,
then pij = lim[αi : αj ] is [0 : 1] if j < i and [1 : 0] if i < j by the definition of the partition
fJ`g. This determines all the coordinates of the limit point p except for those pij with i; j
in the same partition. But, if i; j 2 Jm then pij is directly determined by the associated
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projective point Lm 2 RPjJm j 1, by simply selecting the elements corresponding to the ith
and jth coordinates.
Conversely, let p = (pij )1i<jn be the limit of Ψ(α (t )), and we see that we may re-
construct the data (fJi g; fLi g) from p directly, without reference to the path α . The set J1
contains the coordinates of α (t ) not limiting to 0, which is recovered from p by noting
i 2 J1 if and only if [pi : pj ] = [1 : x ] for all j 2 f1; : : : ;ng. Continuing inductively,
J2 = fi j pij = [1 : x ] j j < J1g, and so on. The points Lk 2 RPjJk j 1 are produced
easily from the set fpij j i; j 2 Jk g as follows: choose some index ` 2 Jk , and choose the
representatives pi` = [xi : 1] for each i , ` in Jk . Then Lk has as coordinates xi for each
ith coordinate, and 1 for the `th. This is well defined and independent of the choice of `,
and recovers the limit point of the original construction. 
We will have much use for this description in what follows. Below we show that Dn can
be described as a compactification of the hyperplane complement RPn 1 r H achieved
via a sequence of blowups. To begin this analysis, we aim to re-express the closure of
the image under Ψ as the closure of the graph of Ψ, as this is a common framework in
algebraic geometry.
Lemma 58: Let ΓΨ  RPn 1(RP1) ( n2 ) be the graph ofΨ, and ΓΨ its topological closure as a
subspace. Then the projection pi : RPn 1  (RP1) ( n2 ) (RP1) ( n2 ) restricts to a homeomorphism
ΓΨ ! Ψ(PDiag) of the graph closure onto the image closure.
Proof. It suffices to show the restriction of pi is injective, as this implies it is a continuous
bijection onto its image, and thus a homeomorphism by compactness of the graph closure
ΓΨ. Let (x ;p) and (y;p) be points of ΓΨ, and choose representative paths α ;β such that
α (t ) ! x , β (t ) ! y and limΨ(α (t )) = limΨ(β (t )) = p as t ! 1. By Proposition 57,
the point p encodes a partition J1 [    [ Jk = f1; : : : ;ng and corresponding values Lm 2
RPjJm j 1, which describe the limiting behavior of any path γ with limΨ(γ (t )) = p. The
actual limiting value of the path in RPn 1 is completely determined by the first partition
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J1 and associated value L1: in the limit of the jth coordinate is 0 if j < J1, and the full
limit point is simply L1 with these 0's sprinkled in. Thus, as α (t );β (t ) both have limit
p, they have the same J1;L1 and thus limα (t ) = x = y = lim(β (t )) so (x ;p) = (y;p) as
desired. 
Thus, we may think of D = ΓΨ as coming equipped with a projection down onto
PDiag  RPn 1. We analyze the closure in terms of this projection below.
The Structure of Dn
To understand Dn, we decompose it into smaller pieces, determined by the structure of
the coordinate hyperplane arrangement A  RPn 1.
Definition 77: The coordinate hyperplane arrangement A in RPn 1 consists of the projec-
tivized coorinate hyperplanes themselves Ai = f[~λ] j λi = 0g together with all intersections.
We denote these via multi-index notation: for I  f1; : : :ng let AI = \i2IAi .
Observation 33: This provides RPn 1 with the cell structure of the projectivized cross
polytope of dimension n   1. We denote the set of all open cells (of all dimensions) by Sn
and Skn the subset containing cells of dimension k , and note that Skn consists of 2k ( nk+1 )
regular open k-simplicies.
Example 87: For n = 2, S1 is RP1 divided into two open intervals by the points [0 : 1]
and [1;0].
Example 88: For n = 3, S3 = S03 [ S13 [ S23 consists of four triangles, six edges and 3
vertices.
Example 89: When n = 4, the arrangementA contains the four coordinate hyperplanes
x = 0;y = 0;z = 0;w = 0 as well as their six intersections of dimension two, and their
additional four intersections of dimension 1, the coordinate axes. Broken into cells, there
are four points in S04 , twelve edges in S14 , sixteen triangles in S24 , and eight tetrahedral
cells in S34 .
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Figure 6.3: Cellulation of RP1 and RP2.
Figure 6.4: The Cellulation of RP3, in the double cover; isomorphic to the 16-cell.
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This cellulation of PDiag = RPn 1 is useful for understanding the global structure of Dn
as any two points lying in the same face have isomorphic fibers under the projection
map pi : Dn = ΓΨ ! RPn 1. The first case, classifying fibers over the points in the top
dimensional cells follows immediately from the fact that Ψ is a well defined function on
RPn 1 rA.
Observation 34: The fibers of D over a point in Sn 1n = RPn 1 rA are singletons.
The interesting points (unsurprisingly) are the points of the closure projecting to points
in the hyperplanesA. These correspond to actual degenerations of orthogonal groups, as
[J ] approaches a degenerate quadratic form lying in the union of the hyperplanes. Before
working more generally, we give the two smallest-dimensional examples for motivation.
Example 90: When n = 2, the domain is RP1 rA for A = f[0 : 1]; [1 : 0]g and the map
Ψ : RP1 r A ! RP1 is [x : y] 7! [x : y]. This formula extends continuously to the two
points missing, and so the graph closure ΓΨ = D2 is all of RP1.
Example 91: When n = 3, the domain is RP2 r A for A = f[x : y : z] j x = 0 _ y =
0 _ z = 0g. The map φ embeds this in (RP1)3 via
[x : y : z] 7! ([x : y]; [y : z]; [x : z])
When only one of x ;y;z is zero, φ is still well-defined and so extends continuously to
the complement of the three points f[0 : 0 : 1]; [0 : 1 : 0]; [1 : 0; 0]g on RP2. At these
three points ψ is undefined, but taking for example p = [0 : 0 : 1] there are curves
pt = [xt : yt : 1] limiting to p such that φ (pt ) ! ([u : v]; [0 : 1]; [0 : 1]) for all [u : v] 2 RP1
(take for example xt = ut , yt = vt ). Thus the closure of the graph near [0 : 0 : 1] is given
by the blow up at this point, and D3 is the blowup of RP2 at three points.
If [p] 2 Sn 1n is a point of a top-dimensional cell, then as previously noted the fiber
above [p] is a singleton as this is in the domain of the function ψ . If [p] 2 Sn 2n then one
coordinate of [p] is zero. The definition of Ψ here extends without issue to [p] as even with
a single coordinate zero; each pair of coordinates represents a well-defined point of RP1,
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as visible in the n = 3 example above.
The first interesting cases arise when more than one coordinate of [p] is zero. For
[p] 2 Sn 3n , two coordinates are zero, say p = (0;0;x3; : : : ;xn). Then each ψij is well
defined as one of xi ;xj , 0 with the exception of ψ12. Thus, to understand the closure, it
suffices to understand the limiting values ofψ12 as we approachp. For any (x1;x2) 2 R2r0
the path (tx1;tx2) limits to 0 as t ! 0, and so the path [pt ] = [tx1 : tx2 : x3 :    : xn]
limits to [p]. But ψ12([pt ]) = [x1 : x2] is constant so ([p]; [x1 : x2]) is in the graph closure
of ψ12. Thus, the fiber above [p] in D is a copy of RP1. This continues more generally,
and the fiber above a point with multiple zeroes is determined by the graph closure of a
restricted number of the functions ψij . This leads to an inductive description of the full
space Dn.
As a first step towards this, we observe that while Ψ is not well-defined at any point in the
arrangement A, for each [p] 2 A we may divide Ψ into two parts Ψ = ΨA  ΨB where ΨA
contains all components ill-defined at [p] and ΨB contains all components which extend
continuously over [p].
Lemma 59: If p 2 Skn then Ψ : RPn 1 r A ! (RP1) (
n
2 ) factors as Ψ = ΨA  ΨB for
ΨA = (ψij )ij2A and ΨB = (ψij )ij2B and ΨB has a continuous extension to [p].
Proof. If [p] 2 A is on a k-dimensional component, meaning k+1 entries of p are nonzero,
and so n   (k + 1) entries are zero. Without loss of generality we consider [p] = [0    :
0 : xn k :    : xn]; all other possibilities are simply permutations of this. The definition of
ψij [p] = [pi : pj ] extends continuously to [p] so long as bothpi andpj are not simultaneously
zero. Defining A = f(i; j ) j i < j < n   k g and B to be the remaining indices, this
means that ΨB = Qij2Bψij extends continuously to [p] and all  n k 12  functions ψij with
1  i < j  n   k   1, are undefined at p. 
This simplifies the problem of computing the closure, at each point selecting out a subcol-
lection ΨA to study in more detail. Understanding which values actually occur as limiting
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values of ΨA results in an inductive description of the fibers of Dn ! RPn 1.
Proposition 60: The fiber over a point of Skn is homeomorphic to Dn k .
Proof. Again, if [p] 2 Skn is on a k-dimensional component, after possibly permuting en-
tries we may assume [p] = [0    : 0 : xn k :    : xn]. By Lemma 59, we may write Ψ =
ΨA  ΨB where ΨA is undefined at [p] but ΨB extends continuously over [p]. Thus, we are
concerned only with the

n k 1
2

undefined functions of ΨA : PDiag ! (RP1) (n k 1==2 ) .
These functions are independent of the final k + 1 components of [p], by definition, and
so ΨA factors through the projection RPn 1 rAn ! RPn k 2 rAn k onto the first n   k
components.
HΨA : RPn k 1 rA! RP1 n k2 
[x1 :    : xn k ] 7!

[xi : xj ]

1i<jn k
Points in the closure ΓΨ above [p] are in 1   1 correspondence with in the closure of
the graph of fΨA. But this is exactly the original problem, now of dimension n   k instead
of n. Thus by definition, the closure of this image ΓHΨA  Dn k . 
Corollary 61: The cellulation RPn 1 = `k Sk induces a division of Dn into components
Dn =
`
k Sk  Dn k . The component Sn 1n  D1  Sn 1n has dimension n   1, and is open
and dense in the resulting space; all other components Sk Dn k 1 have dimension n   2.
This division leads us to a natural cellulation of the closure, defined inductively, which we
explore through examples here. By convention D0 = f?g is a singleton.
Example 92: D1 = D1 = f?g is a single point, representing the Orthogonal groupO(1) =
f1g  R.
Example 93: As RP1 = S02 [ S12 is the union of two intervals and two points, the corre-
sponding decomposition of D2 is D2 = S02  D1 [ S12  D0  S02 [ S12 = RP1. Thus, as
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we know from previous discussion nothing strange happens above codimension-1 faces
of the cellulation of RPn 1, and in this first nontrivial case, D2  RP1.
Example 94: Inductively using the above, D3 = S03 D2 [ S13 D1 [ S03 D0, and
D3 = S03 

S02 [ S12

[ S13  (f?g) [ S23  (f?g)
= (S03  S02 ) [ (S03  S12 ) [ S13 [ S23
Altogether, this is a collection of jS03 j jS02 j = 6 vertices, jS03 j jS12 j + S13 = 6 + 6 = 12 edges,
and jS23 j = 4 two-cells.
A more detailed analysis here gives the attaching maps for these cells, allowing us
to construct Dn combinatorially. Working this out in low dimensions shows that the
resulting space Dn is a manifold, and the closed top dimensional cells are permutohedra.
Below we justify this in an alternative way, by realizing our construction as a familiar
object from algebraic geometry.
6.4 Dn as a Blowup
In their 1996 paper Wonderful Models of Subspace Arrangements, De Concini and Procesi
defined thewonderful compactification of a hyperplane arrangement complement [19], in-
spired by the compactification of Fulton and MacPherson [36]. This compactification has
many nice algebro-geometric properties, replacing replacing the arrangment with a divi-
sor with normal crossings. The compactification is a well-behaved geometric-topological
object as well; it naturally carries the structure of a smooth manifold into which the orig-
inal hyperplane complement embeds as an open dense subset. The remainder of this
section is devoted to (1) a brief introduction to the wonderful compactification, followed
by (2) a proof of the following identificaiton.
Theorem 62: The Chabauty compactification Dn is the maximal wonderful compactifica-
tion of the projectivized coordinate hyperplane arrangement in RPn 1. Consequently, Dn is
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a smooth manifold, cellulated by 2n 1 permutohedra.
Our presentation of the wonderful compactification closely follows the treatment in
[32]. A hyperplane arrangement in a real or complex vector space V is a finite family
A = fU1; : : : ;Ung of linear subspaces. The combinatorial data associated to such an ar-
rangement is the intersection lattice L(A), which is the set of all nonempty1 intersections
of subspaces in A, ordered by inclusion2.
Example 95: The coordinate hyperplane arrangement A2  R2 is the union of the co-
ordinate axes, and L(A2) contains the empty intersection R2, both axes and their inter-
section f0g. The arrangement A3  R3 contains three coordinate hyperplanes; and the
intersection lattice L(A3) additionally contains the 3 coordinate axes and the origin.
A hyperplane arrangementA is central if all hyperplanes inA pass through~0. A projective
hyperplane arrangement is the projectivization of a central hyperplane arrangement, and
the intersection poset is defined identically as the set of nonempty intersections of projec-
tive hyperplanes; which identifies with the intersection poset of the original arrangement
after removing f0g.
We now give two descriptions of the maximal De Concini Procesi wonderful model for
an arrangmentA: a definition as the closure of a graph, which wewill use to connect with
our previous work, and a definition as an iterated sequence of blow ups which is useful
for intuition and inductive arguments. In both cases, we have adapted the definitions of
[19, 32] to the case of a projective hyperplane arrangement.
Definition 78 (GraphClosure Construction): LetA be an arrangement of linear subspaces
of a real vector space V . The map Ψ the map
F : P(V rA) !
Y
X2L(A)
P (V =X )
1This deviates from the exposition of [32] where L is the collection of all intersections and L>0 is the
collection of nonempty intersections.
2This also differs from [32], where L0 is ordered by reverse inclusion but the sequence of blowups is
indexed by Lop>0.
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encodes the relative position of each point in the arrangement complement with respect to
the intersection of subspaces ofA. The map F is an open embedding; the closure of its graph
is called the (maximal) De Concini-Procesi wonderful model for A, and is denoted YA.
Definition 79 (Blow Up Construction): Let A be a projective hyperplane arrangement in
PV and let X1 < X2 < : : :Xt be a linear extension of the partial ordering on L(A). Then the
(maximal) De Concini-Procesi wonderful model forA is the resultYA of successively blowing
up the subspaces X1; : : : ;Xt ; respectively their proper transforms.
Theorem 63 (De Concini Procesi): The constructions of definitions 78 and 79 give isomor-
phic algebraic varieties. The resulting arrangement model YA is a smooth algebraic variety
with a natural projection map to the original ambient space pi : YA ! PV , which is one-to-
one on the original arrangement complement P(V rA).
Additionally, the following theorem collects some of the nice algebro-geometric proper-
ties of the wonderful arrangement models.
Theorem 64 (De Concini and Procesi, Theorems in 3.1 and 3.2): 1. The preimagepi 1(PA)
in YA is a divsior with normal crossings; its irreducible components are the proper
transforms DX of intersections of X in L,
pi 1(PA) =
[
X2L
DX :
2. Irreducible components DX for X 2 Σ  L in a subset Σ of the intersection poset
intersect in YA if and only if Σ is a linearly ordered subset of L. If we think of YA
as stratified by the irreducible components of the normal crossing divisor and their
intersections, then the poset of strata coincides with the face poset of the order complex
of Lop.
First, we look at a familiar case;A2 the coordinate hyperplane arrangement inRP2, which
illustrates the equality of these two definitions.
Example 96 (YA2): The elements ofL(A2) are the coordinate hyperplanesAx ;Ay ;Az and
the coordinate axes Axy;Ayz;Axz. The codomain of Ψ in the graph closure construction
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Ax Ay Az Aw
Axy Axz Axw Ayz Ayw Azw
Axyz Axyw Axzw Ayzw
Figure 6.5: The intersection poset L4
is the product of the six projective spaces P(R3=AI ) for I 2 fx ;y;z;xy;xz;yzg; but not-
ing that the quotient of R3 by a coordinate hyperplane is 1 dimensional so has trivial
projectivization, we may write F : RP2 rA2 ! RP1  RP1  RP1,
F ([x : y : z]) =  [x : y]; [y : z]; [x : z]
But this is exactly the map Ψ defining D3!
From the blow-up construction, we see that we also get the correct answer, YA2 is the
blow up of RP2 at three points. Linearlizing the partial order on L means to place the
projective points before projective lines, and otherwise order arbitrairly. Blowing up at
each of the projective points corresponding to a coordinate axis gives RP2 blown up at 3
points, and then blowing up along codimension-1 edges does nothing.
Below, we consider the first really nontrivial case of each of these constructions, which
occurs for coordinate hyperplane arrangement in RP3. The projective arrangement here
consists of the four coordinate hyperplanes A = fAx ;Ay ;Az ;Aw g, and the intersection
poset additionally contains all six projectivized coordinate 2   planes and four vertices
(projectivized coordinate axes)
Observation 35: For A4 the projectivized coordinate hyperplane arrangement in RP3,
L4 = L(A4) is as below.
Example 97 (Graph Closure Construction): First we construct the codomain of F , the
space P(R4) QX2L4 P(R4=X ). Recalling that AI denotes the projective hyperplane with
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xi = 0 for all i 2 I , the quotient space R4=AI naturally identifies with the orthogonal
complement Afx ;y;z;w grI , and its projectivization with the corresponding projective space.
As a bit of notation, denote by PI the projective space Pf(xi )i2I g; then P(R4=AI ) = PI , and
we the codomain of F is

P2xyz  P2xyw  P2xzw  P2yzw



P1xy  P1xz  P1xw  P1yz  P1yw  P1zw




P0x  P0y  P0z  P0w

The map F itself, defined on the complement RP3 rA, is as follows
Ψ([x : y : z : w]) =
*......,
[x : y : z]; [x : y : w]; [x : z : w]; [y : z : w]
[x : y]; [x : z]; [x : w]; [y : z]; [y : w]; [z : w]
[x ]; [y]; [z]; [w]
+//////-
Then Y4 = YA4 is the graph closure ΓF . Noting that the projective space RP0 = (R r
0)=R = f?g is a singleton, the four final factors of the codomain are all points and the
four last coordinates of F are constant maps: thus we may leave them out for simplicity
if desired.
Example 98 (Blow Up Construction): The partial order on L4 by inclusion can be ex-
tended to a linear order by choosing arbitrary orderings on the subspaces of each fixed
dimension, and then ordering the resulting blocks by dimension. For example, the bottom-
to-top, left-to-right dictionary ordering on the intersection poset of Figure 6.5 gives
Axyz < Axyw < Axzw < Ayzw <
< Axy < Axz < Axw < Ayz < Ayw < Azw <
< Ax < Ay < Az < Aw
With respect to this order, the iterated blow-up is constructed as follows. Beginning with
RP3, blow up at the vertex [Axyz], the projectivization of the w-axis. This procedure is
local, and does not affect the topology of RP3 outside of a small neighborhood of [Axyz].
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Figure 6.6: The circles [Aij ] and their proper transforms. Blowing up at [Axyz] introduces
a copy of RP2, and the proper transforms of [Aij ] meet this RP2 at a point encoding the
original angle at which they were incident to [Axyz].
We successively blow up at the points [Axyw ], [Axzw ] and [Ayzw ] respectively (note that the
order this is done does not affect the end result, which is why we were allowed to choose
any linearization of the partial order in Definition 79). Following this, we blow up the
resulting space along the proper transform of the circle Axy  RP3, and follow this by
similar blow ups along the remaining five circles [Aij ]. Again, the order in which this is
completed is specified by our chosen linear ordering, but the final topology is independent
of this choice, as the blow up operation is local and the proper transforms of the circles
[Aij ] do not intersect. This point is worth thinking a bit about before moving on - below
we illustrate in a figure the point [Axyz] in RP3 (visualized in the affine patch w = 1)
together with the circles Axy ;Axz ;Ayz passing through it, followed by a depiction of their
proper transforms after blowing up at [Axyz].
Topologically, the blow up of a 3-manifold along a simple closed curveγ is homeomorphic
to the space resulting from deleting a small regular neighborhood of γ and identifying
the resulting boundary torus by the map fixing the longitude direction and acting as the
antipodal meridianally 4.2.
Finally, we blow up along the remaining spaces in the intersection lattice: the coordi-
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nate hyperplanes themselves. As codimension one objects, blowing up along these does
not change the topology of the space and so we may ignore this step.
To connect these constructions to the spaceDn, we exploit that both are defined as graph
closures into products of projective space. In fact, the defining map for Dn is actually a
factor of the map Ψ in Definition 78, recording only projections onto RP1 factors. Below,
we show that this information is actually enough: if we know only the projection of a
point p 2 YA onto the 1-dimensional factors, we can recover the point exactly.
Proposition 65: The projection
proj : PV 
Y
X2L
P(V =X ) ! PV 
Y
X 2 L
dimX = 1
P(V =X )
is an injective when restricted to the arrangement model YA.
Proof. This argument is just a finer analysis in the spirit of Lemma 58 again relying on
the partition description of Proposition 57. Let ([x1];U1) and ([x2];U2) be two points ofYA
projecting onto the same point ([y];p) of RPn 1 (RP1) ( n2 ) . Comparing first coordinates,
clearly [x1] = [x2] = [y] and if [y] 2 RPn 1 rA then additionallyU1 = U2 = F(y) as above
the hyperplane the graph closure is simply the graph of F .
Thus, we assume [y] 2 A. To show U1 = U2, it suffices to show that the data ([y];V )
completely determines the limiting value lim[αS ] of the projective point with coordinates
in S  f1; : : : ;ng an arbitrary subset, for any path α with limΨ(α ) = ([y];V ). Let J1 [
   Jk = f1; : : :ng and Lm 2 RPjJm j 1 be the partition and projective points corresponding
to V 2 imΨ as in Proposition 57, and let ` be the minimal value such that S` = S \ J` is
nonempty. Let α be any path with limΨ(α (t )) = V . Then S` contains the indices i 2 S
for which αi (t ) goes to zero slowest, so lim[αS ] has zeroes at all other indices. The values
corresponding to indices in S` can be read off of the limit point L` by simply projecting
from RPjJ` j 1 to RPjS` j 1 (equivalently, they may be reconstructed from the pairs pij for
i; j 2 S` as in the proof of Proposition 57. 
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Because YA is compact and the codomain is Hausdorff, this immediately implies the fol-
lowing important corollary.
Corollary 66: The projection above restricts to a homeomorphism on YA. That is, YA is the
closure of the graph of NEWNOTATION projF , which records the position of points relative
the n   2 dimensional coordinate hyperplanes.
But this map, as mentioned above, is precisely the map Ψ defining Dn as a graph closure,
proving the main theorem.
Theorem 67: The Chabauty compactification Dn is homeomorphic to the maximal De
Concini Procesi wonderful compactification of the coordinate hyperplane arrangement in
RPn 1.
6.5 D3: An Example
The space D3 was described above in Example 96 as the blowup of RP2 at three points.
Here we look a bit more in detail at this space, describing its cellulation and the limit
groups attached to each cell. Consider first p = [0 : 0 : 1] 2 RP2, and the RP1 fiber
f([x : y]; [0 : 1]; [0 : 1])g lying above [p]. This RP1 is divided into two components by the
points [1 : 0] and [0 : 1] (corresponding to the hyperplanes y = 0 and x = 0 intersecting
at p in RP1) Locally, we can construct this space by cutting out a small neighborhood of
[p] 2 RP2 and identifying the boundary via the antipodal map.
Observation 36: The four triangles from the original cellulation ofRP2 appear as hexagons
in the closure, as each vertex of the original tiling has been replaced with a circle subdi-
vided into two edges, and each triangle adjacent to that vertex picks up an edge from
this.
Corollary 68: The closure D3 is tiled by four hexagons.
These hexagons meet two to an edge, and four to a vertex, as can be seen by consider-
ing the blowup of the original triangle tiling of RP2 at a vertex. Geometrically we may
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Figure 6.7: Blow up at point construction
Figure 6.8: The open trianglular cells S23 of RP2 have closure S23 a hexagon, with the three
new sides composed of half of each RP1 added in the blowup.
choose these to be equilateral right angled hexagons in the hyperbolic plane, and giveD3
a natural hyperbolic structure.
Now we turn to understand the groups parameterized by D3, which classifies the limits
of quadratic form geometries in dimension 2. The points in the graph closure ΓΨ directly
represent Lie subalgebras of gl (n;R) under the identification η : (RP1) ( n2 ) ! Gr(( n2 ) ;n2)
of Proposition 54. Three of the four triangles (those containing the points [1 : 1 :  1],
[1 :  1 : 1] and [ 1 : 1 : 1]) all contain conjugates of SO(2;1) and are related by conjuga-
tion via a permutation matrix. Thus it suffices to analyze only one of these, the diagonal
conjugates of [1 : 1 :  1]. The remaining triangle containing [1 : 1 : 1] parameterizes
diagonal conjugates of O(3).
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Figure 6.9: Tiling of D3 by Hexagons.
Proposition 69: The conjugacy limits of O(3) in GL(3;R) are the Euclidean group Euc(2),
its contragredient representation Euc(2) T , and the real Heisenberg group.
Proof. The boundary of the hexagon containing diagonal conjugates of O(3) contains six
line segments: three of which are lifts of the original three sides of the triangle (containing
the images of [x : y : 0]; [x : 0 : z]; [0 : y : z]). The image of these edges under Ψ in (RP1)3
are
([x : y]; [1 : 0]; [1 : 0]); ([1 : 0]; [x : z]; [0 : 1]); ([0 : 1]; [0 : 1]; [y : z])
for x ;y;z all positive. Following by η : (RP1)3 ! Gr(3; 9) reconstitutes the corresponding
Lie algebras, denoted below with u1;u2;u3 ranging over R exactly as in Example 86.
*......,
0 yu1 0
 xu1 0 0
u2 u3 0
+//////-
;
*......,
0 0 zu1
u2 0 u3
 xu1 0 0
+//////-
;
*......,
0 0 0
u2 0 zu1
u3  yu1 0
+//////-
These Lie algebras are all isomorphic, and in fact conjugate in gl (3;R) to the Lie algebra for
the contragredient representation of the Euclidean group
 0 u1 0 u1 0 0
u2 u3 0

. The three remaining
edges of the hexagon lie in the blow up above the vertices [0 : 0 : 1]; [0 : 1 : 0]; [1 : 0 : 0].
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([x : y]; [0 : 1]; [0 : 1]); ([0 : 1]; [x : z]; [1 : 0]); ([1 : 0]; [1 : 0]; [y : z])
These are the points of (RP1)3, which correspond under η to Lie algebras, all of which
are conjugate to that of the Euclidean group
 0 u1 u2 u1 0 u3
0 0 0

.
*......,
0 yu1 u2
 xu1 0 u3
0 0 0
+//////-
;
*......,
0 u2 zu1
0 0 0
 xu1 u3 0
+//////-
;
*......,
0 u2 u3
0 0 zu1
0  yu1 0
+//////-
Finally we come to the vertices of the hexagon, which are represented by the points
of (RP1)3 with each coordinate equal to [0 : 1] or [1 : 0]. For instance the sequence
pt = [1 : t : t2] limits to [0 : 0 : 1] and ψ (pt ) = ([1 : t ]; [1 : t2]; [t : t2]), which has limit
([1 : 0]; [1 : 0]; [1 : 0]). The Lie algebras corresponding to these points are all conjugate,
and represent the Lie algebra of the Heisenberg group.
*......,
0 u1 u2
0 0 u3
0 0 0
+//////-
*......,
0 u1 0
0 0 0
u2 u3 0
+//////-
*......,
0 u1 u2
0 0 0
0 u3 0
+//////-
*......,
0 0 u2
u1 0 u3
0 0 0
+//////-
*......,
0 0 0
u1 0 u3
u2 0 0
+//////-
*......,
0 0 0
u1 0 0
u2 u3 0
+//////-

This analysis gives a combinatorial description of the points lying in the boundary of the
hexagon: they are given by partitions of (x ;y;z) into subsets which converge towards
zero at different rates. The interior corresponds to none of x ;y;z diverging. The edges
correspond to (x ;y;z) being partitioned into two sets, one going to 0 and the other re-
maining bounded. The edges from the original triangle correspond to having two remain
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Figure 6.10: Limits of SO(3) in GL(3;R). Lie algebras on the left, isomorphism types on
the right.
bounded and the third go to zero. The edges coming from the blowup construction rep-
resent the limits along paths with a single value remaining bounded and the other two
going to zero. The vertices correspond to strict orderings x > y > z of which there are
six. A nearly identical story plays out for the limits of O(2;1).
Proposition 70: The distinct limits ofO(2;1) as a subgroup ofGL(3;R) are the isometries of
Euclidean andMinkowski space, their contragredient representations, and the real Heisenberg
group.
Proof. Again the distinct limits correspond to distinct types of cells in the boundary, which
correspond to different partial orderings on the coordinates. By our choice to consider
the triangle containing diagonal conjugates of [1 : 1 :  1], our coordinates are x ;y and
 z for x ;y;z > 0. The three original edges of this triangle appear in the closure of ΓΨ as
the points
([x : y]; [0 : 1]; [0 : 1]); ([1 : 0]; [x :  z]; [0 : 1]); ([0 : 1]; [0 : 1]; [y :  z])
These correspond to the following Lie algebras, which are not all isomorphic: the first
family are conjugates of the contragredient representation of the Euclidean group, and
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Figure 6.11: Limits of SO(2;1) in GL(3;R).
the second two families contain contragredient representations of of the isometries of
1 + 1 dimensional Minkowski space.
*......,
0 yu1 0
 xu1 0 0
u2 u3 0
+//////-
;
*......,
0 0 zu1
u2 0 u3
xu1 0 0
+//////-
;
*......,
0 0 0
u2 0 zu1
u3 yu1 0
+//////-
The three remaining edges of the hexagon lie in the blow up above the vertices [0 : 0 :
1]; [0 : 1 : 0]; [1 : 0 : 0]. These are the following points of (RP1)3, which correspond to
Lie algebras in two isomorphism classes, depending on the relative divergence rates of
x ;y;z. The first case gives conjugates of the Euclidean group, and the second two give
conjugates of the Minkowski group.
([x : y]; [0 : 1]; [0 : 1]); ([0 : 1]; [x :  z]; [1 : 0]); ([1 : 0]; [1 : 0]; [y :  z])
Again, the six vertices all represent conjugates of the Lie algebra of the Heisenberg group.

This sort of analysis continues in higher dimensions. For n = 4, the coordinate hy-
perplane complement in RP3 is a union of 8 3-simplices, and taking the closure amounts
to blowing up along the vertices and then the 1-cells of the cellulation in Figure ??. The
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Figure 6.12: The simplex inD4 containing all diagonal conjugates ofO(diag(1;1;1 1)) in
GL(4;R), and its closure inD4. Recording the isomorphism type of points in the boundary
recovers the limits of H3 in RP3.
closure of each of the original open 3 simplices has boundary with the combinatorial
structure of a permutohedron. In general, the closure of a simplex in Sn 1n of RPn 1 rA
has the structure of an omnitruncated simplex, whose boundary is the n   1 dimensional
permutohedron.
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Chapter 7
The Heisenberg Plane
The diagram above depicts the limits of orthogonal geometries in GL(3;R), as previously
calculated in Section 6.5. Spherical, hyperbolic and (anti)-de Sitter geometry collectively
degenerate to the Euclidean &Minkowski plane, as well as their contragredient duals. All
of these in turn degenerate to Hs2, the Heisenberg plane.
Definition 80: Heisenberg geometry is the (G;X ) geometry Hs2 := (Heis;A2) where
Heis =
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
*......,
1 a c
0 1 b
0 0 1
+//////-
 a;b;c 2 R
9>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>;
and A2 =
(
[x : y : 1] 2 RP2 j x ;y;2 R
)
:
The identity component Heis0 < Heis is the real Heisenberg group, and the index 2 subgroup
of orientation-preserving transformations is denoted Heis+.
S2 H2 AdS2 = dS2
DE2 E2 DM2 M2
Hs2
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Heisenberg geometry is a geometry on the plane given by all translations together with
shears parallel to a fixed line. Viewing this fixed line as `space' and any line intersect-
ing it transversely as `time,' this is the geometry of 1 + 1 dimensional Galilean relativity.
This chapter provides a detailed exploration of Heisenberg geometry, to add to the litera-
ture describing explicit geometric transitions. We pay pay particular attention to aspects
of interest to geometric topology; namely classifying Heisenberg orbifolds, calculating
deformation their spaces and constructing regenerations of Heisenberg structures into
familiar geometries.
7.1 Heisenberg Geometry
The Heisenberg plane is not a metric geometry but supports other familiar geometric
quantities. The standard area form dA = dx ^ dy on R2 is invariant under the action of
Heis+, furnishing Hs2 with a well-defined notion of area. The one form dy is Heis0 in-
variant, and induces a Heis-invariant foliation of Hs2 by horizontal lines together with a
transverse measure. As a subgeometry of the affine plane, Hs2 inherits an affine connec-
tion and notion of geodesic. A curve γ is a geodesic if γ 00 = 0, tracing out a constant speed
straight line in Hs2.
Heisenberg geometry arises as a limit of the constant curvature spaces S2;H2 and
E2 by `zooming into while unequally stretching' a projective model. Details can be re-
constructed from [20]. Here we briefly explore one degeneration of hyperbolic space to
the Heisenberg plane as subgeometries of RP2. Acting on H2 2 SRP2 by the path At =
diag(t2;t ;1) results in a path of subgeometries AtH2 isomorphic to the hyperbolic plane
with underlying space the origin-centered ellipsoid inA2 with semimajor,semiminor axes
of lengths t2;t parallel to the x ;y axes respectively. The limit of these domains is A2 and
the groups AtO(2;1)A 1t limit to Heis. The aforementioned invariant foliation on Hs2 is
a remnant of this stretching, and is parallel to the limiting direction of the major axes of
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Figure 7.1: The transition of H2 to Hs2 as a conjugacy limit via the action of At =
diag(t2;t ;1).
AtH
2.
Unlike the degeneration of S2 and H2 to Euclidean space, the uneven stretching required
to produce a Heisenberg limit distorts even the point stabilizer subgroups, which become
noncompact in the limit. Conjugation by At stretches the circle S =
 SO(2) 0
0 1

 M(3;R)
into ellipses of increasing eccentricity limiting to the parallel lines
 1 x
0 1

in the upper
2  2 block. As a consequence, role of the unit tangent bundle in the constant curvature
geometries is replaced for the Heisenberg plane by an appropriate space of based lines.
Indeed let L = PT(Hs2) be the space of pointed lines in the Heisenberg plane, andH  L
those belonging to the invariant horizontal foliation. The action of Heis0 on the plane
extends to a simple transitive action on LrH, analogous to the action of Isom(X) on the
unit tangent bundle UT(X) for X 2 fH2;E2;S2g. The noncompactness of point stabilizers
is sufficient to preclude an invariant Riemannian metric, but moreover the existence of
shears in the automorphism group of Heis forces any continuous Heis-invariant map d :
R2R2 ! R to be constant along the lines fx g R in both factors of the domain, so there
are no continuous Heis-invariant distance functions at all.
Heisenberg Structures on Orbifolds
As a subgeometry of the affine plane, every Heisenberg structure on an orbifoldO canon-
ically weakens to an affine structure. This provides strong restrictions on which orbifolds
can possibly admit Heisenberg structures, it follows from a result of Benzecri that closed
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affine orbifolds have Euler characteristic zero [12]; an additional self contained proof ap-
pears in [5]. The deformation space of affine tori has been computed [5], and weakening
Heisenberg structures to affine structures provides a (non-injective) map ω : DHs2 (T 2) !
DA2 (T 2). Each Heisenberg orbifold inherits an area form fromHs2 and has a well defined
finite total area. The group R+ of homotheties of the plane acts on DHs2 (O) sending an
orbifold O with total area α to an orbifold r :O with area r2α , allowing the deformation
space to be easily recovered from the space of unit area structures.
Observation 37: The action of R+ by homotheties on the plane induces an action on
DHs2 (O) defined by r :[f ;ρ] = [r f ;rρ]. This gives a homeomorphism DHs2 (O) = R+ 
THs2 (O) for THs2 (O) the subspace of unit area structures, analogous to the Techimüller
space for Euclidean tori.
As dy is invariant under the action of Heis0, any Heisenberg surface with holonomy into
Heis0 inherits a closed nondegenerate 1-form and corresponding foliation. This observa-
tion leads to a self-contained proof that every Heisenberg orbifold has vanishing Euler
characteristic, simple enough that we include it for completeness.
Proposition 71: Every closed Heisenberg orbifold is finitely covered by a torus with holon-
omy in Heis0.
Proof. LetO be a Heisenberg orbifold, with developing map f : HO ! Hs2 and holonomy
ρ : pi1(O) ! Heis. As f immerses HO in the plane it has no singular locus; thus HO a
manifold andO is good. By the classification of two dimensional orbifolds then,O is not
the spindle or teardrop, and is finitely covered by some surface Σ ! O. The Heisenberg
structure on O pulls back to Σ with developing pair ( f ;ρ jpi1 (Σ) ). Passing to an at most
4-sheeted cover, we may assume the holonomy of Σ takes values in Heis0. Thus Σ inherits
a nondegenerate 1-form ω 2 Ω1(Σ) from dy on Hs2. Choose a Riemannian metric д on Σ.
Then ω defines a non-vanishing vector field Xω by ω () = д(Xω ; ), and so χ (Σ) = 0. As
Heis0 acts by orientation preserving transformations, Σ is a torus. 
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Thus Heisenberg tori with holonomy inHeis0 play a fundamental role to the classification
of Heisenberg orbifolds, and it is natural to study them first. By the previous observa-
tion, in particular it suffices to study the Teichmüller space of unit area structures, whose
holonomy are determined up to conjugacy and homotheties of the plane.
7.2 The Deformation Space of Tori
The Representation Variety Hom(Z2;Heis0)
To classify tori with holonomy into Heis0 we compute the representation variety R =
Hom(Z2;Heis0). The quotients ofR by homothety and Heisenberg conjugacy are denoted
H = R=R+ and X = R=Heis0 respectively. The holonomies of unit area structures lie in
the double quotient U = X =R+  H=Heis0. Representations into the center of Heis0 act
by collinear translations on Hs2, and a simple argument of section 3.3 precludes these
from being the holonomy of any Heisenberg structure. Thus, we are primarily concerned
with the subset R?  R of representations not into the center, and its quotients X? 
X ;H?  H and U?  U . Explicitly dealing with these representation spaces is easiest
using coordinates from the Lie algebra, introduced below.
Proposition 72: Themap log : Heis0 ! heis induces an isomorphism of varietiesHom(Z2;Heis0) 
Hom(R2;heis).
Proof. Inclusion inM(3;R) equips Heis0 and heis with the structure of algebraic varieties.
As heis is nilpotent, the exponential exp: heis ! Heis0 is algebraic, and in fact isomor-
phism of varieties with inverse log : Heis0 ! heis. Recall that evaluation on the gen-
erators e1;e2 2 Z2  R2 identifies the collections of representations with subvarieties of
Heis0Heis0, heisheis respectively. Applying the exponential/logarithm coordinatewise
provides the required algebraic isomorphism Hom(Z2;Heis0)  Hom(R2;heis).
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Hom(Z2;Heis0) Heis0  Heis0
Hom(R2;heis) heis  heis
ev
log log log
ev
exp exp exp

We continue to denote the induced isomorphisms R  Hom(R2;heis) by exp and log,
and call the vector (~x ;~y;~z) 2 R6 the Lie algebra coordinates for the representation ρ 2 R
when ev(log ρ) =    x1 z1y1  ;   x2 z2y2  .
Proposition 73: R is isomorphic to V (x1y2   x2y1)  R2.
Proof. Evaluation on the generators identifies the representation variety Hom(R2;heis)
with the kernel of the Lie bracket [; ] : heis2 ! heis. Indeed   x1 z1y1  ;   x2 z2y2  =  0 x1y2 x2y10  ,
so ker[; ] is cut out precisely by x1y2 = x2y1 in heis2 and (~x ;~y;~z) 2 R6 is the Lie alge-
bra coordinates of a representation ρ 2 R if and only if (~x ;~y) 2 V (x1y2   x2y1) and
(z1;z2) 2 R2. 
Proposition 74: The homothety quotient H? of representations not into the center of Heis
is homeomorphic to R2 T 2.
Proof. Denote by R2
(~x ;~y)
the R2 = f(z1;z2)g fiber above (~x ;~y). The hypersurface V =
V (x1y2 x2y1) has one singularity at 0, above which R2(0;0) consists of the representations
into the center. Homotheties of Hs2 induce the R+ action t :(~x ;~y;~z) = (t~x ;t~y;t~z) on R;
thusV  R4 is a cone andH? identifieswith the product ofR2 with the intersectionV\S3.
The change of coordinates on R4 given by (x1;x2;y1;y2) = (u1+v1;v2+u2;v2 u2;u1 v1)
provides an isomorphism V  V (u21 + u22   v21   v22 ) identifying V \ S3 with the Clifford
torus k~uk = k~v k = 1=p2, so V? = V r ~0  R+ T 2. 
Corollary 75: The section ofR? ! H? sending each homothety class [ρ]R+ = [(~x ;~y;~z)]R+
to the representative with (~x ;~y) 2 T 2  S3 gives an identification of H with the algebraic
varietyH? = V (x2y1   x1y2; kx k2 + kyk2   1)  R6.
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Proposition 76: The conjugacy quotient X? is a line bundle over V?  R+  T 2 twisted
above each generator of pi1(V?).
Proof. A computation reveals the conjugation action of Heis0 onR in Lie algebra coordi-
nates is expressed
 1 д k
1 h
1

:(~x ;~y;~z) = (~x ;~y;~z+д~y h~x ). ThusHeis0 acts trivially on the first
factor ofR = V  R2 and the orbit of a point ~z 2 R2
(~x ;~y)
is the coset of spanf~x ;~yg  R2
(~x ;~y)
containing it. In the subset R? at least one of ~x ;~y is nonzero, and the condition that
(~x ;~y) 2 V (x1y2   x2y1) = V (det

x1 y1
x2 y2

) implies ~x and ~y are linearly dependent. It fol-
lows that the Heis0 orbits onR? are lines, foliating each R2(~x ;~y) overV? and the leaf space
is a line bundle over V?.
Equipping each R2
(~x ;~y)
with the standard inner Euclidean inner product, a canoni-
cal choice of representatives for cosets of `(~x ;~y) = spanf~x ;~yg is given by the orthogo-
nal line `?
(~x ;~y)
 R2
(~x ;~y)
. This defines a section X? ! R? sending a conjugacy class
[ρ]Heis0 = [(~x ;~y;~z)]Heis0 to its representation with ~z-coordinate on `?(~x ;~y) , and identifies
X? = f(~x ;~y;~z) j (~x ;~y) 2 V?; ~z 2 `?
(~x ;~y)
g with a subbundle of V?  R2 ! V?.
Line bundles over V?  R+  T 2 are in bijection with H1(T 2;Z2)  Z22, determined
up to isomorphism by whether pulling back along generators of pi1(T )2 gives cylinders
or Möbius bands. A convenient choice of generators in the (~u;~v ) coordinates introduced
above are α (θ ) = (~e1; ~pθ ) and β (θ ) = ( ~pθ ; ~e1) for e1 =

1
0

and ~pθ =

cosθ
sinθ

. An explicit
computation using the description of X? above shows the bundle restricts to a Möbius
band above each of α ;β , so X? is the line bundle over R+  T 2 represented by (1;1) 2
H1(T 2;Z2). 
The choice of explicit sections has identified H? and X? with subsets of R. The space
of interest U? identifies with their intersection, X? \ H?, which is the restriction of
X? ! V? to the base T 2  S3.
Corollary 77: The quotient U? by homothety and conjugacy is the doubly twisted line bun-
dle overT 2, realized as the subvariety of U?  R6 consisting of triples of vectors (~x ;~y;~z) such
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that ~x and ~y are collinear, and ~z is orthogonal to their span.
U? = V
*..,
kx k2 + kyk2 = 1; ~z  ~x = 0
x1y2   x2y1 = 0; ~z  ~y = 0
+//-  R
6
Thedeveloping pair of a Heisenberg torus is onlywell defined up to orientation preserving
transformations, so potential holonomies lie in the spaceR=Heis+, a twofold quotient of
U? computed here. We will deal with this Z2 = Heis+=Heis0 ambiguity after determining
which points of U? are in fact holonomies.
The space DHs2 (T 2).
As a warm-up to computing the deformation space of Heisenberg tori, we review the
analogous problem for Euclidean and affine structures. Euclidean tori are complete metric
spaces, and so are determined by their holonomy, which is necessarily discrete and faith-
ful (for instance, by Thurston's book [68], Proposition 3.4.10). Discrete subgroups Z2 <
Isom(E2) act by translations, thus the deformation space of Euclidean tori identifies with
the Isom(E2)-conjugacy classes of marked planar lattices,DE2 (T 2)  GL(2;R)=O(2). The
unit area structures parameterized by the familiar Teichmüller spaceH2 = SL(2;R)=SO(2).
The affine plane admits no invariant metric, which complicates the story significantly.
Complete affine structures have universal cover affinely diffeomorphic to A2, but in con-
trast to the Euclidean case incomplete structures abound. The work of Baues [5] provides
a remarkably comprehensive description of the classification of affine tori, in particular
containing the following classification theorem.
Theorem 78 ([5], Theorem 5.1): The universal cover of an affine torus is affinely diffeomor-
phic to one of the following spaces: the affine plane A2, the half planeH = f(x ;y) j y > 0g,
the quarter planeQ = f(x ;y) 2 A2 j x ;y > 0g or the universal cover of the punctured plane
P = JA2 r 0. Furthermore the developing maps of affine structures are covering projections
onto their images.
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As Hs2 admits no invariant metric, we must be prepared for complications similar to
the affine case. Such difficulties do not materialize however, as canonically weakening
Heisenberg structures to affine ones, we may use the classification above to show all
Heisenberg tori are complete.
Corollary 79: All Heisenberg structures on the torus are complete.
Proof. Let ( f ;ρ) be the developing pair for a Heisenberg torus T , considered as an affine
structure. IfT is not complete, there is an affine transformationAwithA: f (HT ) 2 fH;Q;A2r
0g and holonomy AρA 1 preserving this developing image. But by the classification of
affine tori, holonomies of these tori contain elements of det , 1, whereas Heis is unipo-
tent so detAρ (Z2)A 1 = f1g. Thus T is in fact complete, with developing map a diffeo-
morphism f : HT ! A2. 
Constructing Developing Maps
Here we pursue a self-contained computation the deformation spaceDHs2 (T 2), using the
understanding of representations Z2 ! Heis0 up to conjugacy developed in section 3.1.
Specifically, for ρ 2 Hom(Z2;Heis) we either construct a corresponding developing map
f giving a Heisenberg structure ( f ;ρ) on T 2 (and prove its uniqueness), or we show no
developing map for ρ can exist.
A developing map for ρ : Z2 ! Heis is a ρ-equivariant immersion f : R2 ! Hs2. A
natural ρ-equivariant self map of the plane can be constructed directly from ρ, relying on
the fact that each representation ofZ2 extends uniquely to a representation Dρ : R2 ! Heis0
via Dρ (x ;y) = ρ (e1)xρ (e2)y . The orbit map fρ : R2 ! Hs2 defined by (x ;y) 7! Dρ (x ;y):~0 for
this extended representation is ρ-equivariant, and thus a developing map for a Heisen-
berg structure when it is an immersion. As the following two propositions show, this
construction actually produces developing maps for all complete Heisenberg tori (and
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thus by Corollary 79 for all Heisenberg tori, although with the aim of producing a self-
contained proof we do not presume that here).
Proposition 80: Let F  U be the subset of representations ρ with extensions Dρ acting
freely on Hs2. Then each ρ 2 F determines a unique Heisenberg structure on T 2, which is
complete, and all complete structures with holonomy in Heis0 arise this way.
Proof. If Dρ acts freely, the orbit map fρ : R2 ! Hs2 is injective, and a computation reveals
(d fρ )0 : T0R2 ! T0Hs2 is injective. Furthermore (d fρ )x = Dρ (x ):(d fρ )0 so fρ is an immer-
sion of R2 and ( fρ ;ρ) is a developing pair for a Heisenberg torus. Similarly, the other orbit
maps ~u 7! Dρ (~u):q are immersions (thus open maps) for any q 2 Hs2, and distinct Dρ (R2)
orbits partition Hs2 into a disjoint union of open sets. By connectedness then fρ is onto,
hence a diffeomorphism so the corresponding Heisenberg structure is complete.
Alternatively, let ρ : Z2 ! Heis0 be the holonomy of a complete torus, but assumeDρ : R2 ! Heis0 fails to act freely. Then some element, and hence some 1-parameter sub-
group L < R2, fixes a point under the action induced by Dρ. This line L intersects Z2 only
in ~0 (as ρ acts freely by completeness); and so is dense in the quotient R2=Z2. Thus there
are sequences ~vn 2 Z2 with ρ (vn) coming arbitrarily close to stabilizing a point, and Dρ
does not act properly discontinuously, contradicting completeness.
Finally, let ( f ;ρ) be a complete structure and (φ;ρ) another structure with the same
holonomy. Then f  1φ : HT ! HT is pi1(T )-equivariant and descends to a diffeomorphism
ψ : T ! T . But ψ is the identity on fundamental groups and as the torus is a K (pi ;1),
ψ is isotopic to the identity. Thus ( f ;ρ) and (φ;ρ) are developing pairs for the same
Heisenberg structure. 
Constructing developing maps from the extensions Dρ provides endows these tori with
the structure of a commutative group via the identification Dρ (R2)=ρ (Z2)  fρ (R2)=ρ (Z2).
The existence of this group structure can more generally be deduced from the similar
observation of Baues and Goldman concerning affine structures [6].
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Corollary 81: Complete Heisenberg tori are the group objects in the category of Heisenberg
manifolds, analogous to elliptic curves in the category of Riemann surfaces.
Proposition 82: The subset F  U of conjugacy classes with freely acting extensions
Dρ : R2 ! Heis0 is a trivial R bundle over the cylinder Cyl = T 2 r S , for S the circle de-
fined by the intersection of T 2 = V (x1y2   x2y1) \ S3 with the plane V (y1;y2).
Proof. A representation Dρ 2 U is faithful if and only if the logarithm of its generators  x1 z1
y1
 and   x2 z2y2  are linearly independent in heis. In Lie algebra coordinates, lin-
early dependent elements of heis2 form the variety Rk1  M32(R) of rank one matrices
(~x ;~y;~z) =

x1 y1 z1
x2 y2 z2

. There are no faithful R2 representations into the 1-dimensional cen-
ter of Heis, so it suffices to consider the representations in U?. The intersection U? \Rk1
is a torus, coming from the S1 factor and a great circle in S2S1 also described as the zero
section of the bundle U? ! T 2. which is easily seen from the coordinate description. The
rank one variety is cut out by the 22minors Rk1 = V (x1y2 x2y1;x1z2 x2z1;y1z2 y2z1)
and thus consists of triples of simultaneously collinear vectors ~x k ~y k ~z 2 R2. Recall-
ing 77, points (~x ;~y;~z) of U? satisfy ~x k ~y and ~z perpendicular to their span. Thus any
(~x ;~y;~z) 2 U? \ Rk1 necessarily has ~z = 0, so the intersection U? \ Rk1 is the torus
(~x ;~y;0)  X?. The conjugacy classes of faithful representations constitute the comple-
ment of this zero section of U? ! T 2.
A non-identity element ofHeis0 stabilizes a point ofHs2 if and only if it acts trivially on
the leaf space of the invariant foliation and has nontrivial shear. In Lie algebra coordinates
this forms the set S = ( x z0 ) j x , 0	  heis. The extension Dρ acts freely if and only if
in Lie algebra coordinates, each generator misses S . All faithful representations (~x ;~y;~z)
with y1;y2 , 0 act freely, and all with ~y = 0 fail to. If ~y = (0;y2) then ρ 2 R implies
x1 = 0 so ρ acts freely, and similarly for ~y = (y1;0). Thus faithful representations fail
to act freely if and only if ~y = 0, and the space of freely acting representations is F =
U? rV (z1;z2) [V (y1;y2).
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The intersection S = T 2 \V (y1;y2) is a (1;1) curve with respect to the (~u;~v ) coordi-
nates, and U? r V (y1;y2) is an R-bundle over Cyl = T 2 r S . This bundle is trivial as the
generator of pi1(Cyl) is parallel to V (y1;y2) and the restriction the doubly twisted bundle
X to a (1;1) curve in the base is a cylinder. The subvarietyV (z1;z2) is the zero section of
this bundle, thus its complement is the trivial R bundle over Cyl. 
This classification gives a simple, self contained argument that no incomplete structures
exist. An incomplete structure must have holonomy in U rF , but geometric reasons pre-
clude these from being the holonomy of Heisenberg tori. This completes the classification
of tori with Heis0 holonomy, and a quick observation implies there can be no others.
Proposition 83: Representations ρ 2 U rF are not the holonomy of any Heisenberg torus.
Consequently all Heisenberg tori are complete, with holonomy into Heis0.
Proof. There are three classes of elements in U rF : representations into the center, rep-
resentations (~x ;~y;~z) with ~z = 0 and representations with ~y = 0. These classes are all
topologically conjugate, and preserve a fibration of the plane Hs2  R. Representations
into the center act by translations parallel to the x axis, preserving the invariant foliation
ofHs2, and similarly for those with ~y = 0. Representations with ~z = 0 are not faithful, and
factor through a representation R! Heis with orbits foliating the plane by parabolas.
To see these cannot be the holonomy of tori, let ρ 2 U r F preserve the fibration
pi : Hs2  R, and assume ( f ;ρ) is a developing pair for some Heisenberg torus. Let Ω =
f (HT ) be the developing image, and note pi (Ω)  R is open as f is a local diffeomorphism
and pi is a bundle projection. LetQ  HT be a compact fundamental domain for the action of
Z2 by covering transformations, and note that pi ( f (Q )) = pi ( f (Ω)) as ρ is fiber preserving.
But pi ( f (Q )) is compact, and thus not open in R, a contradiction.
It follows from this that all Heisenberg tori are complete, and have holonomy inHeis0.
Indeed T be any Heisenberg torus with developing pair ( f ;ρ) and HT ! T the cover cor-
responding to the subgroup ρ (Z2) \ Heis0. Then HT is complete so T is also, and ρ (Z2)
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acts freely and properly discontinuously on Hs2. As T 2 is orientable the holonomy takes
values in Heis+, but every element of Heis+rHeis0 fixes a point inHs2 so in fact ρ is Heis0
valued and T = HT . 
Thus a representation ρ : Z2 ! Heis is either the holonomy of a unique complete structure
on T 2, or is not the holonomy of any geometric structure at all. After dealing with the
slight annoyance of Heis0 vs. Heis+ conjugacy, this directly provides a description of the
the Teichmüller space THs2 (T 2) of unit area structures and the corresponding deformation
space DHs2 (T 2) = R+  THs2 (T 2).
Theorem 84: The projection onto holonomy identifies the Teichmüller space of unit area tori
with the quotient of F by the free Z2 action of conjugacy by diag( 1; 1;1) and THs2 (T 2) 
F=Z2  R2  S1.
Proof. Themap hol : DevHs2 (T 2) ! R projecting a developing pair onto its holonomy is a
local homeomorphism by the Ehresmann-Thurston principle, which induces a continuous
map hol : DHs2 (T 2) ! R=Heis+. The work above shows the map dev : F ! DHs2 (T 2)
defined by ρ 7! [fρ ;ρ] is a continuous surjection onto Teichmüller space THs2 (T 2). As
F  U was defined only up to Heis0 conjugacy, dev factors through the quotient by
(Heis+=Heis0)  Z2 conjugacy to a continuous bijection dev : F=Z2 ! THs2 (T 2). The
composition hol  dev is the identity on F=Z2, so dev is a homeomorphism.
Thus, THs2 (T 2)  F=Z2. The quotient Heis+=Heis0  Z2, generated by diag( 1; 1;1),
acts by conjugation in Lie algebra coordinates as diag( 1; 1;1):(~x ;~y;~z) = (~x ; ~y; ~z).
This action is free onF and the quotient THs2 (T 2) is the trivial R+ bundle over Cyl, which
is homeomorphic to the open solid torus R2  S1, and DHs2 (T 2)  R3  S1. 
The identification THs2 (T 2) = F=Z2 identifies two distinct classes of Heisenberg tori;
those containing a shear in their holonomy and those with holonomy into the subgroup
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Figure 7.2: Some examples of developing maps for Heisenberg shear tori.
of translations of the plane. We will refer to these as shear tori and translation tori respec-
tively.
Corollary 85: The space of unit-area translation tori is homeomorphic to R  S1, corre-
sponding to the points of F \V (x1;x2).
It is notable that the set of developing pairs for Heisenberg translation tori is the same as
the set of developing pairs for Euclidean tori, but the corresponding deformation spaces
are not homeomorphic, with TE2 (T 2) a disk and THs2 (T 2) a cylinder. This is due to the
different notion of equivalence coming from Heis+ and Isom+(E2) conjugacy; the former
acting by shears and the latter by rotations. The familiar fact that Euclidean torus has a
representative holonomy containing horizontal translations is a consequence of this, as is
the fact that each Heisenberg translation torus has a representative holonomy translating
along (Euclidean) orthogonal lines.
Every Heisenberg structure canonically weakens to an affine structure, defining the map
ω : DHs2 (T 2) ! DA2 (T 2) with image in the complete structures.
Corollary 86: The space ω (DHs2 (T 2)) of Heisenberg structures up to affine equivalence is
one dimensional, homeomorphic to R.
Proof. By Goldman and Baues [6], the space of complete affine strutures on T 2 is dif-
feomorphic to the plane, and by completeness we identify this with its projection onto
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Figure 7.3: Developing maps for translation tori. The left two are equivalent as Euclidean
structures, whereas the right two are as Heisenberg structures. All three represent the
same (unique) affine translation torus.
holonomy. This realizes ω (DHs2 (T 2)) as the quotient of F by affine conjugacy, on which
the subgroups of rotations and linearly independent scalings act freely. Thus the S1 factor
and R2+ directions of independent scalings collapse in the quotient, andω (DHs2 (T 2))  R.

7.3 Other Heisenberg Orbifolds
Wemay use this description of the deformation space of tori to understand all Heisenberg
orbifolds. An orbifold covering pi : Q ! O induces a map pi  : DHs2 (O) ! DHs2 (Q) by
pullback of geometric structures, easily expressed on developing pairs as pi ([f ;ρ]) =
[f ;ρ jpi1 (Q)] for pi1(Q) < pi1(O) the subgroup corresponding to the cover.
Proposition 87: All Heisenberg structures on orbifolds are complete, and projection onto
the holonomy is an embedding DHs2 (O) ,! Hom(pi1(O);Heis)=Heis+. Under this identi-
fication, a finite sheeted covering Q ! O describes the deformation space DHs2 (O) as the
preimage of DHs2 (Q) under the restriction pi  : ρ 7! ρ jpi1 (Q) .
Proof. LetO be a Heisenberg orbifold with developing pair [f ;ρ], and choose a finite cov-
ering pi : T ! O. Then by the completeness of pi [f ;ρ] 2 DHs2 (T ), the developing map f
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is a diffeomorphism and ρ jpi1 (T 2) (hence ρ, as pi1(T 2) is finite index in pi1(O)) acts properly
discontinuously. As pi1(T 2) < pi1(O) is an essential subgroup for all orbifolds covered by
the torus, the faithfulness of ρ jpi1 (T 2) implies faithfulness of ρ. Thus the structure [f ;ρ] on
O is complete. Let [φ;ρ] be another Heisenberg structure onO with the same holonomy,
then φ f  1 : HO ! HO is pi1(O) equivariant and descends to a Heisenberg map O ! O,
inducing the identity on fundamental groups. Thus these structures represent the same
point in deformation space so projection onto holonomy is an embedding. 
This further restricts the possible topologies of Heisenberg orbifolds. In particular, any
torsion in the fundamental group is represented faithfully by the holonomy so orbifolds
may only have corner reflectors and cone points of order two.
Corollary 88: If O is a Heisenberg orbifold, necessarily O is T 2, the Klein bottle S1HS1,
and the pillowcase S2(2;2;2;2) or one of their quotients: the cylinder S1 I , the Mobius band
S1HI , the square D2(?; 2;2;2;2), D2(2;2;?), D2(2; 2;2) and RP2(2;2), .
In the remainder of this section, we show that all the above admit Heisenberg structures
and compute their deformation spaces. As with tori, the deformation spaces of the re-
maining orbifolds can be recovered from the Teichmüller spaces of unit area structures
by homothety, DHs2 (O)  R+  THs2 (O).
Theorem 89: The orbifolds admitting Heisenberg structures and their Teichmüller spaces
are given by the following table:
O THs2 (O)
S1  S1 R2  S1
S1HS1, S1  I , S1HI R2 t R
S2(2;2;2;2) R  S1
D2(2;2;?); D2(?; 2;2;2;2); RP2(2;2) R t R
D2(2; 2;2) R t R
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T2
K Cyl S2(2;2;2;2)
Mob D2(?;2;2;2;2) D2(2;2;?) D2(2; 2;2) RP2(2;2)
Figure 7.4: All Heisenberg orbifolds are finitely covered by a Heisenberg torus, and
furthermore all with cone points or corner reflectors are covered by the pillowcase
S2(2;2;2;2).
Recall that a translation torus has holonomy acting purely by translations. The Teich-
müller space of translation tori is homeomorphic to R+  S1, parameterized by rectangu-
lar lattices with ratio of generator lengths in R+ and angle of first vector θ 2 S1 with the
horizontal. A translation torus is called axis aligned if the holonomy contains a transla-
tion along the invariant foliation (up to Heis0 conjugacy such a structure can actually be
assumed to have holonomy generated by translations along the coordinate axes). Within
the Teichmüller space THs2 (T 2), the subset of axis-aligned translation tori is homeomor-
phic to R+ t R+ corresponding to the points of F \V (x1; x2; y1y2).
The following figure shows all Heisenberg orbifolds, with arrows representing the
finite covers used in the calculation of their deformation spaces.
Proposition 90: Every Heisenberg structure on the pillowcase P = S2(2;2;2;2) is uniquely
covered by a translation torus, and so THs2 (P )  R  S1.
Proof. The twofold branched cover T ! S2(2;2;2;2) = P exhibits pi1(P ) as a Z2 = hr i
extension of pi1(T ) = ha;bi with rar = a 1, rbr = b 1. Thus DHs2 (P ) is parameterized by
pairs [ρ;R] forR conjugating images under ρ to their inverses. Any orientation-preserving
element of order two in Heis is a pi -rotation about some point p 2 Hs2. Rotations only
conjugate translations to their inverses so ρ is the holonomy of a translation torus. Given
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any translation torus, the pi -rotation about any point in the plane provides an extension of
ρ, and any two are conjugate by conjugacies fixing ρ. Thus restriction provides a bijection
from DHs2 (S2(2;2;2;2)) onto translation tori. 
Proposition 91: All Heisenberg Cylinders are quotients of an axis-aligned translation torus,
or a shear torus with one generator of the holonomy a horizontal translation. ThusTHs2 (Cyl) 
R t R2.
Proof. The doubling mirror double of a cylinder is a torus, and the corresponding orbifold
coverT ! Cyl exhibits pi1(Cyl) as a Z2 = hf i extension of pi1(T ) with f a f = a, f b f = b 1.
ThusDHs2 (Cyl) is parameterized by conjugacy classes of pairs [ρ;F ] with ρ 2 D(T ) and F
satisfying the relations above with respect to ρ (a), ρ (b). For each ρ with ρ (a) a horizontal
translation, there is a one-parameter family of solutions F to the system, all conjugate via
conjugacies fixing ρ to a reflection across the horizontal, diagf1; 1;1g. Thus there is a
unique quotient corresponding to each ρ 2 DHs2 (T ) with ρ (a) a horizontal translation.
If ρ (a) is not a horizontal translation, the system of equations above only has solutions
when ρ 2 D(T ) is an axis aligned translation torus with ρ (a) vertical, ρ (b) horizontal and
F = diagf 1;1;1g. Thus the Teichmüller space consists of the union of the space of axis-
aligned tori with all tori having ρ (a) a horizontal translation. The space of tori with ρ (a)
horizontal identifies with a slice R+ R of THs2 (T 2) = R+ R S1 with fixed θ = 0 2 S1,
intersecting the space R+ t R+ of axis-aligned translation tori in one copy of R+. 
Proposition 92: All Heisenberg Klein bottles are quotients of an axis-aligned translation
torus, or a shear torus with one generator of the holonomy a horizontal translation. Thus
THs2 (K)  R t R2.
Proof. The Klein bottle K has orientation double cover T ! K corresponding to pi1(K ) =
hx ;b j xbx 1 = b 1i with pi1(T ) = hx2;bi so D(K ) is parameterized by pairs [ρ;X ] for
ρ 2 DHs2 (T ) and X 2 = ρ (a) satisfying Xρ (b)X 1ρ (b) = I . As orientation reversing
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elements ofHeis square to translations, ρ (a) 2 Tr, andwe distinguish two cases depending
on the component X lies in.
If X 2 diagf 1;1;1gHeis0 reflects across the vertical and conjugates ρ (b) 2 Heis0 to
its inverse, ρ (b) cannot have any vertical translation component, and so preserves the
horizontal foliation. As ρ 2 DHs2 (K ), combining with ρ (a) 2 Tr shows ρ is the holonomy
of an axis-aligned translation torus, and there is a unique solution for X up to conjugacy
Hρ (X ) =   1 0 00 1 r=2
0 0 1

. If X 2 diagf1; 1;1gHeis0 reflects across the horizontal, the only
solutions to X 2 = ρ (a) are horizontal translations, and ρ (b) must not have horizontal
translational component. There is a one-parameter family of solutionsX to the system, all
conjugate via conjugacies fixing ρ to a glide reflection across the horizontal,
  1 0  λ=2
0 1 0
0 0 1

.

Corollary 93: The space of Möbius bands identifies with the space of Klein bottles or Cylin-
ders, THs2 (M)  R t R2.
Proof. AHeisenberg Möbius band has mirror double a Klein bottle and orientation double
cover an annulus, so points of DHs2 (M ) correspond to triples [ρ;F ;X ] for [ρ;X ] 2 D(K ),
[ρ;F ] 2 D(Cyl) satisfying FX = XF . Every ρ 2 DHs2 (T ) that extends to a representation
of pi1(Cyl) does so uniquely, and also uniquely extends to a representation of pi1(K ) and
so there is a unique Möbius band covered by the torus with holonomy ρ. 
Proposition 94: EachHeisenberg structure onO 2 fD2(2;2;?);D2(?;2;2;2;2);RP2(2;2)g
is the quotient of a unique axis-aligned translation torus. Thus THs2 (O)  R+ t R+.
Proof. These three orbifolds are twofold covered by S2(2;2;2;2), and thus fourfold covered
by translation tori. The orbifolds D2(2;2;?) and D2(?; 2;2;2;2) are also covered by the
annulus, and the only translation annuli are axis aligned. Each such axis aligned torus
has a unique D2(2;2;?) and D2(?; 2;2;2;2) quotient. The orbifold RP2(2;2) arises as a
fourfold quotient of the torus by glide reflections x ;y such that pi1(T 2) = hx2;y2i. As seen
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in the Proposition 92, each glide reflection squaring to a generator of pi1(T 2) is along an
axis of R2, so in this case the torus cover must be an axis-aligned translation torus. Each
such admits a unique RP2(2;2) quotient.

Proposition 95: The orbifold D2(2; 2;2) has Teichmüller space homeomorphic to R t R.
Proof. This orbifold is the quotient of the pillowcase by a reflection passing through two
opposing cone points, and thus is fourfold covered by a translation torus. Algebraically
this is an extension of pi1(P ) = ha;b;r i by hf i = Z2 satisfying f a f = b, f b f = a, f r f =
r 1. Up to Heis+ conjugacy we may choose representations for homothety classes of
translation tori translating along vθ =

cosθ
sinθ

and λv?
θ
=
  λ sinθ
λ cosθ

uniquely defined for
θ 2 [0;pi ), λ > 0. The only reflections F representing f are parallel to the x or y axes; so
the covering torusT cannot be axis aligned for this to pass through the cone points of the
pillow quotient. For F 2 diag( 1;1;1)Heis0 computing with the relations shows there is
a solution if and only if θ 2 (0;pi ) and λ = tanθ . Similarly, for F 2 diag(1; 1;1)Heis0,
a solution exists for θ 2 (pi=2;pi ) and λ =   tanθ . These solutions are unique up to
conjugacy and so THs2 (D2(2; 2;2))  R t R. 
7.4 Degenerations and Cone Tori
Unless otherwise specified,X denotes any one of the constant curvature geometries S2;E2
or H2 realized as a subgeometry of RP2 (see Section 2.4) throughout. Conjugate models
will be denoted C :X for C 2 GL(3;R). Recall a collapsing path [ft ;ρt ] of X structures
degenerates to a Heisenberg structure if there is a path Ct 2 GL(3;R) with Ct :[ft ;ρt ] =
[Ct ft ;CtρtC 1t ] converging in the space of developing pairs to [f1;ρ1] with f1 an immer-
sion into the affine patch Hs2 = f[x : y : 1]g and ρ1 with image in Heis. We may view
these rescaled X structures as geometric structures modeled on the conjugate subgeom-
etryCt :X, which converge to a Heisenberg structure asCt :X itself converges to Hs2. The
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following proposition, a consequence of [20] (or a straightforward calculation of conju-
gacy limits of Lie algebras) describes which conjugacies of X 2 fS2;E2;H2g limit to the
Heisenberg plane.
Proposition 96: Let X 2 fS2;H2g and Ct : [0;1) ! GL(3;R) a path of diagonalizable
matrices with eigenvalues jλt j > jµt j. Then Ct :X limits to Heisenberg geometry in RP2 if
and only if jλt j; jµt j and jλt=µt j all diverge to 1. For X = E2, the divergence jλt=µt j ! 1
alone is necessary and sufficient.
Up toO(3) conjugacy wemay always arrange things so thatCt :X  Dt :X forDt a path
of diagonal matrices Dt = diag(λt ;µt ;1) with λt > µt > 1, and we focus on these diagonal
conjugacy limits. In this section, we classify which Heisenberg tori arise as rescaled limits
of collapsing constant-curvature geometric structures. As all constant-curvature tori are
Euclidean, we consider the natural generalization of conemanifold structures on the torus,
which exist in both positive and negative curvature.
Constant Curvature Cone Tori
Definition 81: An X cone-surface is a surface Σ with a complete path metric that is the
metric completion of an X-structure on the complement of a discrete set.
An X cone torus T with cone points C = fp1; : : :png gives an incomplete X-structure on
T 2? = T
2 rC encoded by a class of developing pairs [21]. The space of all such X cone tori
can be identified with the subset CX(T 2)  DX(T 2? ) with metric completionsT 2, given the
subspace topology under this inclusion.
Definition 82: A path Tt of X cone tori converges projectively if the associated incomplete
structures ( ft ;ρt ) 2 DX(T 2? ) converge in DRP2 (T 2? ) to a projective structure ( f1;ρ1), which
can be completed to a projective torus T . A Heisenberg torus T regenerates to X structures
if there is a sequence of X cone tori converging to T in RP2.
Cone tori with a single cone point admit a convenient combinatorial description via
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marked parallelograms, which provides us substantial control. AmarkedX-parallelogram
is a quadrilateral Q  X with opposing geodesic sides of equal length, equipped with a
a cyclic ordering of the vertices. Such a marked parallelogram is determined by a vertex
v ,the geodesic lengths of the sides adjacent to v and the angle of incidence at v . The
moduli space P (X) of marked parallelograms nonpositive curvature is R2+  (0;pi ), and
0; pi2κ
2  (0;pi ) in spherical space of radius κ. Just as deformation space of Euclidean tori
can be identified with isometry classes of marked parallelogramsP (E2) (thought of as R+
cross the upper half plane), so can the deformation spaces of H2 and S2 cone structures.
Proposition 97: The map Glue : P (X) ! CX(T?) induced by isometrically identifying
opposing sides of Q 2 P (X) is a homeomorphism.
Proof. There is a unique orientation preserving isometry sending any oriented line seg-
ment in X to any other of the same length. Thus marked quadrilateralQ  X determines
unique side pairings A;B 2 Isom+(X) identifying opposing sides. The quotient is a topo-
logically a torus and inherits an X structure on the complement of [v]. If Q0 is isometric
to Q then there is a д 2 Isom(X) with д:Q = Q0 so the induced structures are isomorphic
and Glue is well defined.
We may also define a map Cut : CX(T?) 7! P (X) as follows. An marked X cone torus
T has generators a;b 2 pi1(T ) based at the cone point, which may be pulled tight relative
p to length minimizing representatives α ;β as T is a compact path metric space. These
are locally length minimizing, and so X-geodesics away from p. As a ' α ;b ' β generate
pi1(T ), α and β have algebraic intersection number 1. As each is globally minimizing in
its pointed homotopy class, the complement T r fα [ β g contains no bigons. From this it
follows that α\β = fpg, and so cutting along α ;β gives anX parallelogramQ . These maps
are easily seen to be inverses and thus define homeomorphisms P (X)  CX(T?). 
To study regenerations from this combinatorial perspective, we characterize when a col-
lapsing path in CX(T?) converges in DRP2 (T?) in terms of marked parallelograms.
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Figure 7.5: Small portions of the developing map for a hyperbolic and spherical cone torus
Proposition 98: Let Xt = DtX be a sequence of conjugate geometries converging to Hs2 in
SRP2 and Tt an Xt cone torus for each t with marked parallelogram Qt . Then Tt converges
to a Heisenberg torus if and only if there is a choice of embeddings of Qt into Xt  RP2
withQt ! Q in the Hausdorff space of closed subsets of RP2 with induced side pairingAt ;Bt
converging to A;B in PGL(3;R) such that [A;B] = I .
Proof. Let ( ft ;ρt ) be a convergent sequence of developing pairs for the incomplete struc-
tures on T? = T 2 r fg for Xt cone tori Tt . Choose a generating set a;b 2 pi1(T?) and
a basepoint q 2 HT?. The universal cover HT? is tiled by ideal quadrilaterals formed from
the lifts of a;b. For each t these can be straightened to geodesics in the Xt structure, letHQt  HT? be the geodesic quadrilateral containing q 2 HT?. Then ft (HQt ) = Qt  Xt is a
parallelogram for each t , with sides paired by At = ρt (a), Bt = ρt (b). The convergence of
developing pairs then impliesAt ;Bt are convergent in PGL(3;R) toA;B andQt converges
to Q1, a fundamental domain for the Heisenberg structure T with sides paired by the
commuting transformations A;B.
Conversely let Qt be a sequence of Xt parallelograms convergent in the Hausdorff
space CRP2 to an affine parallelogram Q . The triples (Qt ;At ;Bt ) of the quadrilateral with
side pairings define Xt cone tori, and hence RP2 punctured tori for all t . As t ! 1
these converge to a punctured torus T1 with holonomy in Heis, and so T1 2 DHs2 (T?).
As [A;B] = I the limiting holonomy factors through Z  Z and so the limiting torus can
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be completed to a torus T1. That the limits A;B 2 Heis follows from the definition of
Xt converging to Hs2, so this limiting projective structure canonically strengthens to a
Heisenberg structure. 
7.5 Regeneration of Tori
Translation Tori
This combinatorial description of cone tori with at most one cone point provides enough
control to completely understand the regeneration of translation tori.
Theorem 99: Let X 2 fS2;E2;H2g and Xt = Dt :X be a sequence of diagonal conjugates
converging to Hs2. Given any translation torus T there is a sequence of Xt cone tori with at
most one cone point converging to T .
Proof (Euclidean Case): Heisenberg tori arise as limits of collapsing families of smooth Eu-
clidean tori (there are no Euclidean cone tori with a single cone point, per Gauss-Bonnet).
Let T be a Heisenberg translation torus and Et = Dt :E2 be a sequence of diagonal con-
jugates of E2 converging to the Heisenberg plane. Choose a fundamental domain Q for
T  Hs2, together with side pairings A;B by translations for T . The underlying space
for the models E2, Et and Hs2 in RP2 are all the entire affine patch A2 = f[x : y : 1]g;
and group Tr of translations acting on this affine patch is contained in each conjugate
Dt Isom(E2)D 1t as well as Heis. Thus (Q ;A;B) encodes an Et -structure [f ;ρ]Et on T 2 for
each t 2 R+. Canonically weakening to projective structures, this is the constant se-
quence [f ;ρ]RP2 thus clearly convergent. As ρ (Z2)  Tr < Heis, the limit canonically
strengthens to the original Heisenberg structure [f ;ρ]Hs2 . 
Viewed as Euclidean structures in the fixedmodelE2, the developing pairs [D 1t f ;D 1t ρDt ]
encode a collapsing collection of tori with one of the generators of the holonomy shrink-
ing much faster than the other. That is, even after rescaling to unit area structures this
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Figure 7.6: A fixed Quadrilateral and various conjugate models of H2 containing it.
path fails to converge in Teichmüller space and limits to a point in the Thurston bound-
ary. The foliation represented by this point can actually be seen in the limiting Heisenberg
structure as the invariant foliation pulled back from dy on Hs2.
The approach for producing translation tori as limits of hyperbolic and spherical cone
tori is similar in spirit, but more involved in the details. Again we take a fundamental
domain with side pairings (Q ;A;B) for the proposed limit, and view Q as a geometric
parallelogram in each of the model geometries Xt . Side pairings At ;Bt 2 Isom(Xt ) are
uniquely determined by each Xt structure on Q , and converge to A;B in the limit.
Proof: Hyperbolic and Spherical Cases. If X 2 fS2;H2g, let Q be an origin-centered funda-
mental domain forT with side pairingsA;B 2 Tr. The existence of a convergent sequence
of Xt cone tori Tt ! T follows from the following facts.
Claim 1: For large t , the quadrilateral Q defines an Xt parallelogram.
Claim 2: The side pairing At preserves the entire projective line through the Xt
midpoints of paired sides.
Claim 3: If Q is an Xt parallelogram for all t and At 2 Isom(Xt ) pairs opposing
sides, At converges as a sequence of projective transformations.
Claim 4: The Xt midpoints of the edges of Q converge to the Euclidean midpoints
as t ! 1.
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Given that Q defines an Xt parallelogram, there are unique side pairing transformations
At ;Bt 2 Isom(Xt ) determining an Xt cone torus. By the third claim, these sequences
of transformations converge in PGL(3;R), and as Xt ! Hs2 in fact A1;B1 2 Heis0.
Recalling the discussion in Section 3, Heis0 acts simply transitively on the subspaceLrH
of pointed lines, so the limiting transformations are completely determined by their action
on a pair (p; `) of a point p on a non-horizontal line `.
Let `1; `2 be a pair of opposing sides ofQ , with Euclidean midpointsm1;m2. For each t , let
m1(t ) andm2(t ) be theXt corresponding midpoints, and λt the projective line connecting
them. The second claim implies At preserves λt and so the fourth fact above implies that
A1 preserves λ = m1m2. Thus A1 sends the pair (m1; `1) to (m2; `2), as well as the pair
(m1;λ) to (m2;λ). At least one of the lines `1;λ is non-horizontal, and so this completely
determines the behavior of A1. As this agrees precisely with the action of the original
transformation A, we have A1 = A and similarly for B. Thus the sequence of cone tori
corresponding to the triples (Q ;At ;Bt ) converge to the original Heisenberg torus T as
t ! 1. 
Thus the proof reduces to an argument for the four claims above. Throughout its often
helpful to switch between the perspectives of a fixed fundamental domainQ in expanding
model geometries Xt and the equivalent picture of shrinking domains Qt in the fixed
model X.
Claim (1): Let Q be a affine parallelogram centered at ~0 2 A2 and Xt ! Hs2 a sequence
of diagonal conjugates ofX 2 fS2;H2g. Then for all t >> 0,Q defines anXt parallelogram.
Proof. The pi -rotation about~0 2 A2 represented by R = diag( 1; 1;1) is inO(3)\O(2;1)
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and is invariant under diagonal conjugacy. Thus for each t , R 2 Isom(Xt ). AsQ is an affine
parallelogram with centroid ~0, RQ = Q so there is an Xt isometry exchanging opposing
sides of Q . Thus if Q  Xt it defines an Xt parallelgoram. For X = S2 this is always
satisfied, and for X = H2, the domains Xt limit to the affine patch and so eventually
contain any compact subset. 
Claim (2): Let A 2 Isom(X) pair opposing sides of the X parallelogram Q . Then A pre-
serves the projective line through the midpoints of the paired sides.
Proof. We argue in classical axiomatic geometry without assuming the parallel postu-
late as this applies equally to S2;H2. Opposite angles of a constant-curvature parallelo-
gram are congruent. Connect the opposing sides of Q paired by At with a line segment
λ through their midpoints. This dividesQ into two quadrilaterals, subdivided by their di-
agonals into four triangles. The outer two of these triangles are congruent by side-angle-
side, and so the diagonals are congruent. Thus the inner two triangles are congruent by
side-side-side, meaning the opposite angles made by the edges with the line connecting
their midpoints are equal. Consider Q and its translate A:Q . These share an edge, which
is meets the segments λ and Atλ at its midpoint m. As A is an isometry, it follows that
opposite angles atm are congruent. Thus λ and A:λ are segments of a single projective
line, so A preserves the line extending λ as claimed. 
Claim (3): The side pairings At ;Bt 2 Isom(X) converge in PGL(3;R).
Proof. A projective transformation of RP2 is completely determined by its values on a
projective basis (a collection of four points in general position). The vertices (vi ) of Q
form a convenient projective basis with images (Atvi ) completely specifying the trans-
formations At . These transformations converge in PGL(3;R) if and only if (Atvi ) limits
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to a projective basis, which, as the images Atvi remain in a bounded neighborhood ofQ 1
is equivalent to no triangle ∆  Q formed by 3 vertices of Q collapsing in the limit. That
is, it suffices to show AreaE2 (At∆)=AreaE2 (∆) 6! 0.
Diagonal transformations act linearly on the affine patch and do not change ratios of
areas, thus we may transform this to the fixed model X with a collapsing sequence of
triangles ∆t being moved by transformationsCt = DtAtD 1t . For large t , both ∆t andCt∆t
are extremely close to the origin~0 2 A2 and we may estimate their area ratio analytically.
By claim 2,Ct preserves the geodesic through the midpoints of paired sides, thus is either
a hyperbolic in Isom(H2) or rotation in Isom(S2) with axis represented by an ideal point
relative the affine patch. In each of these cases we may bound the distortion of Euclidean
area under such an isometryC with translation length τ within the Euclidean ball BE2 (0;ε )
of radius ε as follows:
1
(c (τ ) + εs (τ ))3
 AreaE2 (X :S )AreaE2 (S )
 1
(c (τ )   εs (τ ))3 :
Where (c;s ) = (cosh;sinh) for X = H2 and (cos;sin) for X = S2. As t ! 1, ∆t collapses
to ~0 and so the translation length τt of Ct goes to 0. Choosing a sequence εt ! 0 such
that ∆t  BE2 (0;εt ) the above bounds squeeze the limiting area of Ct∆t to ∆t by 1, so the
area of At∆ does not collapse in the limit. 
Claim (4): Let `  A2 be a line segment and Xt ! Hs2 as above. Then the Xt midpoint
of ` converges to the Euclidean midpoint.
Proof. Let ` = pq andm 2 ` be the Euclideanmidpoint. Viewing ` inXt , it hasXt midpoint
yt , and to show yt !m it suffices to see dXt (p;m)=dXt (m;q) ! 1. Ratios of collinear line
segment lengths are invariant under linear transformations, so we may choose to view
this situation in the fixed model X for ease of calculation, with a shrinking line segment
`t = ptqt with Euclidean midpointmt and X midpoint xt .
1The conjugating pathCt is expansive, with eigenvalues λt > µt each monotonic in t . Then for X = H2,
its easy to see AtQ  AQ , and for X = S2, that AtQ < A0Q for all t > 0.
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For X = H2 a straightforward computation shows the length of any segment ` 
BE2 (0;ε ) is bounded by a multiple of its Euclidean length LengthE2 (`)  LengthX(`) 
KεLengthE2 (`) where Kε may be chosen2 so that Kε > 1; limε!0Kε = 1. Similarly pulling
back the spherical metric to the affine patch there is such a Kε > 1with LengthE2 (`)=Kε 
LengthX(`)  LengthE2 (`). We may use this to bound the difference between the X and
Euclidean midpoints of the shrinking segments `t .
1
Kε
=
dE2 (pt ;mt )
Kεd (mt ;qt )
 dX(pt ;mt )
dX(mt ;qt )
=
dXt (p;m)
dXt (m;q)
 KεdE2 (pt ;mt )
dE2 (mt ;qt )
= Kε :
As Xt ! Hs2, `t collapses to ~0 and we may take smaller and smaller ε so this ratio con-
verges to 1. 
Shear Tori
Every translationHeisenberg torus arises as a limit of Euclidean, Hyperbolic and Spherical
cone tori with at most one cone point. Translation structures are rather special Heisen-
berg tori, compromising a codimension-one subset of deformation space. Here we in-
vestigate the generic case, Heisenberg tori with nontrivial shears in their holonomy, and
show none regenerate as cone structures with a single cone point. Shears of the plane
fix a single line, and alter the slope of all lines not parallel to this. All shears in Heis are
parallel, so the holonomy of any shear torus leaves invariant precisely one slope on Hs2.
This has strong consequences for the distribution of geodesics on Heisenberg orbifolds.
Proposition 100: A Heisenberg orbifold O has a shear in its holonomy if and only if all
simple geodesics on O are pairwise disjoint.
Proof. Let O be a shear orbifold and γ a simple geodesic on O. As O is covered by a
complete torus we identify HO with Hs2, and the preimage of γ under the covering with a
2For hyperbolic space we may choose Kε = 1=
p
1   4ε2 and for the sphere Kε = 1=(1 + ε2) with ε
measured in the Euclidean metric on the affine patch
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pi1(O)-invariant collection fHγ g of lines in Hs2. As γ is simple these are pairwise disjoint
and so parallel in A2. Because O has a shear structure, some α 2 pi1(O) acts on Hs2
by a nontrivial shear, which alters the slope of all non-horizontal lines. Thus, fHγ g is a
subset of the horizontal foliation. But this holds for any simple geodesic onO so any two
must each lift to a subset of the horizontal foliation, which are then disjoint or (by pi1(O)
invariance) equal. If the two geodesics lift to disjoint collections then their projections
are also disjoint, meaning any two distinct simple geodesics on T cannot intersect.
Conversely assume O is an orbifold covered by a translation torus T given by the
developing pair ( f ;ρ), for ρ : Z2 ! Tr. Then ρ (e1) and ρ (e2) are linearly independent
translations, each preserving each component of a family of parallel lines descending to
closed intersecting geodesics onT and further descend to intersecting geodesics onO. 
Hyperbolic, spherical and Euclidean (cone) tori behave quite differently than this. Re-
call that any generators ha;bi = pi1(T ) have geodesic representatives through the cone
point and cutting along these gives a constant-curvature parallelogram with side pair-
ings. Claim 2 of the previous section shows these side parings must preserve the full
projective lines through the midpoints of the paired edges, so these descend to intersect-
ing closed geodesics on T . The following argument shows this property remains true in
the limit.
Theorem 101: Let X 2 fS2;E2;H2g and Xt = DtX a sequence of conjugate geometries
converging to the Heisenberg plane. Let Tt be a sequence of Xt cone tori with at most one
cone point converging to some Heisenberg torus T . Then T is a translation torus.
Proof. By Proposition 98 we may represent these structures by a sequence of Xt parallel-
ograms (Qt ;At ;Bt ) converging to the triple (Q1;A1;B1) describing the Heisenberg torus
T .
Claim 2 of the previous section implies that for each t , the side pairing At preserves
the projective line αt connecting the Xt midpoints of the paired sides. As t ! 1 this
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sequence of lines in RP2 subconverges to a projective line α1. Since At (αt ) = αt for all
t , it follows that A1(α1) = α1, so this line is preserved by the limiting action. By Claim
3, α1 passes through the Euclidean midpoints of opposing sides of Q1. Thus α1 and β1
descend to closed geodesics on T .
As αt ;βt intersect @Qt in the Xt midpoints of opposing sides, they divide Qt into four
congruent quadrilaterals. Thus the lines αt ;βt intersect at the center of mass of Qt . It fol-
lows that in the limit the linesα1;β1 intersect at the center ofQ1 and the closed geodesics
onT given by the projections of α1;β1 intersect. AsT has intersecting geodesics,T can-
not have any shears in its holonomy, and thus is a translation torus. 
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Chapter 8
HC and HRR
Complex hyperbolic space is a generalization of the usual (real) hyperbolic space, replac-
ing R with the field C. In this chapter, we take the standard model of Hn
C
, a subset of
CPn with automorphisms SU(n;1;C) and attempt to further generalize, producing a col-
lection of analogs of hyperbolic space not defined over R or C, but over a general real
algebra Λ with involution. These geometries all contain a copy of HnR as their real points,
arising from the embedding R ,! Λ. Much as complex hyperbolic geometry provides
an interesting arena to study the deformation theory of real hyperbolic manifold groups
(for example, see [62, 63, 14, 65, 66]), the geometries HnΛ provide a collection of new such
potential deformation theories.
The three simplest geometries arising from this construction (after real hyperbolic
space HnR itself) correspond to the three isomorphism classes of 2-dimensional algebras,
namely Hn
C
, HnRε , and HnRR. We construct each of these in detail below, and focus espe-
cially on understanding the new geometries corresponding to Rε and R  R as a search
did not find discussion of these in the literature.
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Figure 8.1: The level sets of q in R2;1.
8.1 Algebras and Hyperbolic Geometry
We briefly review the construction of real hyperbolic space. Minkowski space Rn;1 is
the vector space Rn+1 together with a quadratic form of signature (n;1), for specificity
q(x ;y) =
Pn
i=1 xiyi  xn+1yn+1. This quadratic form induces an indefinite norm on Rn;1, by
x 7! q(x ;x ) whose negative level sets are hyperboloids of two sheets and positive level
sets are hyperboloids of one sheet1, separated by the lightcone Pni=1 x2i = x2n+1.
The linear transformations A 2 GL(n + 1;R) which preserve the quadratic form q in the
sense that q(x ;y) = q(Ax ;Ay) form the indefinite orthogonal group O(n;1;R) = fA 2
GL(n + 1;R) j ATQA = Q g for Q = diag(In; 1) the matrix such that q(x ;y) = xTQy. This
group has 4 components, with index two orientation preserving subgroup SO(n;1;R) and
identity component SO0(n;1;R). The action of O(n;1;R) preserves the level sets of q by
definition, and in fact restricts to a transitive action on each 2. Hyperbolic space can be
realized from the action of SO(n;1;R) on the negative level sets ofq in a variety of models.
1When n = 1 both the positive and negative level sets are hyperbolas of one components in the plane.
2The action on the lightcone is transitive on the complement of ~0.
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Figure 8.2: The negative cone, the sphere of radius  1 in R2;1, and their projectivization
in RP2.
The Hyperboloid Model
The sphere of radius negative one SR(n;1) = fx 2 Rn;1 j q(x ;x ) =  1g is a hyperboloid
of two sheets, and the selection of of a single sheet (say the upper with xn+1 > 0 for
specificity) determines a model of hyperbolic n space as a subgeometry (but not an open
subgeometry) of (GL(n+ 1;R);Rn+1 r 0). This model, (SO0(n;1;R);SR(n;1) \ fxn+1 > 0g)
is effective, but often less convenient to work with than the projective models, which arise
as open subgeometries of RPn.
Projective Hyperboloid Model
Instead of selecting a single sheet of the sphere of radius  1 we may instead consider its
projectivization, an open n ball in RPn. This defines the geometry (O(n;1;R);PSR(n;1)).
This is not an effective presentation (the transformations exchanging sheets of the hyper-
boloid act trivially) but is naturally effectivized via projectivization, dividing out by the
elements U(R) = f1g of unit norm3 in R to give (PO(n;1;R);SR(n;1)=U(R)). Restricting
to orientation preserving isometries gives (PSO(n;1;R);SR(n;1)=U(R)).
3This nonstandard notation for Z2 is used in the coming generalizations, where U(Λ) will denote the
elements of norm 1 in Λ.
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Projective Cone Model
Equivalently, as all negative level sets of q are taken to one another by homotheties of
Rn+1, we may construct this geometry as the projectivization of the entire negative cone
CR(n;1) = fx 2 Rn;1 j q(x ;x ) < 0g ofq giving (PO(n;1;R);CR(n;1)=R) or (PSO(n;1;R);CR(n;1)=R).
Real Hyperbolic Space
All of these constructions give the Klein model of hyperbolic space, and we mention them
in detail here only because these three methods of defining HnR do not agree in various
generalizations. To remove ambiguity moving forwards, we select the projective hyper-
boloid model as the default model of HnR unless otherwise specified.
Definition 83 (HnR: Group - Space): Real hyperbolic space is the geometry given by the
action of SO(n;1;R) on the projectivized unit sphere of radius  1 for q on Rn;1; HnR =
(SO(n;1;R);SR(n;1)=U(R)).
We may alternatively encode this geometry in the autmorphism-stabilizer formalism by
choosing some p 2 SR(n;1) and computing its projective stabilizer. A natural choice
for the given form q is the basis vector en+1 = (0; : : : ;0;1), which is the  1 eigenvec-
tor of Q . An easy computation shows that the stabilizer of [en+1] in SR(n;1)=f1g is
stabSO(n;1;R)[en+1] =
 SO(n)
1

. When there is no worry of ambiguity, we will denote
this group by SO(n;R) for simplicity.
Definition 84 (HnR: Automorphism - Stabilizer): Real hyperbolic space is the geometry
given by the pair Rn = (SO(n;1;R);SO(n;R)).
The Algebras R[p 1];R[p0], and R[p1]
Up to isomorphism there are three 2-dimensional algebras over R; any such Λ, viewed
as a real vector space can be expressed Λ = spanRf1;ug for u2 2 R and the isomorphism
type of Λ depends only on if u2 < 0, equals 0 or u2 > 0. Thus, we focus on adjoining an
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Figure 8.3: The level sets of the norm z 7! zz on C;Rε and R  R respectively.
abstract square root of  1;0 and 1, forming the algebras C, Rε and R  R.
Definition 85: The algebra Λ defined by adjoining an abstract square root of δ 2 f 1;0;1g
to R is defined by Λ = R  λR with multiplication (a + λb)(c + λd ) = ac +δbd + λ(ac +bd ).
When δ =  1 this is a model of the complex numbers, and we denote λ by its traditional
name i . When δ = 0, this is the so-called dual numbers R[ε]=(ε2), and following conven-
tionwrite elements asa+εb. When δ = 1, this is isomorphic toRR, as can be seen via the
decompositionR[p1] = Re+Re  for e the principal idempotents e = 12 (1λ). Each of
these algebras admits an analog of complex conjugation defined by a+λb 7! a λb, which
induces a (not necessarily positive) multiplicative norm R[pδ ] ! R given by z 7! zz. In
the coordinates a + λb, this norm is expressed ka + λbk = a2   δb2.
The elements of zero norm are precisely the zero divisors of R[pδ ], which for C consists
of just f0g, for Rε the entire line εR = f0 + εx j x 2 Rg and the lines Re+ [ Re  for
R  R. As the norm is multiplicative, the elements of norm 1 form a group U(R[pδ ])
under multiplication. For C, this is the unit circle group U(C) = S1 of complex numbers.
For Rε , this is R o Z2 = f1 + εRg, and for R  R it is a pair of hyperboloids asymptoting
to Re+ [ Re .
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Figure 8.4: The zero divisors (thick) and the group U(Λ) (thick) of C;Rε and RR respec-
tively.
8.2 Complex Hyperbolic Space
The construction of complex hyperbolic space follows that of HnR as closely as possible,
with C replacing R. The construction of Hn
C
below is more detailed in elementary con-
cepts than necessary, and lacking in many geometric details. Our goal is to use this as a
motivating example for the construction of the geometries HnRε and HnRR. For more in-
formation on the geometry of complex hyperbolic space, good references include [56, 39]
and [30].
Over the complex numbers, all nondegenerate quadratic forms are equivalent, and the
correct generalization of the signature (n;1) form Pni=1 xiyi   xn+1yn+1 is the Hermitian
form q(w ;z) = Pni=1wizi   wn+1zn+1. This Hermitian form has matrix representation
Q = diag(In; 1), evaluated q(w ;z) = wTQz, and the linear maps preserving it form the
associated unitary group.
Definition 86 (The Unitary group U(n;1;C)): Then the unitary group U(n;1;C) is the
group of linear transformations of Cn+1 preserving q: that is A 2 U(n;1;C) if for all w ;z 2
Cn+1, q(w ;z) = q(Aw ;Az). In terms of the matrix Q = diag(In; 1), this is U(n;1;C) =
fA 2 M(n + 1;C) j AyQA = Q g, where Ay = AT is the conjugate transpose of A. The special
unitary group SU(n;1;C) is the subgroup with determinant 1.
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Group - Space Description
By definition the action of U(n;1;C) preserves the level sets of q on Cn+1, and similarly to
the real hyperbolic case, acts transitively on each4. However, the complex analogs of the
Hyperboloid Model is not isomorphic to the Projective Hyperboloid or Projective Cone
models. The unit sphere SC(n;1) = fz 2 Cn+1 j q(z;z) =  1g supports an action of the
elements of C with unit norm U(C) = fz 2 C j zz = 1g which is a 1-dimensional Lie
group, thus the hyperboloid and projective geometries differ in dimension.
The correct analog of hyperbolic space over C is given by the projective models, and
the quotient of SC(n;1) by this U(C) action gives a model of Complex Hyperbolic Space,
Hn
C
= (U(n;1;C);SC(n;1)=U(C)). This geometry is not effective, as the scalar matriceswI
forw 2 U(C) act trivially on the projectivization. A locally effective version can be made
by restricting to the special unitary group Hn
C
= (SU(n;1;C);SC(n;1)=U(C)), with auto-
morphism group n + 1-fold covering the effective version (PSU(n;1;C);SC(n;1)=U(C)).
As in the real case, the two projective models (projective hyperboloid and projective cone)
remain isomorphic over C. We may take the domain of Hn
C
to be the projectivization of
the entire negative cone of q, Nq = fz 2 Cn+1 j q(z;z) < 0g, under the quotient by the
action of C instead of just the units U(C). All of these various projective models, effec-
tive and non-effective, define models of complex hyperbolic space. For convenience, we
select a single model to work with, unless otherwise specified.
Definition 87 (Hn
C
: Group - Space): Complex Hyperbolic space is the geometry given by
the action of U(n;1;C) on the projectivized unit sphere of radius  1 for q in Cn+1; Hn
C
=
(U(n;1;C);SC(n;1)=U(C)).
4Again, the action on the zero level set is transitive on the complement of ~0.
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Automorphism-Stabilizer Description
For the purposes of constructing a transition between the three different analogs of hy-
perbolic geometry introduced in this chapter, it is most convenient to have available a
description of each from the automorphism - stabilizer perspective. The coordinate basis
vectors ei 2 Cn+1 are eigenvectors of Q , with en+1 2 SC(n;1). Thus the stabilizer of [en+1]
in SC(n;1)=U(C) gives a natural representation Cn = (U(n;1;C);stabU(n;1;C)[en+1]).
Calculation 1: The stabilizer of [en+1] under the action of U(n;1;C) onHnC is
 U(n;C)
U(C)

.
This unitary stabilizer group is denoted USt(n;1;C).
Proof. LetA 2 U(n;1;C) be such thatA:[en+1] = [en+1], that isAen+1 = uen+1 foru 2 U(C).
AsA 2 U(n;1;C) its columns are orthogonal with respect to the signature (n;1) Hermitian
form q, and so in particular the final entry of the first n columns is necessarily 0. Thus
A =

B 0
0 u

for some U 2 M(n;C). As A is block diagonal, AyQA = Q decomposes as
ByInB = In and uu = 1. This second condition is just a restatement that u 2 U(C), and the
first condition shows B 2 U(n;C). 
Definition 88 (HC: Automorphism-Stabilizer): HnC = (U(n;1;C);USt(n;1;C)).
Properties of Hn
C
Complex hyperbolic space is constructed in as close an analogy as possible to real hyper-
bolic space, and so it is not surprising that the resulting spaces share many similarities.
Calculation 2: The domain of Hn
C
is the open ball B2n in CPn.
Proof. Projectivization identifies Hn
C
= SC(n;1)=U(C) = N =C with a subset of the com-
plex projective space CPn. Clearly for a point ~z 2 CPn to lie in the negative cone of
q the final coordinate must be nonzero, and thus Hn
C
actually lies in the affine patch
zn+1 , 0. Choosing affine coordinates zn+1 = 1, the form q defines HnC = f(z1; : : : ;zn;1) j
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Pn
j=1 zjzj   1 < 0g, which writing zj = xj + iyj gives
HnC = f(x1 + iy1; : : : ;xn + iyn) j x21 + y21 +    + x2n + y2n < 1g
Which is the interior of the open unit ball in the affine patch Cn  CPn as claimed. 
As previously mentioned, complex hyperbolic space contains a copy of real hyperbolic
space of half the dimension, arising from the inclusion R  C.
Observation 38: The inclusion R  C realizes HnR as a half dimensional slice of HnC,
with domain the real points HnR = HnC\Rn  Cn and automorphism group the real points
O(n;1;R) of U(n;1;C).
Low Dimensional Examples
The space Hn
C
has dimension 2n and so quickly becomes impossible to visualize directly.
Here we focus on the low dimensional examples of H1C and H2C. The construction of com-
plex hyperbolic 1-space begins with the Hermitian form q(z;w ) = z1w1 z2w2 on C2. The
induced norm z 7! q(z;z) = kz1k2   kz2k2 divides C2 into positive and negative cones,
separated by the lightcone fz 2 C2 j kz1k2 = kz2k2g which is the cone on the square
torus in S3  C2. Projecting first by real homotheties of C2, the positive and negative
unit spheres of q are homeomorphic, each identified with one of the open solid tori in the
standard decomposition of S3.
The action of U(C) on C2 restricts to an action on S3 tracing out the circles of the Hopf
fibration. In the quotient S3 ! S3=U(C) = CP1 = S2, each of the positive and negative
cones of q project to hemispheres, with the lightcone projecting to the equator. Each
hemisphere gives a model of H1
C
when equipped with the action of U(1;1;C); though
this action is not even locally effective as all diagonal matrices uI act trivially on the
projectivization. A locally effective model takes instead the action of SU(1;1;R) on the
unit disk, which is conjugate in GL(2;R) to SL(2;R).
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Figure 8.5: The positive, negative and lightcones of q on C2, intersected with the three
sphere (left) form the standard decomposition along two linked solid tori. The images of
these in CP1 (right).
Figure 8.6: Complex Hyperbolic Space H1
C
in CP1, the Poincare Disk model of H2R, and
the equivalent upper-half plane model under a Möbius transformation.
Observation 39: Complex Hyperbolic 1-space is isomorphic to real hyperbolic 2-space,
and the standard construction of the projective model in CP1 produces the Poincare disk
model of H2R.
Each geodesic in H1
C
is a half-dimensional subgeometry isomorphic to real hyperbolic
1-space. The particular model of H1R  H1C given by the embedding R  C is the pro-
jectivization real plane f(x ;y) j x ;y 2 Rg  C2 intersect the negative cone, giving the
diameter of H1
C
preserved by SO(1;1;R).
Complex Hyperbolic 2 space is a genuinely new homogeneous space, constructed from
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Figure 8.7: Slices of H2C by totally real planes, and by complex planes give embedded
copies of H2R
the projectivization of the negative cone of the norm kz1k2 + kz2k2   kz3k2 on C3. In the
affine patch z3 = 1 this appears as the interior of the unit ball B4  C2, and the copy of
real hyperbolic space given by the inclusion R  C is the intersection of the totally real
plane f(x ;y) 2 C2 j x ;y 2 Rg with the unit ball. This totally geodesic subspace naturally
identifies with the Klein model of the hyperbolic plane, as geodesics in H2
C
between two
points ofH2R are the line segments connecting them. This is not the only copy ofH2R inside
of H2
C
however: looking at the intersection of B4 with the complex plane f(z;0) j z 2 Cg
in C2 gives a model of complex hyperbolic 1-space, which as we saw above is isomorphic
to the Poincare disk. Thus in the metric on H2
C
the geodesics in these hyperbolic planes
appear to be circular arcs orthogonal to the boundary sphere. These two types of hyper-
bolic planes in Hn
C
are not isometric, but have different curvatures: with complex slices
having curvature  1 and real slices constant curvature  1=4. These are the extrema of
the sectional curvature for Hn
C
, which takes all values in [ 1; 1=4].
8.3 Hyperbolic Geometry over R[ε]=(ε2)
Just as complex hyperbolic space replaces R with C, here we replace C with another 2-
dimensional real algebra, namely that of the so called dual numbers Rε = R[ε]=(ε2).
Definition 89 (The Algebra Rε ): The algebra Rε = R[
p
0] is a two dimensional algebra
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over R. Each z 2 Rε can be written uniquely as a + εb for ε2 = 0. The analog of complex
conjugation on Rε negates the epsilon part, a + εb 7! a   εb.
The ring of matricesM(n;Rε ) inherits a notion of adjoint from conjugation onRε , denoted
A 7! Ay and defined by taking the transpose and component-wise conjugate of all entries.
The involution of Rε given by conjugation also provides a notion of Hermitian form and
in particular, the form q(z;w ) = Pni=1 ziwi   zn+1wn+1 defined identically to the complex
case. The matrix representation of q is again Q = diag(In; 1) evaluated q(z;w ) = zTQw .
TheRε linear transformations preserving q form the analog of the indefinite unitary group
over Rε .
Definition 90 (The Unitary group U(n;1;Rε )): Then the unitary group U(n;1;Rε ) is the
group of linear transformations of Rn+1ε preserving q: that is A 2 U(n;1;Rε ) if for allw ;z 2
Rn+1ε , q(w ;z) = q(Aw ;Az). In terms of Q , this is U(n;1;Rε ) = fA 2 M(n + 1;Rε ) j AyQA =
Q g. The special unitary group SU(n;1;Rε ) is the subgroup with determinant 1.
Group - Space Description
By definition the action of U(n;1;Rε ) preserves the level sets of q on Rn+1ε , and similarly
to the real hyperbolic case, acts transitively on each5. Like over C, the units U(Rε ) are
1-dimensional so the hyperboloid and projective hyperboloid geometries corresponding
to U(n;1;Rε ) are not isomorphic. The unit sphere SRε (n;1) = fz 2 Rn+1ε j q(z;z) =  1g
supports an action of the elements of Rε with unit norm U(Rε ) = fz 2 Rε j zz = 1g,
and the quotient under this action gives a projective model of Rε Hyperbolic Space, HnRε =
(U(n;1;Rε );SRε (n;1)=U(Rε )). This geometry is not effective, as the scalar matrices wI
for w 2 U(Rε ) act trivially on the projectivization. A locally effective version can be
made by restricting to the special unitary group Hn
C
= (SU(n;1;Rε );SRε (n;1)=U(Rε )). We
may take the domain of HnRε to be the projectivization of the entire negative cone of q,
5Again, the action on the zero level set is transitive only on the complement of ~0.
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Nq = fz 2 Rn+1ε j q(z;z) < 0g, under the quotient by the action of Rε instead of just the
units U(Rε ). All of these various presentations, effective and non-effective, define models
of Rε hyperbolic space. For convenience, we select a single model to work with, unless
otherwise specified.
Definition 91 (HnRε : Group - Space): Rε Hyperbolic space is the geometry given by the
action of U(n;1;Rε ) on the projectivized unit sphere of radius  1 for q in Rn+1ε ; HnRε =
(U(n;1;Rε );SRε (n;1)=U(Rε )).
Automorphism - Stabilizer Description
To describe HnRε in the automorphism-stabilizer formalism, we must again choose some
point in the geometry's domain and compute the corresponding stabilizer. Because the
hermitian form q is identically defined over Rn+1ε , the element en+1 = (0; : : : ;0;1) in the
standard basis of Rn+1ε as an Rε module lies in SRε (n;1) and provides a natural choice.
Calculation 3: The stabilizer of [en+1] under the action of U(n;1;Rε ) on HnRε is the unitary
stabilizer group USt(n;1;Rε ) =
 U(n;Rε )
U(Rε )

Proof. Let A 2 U(n;1;Rε ) be such that A:[en+1] = [en+1], that is Aen+1 = uen+1 for u 2
U(Rε ). AsA 2 U(n;1;Rε ) its columns are orthogonal with respect toq, and so in particular
the final entry of the first n columns is necessarily 0 (as q((v1; : : :vn+1);en+1) = vn+1).
Thus A =

B 0
0 u

for some U 2 M(n;Rε ). As A is block diagonal, AyQA = Q decomposes
as ByInB = In and uu = 1. This second condition is just a restatement that u 2 U(Rε ), and
the first condition shows B 2 U(n;Rε ). 
Definition 92 (HRε : Automorphism-Stabilizer): HnRε = (U(n;1;Rε );USt(n;1;Rε )).
Properties of HnRε
Calculation 4: The domain of HnRε is a product HnR  Rn in the affine patch Rnε .
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Proof. For a point z 2 Rn+1ε to lie on the unit sphere of radius 1, necessarily the final coor-
dinate zn+1 is nonzero, as restricted to e?n+1 the norm induced by q is positive semidefinite.
Thus, up to scaling by some unitu 2 U(Rε ) wemay assume zn+1 = 1 and construct amodel
of HnRε within the 'affine patch' Rnε . 6 A point (z1; : : : ;zn;1) lies inNq if
Pn
i=1 kzi k2   1 < 0
with k  k the Rε norm kx + εyk2 = x2. Thus the points (x1 + εy1; : : : xn + εyn) lie in Rεn if
and only if Pni=1 x2i < 1, or ~x = (x1; : : : ;xn ) 2 Bn. The 'ε ' coordinates ~y = (y1; : : : ;yn ) are
free to take on arbitrary values. 
Observation 40: The embedding R ,! Rε induces an embedding HnR ,! HnRε , with
domain Bn  f0g in Rεn = Bn  Rn.
Further analysis shows that the geometry actually fibers over HnR.
Lemma102: ThegroupU(n;1;Rε ) is an extension ofO(n;1;R) by the additive groupRn(n+1)=2.
Proof. Let X + εY 2 U(n;1;Rε ) for X ;Y 2 M(n + 1;R). Then (X + εY )In;1(X + εY ) =
(XT   εYT )Q (X + εY ) = Q , and expanding using that ε2 = 0;
XTQX + ε (XTQY   YTQX ) = Q :
Equating real and ε-parts givesX 2 O(n;1;R) andXTQY = YTQX , soXTQY is symmetric.
The map pi : U(n;1;Rε ) ! O(n;1;R) given by X + εY 7! X is actually a surjective homo-
morphism: pi ((X + εY )(Z + εW )) = pi (XZ + ε (XW + YZ )) = XZ = pi (X +εY )pi (Z +εW )
It remains to investigate kerpi = fI + εY 2 U(n;1;Rε )g. The condition that XTQY is sym-
metric reduces to the condition that QY is symmetric,(using that Q = Q 1) we have map
from symmetric matrices to kerpi given by S 7! I + εQY . Thinking of the symmetric ma-
trices as an additive group, this is an injective homomorphism as Y +Z 7! I + ε (Y +Z ) =
(I + εY ) (I + εZ ). Thus, we have a short exact sequence
0 ! R(n+1)(n+2)=2 ! U(n;1;Rε ) ! O(n;1;R) ! 1:
6 It is possible, though we do not go through the trouble here, of defining projective space over Rε ,
where this corresponds precisely with an actual affine coordinate chart zn+1 = 1.
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Figure 8.8: The division into positive and negative cones of q, projected onto the (x1;x2)
plane (negative cone top/bottom, positive cone left/right), along with the sphere of radius
 1. The value of q is independent of the remaining coordinates (y1;y2).

Corollary 103: Thegroup homomorphismGL(n+1;Rε ) ! GL(n+1;R) dropping the ε-part
induces an epimorphism of geometries (U(n;1;Rε );USt(n;1;Rε ))  (SO(n;1;R);SO(n))
fibering over real hyperbolic space HnR = (SO(n;1;R);SO(n;R)).
Low Dimensional Examples
Theconstruction of complex hyperbolic one space beginswith theHermitian formq(z;w ) =
z1w1 z2w2 onR2ε . The induced norm z 7! q(z;z) = kz1k2 kz2k2 in coordinates z = x+εy
is q(z;z) = x21   x22 , which divides R2ε into positive and negative cones. The unit sphere of
radius  1 is cut out by the hyperbola x21   x22 =  1.
The action of U(Rε ) on SRε (n;1) takes the point (x1 + εy1;x2 + εy2) 2 SRε (n;1) to (1 +
εu):(x1 + εy1;x2 + εy2) = (x1 + ε (ux1 y1;x2 + ε (ux2 y2). The quotient by this action
identifies each branch of the hyperbola in the (x1;x2) plane with each other, and collapses
a foliation of lines in the ~y direction to a point. The result is a hyperbola times R, which
projectivizes in the affine patch z2 = 1 to a strip. The group SU(1;1;Rε ) is an extension of
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Figure 8.9: The domain of H1Rε
SO(1;1) = Isom+(H1R) by R2, acting by shears perpendicular toH1R and translations along
the R factor of H1Rε = B1  R.
Observation 41: H1Rε is equal to Half-Pipe geometry in dimension 2.
In dimension two, H2Rε no longer coincides with Half-Pipe geometry, but can be thought
of along similar lines. HPn fibers over Hn 1R and has as isometries Isom(Hn 1R ) together
with transformations not preserving the embedded copy of Hn 1R but instead encoding
infinitesimal ways that Hn 1R can be pushed off of itself inside of HnR. Similarly, HnRε has a
subgroup of isometries preserving the embedded copy ofHnR, and the remaining transfor-
mations encode infinitesimal ways to push HnR off of itself inside of HnC. We will justify this
observation in the following chapter, when we construct a transition of geometries with
Hn
C
degenerating to HnRε in the limit.
8.4 R  R Hyperbolic Space
In the third iteration of this procedure, we replace R with the algebra R[p1] = R  R.
Definition 93 (The Algebra R  R): The algebra R  R = R[p1] is a two dimensional
algebra over R. Each z 2 R  R can be written uniquely as a + λb for λ2 = 1.
The ring of matricesM(n;R  R) inherits a notion of adjoint from conjugation on R  R,
denotedA 7! Ay and defined by taking the transpose and component-wise conjugate of all
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entries. The involution of RR given by conjugation also provides a notion of Hermitian
form and in particular, the form q(z;w ) = Pni=1 ziwi   zn+1wn+1 defined identically to
the complex case. The matrix representation of q is again Q = diag(In; 1) evaluated
q(z;w ) = zTQw . The R  R linear transformations preserving q form the analog of the
indefinite unitary group over R  R.
Definition 94 (The Unitary group U(n;1;R  R)): Then the unitary group U(n;1;R  R)
is the group of linear transformations of (R  R)n+1 preserving q: that is A 2 U(n;1;R  R)
if for all w ;z 2 R  Rn+1, q(w ;z) = q(Aw ;Az). In terms of Q , this is U(n;1;R  R) = fA 2
M(n + 1;R  R) j AyQA = Q g. The special unitary group SU(n;1;R  R) is the subgroup
with determinant 1.
Group - Space Description
By definition the action ofU(n;1;RR) preserves the level sets ofq on (RR)n+1, and sim-
ilarly to the real hyperbolic case, acts transitively on each nonzero level set. As expected,
overRR the hyperboloid geometry differs from the projective ones, as dimU (RR) = 1.
But in contrast to the previous two cases, the two projective geometries are no longer iso-
morphic!
To construct the projective hyperboloid model, the unit sphere SRR(n;1) = fz 2
(R  R)n+1 j q(z;z) =  1g supports an action of the elements of R  R with unit norm
U(R  R) = fz 2 R  R j zz = 1g, and the quotient under this action gives a model of
RRHyperbolic Space,HnRR = (U(n;1;RR);SRR(n;1)=U(RR)). This geometry is not
effective, as the scalar matriceswI forw 2 U(R  R) act trivially on the projectivization.
A locally effective version can be made by restricting to the special unitary group Hn
C
=
(SU(n;1;R  R);SRR(n;1)=U(R  R)).
This is actually distinct from taking the domain of HnRR to be the projectivization of the
entire negative cone of q, Nq = fz 2 (R  R)n+1 j q(z;z) < 0g, under the quotient by the
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Figure 8.10: U(R  R) and (R  R))
action of (R  R). The group of units (R  R) is the complement of the idempotent
axes in R  R, and thus has four components, two components of elements with positive
norm and two with elements of negative norm. The quotient of the negative cone by the
index two subgroup of invertible elements with positive norm is indeed isomorphic to the
construction above; however the full projectivization is a twofold quotient. Thus while
distinct, both choices produce locally isomorphic geometries and we may freely consider
either model when convenient. Fixing a definition, we continue to utilize the projective
hyperboloid model.
Definition 95 (HnRR: Group - Space): Complex Hyperbolic space is the geometry given by
the action of U(n;1;R R) on the projectivized unit sphere of radius  1 for q in (R R)n+1;
HnRR = (U(n;1;R  R);SRR(n;1)=U(R  R)).
Automorphism - Stabilizer Description
To describe HnRR in the automorphism-stabilizer formalism, we must again choose some
point in the geometry's domain and compute the corresponding stabilizer. The standard
basis vector en+1 evaluates to  1 under the norm induced by q, and so [en+1] is a natural
choice of point.
Calculation 5: The stabilizer of [en+1] under the action of U(n;1;R  R) on HnRR is the
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unitary stabilizer group USt(n;1;R  R) =
 U(n;RR)
U(RR)

.
Proof. Let A 2 U(n;1;R  R) be such that A:[en+1] = [en+1], that is Aen+1 = uen+1 for
u 2 U(R  R). As A 2 U(n;1;R  R) its columns are orthogonal with respect to q, and
so in particular the final entry of the first n columns is necessarily 0. Thus A =

B 0
0 u

for
some U 2 M(n;R  R). As A is block diagonal, AyQA = Q decomposes as ByInB = In
and uu = 1. This second condition is just a restatement that u 2 U(R  R), and the first
condition shows B 2 U(n;R  R). 
Definition 96 (HRR: Automorphism-Stabilizer): HnRR = (U(n;1;R  R);USt(n;1;R  R)).
Properties of HnRR
As this homogeneous space does not appear to be treated in the literature, we discuss
some basic properties. The unitary subgroups of GL(n;R  R) share formal similarities
with the orthogonal subgroups of GL(n;C) in that signature is ill-defined and all unitary
groups over R  R are isomorphic.
Observation 42: The notion of signature is not well-defined on similarity classes as the
simple computation below shows.
*..,
1
λ
+//-
y *..,
1
1
+//-
*..,
1
λ
+//- =
*..,
1
 λ2
+//- =
*..,
1
 1
+//-
Corollary 104: All unitary groups overRR are conjugate to one another, and in particular
diag(In;λ) conjugates U(n;1;R  R) to U(n + 1;R  R).
Corollary 105: The geometryHnRR is conjugate to the standard unitary geometry7 (SU(n+
1;R  R);USt(n + 1;R  R)) by C = diag(In;λ).
To avoid the proliferation of negative signs in what follows, wewill analyze this conjugate
model instead. As a first observation, the level sets of Pi zizi are cut out in R2(n+1) as
7This may make you think that the correct, or interesting geometries over R  R do not come from the
unitary, but rather the orthogonal groups. We study these as well in Chapter 12 and show only already-
familiar geometries result. For example, the geometry corresponding to O(n;1;R  R) is HnR  HnR.
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P
i x
2
i  y2i under the identification zi = xi +λyi so the associated representation of SU(n+
1;R  R) has image in SO(n + 1;n + 1) 6 SL(2n + 2;R). The general linear group itself
GL(n + 1;R  R) is isomorphic to the direct product GL(n + 1;R)  GL(n + 1;R) via
the projections onto GL(n + 1;R) given by multiplication by the principal idempotents
A 7! (Ae+;Ae ). We may use this decomposition to understand U(n + 1;R  R).
Proposition 106: The group U(n + 1;R  R) is abstractly isomorphic to GL(n + 1;R), and
SU(n + 1;R  R)  SL(n + 1;R).
Proof. Let A 2 U(n + 1;R  R) and write A = Xe+ + Ye  for X ;Y 2 GL(n + 1;R).
Recalling that conjugation on RR transposes the principal idempotents, we haveAyA =
(XTe  + YTe+) (Xe+ + Ye ) = YTXe+ + XTYe  and expanding e and equating real and
λ-parts of AyA = I shows XTY = I . The injection X 7! Xe+ + X Te  from GL(n + 1;R)
to U(n + 1;R  R) is easily checked to be a homomorphism, and is surjective by the
above computation. By the orthogonality of the principal idempotents, det(Xe+ +Ye ) =
det(X )e++det(Y )e , the matrices of real determinant necessarily satisfy det(X ) = det(Y ).
Applying this to the elements of SU(n+1;RR) shows det(X ) = det(X T ) = 1det(X ) , thus
det(X ) = 1. 
It's useful to quickly revisit the point stabilizer with respect to this description. A matrix
A = Xe+ + X
 Te  projectively stabilizes the vector u = ve+ + we  if Au = αu for α =
βe++γe  a unit in RR. Writing this out, Xv = βv andXTw = γw sov is an eigenvector
of X andw an eigenvector of X T . The basis vector en+1 2 (R  R)n+1, is expressed in the
e+;e  basis as (0; : : : ;0)e++ (0; : : : ;0;1)e  provides a convenient choice for computing the
stabilizer.
Observation 43: Unitary geometry of dimension 2n over R  R is given by (GL(n +
1;R);Stab) for Stab = fX 2 GL(n;R) j en+1 is an eigenvector of X ;X T g.
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Figure 8.11: The solid torus foliated by cosets of SO(1;1) and the familiar model of dS2 =
AdS2 as a subgeometry of RP2.
Low Dimensional Examples
Hyperbolic space of dimension 1 overRR is cut out as (a quotient of) the sphere of radius
 1 with respect to the norm q(z;z) = kz1k2   kz2k2 = x21 + y22   x22   y21 for zi = xi + λyi .
Observation 44: This surface SRR(n;1) is actually homeomorphic to an open solid
torus, as can be seen through the identification with SL (2;R), the 2x2matrices of deter-
minant -1.
det *..,
x1 + x2 y1 + y2
y1   y2 x1   x2
+//- = x
2
1   x22   y21 + y22 =  1
The action of U(R  R) foliates this copy of SL(2;R) with cosets of SO(1;1) = U(R 
R):
 1 0
0 1

. Thus the resulting space H1RR is the familiar de Sitter space of dimension two
dS2 = (SO(2;1);SO(1;1)) = (SL(2;R);SO(1;1)), which itself identifies with Anti de Sitter
space AdS2 as a coincidence of low dimensionality.
Again in higher dimensions this connection breaks down, and HnRR is not isomorphic
to either de Sitter or Anti-de Sitter space of the appropriate dimension. Instead, HnRR
identifies in general with another geometry constructed from RPn and its dual. This ge-
ometry, point-hyperplane projective space is explored on in the next section, and provides
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the means of using transitional geometry to build a connection between complex hyper-
bolic and real projective geometry.
8.5 Point-Hyperplane Projective Space
In this final section, we construct a geometry of a different flavor, built directly from
the projective geometry of a real vector spaceV . The dual spaceV _ is the vector space of
linear functionalsV _ = Hom(V ;R). Evaluation provides a natural pairing onV _V ! R
by (φ;v ) 7! φ (v ). The action of GL(V ) onV by left multiplication gives a left action onV _
respecting the pairing; that is for all X in GL(V ) and all (φ;v ) we have (X :φ) (Xv ) = φ (v )
by precomposition with the inverse.
Expressed in a basis for V and the corresponding dual basis for V _, the action of
X 2 GL(V ) onV _ is represented by left multiplication by the inverse transpose X T . This
gives an action of GL(V ) on V _  V by X :(φ;v ) = (X Tφ;Xv ). This action leaves the
level sets Lc := (φ;v ) 2 V _ V j φ (v ) = c	 of the pairing invariant, and in fact acts
transitively on them.
Calculation 6: Given two vectors φ;v such that φTv = 1 there is a matrix X such that the
first column of X is v and the first row of X 1 is φ.
Proof. LetQ be any invertible matrix withv as the first column. Then notice that the first
row ofQ 1 has inner product 1 withv and all other rows are orthogonal tov , asQQ 1 = I .
The rows ofQ 1 (thought of as column vectors) which we will denote fri g form a basis for
V , and so we may express φ in this basis φ = Pi αiri for αi 2 R. But as φTv = 1, we have
1 = φTv = (Pi αiri )T v = Pi αirTi v = α1. Thus in coordinates, φ = r1 + α2r2 +    + αnrn.
We now let A be the identity matrix with the first row replaced with the expression of φ
in basis fri g. Then AQ 1 has as its first row φ, and (AQ 1) 1 = QA 1 still has v as its first
column.
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A =
*..........,
1 α2 α3    αn
0 1 0    0
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
0       0 1
+//////////-

Corollary 107: The action of GL(V ) onV _ V is transitive on the 1-level set of the pairing
(φ;v ) ! φ (v ).
Proof. Choose a basis for V and take the corresponding dual basis for V _. The points of
L1 are all of the pairs of column vectors (φ;v ) with φTv = 1. In particular, the vectors b1
and b_1 make this list, both represented as (1;0; : : : ;0)T . The orbit of the point (b_1 ;b1) is
the collection
(
(X Tb_1 ;Xb1) j X 2 GL(V )
)
. But Xb1 is simply the first column of X and
X Tb_1 is the first column of X T , which is the first row of X 1. The previous proposition
tells us then that if (φ;v ) is any point ofL1 there is someX such that (X Tb_1 ;Xb1) = (φ;v )
and so we are done. 
Group Space Description
By the calculation above, the action of GL(V ) on any nonzero level set of the pairing is
transitive, and defines a geometry.
Definition 97: The point-hyperplane geometry of V is given by the Group - Space pair
(GL(V );L1) described above.
As in the construction of hyperbolic space, we may view this geometry either as a fixed
level set together with the action of GL(V ), or build a model projectively. The action
of GL(V ) on the coordinate-wise projectivization pi : V _  V ! P(V _)  P(V ) factors
through the quotient GL(V ) ! PGL(V ) and so we have a well-defined action PGL(V ) y
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P(V _)  P(V ), [X ]:  [φ]; [v] := [X Tφ]; [Xv] . After projectivization however, the notion
of level set for any particular value fails to remain well-defined.
Lemma 108: If r , 0, piL1 = piLr for pi the the projectivization V _ V ! PV _  PV .
Proof. Let (φ;v ) 2 L1 and pi (φ;v ) = ([φ]; [v]) its image in PV _ PV . Given any r 2 R we
may choose the representative (rφ;v ) of ([φ]; [v]) and note that this is a point of Lr . The
map µr : L1 ! Lr given by (φ;v ) ! (rφ;v ) is clearly a homeomorphism, but following
with pi leaves the projection unchanged: thus pi (Lr ) = pi  µr (L1) = pi (L1). 
Thus, PV _  PV decomposes naturally into two subsets: the projectivization of the zero
level set, and the nonzero ones.
Corollary 109: PV _  PV = pi (L0) t pi (L1)
Proof. The evaluation pairing sends each point of V _  V to a real number and so we
may write V _ V = Sr2RLr Applying pi to both sides gives pi (V _ V ) = PV _  PV =
pi (
S
Lr ) =
S
r2R pi (Lr ), but the proposition above tells us that for all r 2 R, pi (Lr )
coincide, and so this union is really just PV _  PV = pi (L0) [ pi (L1). It remains only to
see that this union is disjoint. If ([φ]; [v]) 2 pi (L0) then there is some representative for
whichφ (v ) = 0 But this clearly holds for all such representatives as rφ (sv ) = (rs )φ (v ) = 0
and so ifψ (w ) = 1 then ([ψ ]; [w]) < pi (L0). 
This provides a second group-space description of the same geometry:
Definition 98: The point-hyperplane geometry ofV is given by (GL(V );PV _PV rpi (L0)),
as this complement of the zero locus of the pairing is homeomorphic to L1 as above.
It is this second description, as a subset of PV _PV , fromwhich the name point-hyperplane
geometry is derived. Projective classes of linear functionals are determined by their ker-
nels, which are hyperplanes in PV under projectivization. Thus, a point in PV _  PV can
be thought of as a pair of a projective point and hyperplane. The points which evaluate
to 0 under the pairing are exactly the pairs (φ;v ) such that v 2 kerφ, that is [v] lies on
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the hyperplane determined by [φ]. This gives a geometric description of the geometry,
completely in terms of the intrinsic geometry of PV . We state this for V = Rn+1 below.
Definition 99: The point-hyperplane geometry of RPn has as underlying space the collec-
tion of all pairs (H ;p) of hyperplanes H  RPn and points p 2 RPn such that p < H . The
automorphisms of this geometry are the full automorphism group of RPn.
Equivalence with HnRR
Point-hyperplane projective space seems to be a geometry of a very different flavor than
the hyperbolic-analogs that we have been discussing in the rest of this chapter. The reason
for introducing it is, of course, that there is a close relationship - unitary geometry over
RR is locally isomorphic to point-hyperplane projective space! Thus we can learn a lot
about HnRR from this easier to study model in RPn RPn. Hints of this isomorphism are
already out there: unitary groups over R  R are isomorphic to the general linear groups
over R, and the unit spheres for Hermitian forms over R  R are cut out by equations
isomorphic to the pairing Rn  (Rn)_ ! R after a linear change of coordinates. Below, we
use the conjugate model (U(n;R  R);USt(n;R  R)) for HnRR to avoid conjugacy and
negative signs everywhere.
Calculation 7: The change of coordinates f : RnRn ! RnRn by (φi ;vi ) = (xi+yi ;xi yi )
identifies the unit sphere Sq ( 1) of radius  1 for the Hermitian form q on (RR)n with the
level set L1 of the pairing on (Rn )_  (Rn).
Proof. In the coordinates (φ;v ) the 1 level set of the dual pairing on Rn  Rn is φ (v ) =Pn
i=1 φivi = 1. In the coordinates ~z = ~x + λ~y on (R  R)n, the sphere of radius  1 isPn 1
i=1 x
2
i  y2i   (x2n  y2n ). We define the change of coordinates f : Rn  Rn ! Rn  Rn by
(φi ;vi ) = (xi + yi ;xi   yi ), taking L1 to SRR(n;1). 
This change of coordinates can actually be interpreted wholly internally to the geometry
of HnRR as taking a point ~x + λ~y and expressing it in terms not of f1;λg but the basis of
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orthogonal idempotents fe+;e g.
Proposition 110: Point-Hyperplane projective geometry is locally isomorphic to the uni-
tary geometry over R  R.
Proof. Recall from Proposition 106 that the unitary group U(n;R  R) can be described
in the basis of idempotents fe+;e g as U(n;R  R) = fXe+ + X Te  j X 2 GL(n;R)g.
Thus, the action of U(n;R  R) on (R  R)n is an action of GL(n;R) on Rn  Rn. It's
easy to see in coordinates that this action is precisely the same as the twisted diagonal
action of GL(n;R) on Rn  (Rn)_ defining point-hyperplane projective space. Indeed,
let p = ve+ + we  2 (R  R)n, and A = Xe+ + X Te  2 U(n;R  R). Then A:p =
(Xe++X
 Te ):(ve++we ) = Xve++X Twe , which is identical to the formula defining the
action at the beginning of Section 8.5. Recalling Calculation 7, not only do both geometries
share the same linear action of GL(n;R), but the domains (before projectivization) are
diffeomorphic.
Thus it remains only to consider the effect of projectivization in both cases. The norm
x 7! xx on R  R is surjective onto R, and the units compromise the four connected
components of the coordinate axis complement. Full projectivization, that is quotienting
the unit sphere SRR(n;1) in (R  R)n by the action of (R  R) identifies the result with
a subset of RPn 1RPn 1 as the action of a unitu = u1e++u2e  on a pointve++we  acts
component-wise, so ve+ +we  projectivizes to [v]e+ + [w]e  as u1;u2 vary independently
over the nonzero reals. This is precisely the domain of point-hyperplane projective space,
as Lemma 108 implies here too that the projective image of any nonzero level set ofPi xixi
is the complement of the zero level set in RPPn   1  RPn 1.
This is not precisely the geometry HnRR in Definition 95, but rather the two-fold quo-
tient of it given by the projective cone model. This is because, as noted previously, we
chose in the definition of HRR to quotient only by the action of U(R  R), which are
the elements of norm 1. This is equivalent to quotienting by the action of elements in
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(R  R) of positive norm, instead of the index-2 supergroup of all units. 
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Chapter 9
The Transition Hn
R[
p
δ ]
The geometries Hn
C
, HnRε and HnRR defined in Chapter 8 are deeply related to one another
because of a strong relationship between their underlying algebras of definition. The
algebra Rε is a common degeneration of the algebraic structures of C and R  R, and this
chapter exploits this relationship to show this carries over to the geometries.
Theorem 111: The geometry HnRε is a common degeneration of HnC and HnRR.
First, we make explicit the connection between the algebras bellow.
Definition 100: For each δ , the algebra Λδ = R[λ]=(λ2 = δ ) is a two dimensional algebra
over R, isomorphic to C when δ < 0, to Rε for δ = 0 and to R  R for δ > 0.
Observation 45: The algebraic structure on R2 = R  λR induced by identification with
Λδ varies continuously with δ .
Proof. EachΛδ is a quadratic extension ofR, and thus has underlying vector spaceR2. The
multiplication of each Λδ , defined by λ2 = δ , is given in these coordinates as follows. For
each δ 2 Rwe have(a;b)δ (c;d ) = (ac+δbd ;ad+bc ). This defines the collection of algebra
multiplications as a 1-parameter family of maps δ : R2 R2 ! R2, which fit together as
δ varies to a map  : R2  R2  R! R2 defined by ((a;b); (c;d );δ ) 7! (a;b) δ (c;d ). 
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This family of algebras was already used in the work of Danciger [23] to describe the spe-
cial case of the transition from H3 to AdS3, using the identification Isom(H3) = SL(2;C)
and Isom(AdS3) = SL(2;R)  SL(2;R) = SL(2;R  R).
9.1 Notions of Continuity
Following exactly the methods of Chapter 8, it is easy to construct the analogs HnΛδ of
hyperbolic geometry over the algebra Λδ .
Definition 101 (HnΛ: Group - Space): Λ Hyperbolic space is the geometry given by the ac-
tion ofU(n;1;Λ) on the projectivized unit sphere of radius 1 forq inΛn+1;HnΛ = (U(n;1;Λ);SΛ(n;1)=U(Λ)).
Definition 102 (HnΛ: Automorphism - Stabilizer): Let USt(n;1;Λ) =
 U(n;Λ)
U(Λ)

. Then
HnΛ = (U(n;1;Λ);USt(n;1;Λ)) :
The first step in proving Theorem 111 is to define what we mean by a degeneration, or
more generally a continuous path of homogeneous spaces in this context. In the work of
Danciger, and further work on transitional geometry by Cooper, Danciger and Wienhard
among others, continuity is formalized by embedding all geometries under consideration
into the space of subgeometries of some large, fixed ambient geometry. This approach has
sufficed thus far in this thesis as well, as all geometries considered have naturally arisen
as subgeometries of real projective space. The problem here is that our geometriesHnΛδ as
defined above and studied in Chapter 8 have each been constructed indpendently, and not
as subgeometries of some ambient space1. As an alternative to attempting to construct
some ambient geometry in which all of the HnΛδ simultaneously embed, it is more useful
to take this as an opportunity to consider generalizations of the framework reviewed in
1We could have stopped to define projective space over algebras here, and realized that our models of
HnΛδ actually are all subgeometries of the corresponding projective space ΛδPn . However this would donothing to solve the present problem, as these spaces are not constant in δ and in fact undergo their own
geometric transition as δ passes through 0. To utilize the standard notion of continuity given in Chapter 5,
we need each HnΛδ to simultaneously embed in the same ambient space.
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Chapter 5 to acomodate this, and future situations where there is no canonical ambient
geometry. This chapter provides two potential such generalizations, and shows that in
each case, the family HnΛδ of geometries provides a transition from HnC to HnRR through
HnRε .
Representations into an Ambient Lie Group
Thefirst is a very mild alteration of the usual framework - the main utility of considering a
collection of subgeometries of some ambient geometry is so that wemay use the Chabauty
space of the ambient automorphism and stabilizer subgroups to define continuity. Recall
in that in the Automorphism-Stabilizer formalism, we say a path (Ht ;Ct ) of subgeometries
of (G;K ) is continuous if the assignment t 7! (Ht ;Ct ) is continuous into C(G )  C(K ).
Weakening this, we drop the requirement that for all t , the stabilizing subgroups Ct are
subgroups of some fixed K < G, and consider continuity only with respect to a fixed Lie
groupG.
Definition 103: Let G be a fixed Lie group, and for each t let (Ht ;Ct ) be a Klein geometry
in the Automorphism-Stabilizer formalism, with Ht < G. Then (Ht ;Ct ) is a continuous path
of geometries if the map t 7! (Ht ;Ct ) is continuous in the Chabauty space C(G )  C(G ).
This allows us to speak of continuity of a path of homogeneous geometries, given
only embeddings of their automorphism groups into some fixed Lie group G. This is a
much easier demand to satisfy, in many instances it is possible to construct simultane-
ous embeddings into some large enough GL(n;R) via linear representations. Using this
formalism, we prove the following in Section 9.2.
Theorem 112: For each δ , let ιδ : GL(n;Λδ ) ! GL(2n;R) be the representation arising
from thinking of the Λδ module Λnδ as a real vector space. Then the assignments
δ 7! ιδ (U(n;1;Λδ ) δ 7! ιδ (USt(n;1;Λδ ))
are continuous as functions R 7! C(GL(2n;R)).
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1-Parameter Families of Lie Groups
The second approach is a more radical departure from the existing literature in transi-
tional geometry, and does away with the fixed ambient Lie group G. Indeed, the spirit
of the previous definition was that a continuous path of geometries is a continuous path
of automorphism groups together with a continuous path of stabilizer subgroups, and the
ambient group G exists only for convenience, to provide a space in which to formalize
this continuity. The notion of a fiber bundle of groups is too restrictive for the study
of transitional geometry, as many interesting transitions involve automorphism groups
changing homeomorphism, or even homotopy type along the way. The correct notion of
a parameterized family of groups is formalized through the theory of Lie groupoids, and
has already been used Riemannian geometry to understand certain transitions [37] .
Definition 104: A groupoid is a category where all morphisms are isomorphisms. That is,
a groupoid G consists of a set Ob(G ) of objects, and a set Mor(G ) of morphisms such that
each f 2 Mor(G ) has an inverse f  1 2 Mor(G ).
A groupoid with one object f?g is a group, with the elements of the group being the
morphisms in Hom(?;?).
Definition 105: A Lie groupoid is a groupoidG where the set of objects and the set of mor-
phisms both have the structure of smooth manifolds, and the maps s;t : Mor(G ) ! Ob(G )
sending a morphism f to its source s (t ) and target t (д) are submersions with respect to the
given smooth structures.
Similarly, a Lie groupoid with one object is a Lie groupG = Hom(?;?), where the source
and target maps are both the constant mapG ! ?. When the space of objects has a more
complex topology, a Lie groupoid is no longer a group, and two morphisms д;h 2 G can
only be composed if the target of one is the source of the other, t (д) = s (h). Thus, the
fibers of the source and target maps, which are smooth submanifolds of G by requirement
that s;t be submersions, are actually groups only in the case that s = t .
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Figure 9.1: A Lie Groupoid, schematically.
Definition 106 (1 Parameter Family of Groups): A one parameter family of Lie groups
is a Lie groupoid G with Ob(G) = R and equal source, target maps s = t : G ! R. The fibers
Gδ = s 1(δ ) = t 1(δ ) each come equipped with the structure of a Lie group, by restricting
the composition operation of the groupoid G.
Definition 107: A collection Gδ < GL(n;Λδ ) varies continuously if Sδ Gδ  fδ g is a 1-
parameter family of groups.
This provides an ambient space to work in (the bundle of matrix algebrasM(n;Λδ )) with-
out requiring there be any fixed group or algebra containing each member of the family
individually. Using this formalism, we also show that the geometries HnΛδ vary continu-
ously.
Theorem 113: The collection U (n;1;ΛR) = Sδ 2 RU(n;1;Λδ )  fδ g, and USt (n;1;Λδ ) =S
δ2R USt(n;1;Λδ )  fδ g form 1-parameter families of Lie groups, when equipped with the
subspace topology coming fromSδ2RM(n + 1;Λδ )  fδ g.
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9.2 The Transition as a Conjugacy Limit
Underlying the algebraΛδ is the real vector spaceRλRwhere we only remember how to
multiply elements of Λδ by real scalars. Stemming from this if we forget how to multiply
by λ thenΛδ modulesΛnδ give rise to 2n-dimensional real vector spaces,Λnδ = (RλR)n. As
the action of End(n;Λδ ) on Λnδ is Λδ linear, it is clearly R-linear and gives a representation
End(n;Λδ ) ! M(2n;R).
Observation 46: TheR-linear action ofΛδ onΛδ viewed as the realmoduleR2 is ιδ : Λδ !
M(2;R) given by a + λb 7!

a δb
b a

.
Observation 47: Viewing Λδ = (R  λR)n as the real vector space R2n the R-linear
action of M(n;Λδ ) on Λnδ is given by the homomorphism M(n;Λδ ) ! M(2n;R) acting
component-wise by ιδ : (A)ij 7! ιδ ((A)ij ).
Example 99:
*..,
a1 + λa2 b1 + λb2
c1 + λc2 d1 + λd2
+//- 7!
*..........,
*..,
a1 δa2
a2 a1
+//-
*..,
b1 δb2
b2 b1
+//-*..,
c1 δc2
c2 c1
+//-
*..,
d1 δd2
d2 d1
+//-
+//////////-
7!
*..........,
a1 δa2 b1 δb2
a2 a1 b2 b1
c1 δc2 d1 δd2
c2 c1 d2 d1
+//////////-
Remark 48: We denote this map by ιδ : M(n;Λδ ) ! M(2n;R) as well. For each δ , the
matrix algebra M(n;Λδ ) embeds into M(2n;R), so GL(2n;R) can be used as a universal
containing group for all of linear groups over Λδ .
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 112, using a collection
of standard techniques. First, we note just as the isomorphism type of Λδ depends only
on the sign of δ ; the conjugacy class of ιδ (GL(n;Λδ )) does as well.
Proposition 114: The images ιδ (M(n;Λδ )) are conjugate inM(2n;R) iff sgn(δ ) = sgn(µ ).
Proof. We consider the case n = 1 of the algebra itself; as this suffices by Observation 47.
When sgn(δ ) , sgn(µ) then Λδ is not even isomorphic to Λµ , and so clearly their respec-
tive images inM(2;R) are not conjugate. Thus assume sgn(δ ) = sgn(µ), and consider 1;λ
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as elements of each. The image of 1 is the identity I2 2 M(2;R) under each of ιδ ;ιµ but
the image of λ differs,
ιδ (λ) =
*..,
0 δ
1 0
+//- ; and ιµ (λ) =
*..,
0 µ
1 0
+//- :
As δ ;µ are of the same sign, µ=δ is positive. The matrix C =
 1 0
0
q
µ
δ

conjugates ιδ (λ)
to ιµ (λ), and thus by linearity Cιδ (Λδ )C 1 = ιµ (Λµ ). In higher dimensions, the correct
conjugating matrix is simply block diagonal with copies of C , or
C = diag

1;
q
µ
δ ;1;
q
µ
δ ; : : : ;1;
q
µ
δ

. 
Remark 49: Wefix the notationCδ = diag(1;
pjδ j) and note that for δ < 0,Cδ conjugates
the standard embedding ofC  M(2;R) to ιδ (Λδ ), and when δ > 0 the sameCδ conjugates
the standard embedding of R  R  M(2;R) to ιδ (Λδ ).
Corollary 115: The Lie groups ιδ (GL(n;Λδ )) and ιµ (GL(n;Λµ )) are conjugate in GL(2n;R)
if and only if sgn(δ ) = sgn(µ ).
It will be useful to describe the map ιδ on a basis forM(n;Λδ ) to aid in future Lie algebra
computations.
Definition 108: For each i; j 2 f1; : : : ;ng let Eij 2 M(n;R) be the matrix with all zeroes
except a 1 in the ijth position. Then the collection E = fEij ;λEij g1i;jn forms a basis for
M(n;Λδ ).
Define Rjk = E2j 1;2k 1 + E2j;2k 2 M(2n;R) to be built out of 2  2 blocks, all zero except
for the identity block in the jkth position. Define IjkE2j;2k 1+δE2j 1;2k 2 M(2n;R) similarly,
except with the jkth block given by

0 δ
1 0

. For example, consider R23 and Iδ23 inM(6;R):
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R23 =
*...................,
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
+///////////////////-
Iδ23 =
*...................,
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 δ
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
+///////////////////-
An easy calculation reveals that these are precisely the images of the basis fEjk ;λEjk g
under the representation ιδ .
Calculation 8: ιδ (Ejk ) = Rjk and ιδ (λEjk ) = Iδjk .
Most importantly for our future use, the maps R ! R(2n)2 which sends δ 7! Iδ
jk
are
continuous in δ and never pass through the zero matrix. Thus for any fixed collection
of Ejk and λEjk , their images under ιδ span a continuously varying linear subspace of
M(2n;R) as δ varies.
The Image of U(n;1;Λδ )
The first step in analyzing the continuity of the path HnΛδ is to study the embeddings of
the groups U(n;1;Λδ ) themselves. We begin with the following surprising fact.
Calculation 9: For all δ the Lie algebra u(n;1;Λδ ) is constant as a subset of M(n;R) 
λM(n;R).
Proof. The elements of u(n;1;Λδ ) are derivatives of paths At : I ! U(n;1;Λδ ) through
the identity. Let X 2 u(n;1;Λ) be the derivative of some path At with X = ddt jt=0 At .
Then asAt 2 U(n;1;Λδ ), for all t we haveAytQAt = Q . Taking the derivative of both sides
gives (A0t )yQAt +AtQA0 = 0, and evaluating at t = 0 gives X yQ +QX = 0.
Now Q = diag(In; 1) is a real matrix, and so all multiplication occurring in the ex-
pression X yQ + QX is purely between one real number and one element of Λδ . Thus, at
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Figure 9.2: The image of the same Lie algebra, λR  R  λR under the exponential maps
exp 1 and exp1.
no point does the fact that λ2 = δ arise in the computation, and the Lie algebra u(n;1;Λδ )
is independent of δ , as a subset ofM(n;Λδ ) = M(n;R)  λM(n;R). 
Not only are the Lie algebras constant for different δ of the same sign but rather u(n;1;Λδ )
is constant for all δ in R. This may appear counterintuitive as the Lie groups U(n;1;Λδ )
are clearly not constant; but this results from the exponential map,expδ : M(n;Λδ ) !
M(n;Λδ ), not the Lie algebra, varying with δ .
Definition 109: The exponential map expδ : M(n;Λδ ) ! M(n;Λδ ) is defined by
expδ (X ) = I + X +
1
2!X
2 +    + 1
n!X
n +   
but with matrix multiplication using the multiplicative structure of Λδ .
Example 100: The 1-dimensional vector subspace λR  R  λR is invariant as δ 2 R
varies, but its image under the exponential map expδ is a different subgroup for each δ :
in particular, exp 1(λt ) = cos(t ) + λ sin(t ) and exp1(λt ) = cosh(t ) + λ sinh(t ).
To relate thematrix exponential ofM(n;Λδ ) to the standardmatrix exponential onGL(2n;R)
we exploit the fact that the representation ιδ is a homomorphism of algebras.
Calculation 10: ιδ  expδ = exp ιδ .
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Proof. This is a simple computation, showing that for all N the partial sums of each side
truncated at the N th degree are equal. Let X 2 M(n;Λδ ) be arbitrary. On the left hand
side, we have
(ιδ expδ (X ))N = ιδ
 
I + X +
1
2X
2 +    + 1
N !X
N
!
Which, as ιδ is an algebra homomorphism, distributes through to give
I + ιδ (X ) +
1
2!ιδ (X )
2 +    + 1
N !ιδ (X )
N
which is precisely the N th truncation of the right hand side. Thus, as the two are equal
for every partial sum they are equal in the limit, and ιδ (expδ (X )) = exp(ιδ (X )). 
Proposition 116: The groups ιδ (SU(n;1;Λδ )) and ιµ (SU(n;1;Λµ )) are conjugate if and
only if sgn(δ ) = sgn(µ ).
Proof. Let δ and µ be of the same sign, and let g = u(n;1;Λδ ) = u(n;1;Λµ ) < M(n;RλR).
The connected component of the identity in U(n;1;Λx ) is the group generated by the
exponential image of u(n;1;Λx ), and so we have
U(n;1;Λδ )0 = hexpδ (g)i U(n;1;Λµ ) = hexpµ (g)i
Thus, the groups ιx (U(n;1;Λx )0) are generated by the image of expx (g) under ιx :
ιδ (U(n;1;Λδ )0) = hιδ  expδ (g)i ιµ (U(n;1;Λµ )0) = hιδ  expµ (g)i
Using Calculation 10, we may re-express these as
ιδ (U(n;1;Λδ )0) = hexp ιδ (g)i ιµ (U(n;1;Λµ )0) = hexp ιµ (g)i
But as δ and µ are of the same sign, the embeddings ιδ and ιµ are conjugate, so in partic-
ular ιµ (g) = Cιδ (g)C 1. This conjugacy pulls out of the exponential map and the 'group
generated by' to give
ιµ

U(n;1;Λµ )0

= hexp(Cιδ (g)C 1)i = Chexp ιδ (g)iC 1 = Cιδ (U(n;1;Λδ )0)C 1

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This allows us to study the path ιδ (U(n;1;Λδ ) as a conjugacy limit inside of GL(2n;R).
That the same holds for the stabilizers is an easy consequence of the following observation.
Observation 50: The stabilizer subgroup USt(n;1;Λδ ) is block diagonal, with unitary
blocks U(n;Λδ ) and U(1;Λδ ). By an analogous argument to Calculation 9, the Lie alge-
bras of each of these are constant as vector subspaces ofM(n;R)  λM(n;R) and R  λR
respectively, and so ust(n;1;Λδ ) is constant in M(n;Λδ ) as a vector subspace, even as δ
varies in R.
Corollary 117: Thegroups ιδ (USt(n;1;Λδ )) and ιµ (USt(n;1;Λµ )) are conjugate inGL(2n;R)
if and only if sgn(δ ) = sgn(µ ).
Computing the Conjugacy Limit
Recall the definition of continuity of 9.2 for Automorphism-Stabilizer geometries whose
automorphism groups all embed in a fixed groupG; phrased here to deal with the specific
situation at hand.
Definition 110: If Gδ < GL(n;Λδ ) is a collection of groups, one for each δ 2 R, we say
that this collection is continuous if the map δ 7! ιδ (Gδ ) is continuous as a function R !
C(GL(2n;R)). Further, if (Gδ ;Cδ ) is a geometry of the Automorphism-Stabilizer variety
with Gδ < GL(n;Λδ ), we say (Gδ ;Cδ ) is a continuous family of geometries if the map δ 7!
(ιδ (Gδ );ιδ (Cδ )) is continuous as a function R! C(GL(2n;R))  C(GL(2n;R)).
The discussion of the previous section determines the continuity of the assignment δ 7!
(ιδ (SU(n;1;Λδ ));ιδ (USt(n;1;Λδ )) everywhere except for δ = 0. To see this, note for
δ 2 R+, the assignment δ 7! Cδ = diag(1;
p
δ ; : : : ;1;
p
δ ) provides a continuous map
R+ ! M(2n;R). Then by the previous discussion
ιδ (SU(n;1;Λδ )) = C jδ jι 1(SU(n;1;C))C 1jδ j
ιδ (USt(n;1;Λδ )) = C jδ jι 1(USt(n;1;C))C 1jδ j ;
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where we identify Λ 1 = C and ι 1 is the map sending each entry a + ib to the 2  2
sub-matrix

a  b
b a

. Similarly, when δ > 0 we have
ιδ (SU(n;1;Λδ )) = Cδ ι1(SU(n;1;R  R))C 1δ
ιδ (USt(n;1;Λδ )) = Cδ ι1(USt(n;1;R  R))C 1δ ;
where Λ1 = R R and ι1 is the map sending each entry a + λb to

a b
b a

. As conjugating a
subgroup by a continuous path of matrices results in a continuous path of subgroups, we
have:
Corollary 118: The following maps are continuous into C(GL(2n;R))  C(GL(2n;R)).
f  : δ 7! (ιδ (SU(n;1;Λδ ));ιδ (USt(n;1;Λδ ))) δ 2 R 
f+ : δ 7! (ιδ (SU(n;1;Λδ ));ιδ (USt(n;1;Λδ ))) δ 2 R+
This leaves only checking continuity at the transition point, where the associated geom-
etry switches from Hn
C
to HnRR through HnRε .
Observation 51: In light of the already completed work above, the continuity of the
family of geometriesHnΛδ amounts to checking that limδ!0  f (δ ) and limδ!0+ f+(δ ) have
the same limit in C(GL(2n;R))  C(GL(2n;R)).
To compute these two limits we once again leverage the work of the previous section,
which shows individually each of these can be expressed as a conjugacy limit inGL(2n;R).
In particular, each of these is a pair of conjugacy limits of algebraic groups.
Lemma 119: LetG < GL(n;Λδ ) be an algebraic group. Then ιδ (G ) is an algebraic subgroup
of GL(2n;R).
Proof. If G is an algebraic subgroup of GL(n;Λδ ) then G is cut out by a collection of
polynomials G = V (p1; : : : ;pk ) for pi 2 Λδ (x11; : : : ;xnn). The substitution xij = yij + λzij
converts each pm into a pair of real polynomials pRm and pλm determined by equating real
and λ parts. Thus, G = V (pR1 ;pλ1; : : : ;pRk ;pλk ) is a real subvariety ofM (n;R  λR) = R2n
2 .
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As a representative example, consider p = x211 + x221 2 Λδ [x11;x12;x21;x22] which is one
of the three defining polynomials for SO(2;Λδ ). Substituting and multiplying out using
λ2 = δ gives y211 + y221 + δ (z211 + z221) + 2λ(y11z11 + y21z21) = 1, and equating real and
imaginary parts gives pR = y211 + y221 + δ (z211 + z221)   1, pλ = 2(y11z11 + y21z21).
The map ιδ : M(n;R  λR) ! M(2n;R) is algebraic, and the image of a subvariety in
M(n;R  λR) is a subvariety ofM(2n;R). It is easy to write down the explicit equations,
as each number y + λz is represented by a matrix ιδ (y + λz) =   u vy z  where u = z and
δy = v .

The group U(n;1;Λδ ) is cut out by polynomials in Λδ [x11; : : : ;xnn], as is easily seen by ex-
panding out the relationAyQA Q = 0 in coordinatesA = (xij ); and similarlyUSt(n;1;Λδ )
is algebraic inM(n + 1;Λδ ).
Corollary 120: The groups ιδ (SU(n;1;Λδ )) and ιδ (USt(n;1;Λδ )) are algebraic subgroups
of GL(2n;R).
Thus, as conjugacy limits of algebraic subgroups of an algebraic group, Proposition 3.11
in [20] implies that the dimension of the conjugacy limits is the same as the dimension of
the groups limiting to them, and thus that up to local isomorphism we may compute the
conjugacy limits via the Lie algebra limit at δ = 0. And furthermore, if the Lie algebra
limits from both sides agree, the entire path of groups is continuous by Corollary 118.
Corollary 121: The map δ 7! ιδ (SU(n;1;Λδ )0) is continuous if and only if the map δ 7!
ιδ (su(n;1;Λδ )) is continuous.
The continuity of this map follows easily from our previous work.
Lemma 122: The maps ιδ induce a continuous map R ! Gr(2n2; (2n)2) defined by δ 7!
ιδ (M (n;Λδ )).
Proof. On the basis fEjk ;λEjk g for M(n;Λδ ) the map ιδ is expressed ιδ (Ejk ) = Rjk and
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ιδ (λEjk ) = I
δ
jk
by Calculation 8. Thus,
ιδ (M(n;Λδ )) = spanR

Rjk ; I
δ
jk

1j;kn =
M
1j;kn
spanR(Rjk )  spanR(Iδjk )
where the second equality comes from the observation that for all δ , the basis vectors
Rjk and Iδjk are nonzero and orthogonal. The vectors Rjk are independent of δ , and Iδjk is
a continuous nonzero function of δ for all j;k . Thus their span is a continuously varying
subspace ofM(2n;R) of dimension 2n2. 
Recalling that the Lie algebras u(n;1) = u(n;1;Λδ ) are constant as vector subspaces of
M(n;R + λR), the above argument immediately implies the continuity of their images
under ιδ .
Corollary 123: The restriction of ιδ to the subset u(n;1)  M(n;R  λR) induces a contin-
uous map R! Gr(dim; (2n)2) defined by δ 7! ιδ (u(n;1)).
The same holds for the Lie algebras ust(n;1;Λδ ), as they are likewise constant a a vector
subspace ofM(n;R+λR). The space of Lie subalgebras ofM(n;Λδ ) = gl (n;Λδ ) is a union
of closed subsets of Grassmannians, and so a continuous path in some Grassmannian, all
of which's points are Lie subalgebras, is automatically a continuous path in the space of
Lie subalgebras.
Corollary 124: The map R ! C(gl (2n;R)) given by δ 7! ιδ (u(n;1;Λδ )) is continuous.
Thus the groups ιδ (U(n;1;Λδ )) limit to ι0(U(n;1;Λ0)) as δ ! 0, and by definition 110, the
groups U(n;1;Λδ ) vary continuously as δ varies in R.
Together with the analogous corollary for the stabilizer subgroups, we have successfully
constructed a transition of geometries.
Theorem 125: The geometries HnΛδ vary continuously with δ , forming a transition from
complex hyperbolic space Hn
C
to point-hyperplane projective space HnRR.
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Figure 9.3: The one parameter family of algebras ΛR ! R, with each showing the level
sets of its associated norm.
9.3 The Transition as a 1-Parameter Family
We turn next to the second notion of continuity given by Definition CITE, and prove the
groups U(n;1;Λδ ) naturally fit together to form a 1 parameter family as δ varies in R.
In doing so, we need to consider not only 1-parameter families of Lie groups, but also
1-parameter families of algebras, defined presently.
Definition 111: A one parameter family of algebras A is a real vector bundle A ! R
together with a section 1 ! A selecting point 1 (δ ) for each vector space Aδ , and a smooth
map µ : A R A ! A such that for each δ 2 R the restriction µδ : Aδ  Aδ ! Aδ is the
multiplication of a real algebra structure on Aδ with identity 1 (δ ).
Observation 52: The algebras Λδ form a 1-parameter family: the vector bundle R3 ! R
with coordinates R3 = f(x ;y;δ )g and bundle projection (x ;y;δ ) ! δ . The section δ 7!
(1;0;δ ) together with the multiplication map µ defined on the fiber product R3 R R3 by
µ ((x ;y;δ ); (z;w ;δ )) = (xz + δyw ;xw + yz;δ ) makes each R2
δ
isomorphic to Λδ under the
change of coordinates (x ;y) 7! x + λy. This family will be denoted ΛR.
From one family of algebras springs many more: for instance, it is immediate to see that
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the matrix algebras over a 1-parameter family of algebras also form 1-parameter families.
Corollary 126: The matrix algebrasM(n;Λδ ) form a 1-parameter family as δ varies in R.
Proof. Let ΛR be the total space of the 1-parameter family of algebras above, with the
underlying structure of a 2-dimensional vector bundle over R. Then Λn2R is naturally a 2n2
dimensional vector bundle overR, and is equipped with a multiplicationm : Λn2R RΛn
2
R !
Λn
2
R given by the usual for matrix multiplication:
m(((aij );δ ); ((bij );δ )) = *,*,
nX
k=1
µ ((aik ;δ ); (bkj ;δ ))+- ;δ+-
Which is smooth as the component operations of vector bundle addition, and multiplica-
tion given by µ are. The identity section for this multiplication is δ 7! (In;δ ) for In the
real n  n identity matrix. We will denote this familyM(n;ΛR) ! R from here on. 
This family of algebras M(n;ΛR) provides a natural setting to consider continuity for
the automorphism groups U(n;1;Λδ ) intrinsically. Recalling definition CITE, a collection
Gδ < GL(n;Λδ ) varies continuously ifSδ Gδ  fδ g is a 1-parameter family of groups.
In this rest of this section, we develop some basic tools for analyzing subsets ofM(n;ΛR)
and determining when they form 1-parameter families of groups. We will then apply
this to the particular families relevant to the transition HnΛδ ; namely
S
δ SU(n;1;Λδ ) andS
δ USt(n;1;Λδ ).
Proposition 127: LetGδ < GL(n;Λδ ) be a Lie subgroup for each δ 2 R. Then G = Sδ Gδ is
a 1-parameter family of groups if and only if G is a smooth submanifold ofM(n;ΛR) which
is transverse to the fibersM(n;Λδ ) ofM(n;ΛR) ! R.
Proof. Let G be as described in the proposition. The multiplication and inversion for
each Gδ are direct restrictions of the multiplication and inversion on M(n;Λδ ); each of
which given by polynomials in the multiplication of Λδ away from the noninvertible lo-
cus. Themultiplication ofM(n;ΛR) is given by a smooth map µ : M(n;ΛR)RM(n;ΛR) !
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M(n;ΛR), induced by the smoothly varying multiplication on ΛR; and similarly inversion
is smooth restricted to the subcollection of invertible elements. As the multiplication and
inversion of each Gδ come from the restriction of multiplication/inversion on M(n;Λδ ),
the operations of composition and inversion on G = [δGδ are smooth, as restrictions
of the corresponding operations on M(n;ΛR). As each element in [δGδ is invertible by
assumption, the collection G form the set of morphisms of a groupoid, with objects given
by the base space R. The product of two elements x ;y 2 G is only defined if they lie in
the same fiber of the projection map Gδ = pi jG 1(δ ); thus the source and target map of
the groupoid G are each given by the restriction of the projection pi : M(n;ΛR) ! R to G.
As the space of objects and morphisms are both smooth manifolds, with smooth com-
position and inversion, G ! R is a Lie groupoid if this restricted projection remains
a submersion. This follows easily from the assumption that for each p 2 G, the tangent
spaceTpG is transverse toTpM(n;Λδ ), as thenTpM(n;ΛR) = TpG+TpM(n;Λδ ) and the pro-
jection dpip on all of TpM(n;ΛR) is surjective, but dpipM(n;Λδ ) = 0 asM(n;Λδ ) = pi 1(δ ).
Thus (dpi jG )p : TpG ! Tpi (p)R must be surjective and so pi is a submersion on G. 
This allows us to produce our first example of a 1-parameter family of groups, from the
unit spheres with respect to the norm x 7! xx on the algebras Λδ , and furthermore this
family is topologically nontrivial as the unit spheres change from circles (when δ < 0) to
a pair of hyperbolas (when δ > 0).
Example 101: The elements of norm one, Sδ U(Λδ ) = U(ΛR)  ΛR form a 1-parameter
family of groups.
Proof. In the coordinates (x ;y;δ ) on the family of algebrasΛR, conjugation x+λy 7! x λy
is given by the map (x ;y;δ ) 7! (x ; y;δ ). Thus the equation zz = 1 defining U(Λδ ) for
each δ cuts out U(ΛR) as a subvariety of R3:
U(ΛR) = f(x ;y;δ ) 2 R3 j x2   δy2 = 1g
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Figure 9.4: The units U(ΛR) as a 1-parameter family. The vertical slices exhibit the tran-
sitioning groups, from U(C)  S1 to U(R  R)  R o Z2.
ThusU(ΛR) is a smooth submanifold ofΛR, whichwe take as themorphisms of a groupoid
with objects given by R. To see U(ΛR) is transverse to the vertical foliation fΛδ g of ΛR,
we note that for each point p 2 U(ΛR) the tangent plane TpU(ΛR) is not vertical, or
equivalently the gradient r(x2   δy2   1) at p is not parallel to the δ axis. Calculating,
r(x2   δy2   1) = (2x ; 2y;δ ) is parallel to (0;0;1) if and only if x = y = 0, which occurs
for no points of U(ΛR). 
To proceed further, we draw an analogy to smooth topology to produce new 1-parameter
families. Just as smooth manifolds arise as point preimages of smooth submersions, 1-
parameter families arise as point preimages of 1-parameter families of submersions.
Definition 112: Let X be a smooth manifold. A map Φ : M(n;ΛR) ! X is a 1-parameter
family of submersions if the restriction Φδ : M(n;Λδ ) ! X is a submersion for each δ 2 R.
Theorem 128: Let Φ : M(n;ΛR) ! X be slicewise submersion. Then for any x 2 X the
preimageΦ 1(x )  M(n;ΛR) is a smoothmanifold onwhich the projection pi : M(n;ΛR) !
R restricts to a smooth submersion.
Proof. As Φjδ : M(n;Λδ ) ! X is a submersion for all δ , the total map Φ itself is also a
submersion, and hence Φ 1(x ) is a smooth manifold for each x 2 X , by the preimage
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theorem from smooth topology. Thus it only remains to show the restriction of pi to
Φ 1(x ) is a smooth submersion. Create from Φ the smooth map HΦ : M ! X  R given
by HΦ((A;δ )) = (Φ(A);δ ). Observe that HΦ is still a submersion, as follows. The tangent
space to any point (x ;δ ) 2 X  R factors as a product T(x ;δ )X  R = TxX  TδR. Let
(A;δ ) 2 M(n;ΛR) with HΦ(A;δ ) = (x ;δ ). The condition that Φ is a slicewise submersion
is exactly that the derivative of HΦ, restricted to M(n;Λδ ) is onto the TxX factor, and the
derivative of HΦ along the path (A;t ) is onto the TδR factor by construction.
To show that the restriction of pi : M(n;ΛR) ! R to Φ 1(x ) is a submersion, we will
use the following equivalent description of submersions: a smooth map f : M ! X is a
submersion if and only if through each pointm 2 M there is a local section σ : U ! M of
f with f (m) 2 U andm 2 σ (U ). Choose a point (A;δ ) 2 Φ 1(x ), and consider its imageHΦ(A;δ ) = (x ;δ ) 2 X R. As HΦ is a submersion, we may use the characterization above to
produce a smooth local section σ : U ! M(n;ΛR) with (A;δ ) in the image. Possibly after
shrinking, we may assume U = V  (δ   ε;δ + ε ) for V a neighborhood of x 2 X . Now
consider the map c : R ! X  R given by c (t ) = (x ;t ) for all t 2 R, and the composition
σ c defined on (δ   ε;δ + ε ). This is a smooth map as it is a composition of smooth maps,
and is a section of the projection map pi : M(n;ΛR) ! R by construction. But finally,
notice that for all t 2 (δ  ε;δ +ε ), the point σ c (t ) lies in Φ 1(x ), as σ is a section of HΦ soHΦσ (c (t )) = c (t ) = (x ;t ) so Φ(σ (c (t )) = x . Thus, the restricted projection admits smooth
sections through every point (A;δ ) 2 Φ 1(x ), and so it is a submersion by the alternative
characterization above. 
Corollary 129: If G = Sδ Gδ is a collection of Lie subgroups of GL(n;Λδ ), then G is a
1-Parameter family of groups if G = Φ 1(x ) for some smooth manifold X , some 1-parameter
family of submersions Φ : M(n;ΛR) ! X and some x 2 X .
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Figure 9.5: Figure illustrating the proposition above and its proof.
The 1-Parameter Family HnΛ
From the Automorphism-Stabilizer perspective, we are interested in the families of uni-
tary groups and their point stabilizers.
Definition 113: The collectionU (n;1;ΛR) = Sδ2R U(n;1Λδ ) is the union of automorphism
groups for the geometries HnΛδ in M(n;ΛR). Restricting to det = 1 gives the collection of
special unitary groups, SU (n;1;ΛR).
Definition 114: The collection USt (n;1;ΛR) = Sδ2R USt(n;1;Λδ ) is the union of stabiliz-
ers for the geometries HnΛδ inM(n;ΛR).
Definition 115: The collection of hyperbolic geometries is given by the pairHnΛR = (U (n;1;ΛR);USt (n;1;ΛR)).
Using the observations and techniques developed above regarding slicewise submersions,
it is quick work to show that each of these collections of groups forms a 1-parameter fam-
ily, and thusHnΛR is a 1-parameter family of geometries. The inspiration for this technique
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derives from the usual definition of U(n;1) = fA j AyJA = J g over R, as the preimage of J
under the map A 7! AyJA. Recall an element of X 2 M(n + 1;Λδ ) is Hermitian if X y = X .
Definition 116: For each δ 2 R let Herm(n;Λδ )  M(n;Λδ ) be the collection of Hermitian
matrices, Herm(n;Λδ ) = fX 2 M(n;Λδ ) j X y = X g.
Note that the definition of Hermitian does not involve the multiplication of Λδ , and
so identifying each M(n;Λδ ) with M(n;R)  λM(n;R) as vector spaces, the collections
Herm(n;Λδ ) are constant in δ .
Remark 53: BecauseHerm(n;Λδ ) is constant in δ , we writeHerm(n) when δ is irrelevant
to present discussion, or allowed to vary.
Directly mimicking the standard construction over C, we aim to exhibit each unitary
group, and indeed the collection as a whole, as the point preimage of a submersion.
Observation 54: The collection U (n;1;ΛR) is the preimage of J = diag(In; 1) under the
map Φ : M(n + 1;ΛR) ! Herm(n + 1) defined by (A;δ ) 7! (AyJA;δ )
ThismapΦ is smooth as it is defined using the addition andmultiplication onM(n+1;ΛR).
But moreover it is a 1-parameter family of submersions, as restricting to each sliceM(n +
1;Λδ ) gives the polynomial Φδ : A 7! AyJA cutting out U(n;1;Λδ ) = V (Φδ (A)   J ).
Proposition 130: The restriction of Φ to Φδ : M(n + 1;Λδ ) ! Herm(n;1) is a submersion
on U(n;1;Λδ ) for all δ 2 R.
Proof. Let B 2 U(n;1;Λδ ), then for any X 2 M(n;Λδ ) we may construct the path Bt = B +
tX which remains inGL(n;Λδ ) for small t . Computing the derivativewe see ddt jt=0Φδ (Bt ) =
X yJB+ByJX , and soΦJ is a submersion ifX 7! X yJB+ByJX surjects ontoTΦδ (B)Herm(n) =
Herm(n). Thismap isR-linear and sowe proceed by dimension count, noting dim image Φδ =
dimM(n;Λδ )   dimkerΦδ . The kernel of Φδ is given by kerΦδ =
(
X j X yJB =  ByJX
)
,
which can be expressed kerΦδ = (ByJ ) 1SkHerm(n) for SkHerm(n) the skew-Hermitian
matrices over Λδ , SkHerm(n) = fA 2 M(n;Λδ j Ay =  Ag. Thus dimkerΦδ is the di-
mension of the space of skew-Hermitian matrices, so dim image Φδ = dimHerm(n) and
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(DΦδ )B is surjective, making Φδ is a submersion. 
Thus, by Theorem 128 concerning 1-parameter families of submersions, the preimage of
any point of Herm(n;1) is automatically a smooth submanifold ofM(n + 1;ΛR) on which
pi : M(n + 1;ΛR) ! R restricts to a submersion.
Corollary 131: The collection U (n;1;ΛR) is a 1-parameter family of groups.
Proof. Take U (n;1;ΛR) to be the set of morphisms, and R to be the set of objects. The
morphism set additionally has the structure of a smooth manifold, by Proposition 130.
The group operations of multiplication and inversion are smooth on all of GL(n + 1;ΛR),
and hence restrict to smooth operations on U (n;1;ΛR), giving U (n;1;ΛR) the structure
of a groupoid. The multiplication of two elementsA;B is defined if and only ifA and B lie
in the same slice U(n;1;Λδ ); thus the source and target maps of this groupoid are equal,
and given by the restriction of pi : M(n + 1;ΛR) ! R. But this restriction is a submersion
on U (n;1;ΛR) by Proposition 130 above, making U (n;1;ΛR) into a Lie groupoid, and a
1-parameter family of groups. 
Given now thatU (n;1;ΛR) is a 1-parameter family, a similar style argument can be applied
to show that SU (n;1;ΛR) is a 1-parameter family as well. While we have focused thus
far in this chapter on the full unitary group (as, without the further det = 1 restriction,
the arguments of section 9.2 were slightly simpler), in practice it is often better to work
with SU(n;1;Λδ ) as the action on HnΛδ is locally effective.
Observation 55: As each Λδ is commutative, the usual formula for the determinant in-
duces amap detδ : M(n;Λδ ) ! Λδ . The union of thesemaps provides amap det : M(n;ΛR) !
M(n;ΛR), which is smooth as it is polynomial in the additional and multiplication of the
1-parameter familyM(n;Λδ ).
Lemma 132: For each δ 2 R, the map detδ is a submersion U(n;1;Λδ ) ! U(Λδ ).
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Proof. The defining condition of U(n;1;Λδ ) implies detjU(n;1;Λδ ) takes values in U(Λδ )
as detδ (AyJA) =  detδ (Ay)detdelta(A) =  1, so detδ (Ay) = detδ (A) = 1. Noting
that detδ (Ay) = detδA finishes the claim. Thus, detδ defines the short exact sequence
1 ! SU(n;1;Λδ ) ! U(n;1;Λδ ) ! U(Λδ ) ! 1. This is right-split by the section
α 7! diag(α ;1; : : : ;1) so U(n;1;Λδ ) is topologically a product U(Λδ )SU(n;1;Λδ ). Under
these coordinates the determinant is a projection, thus a smooth submersion. 
In particular this shows SU(n;1;Λδ ) is a smooth submanifold of U(n;1;Λδ ) (though this
was already clear by the closed subgroup theorem). The codomain of each detδ differs, and
so it is not appropriate to ask det to be a 1-parameter family of submersions as before.
However, recalling Theorem 128, the first step was to promote a 1-parameter family of
submersionsΦ to a submersion between 1-parameter familiesHΦ. In this case, det is already
such a map. To show this, we note the following.
Observation 56: Let σ : R! X be a smooth section of a submersion pi : X ! R. Then
for each x = σ (δ ) the tangent space TxX decomposes as a direct sum TxX = Txσ (R) 
Txpi
 1 fδ g into `vertical` and `horizontal' factors.
Proposition 133: The determinant restricts to a submersion U(n;1;ΛR) ! U(ΛR).
Proof. LetX 2 U (n;1;ΛR) with pi (X ) = δ , we will show that det is a submersion atX . The
projection pi : U (n;1;ΛR) ! R is a submersion, so choose a section σ : V ! U (n;1;ΛR)
through X (recall a map is a smooth submersion if and only if it admits smooth sec-
tions through each point of the domain). Then detσ : V ! U (Λδ ) is a section through
α = det(X ) = detδ (X ), and so by the observation above σ and det  σ provide the
direct sum decompositions TXU (n;1;ΛR) = TXσ (V )  TXU(n;1;Λδ ) and TαU (ΛR) =
Tαdetσ (V ) TαU(Λδ ). Restricting det to σ (V ) gives a homeomorphism σ (V ) ! detσ (V )
soddetX jTXσ (V ) is an isomorphism ontoTαdetσ (V ). By Lemma 132, the restriction detδ : U(n;1;Λδ ) !
U(Λδ ) is a submersion, thusddetX jTXU(n;1;Λδ ) maps ontoTαU(Λδ ) so all togetherddetX : TXU (n;1;ΛR) !
TαU (ΛR) is surjective and det is a submersion. 
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Thus, we may use the remainder of Theorem 128 to conclude that SU(n;1;Λδ ) is also a
1-parameter family.
Corollary 134: The collection SU (n;1;ΛR) is a 1-parameter family of groups.
Proof. Similarly to before, the collection SU (n;1;ΛR) is the morphisms of a groupoid with
objects R and source, target the restricted projection SU (n;1;ΛR). The group operations
are automatically smooth as restrictions of the operations on GL(n + 1;ΛR), and the pro-
jection pi is a submersion by the arguments of Theorem 128, making SU (n;1;ΛR) into a
Lie groupoid and thus a 1-parameter family of groups. 
This leaves only the collection of stabilizers USt (n;1;Λδ ), which is quick work given all
that is done above.
Observation 57: Switching J = diag(In 1; 1) to J = In in the arguments above gives im-
mediately that U (n;ΛR) and SU (n;ΛR) are 1-parameter families of groups. Specializing
to n = 1 (or recalling Example 101) gives U (ΛR) is a 1-parameter family as well.
Observation 58: Let G  M(p;ΛR) and H  M(q;ΛR) be 1-parameter families of
groups. Then their block-diagonal productGH =

G
H

 M(p+q;ΛR) is a 1-parameter
family.
Proof. Let piG and piH be the corresponding restricted projection maps. Then G H is the
smooth manifold of morphisms for a Lie groupoid with source, target maps given by the
submersion piG  piH : G H ! R, and thus has the structure of a 1-parameter family of
groups. 
Corollary 135: The collection of point stabilizers USt (n;1;ΛR) forms a 1-parameter family
of groups.
Putting this all together proves the main theorem from the context of 1-parameter fami-
lies.
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Theorem 136: The geometries HnΛR = (U (n;1;ΛR);USt (n;1;ΛR)) form a 1-parameter
family of geometries.
Thedefinition of a 1-parameter family of groups suggests a natural notion of a 1-parameter
family of spaces (namely, a smooth manifold X equipped with a submersion pi : X ! R)
and so it is natural to consider whether there is a group-space version of this 1-parameter
family of geometries HnΛR . Fixing a δ , we may construct a domain for the geometry HnΛδ
in two ways: abstractly as the coset space U(n;1;Λδ )=USt(n;1;Λδ ), or as the quotient of
the sphere of radius -1 by the elements of unit norm,HΛn = (U(n;1;Λ);SΛ(n;1)=U(Λ)).
Letting SΛR (n;1) = [δ2RSΛδ (n;1)  M(n;ΛR), each of these give natural candidates for
a one-parameter family of domains,
HnΛR = U (n;1;ΛR)=USt (n;1;ΛR) H
n
ΛR
= [δ2RSΛR (n;1)=U (ΛR)
The inherent difficulty here is that in each case, the family of domains is presented as a
family of spaces, quotiented by the action of a transitioning 1-parameter family of groups.
It is a subtle issue to determine when the action of a 1-parameter family of groups on a
1-parameter family of spaces admits a quotient in the category of 1-parameter families.
The necessary work to formalize this, and take quotients of 1-parameters of spaces by
sufficiently nice actions of 1-parameter families of groups, is one of the motivations for
developing the theory of families of geometries, undertaken in Part III.
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Figure 9.6: The domains for HnΛδ as δ varies from  1 to 1.
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Part III
Families of Geometries
229
.Families of Spaces, Groups, AlgebrasThis chapter
generalizes the abstract notion of continuity introduced in Chapter 9 studying the tran-
sition of HnΛ. Taking inspiration from algebraic geometry and the deformation theory of
complex manifolds, we introduce a notion of families of smooth manifolds which is ap-
propriate for understanding transitional behavior in geometric topology. We utilize the
resulting category of families to define continuous families of more structured objects:
such as families of Lie groups, rings, modules, and algebras.
Constructing Families of Geometries Having de-
fined the algebraic and geometric families needed to describe continuously varying ge-
ometries in the abstract, this chapter provides a toolset aimed at constructing new families
from old. We study actions of families of groups on families of spaces, their orbits and
their stabilizing subgroups on the road to defining families of geometries. We also con-
sider pullbacks and quotient families; providing conditions under which such operations
can be preformed within the category of families.
Geometries over Algebras An immediate use for this new for-
malism is to extend the results of Chapters 9 and 10 describing the transitioning family
of geometries HnΛδ . Here we consider various classes of geometries (projective geome-
tries, geometries associated to unitary groups, and geometries associated to orthogonal
groups) defined over arbitrary real algebras. We briefly consider some generalities relat-
ing geometric properties to algebraic ones, generalizing the connection between HRR
and Point-Hyperplane projective space.
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Applications Finally, we provide a sample of applications of this general
theory. As noted above, we focus on generalizing the connection between smoothly vary-
ing algebraic and geometric structures, and show that any family of algebras induces
families of projective / unitary geometries. We also give an example application of this
theory to the familiar study of subgeometries of RPn: providing a transition between var-
ious subgeometries of projective space which can occur abstractly, but not as embedded
subgeometries.
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Chapter 10
Families of Spaces, Groups, Algebras
This chapter introduces the theory of families; smoothly varying collections of spaces,
groups, or other gadgets parameterized by a smooth manifold. A family of spaces, like
a fiber bundle, should encode the continuity of its members intrinsically rather than by
reference to some other ambient space. Once we have settled on a good definition for
a family of manifolds parameterized by a manifold, the rest of the chapter follows eas-
ily. Families of groups, algebras, modules and other objects of interest are all defined by
endowing a family of spaces with extra structure.
10.1 Families of Spaces
A family of manifolds parameterized by the manifold ∆ should be some object X , de-
composed into smooth manifolds X = Sδ2∆Xδ in a coherent way with respect to the
topology of ∆. To motivate the correct definition, we first look to nearby fields for in-
spiration. Most prominently among these is algebraic geometry, which has produced a
multitude of definitions and techniques for analyzing continuously varying collections of
algebraic objects.
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Definition 117 (Algebro-Geometric Family): A family is a flat morphism f : X ! Y
between schemes of finite time. The members of the family are the fibers of f .
The definition of a flat morphism in algebraic geometry is essentially scheme-theoretic
(f : X ! Y is flat if it induces flat morphisms of rings f? : OY ;f (p) ! OX ;p on the level of
stalks1) but itself generalizes more concrete situations, such as complex analytic families
of complex manifolds, for reference see [51].
Definition 118 (Complex Analytic Family): A complex analytic family of compact com-
plex manifolds is given by a domain B  Cm and a set of compact complex manifolds
fMt gt2B such that St2B Mt = M is a complex manifold equipped with a holomorphic map
ϖ : M ! B such that (1) ϖ 1(t ) is a complex submanifold of M for each t 2 B, (2)
ϖ 1(t ) = Mt , and (3) the rank of the Jacobian of ϖ is equal tom at each point ofM.
This definition can easily be translated to the real-analytic category or even smooth cate-
gory, by declaring a family of smooth manifolds to be a smooth manifold ∆ and a smooth
manifold X equipped with a smooth proper submersion pi : M ! ∆. This describes the
type of object we want; as the continuity of the family fXδ j δ 2 ∆g is given precisely by
the fact that all the members fit together to form a smooth manifold, with their location
in the family determined by a proper submersion onto the parameter space. However,
there are two problems with this proposed definition. Firstly, the members of the family,
Xδ = pi 1(δ ) are necessarily compact, thus such families cannot hope to capture things
like theH2 to E2 transition. Moreover, all manifolds occurring in such a family are home-
omorphic, as an immediate corollary of Ehresmann's Fibration Theorem.
Theorem137 (Ehresmann's Fibration Theorem): LetM ,N be smoothmanifolds and f : M !
N a proper surjective submersion. Then f is a locally trivial fibration ofM over N .
Thus, even ignoring the compactness issue we could not hope to formalize examples
such as the S2 to E2 transition. Both of these issues are resolved by relaxing the demand
1 Even Mumford says: "The concept of flatness is a riddle that comes out of algebra, but which techni-
cally is the answer to many prayers".
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Figure 10.1: A smooth family of manifolds, schematically.
that the map onto parameter space be proper.
Definition 119 (Family of Smooth Manifolds): A smooth family of manifolds parameter-
ized by a smooth manifold ∆ is a triple (X ;∆;pi ) of smooth manifolds X ;∆ equipped with a
smooth submersion pi : X ! ∆. The space X is the total space and ∆ is the base of the fam-
ily. The fibers Xδ := pi 1 fδ g are the members of the family, and are said to vary smoothly
over ∆.
A family contains a transition if there are non-isomorphic members over a single con-
nected component of the base. An object X has transitions if it is a member of a transi-
tioning family. Otherwise X is rigid. Here we record some basic examples.
Example 102: Any manifold is a family of points over itself when equipped with the
identity map. Any covering space is a smooth family with fibers dimension zero mani-
folds.
Example 103: Branched covers are not families as the covering map is not a submersion.
For example, pi : C! C given by z 7! z2 does not determine a family of points over C.
Example 104: Any product X ∆ is a family over ∆. Any fiber bundle E ! B with fiber
F is a family of copies of F over B.
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Figure 10.2: The family of conics V = f(x ;y;t ) 2 R3 j x2 + ty2 = 1g, with total space
the punctured plane. On the left, this is realized as R2 minus the open unit disk, with a
projection onto [0;1) given by color. On the right, the same total space is constructed as
a subvariety of R3 with projection onto one of the coordinate axes.
Of course the interesting families are not fiber bundles or even fibrations, and have fibers
that change homotopy type.
Example 105: Let V =
(
(x ;y;t ) 2 R3 j x2 + ty2 = 1
)
and pi : V ! R be the restriction of
the projection map (x ;y;t ) ! t . Then V pi! R is a smooth family, with ellipses as fibers
for t > 0 and hyperboloids for t < 0.
Proof. The normal vector r(x2 + ty2) = h2x ;2ty;y2i to V is never parallel to the t-axis,
and so the coordinate vector field @t on R3 projects to a nowhere zero vector field on V ,
defining a flow Φs : V ! V which gives sections σ (s ) = Φs (x ;y;t ) of pi through each
(x ;y;t ) 2 V . Thus, pi is a submersion when restricted to V so V is a family. 
Topological change in the fibers happens out at infinity, and is allowed by the noncompact
nature of the total space.
Example 106: Consider the smooth manifold X given by the union of the x axis with
the graph of y = 1=x in the plane. The projection map pi : (x ;y) 7! x is restricts to a
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Figure 10.3: A subfamily of a family, schematically.
surjective smooth submersion X ! R, and the preimage of all points is a discrete set
with two points except for the singleton above x = 0.
It is often useful to consider subfamilies or restrictions of a larger family.
Definition 120: A subfamily Y ! ∆ of a family pi : X ! ∆ is given by a closed subset
Y  X on which the restricted projection map remains a submersion. The restricted family
of X ! ∆ corresponding to a subset D  ∆ has total space X jD := pi 1(D) equipped with
the restricted projection map.
Thus in Example 105 above, V is a subfamily of the trivial family R2  R ! R with
projection map pi (x ;y;t ) = t . Any open subset U  X of a family inherits the structure
of a family as pi jU : U ! ∆ still admits local sections, but is not a subfamily unless U is
also closed.
The notion of family can be generalized beyond the smooth category, although in
many categories of topological spaces there is not a unique obvious generalization of sub-
mersion. In fact, there are two inequivalent notions often called topological submersions,
stemming from the fact that inDiff submersions can be described both as the class of maps
admitting local sections, and those which are locally projections Rn+k ! Rk .
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Definition 121: A map f : X ! Y admits local sections if for each x 2 X there is an open
neighborhood U 3 f (x ) and a map σ : U ! X such that f  σ = idjU and x 2 σ (U ).
Definition 122: A map f : X ! Y is locally a projection if for each x 2 X there is a
neighborhoodU such and a map φ : U ! pi (U )Z such that the following square commutes
U pi (U )  Z
pi (U ) pi (U )
φ
pi pr
id
Remark 59: A smooth map f : X ! Y is a submersion if and only if f admits smooth
local sections through each point of the codomain. Similarly, f is a submersion if and
only if it is locally a projection.
These two generalizations of submersion provide two means of extending Definition
119 describing families to other categories. Being locally a projection is strictly stronger
than admitting local sections, and so we refer to these two potential generalizations as
weak families and strong families. In what follows, C denotes a category of topological
spaces, for example the category of topological manifolds C = Man, or all locally compact
Hausdorff spaces C = LCH.
Definition 123: A weak C-family of spaces is a triple (X ;∆;pi ) such that pi : X ! ∆ is a
C-morphism admitting C-local sections.
Definition 124: A strong C-family of spaces is a triple (X ;∆;pi ) such that pi : X ! ∆ is
a C-map which is locally a projection. If additionally a single Z suffices for all points of X ,
the family X ! ∆ is called a family locally modeled on Z .
It is an ongoing project to determine for which topological categories C and for which
notion of family the various theorems characterizing the theory of smooth families gen-
eralize. In this thesis, when a result is easily proven using the local section condition,
we do so; and note that the result then holds for all weak families over all topological
categories. Conversely, when a result crucially uses techniques of smooth topology, we
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Figure 10.4: Weak families (left), and strong families (right) schematically.
make note of that as well. In most instances where smoothness is crucial, assuming only
that the parameter map is a local projection appears to suffice. However, the arguments
become more technical and so this level of generality is not pursued here.
Families and Chabauty Continuity
We take a brief detour from further developing the theory of families to relate this per-
spective the the familiar notion of continuity in a Chabauty space. Any continuous map
f : X ! Y induces a function, the fiber map f : Y ! CX by f(y) = f  1 y	, and so the
fiber map of any family pi : X ! ∆ is a function from the base into the Chabauty space
of X .
Lemma 138: Let X pi! ∆ be a continuous map of Hausdorff spaces. Then the induced map
pi : ∆! CX is continuous if and only if pi is open.
Proof. First assume pi : X ! ∆ is open. LetOK ;U be a subbasic open set for the Chabauty
topology on X and δ 2 pi 1 fOK ;U g for K  X compact, U  X open. As pi (K ) is a
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compact subset of ∆ not containing δ there is some open V 3 δ disjoint from pi (K ). As pi
is open,W = V \ pi (U ) is an open neighborhood of δ . NoteW  pi 1

OK ;U
	 as if η 2W
then η < pi (K ) so K \ pi(η) = ? and η 2 pi (U ) so pi(η) \U , ?. Thus pi 1

OK ;U
	 is open
and pi is continuous.
Conversely, assume the continuity of pi, and let U  X be open. The subbasic open
set O?;U contains all closed sets of X intersecting U , and so pi 1

O?;U
	
= pi (U ). Thus
pi (U ) is open. 
Corollary 139: Any family pi : X ! ∆ has members Xδ = pi(δ ) varying continuously in
the Chabauty space of X .
The examples of continuously varying groups which were constructed in Chapters
5, 6 and 7 can be recast as families: with the path of groups t 7! Ht < G forming the
subfamily H = St2RHt  ft g of G  ∆ ! ∆. In switching to the formalism of families,
we might wonder if we have inadvertently introduced anything new in this context: are
there subfamilies ofG  ∆ whose members do not vary continuously in C(G )? Below we
see the answer is no.
Proposition 140: Fix a space Y . Then the Chabauty continuous maps ∆! CY are in 1 : 1
correspondence with the subsets X  Y ∆ onto which pr∆ : Y ∆! ∆ restricts to an open
map prX .
Proof. Let X be a closed subset X  Y  ∆ such that pr∆ jX is open. By Lemma 138 the
map ιprjX  : ∆ ! CX ,! CY∆ is continuous. As each of the closed sets lives in a single
fiber Y  δ , following with the projection onto Y gives a continuous map ∆! CY .
Given a Chabauty continuous map φ : ∆ ! CY one may construct the subset X =
(x ;δ ) j x 2 φ (δ )	  Y  ∆. We show X is closed. If fxi g  X converges to x1 in Y  ∆
with xi 2 φ (δi ) then δi ! δ1 by the continuity of pr and φ (δi ) ! φ (δ1) by the continuity
of φ. Thus x1 2 φ (δ1) so x1 2 X .
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To see that the restriction pi of pr : X ∆! ∆ toX is open, note that any openU  X
is of the form HU \X for HU open inX ∆, and for our purposes wemaywithout loss of gen-
erality assume HU = V W forV  X ,W  ∆ open. Then pi (U ) = fδ j pi (u) = δ ;u 2 U g =
fδ j 9(v;δ ) such that (v;δ ) 2 U g. But (v;δ ) 2 U = (V W ) \ X implies δ 2 W and
v 2 φ (δ ) \ V so we may re-express this set as pi (U ) = δ 2W j V \ φ (δ ) , ?	. This is
precisely the setW \ φ 1(OV ;?) however, for OV ;? = fZ 2 CX j Z \V , ?g a basic open
set of CX . This is open as φ is continuous, so pi (U ) is open as required. 
Corollary 141: The fibers of any subfamily X of Y  ∆ ! ∆ vary continuously in the
Chabauty space of Y .
10.2 The Category of Families
It is often useful not to study single families in isolation, but rather consider the entire
category of families.
Definition 125: The category Fam has as objects all smooth families pi : X ! ∆ and mor-
phisms (X ;∆;pi ) ! (X 0;∆0;pi 0) are pairs (Φ;φ) 2 HomDiff(X ;X 0)HomDiff(∆;∆0) making
the relevant square commute.
X X 0
∆ ∆0
Φ
pi pi 0
φ
This category is at times the relevant object to consider (for instance, when construct-
ing pullbacks of families) though more often we will be interested in the subcategories
defined by fixing a base smooth manifold ∆. In analogy to bundles, we do not take the
full subcategory of families with base ∆, but rather only the morphism pairs of the form
(Φ; id∆).
Definition 126: The category Fam∆ has as objects all families piX : X ! ∆, with mor-
phisms φ 2 Hom(X piX! ∆;Y piY! ∆) given by maps φ 2 C1(X ;Y ) such that piX = piYφ.
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X Y
∆
φ
piX
piY
When there is no ambiguitywithin Fam∆, families will often be referenced simply via their
total space X . We begin our discussion of Fam∆ by considering some basic results about
the category, which we will have use for when constructing new families, or defining
families of algebraic gadgets.
Observation 60: The category Fam∆ has as initial object the empty family ? ! ∆ and
final object the trivial family ∆ id! ∆.
Observation 61: Monomorphisms in Fam∆ are injections φ : X ! Y , and epimor-
phisms are surjections.
Products in Fam∆ are given by the pullback of the projection maps, and coproduct by
disjoint union of the total spaces. The category Fam∆ has all finite products and coprod-
ucts, verified below. In both cases we show the result is a family by verifying that the
projection admits local sections - thus this result remains true for all weak families in all
topological categories.
Lemma 142: The product of X and Y in Fam∆ is has total space X∆Y the pullback of the
projections piX , piY and projection pi : X ∆Y ! ∆ the diagonal of the pullback square.
Proof. It is immediate from the diagram describing the universal property of products
that if X ;Y 2 Fam∆ have a product, it is given by the pullback X ∆Y . Thus we need
only show the projection X ∆Y ! ∆ admits local sections. Let (x ;y) 2 X ∆Y , that
is piX (x ) = piY (y) = δ . We may choose sections σX and σY through x ;y respectively,
simultaneously defined on a sufficiently small neighborhoodU 3 δ . Then σ : U ! X∆Y
given by t 7! (σX (t );σY (t )) is a section through (x ;y). 
Lemma 143: The coproduct ofX andY in Fam∆ has total space the disjoint union of spaces
X t Y and projection map the union of maps pi = piX [ piY .
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Proof. Given two families X ;Y over ∆ we define the family piX t piY : X t Y ! ∆, and
observe that this satisfies the universal property of the coproduct. Furthermore X tY is
an object of Fam∆ as the disjoint union of maps admitting local sections also admits local
sections. 
10.3 Families of Groups
The families described so far have been purely topological, capturing only what it means
for the topological structure of the fibers to vary continuously over the base. In many
applications it is important to keep track of how additional data, such as an algebraic
structure varies continuously, and so in this section we lay out the necessary formalism.
It is easy to give a "good definition" of a family of groups: it should be a family of
spaces, where each space has the additional structure of a group, and the group operation
varies continuously over the base. A particularly succinct way to construct this, which
generalizes easily to the definition of other algebraic gadgets, is through the notion of
group objects in a category, which we review below. A group may be defined as a pointed
set e 2 G together with morphisms µ : G G ! G and ι : G ! G satisfying commutative
diagrams encoding the axioms of multiplication and inversion.
Definition 127: A group is a set G together with a chosen element e : f?g ! G and a pair
of maps µ : G G ! G, ι : G ! G satisfying the following axioms:
1. µ is associative: µ  (µ  idG ) = µ  (idG  µ )
2. e is the multiplicative identity for µ: as maps µ (e ( ); ) = µ ( ;e ( )) = idG .
3. ι is an inverse for multiplication: if δ : G ! G G is the diagonal map д 7! (д;д) then
ι  idG  δ = idG  ι  δ = idG .
This definition of group carefully avoids mentioning any particular elements of G (the
identity element is even encoded via a map e : f?g ! G) and instead formalizes the group
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operations in terms of commutative diagrams satisfied by e;µ;ι. Given a category C other
than set, we may directly port this definition of a group to define a group object of C:
that is, an object G 2 C together with morphisms e;µ;ι acting like the identity element,
multiplication and inversion.
Definition 128: Let C be a category with finite products, and a terminal object ? 2 C.
Then a group object in C is a quadruple (G;e;ι;µ ) forG 2 C an object, and e 2 HomC(?;G ),
ι 2 HomC(G;G ) and µ 2 HomC(G G;G ) satisfying the group axioms of Definition 127.
Example 107: A group is a group object in Set. A topological group is a group object
in Top. A Lie group is a group object in Diff. An abelian group is a group object in the
category of groups.
Group Objects in Fam∆
Definition 129 (Family of Groups): A family of groups over ∆ is a group object in Fam∆.
Recalling that a morphism of families X ! Y has to commute with the projections X !
∆, Y ! ∆, we see that a commutative diagram of families is satisfied by a collection of
maps if and only if that same commutative diagram is satisfied by the restriction of the
maps to the fibers over each δ 2 ∆ satisfy the same diagram. This gives a convenient,
constructive definition of the group objects of Fam∆.
Definition 130: A family of groups is a family G ! ∆ together with maps µ : G∆G ! G
and ι : G ! G and a global section e : ∆ ! G such that each fiber pi 1 fδ g = Gδ has the
structure of a group with multiplication µ jGδGδ , inversion ι jGδ and identity e (δ )
Thus a group object in Fam∆ is a Lie groupoid with Mor = G, Obj = ∆ and the both
source and target maps given by pi . In particular this is a Lie groupoid with s = t over ∆,
referred to as a bundle of groups in [37] directly generalizing our earlier construction of
one parameter families of groups from Section 9.3.
Example 108: Any fiber bundle of groups G ! ∆ is a group object in Fam∆. But tran-
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sitions may also occur. For instance the groups SO
 1 0
0 t

form a subfamily of GL(2;R) 
R ! R as t varies, transitioning from SO(1;1) to SO(2). (The underlying topological
family in this example is homeomorphic to that in example 105).
Much as the space of closed subgroups of a group G is a closed subset of the space of
closed subsets, the collection of families of subgroups of a family of groups G is closed in
a suitable sense. More precisely, the following lemma proves useful.
Lemma 144: Let G ! ∆ be a family of groups andH ! ∆ a subfamily. Then if Ω  ∆ is
a dense open subset andHjΩ is a family of groups, all members ofH are groups.
Proof. Let δ 2 @Ω and x ;y 2 Hδ . Choosing sections σx , σy through them, we may their
product σx  σy is well defined in G and lies in H on the open dense subset HjΩ. But H
is closed so in fact the image of σx  σy lies fully in H. In particular, (σx  σy ) (δ ) = xy so
xy 2 Hδ . Similarly, as inversion is continuous on G the section (σx ) 1 has image inH so
x 1 2 Hδ . ThusHδ has the structure of a group. 
Homomorphisms between families of groups are morphisms in Fam∆ which restrict fiber-
wise to homomorphisms of the member groups, defining the subcategory of families of
groups over ∆. More abstractly, the sheaf of local sections of G ! ∆ is a groupoid where
σ : U ! G can be multiplied by τ : V ! G to produce σ  τ : U \ V ! G when the do-
mains overlap. A homomorphism G ! H in Fam∆ is then a morphism which induces
a groupoid homomorphism on the sheaves of sections. This defines the subcategory of
families of groups over ∆.
Definition 131: Fix a smooth manifold ∆. The category Grp∆ of families of groups over ∆
has as objects the families of groups pi : G ! ∆ and morphisms Φ : G ! H the morphisms
of families which restrict fiberwise to group homomorphisms Gδ ! Hδ .
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10.4 Families of Algebraic Gadgets
The example of groups provides a template for defining families of algebraic objects.
Given an algebraic gadget A, a family of As is given by an A-object in Fam∆. Two oth-
ers that will be important to us are families of rings and modules, which lead to families
of algebras and vector spaces.
Definition 132: A family of rings over ∆ is a ring object in Fam∆. Unpacking this, a family
of rings is given by the data of a familyR ! ∆ together with morphisms R∆R
µ;α! R for
multiplication, addition and sections 0 ;1 : ∆ ! R that give each fiber the structure of a
ring.
Definition 133: Given a family of rings R ! ∆, a family of R-modules is a family of
abelian groups M ! ∆ together with an action map R∆M ! M fiberwise equipping
Mδ with the structure of anRδ module.
A family of fields is simply a family of rings where each fiber is actually a field. Fields (and
consequently vector spaces) provide examples of rigid objects in the category of families,
which follows directly from the classification of locally compact connected fields.
Fact: The only connected locally compact topological fields are R an C.
Corollary 145: Connected fields are rigid.
Proof. Let F ! ∆ be a family of fields. Then for each δ 2 ∆, the field Fδ has under-
lying space a smooth manifold, which is locally compact, and connected by assumption.
Thus Fδ  R or Fδ  C. As the dimension of fibers of a smooth family is invariant,
the isomorphism type of the fibers of F ! ∆ is constant, and the family contains no
transitions. 
Thus the study of families containing R or C is the same as the study of families of R or
C. Note this does not imply that all families are trivial, for instance the C bundle over
S1 twisted by the Galois action z 7! z is nontrivial. A family of vector spaces V ! ∆ is
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a family of modules over a family of fields, and by the above any family that contains a
real or complex vector space is actually an entire family of real or complex vector spaces.
And, as the parameter map is a submersion all fibers are of the same dimension, and thus
isomorphic.
Corollary 146: Vector spaces are rigid.
However, even more is true: any family of vector spaces is locally trivial topologically,
and thus families of vector spaces are precisely vector bundles.
Proposition 147: All families of real & complex vector spaces are locally trivial.
Proof. Let F 2 fR;Cg and let V ! ∆ be a family of finite dimensional F-vector spaces.
Because the dimension of the member of a smooth family is an invariant of the family,
dimVδ =m for all δ 2 ∆. Choosing δ 2 ∆ fix a basis fbi g for Vδ and sectionsbi () : Ui ! V
through bi = bi (δ ) all defined on the neighborhood δ 2 U = \iUi . From these we can
construct the map of families Ψ : Fm U ! V jU given by ((ai );t ) 7! Pi aibi (t ), which is
a C-map as it uses only the sections and addition, scalar multiplication operations from
the family. Define the kernel of Ψ to be kerΨ = f(x ;t ) 2 Fm U j Ψ(x ;t ) = 0g.
Note that kerΨ is the inverse image of the zero section ofV jU underΨ, and so is closed
asΨ is continuous. Additionally, kerΨ(;δ ) = f~0g as fbi (δ )g is a basis forVδ . We claim that
there is a neighborhoodW 3 δ such that for all t 2W it also holds that kerΨ(;t ) = f~0g.
Given this, the map Fm W ! V jW is injective on each fiber, and thus also surjective
as each fiber is dimensionm. Thus Ψ is an isomorphism of vector space families, so V is
trivial overW .
Thus it remains only to prove the claim. Assume for the sake of contradiction that this
is not the case, so every neighborhood of δ contains points where Ψ is not injective. Let
fWng be a collection of neighborhoods of δ such that \nWn = fδ g. Let S be the unit sphere
in Fm. In eachWn there is some tn with kerΨ(;tn ) , f0g, and so kerΨ(;tn) \ S , ? as
it is a linear subspace. Pick an element xn 2 kerΨ(;tn) \ S for each n. Now let K 3 δ
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be a compact neighborhood. Then K contains infinitely many of theWn, and hence SK
contains infinitely many of the xn. This sequence converges xn ! x1 by the compactness
of K , and projecting ontoU has tn ! δ so x1 2 Rm  fδ g. By the continuity of Ψ together
with the fact that Ψ(xn;tn) = 0 shows Ψ(x1;δ ) = 0. But this means kerΨ(;δ ) , f0g, a
contradiction. 
10.5 Families of Algebras
As the theory of vector spaces and fields yields no interesting transitions, we expand our
scope and look to the theory of modules over families of algebras.
Definition 134: A family of algebras is an algebra object in Fam∆. That is, a family of
vector spaces A ! ∆ over a family of fields F ! ∆ equipped with a bilinear operation
µ : A∆A! A giving each fiber Aδ the structure of and Fδ algebra.
But by the rigidity results above, in the smooth category we have a much simpler
description.
Corollary 148: A family of F-algebras over ∆ is given by the data of a F-vector bundle
A ! ∆ together with a multiplication µ : A∆A ! A giving each fiber the structure of a
F-algebra.
Restricting the action to R  ∆  A, a familyM ofA-modules has an underlying family
of vector spaces, which by Proposition 147 is a vector bundle over ∆. Thus families of
algebras and their modules remain locally trivial topologically. However the algebraic
structure is allowed to vary in much more interesting ways through the allowance of
zero divisors, leading to an abundance of interesting transitions.
Example 109: Let pi : R3 ! R be the projection onto the last coordinate be the trivial
R2 bundle over R, and equip R3 with the multiplication map µ : R3 R R3 ! R3 given by
(x ;y;z)  (x0;y0;z) = (xy + zx0y0;xy0 + yx0;z). This defines an algebra multiplication on
each fiber of pi such that pi 1 f 1g  C and pi 1 f1g  R  R.
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Families of Lie Algebras
As we the study of families of geometries will involve a significant number of families of
Lie groups, we take a brief moment to introduce their infinitesimal counterparts: families
of Lie algebras.
Definition 135: A family of Lie algebras g ! ∆ is a Lie algebra object in Fam∆. That is, it
is a family of vector spaces equipped with a bilinear map [; ] : g∆g ! g giving each fiber
the structure of a Lie algebra.
Note that the Lie algebra objects of Fam∆ are also known as weak Lie algebra bundles in
the literature [22].
Proposition 149: Every smooth family of groups G ! ∆ has a corresponding smooth
family of Lie algebras g ! ∆.
Proof. Let G be a family of groups in Fam∆. Then G is a smooth manifold with tangent
bundle TG. The family projection pi : G ! ∆ is a smooth submersion, defining the sub-
bundle T piG = Sδ2∆Tpi 1(δ )  TG consisting of the tangent bundles to each Gδ . The
tangent spaces at the identity eδ of each fiberGδ form the pullback bundle g := e(T piG) !
∆, which each inherit a natural Lie algebra structure arising from Gδ . Thus it only remains
to show that these Lie algebra structures vary continuously over ∆.
Let δ 2 ∆ and v;w 2 gδ . Then let σ ;τ : U ! g be sections of g ! ∆ through v;w
respectively. Define the vector fieldsV ;W as the left-invariant vector fields generated by
σ ;τ : for any д 2 Gt  G jU , V (д) is equal to the pushforward of σ (t ) by the derivative
of the homeomorphism induced by some section α of g ! ∆ through д and similarly
forW . Then [V ;W ] is the vector field defined by [V ;W ]( f ) = V (W ( f ))  W (V ( f )) for
f 2 C1(G jU ) and [v;w] = [V ;W ]p , so the Lie bracket structure arises from a continuous
construction on vector fields of G. 
Going the other direction, and integrating a family of Lie algebras into a family of Lie
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groups is much more delicate, related to difficult problems in the theory of Lie groupoids.
Partial results in this direction will be treated in Chapter 11.
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Chapter 11
Constructing Families of
Geometries
This chapter builds up the theory of families, providing techniques for constructing fam-
ilies of spaces, groups. The main tools will be description of actions of families, the con-
struction of pullbacks, exponentials and quotients. This provides the necessary language
to define families of geometries and develop their basic theory.
11.1 Pullbacks
One of the most important constructions for future applications is the pullback of families
along morphisms, which we define and study below.
Definition 136: LetX ! ∆ be a family, and f : D ! ∆ be a morphism. Then the pullback
family f ?X ! D has total space X ∆D = (x ;d ) j f (d ) = pi (x )	 and projection f ?X =
X ∆D pi
?
 ! D defined by (x ;d ) 7! d .
Lemma 150: The projection map pi? : f ?X ! D in the definition above admits local sec-
tions.
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Figure 11.1: Schematically illustrating pullback families.
Proof. Let (x ;d ) 2 X ∆D. Then δ = f (d ) = pi (x ) so x 2 Xδ . As X ! ∆ is a family let
σ : V ! X be a local section of pi through x . Pulling back gives amap σ  f : f  1fV g ! X
from which the map f ?σ = (σ f ; idD ) : f  1fV g ! X D can be created. As pi (σ ( f (d ))) =
f (d ), the map F has image in X ∆D, and pi?  ( f ?σ )(d ) = pi?(σ ( f (d ));d ) = d so f ?σ is
a section. Finally noting f ?(d ) = (σ ( f (d ));d ) = (σ (δ );d ) = (x ;d ) shows f ?σ is a section
of pi? through (x ;d ). 
Thus, X ∆D ! D is an object of FamD whenever the fibered product X ∆D exists. This
always holds in the smooth category, as the pullback is along a submersion pi : X ! ∆;
but the result above applies to a wide number of topological categories for weak families
as well. The ubiquity of the pullback construction in applications arises from the fact that
it is not only defined on objects, but in fact determines a functor, coherently pulling all
families defined over one base back to another.
Observation 62: A morphism D f! ∆ induces a functor Fam∆
f ?! FamD .
Proof. IfΦ : X ! Y is amorphism of families over∆ and f 2 Hom(D;∆) then f ?Φ : f ?X !
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f ?Y defined by ( f ?Φ)(x ;d ) = (Φ(x );d ) is a morphism of families. This assignment obvi-
ously respects composition, as f ?(ΦΨ) = ( f ?Φ) ( f ?Ψ) and so the operation of pullback
defines a functor Fam∆ ! FamD 
The notions of subfamily and restricted family can be phrased categorically. A (open)
subfamily Y  X in Fam∆ is a pair (Y ;ι) of a family together with a monomorphism
Y
ι! X . When in addition ι is a closed map, Y is a subfamily of X . A restricted family
X jU is the pullback of X ! ∆ along the inclusion ι : U ,! ∆. A restricted subfamily Y jU
of X is then the combination of these, the pullback along the inclusion U ,! ∆ of the
monomorphic image of Y ,! X .
Observation 63: Let X ;Y be objects in Fam∆ and Φ : X ! Y a morphism of families
which is a smooth submersion. Wemay then think ofΦ as equippingX with the structure
of a family over Y . Then the pullback σ?X of X ! Y along any section σ : U ! Y is
naturally a restricted subfamily of X ! ∆.
Proof. The pullback σ?X ! U is a family over U , and so it suffices to show that the
projection map pr : X U ! X , (x ;u) 7! x is a monomorphism when restricted to σ?X .
But if pr(x ;u) = pr(y;v ) then x = y so σ (u) = Φ(x ) = Φ(y) = σ (v ) and hence u = v as σ
is injective. 
Constructing Pullbacks
As seen in Observation 63, when an equation X Φ! Y between families over ∆ gives
X the structure of a family over Y , the pullback along any section of Y ! ∆ captures
the solutions to Φ = σ as a subfamily of X . Many natural objects can be defined as
the solution sets to such equations (point stabilizers are д j д:x = x 	, orthogonal groups
are
(
A j AT JA = J
)
etc) and so understanding when a map Φ 2 HomFam∆ (X ;Y ) actually
gives a family Φ : X ! Y will be of substantial use.
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Family projections in the smooth category are given by submersions, and the techniques
of smooth topology provide us with some useful checks for when a map between families
is actually submersive.
Lemma 151: Let σ : ∆ ! X be a section of pi : X ! ∆. Then for each x = σ (δ ) the
tangent space TxX decomposes as a direct sum TxX = Txσ (∆)  Txpi 1 fδ g.
Proof. Note Txσ (∆) = img(dσδ ) and Txpi 1 fδ g = ker(dpix ). As σ is an embedding pi a
submersion, dimσ (∆) = dim∆ and dimpi 1 fδ g = dimX   dim∆ respectively. Thus the
tangent spaces to these submanifolds direct sum to TxX iff img(dσδ ) \ ker(dpix ) = f0g.
But piσ = id∆ so dpix  dσδ = idTδ∆, so if v = dσδ (w ) 2 kerpix then dpixdσδ (w ) = 0 so w ,
and hence v = 0. Thus the tangent spaces intersect trivially. 
Given a decomposition of the tangent space to a point in the codomain of a smooth map,
one can check the map is a submersion by checking that its differential is onto each sub-
space in the decomposition. This gives a fiberwise check for when a map between families
is a submersion.
Lemma 152: Let Φ : X ! Y be a map of smooth families over ∆. Then Φ gives X the
structure of a family over Y if for each δ 2 ∆ the restriction Φδ : Xδ ! Yδ is a family.
Proof. Let x 2 X with piX (x ) = δ and choose a section σ : U ! X through x . Then
Φσ : U ! Y is a section through y = Φ(x ), and so by the above lemma σ and Φσ pro-
vide the direct sum decompositions TxX = Txσ (U )  TxXδ and TyY = TyΦσ (U )  TyYδ :
Restricting Φ to σ (U ) gives a homeomorphism σ (U ) ! Φσ (U ) so dΦx jTxσ (U ) is an isomor-
phism ontoTyΦσ (U ). But by assumption the restrictionΦδ : Xδ ! Yδ is a map of families,
and so a submersion, thus dΦx jTxXδ maps onto TyYδ so all together dΦx : TxX ! TyY is
surjective. Thus Φ is a submersion so Φ : X ! Y is a smooth family. 
Corollary 153: If X Φ! Y fiberwise gives families Xδ ! Yδ then given any f : ∆ ! Y
the solution space of Φ() = f (δ ), denoted Σ(Φ = f ), is a family over ∆.
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Figure 11.2: A pullback family as a solution to an equation in Fam∆.
We can use this to more quickly prove certain subfamilies are families; for example we
recall the elements of unit norm int he C to R  R transition.
Example 110: Let ΛR be the family of algebras from Definition 52 and ν be the norm
map sending a point x 2 Λδ to ν (x ) = (xx ;δ ) in the trivial R family R = R  R ! R.
Then the pullback of the constant section 1 : R ! R sending δ 7! (1;δ ) is the family of
units U(ΛR).
Assuming X Φ! Y is a family is necessary to solve the equations posed by all sections
σ : ∆ ! Y . Given a specific section σ , the pullback σ X ! ∆ exists under much weaker
conditions, however we will not require such refined analysis in this work.
Observation 64: If X ! Y is a family and ∆ ! Y a section with dΦ(TX ) containing
dσ (T∆) then the pullback family exists.
11.2 Exponentials
We saw in Section 10.5 that every family of Lie groups has associated to it a family of
Lie algebras, with underlying space the pullback of the vertical tangent bundle to G with
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respect to pi : G ! ∆ under the identity section e : ∆ ! G. The inverse problem of inte-
grating families of Lie algebras into families of Lie groups has been studied under other
names [29] (recall, a family of Lie algebras is a weak Lie algebra bundle and a family of Lie
groups is a Lie groupoid with equal source and target) and is quite technically delicate: such
an integrated family does not always exist if the Lie groupoid is required to be Hausdorff
[22]!
Here we concern ourselves with a more concrete question: given a family of groups
G ! ∆ and a subfamily h ! ∆ of its corresponding Lie algebra family, when does the
exponential of h have the structure of a family of groups?
Proposition 154: Let G ! ∆ be a family of Lie groups with Lie algebra bundle g , and
exponential map exp 2 HomFam∆ (g ;G). If h ! ∆ is a subfamily of g , let H denote the
collection of groups generated by the exponential hexp (h)i  G. Then the projection map
pi : G ! ∆, restricted toH, admits local sections.
Proof. Let A 2 hexp (h)i with pi (A) = δ . Then A = A1   An for Ai 2 exp(hδ ), and so
Ai = exp(Xi ) for some Xi 2 hδ . As h ! ∆ is a family by assumption, there are local
sections σi : Ui ! h with σi (δ ) = Xi , which exponentiate to sections τi = exp σi through
Ai as exp is smooth. Using that multiplication is smooth on the entire family G, the
product of these is a smooth section τ = Qni=1 τi defined on the neighborhood δ 2 \iUi .
Evaluating at δ shows τ (δ ) = A and so pi : hexp (h)i ! ∆ admits local sections. 
Unfortunately, whether or not the resulting collection actually forms a subfamily of G is
quite delicate; the Barber Pole of Example 111 comes back yet again.
Example 111: LetG = S1R and consider the trivial familyGR! Rwith correspond-
ing trivial abelian Lie algebra family R2  R ! R. Let ht 6 R2 be the one dimensional
Lie algebra ht = R(cos t ;sin t ) with exponential Ht =
(
(eis cos t ;s sin t ) j s 2 R
)
. Then the
collection H = St2RHt  ft g is not a subfamily of G  R, as the groups Ht are not even
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Figure 11.3: A subfamily h < g and its exponential.
Chabauty continuous in G. Indeed as t ! 0 the geometric limit of the Ht is the entire
cylinder S1  R, but the group Ht =
(
(eis ;0) j s 2 R
)
is just the S1 factor.
Example 112: Consider the trivial family GL(2;R) R! R and for each t 2 R letHt =
SO(diag(t ;1)). ThenH! R is a smooth family of Lie groups transitioning from the two
component group SO(1;1) to the one-component group SO(2). But as the exponential
of the Lie algebra family contains only the connected component of the identity in each
slice, hexp (h)i is an open subset ofH and not a subfamily.
Resolving this in general is a future goal of this research. However even with this limited
understanding the following gives an easily checkable condition for when a collection of
subgroups actually forms a subfamily.
Proposition 155: Let H  G be a closed submanifold such that each fiber Hδ is a group,
and the Lie algebras h ! ∆ form a subfamily of g ! ∆. If eachHδ is connected, thenH is
a subfamily of G.
If some Hδ are disconnected, then under the additional assumption at least one point of
each connected component is contained in the image of a section σ : U ! H, the collection
H is also a subfamily of G.
Proof. In the case that Hδ is connected then hexp(hδ )i = Hδ and so the result follows
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immediately from Proposition 154 and the additional assumption thatH is closed. In the
case that H has disconnected slices, we need to slightly modify the argument of Propo-
sition 154 to show that the restricted projection continues to admit local sections. Let
A 2 Hδ , and let B be a point in the same component lying in the image of a section
σ : U ! H. Then B 1A is in the connected component of the identity, and so by the pre-
vious proposition there is a section τ : V ! H through B 1A. Multiplying by the section
through B gives a section σ  τ : U \V ! H through A. 
The additional hypothesis that each component of each fiber group contains at least one
point contained in the image of a local section may seem rather contrived, but it is quite
common and easily checkable in practice. In particular, when considering conjugacy lim-
its there are global sections through any points of the original group invariant under the
conjugation action.
11.3 Actions of Families
Just as the definition of homogeneous spaces requires the notion of group actions, defining
families of homogeneous spaces requires a notion of families of group actions.
Definition 137: An action of G on X in Fam∆ is given by a morphism α : G∆X ! X
denoted α (д;x ) = д:x such that α (e ; ) = idX and д:(h:( )) = дh:( ) as maps Xδ ! Xδ ,
for all д;h 2 Gδ . We may think of this as saying ``α fiberwise determines an action of Gδ on
Xδ .''
Definition 138: An action G y X is proper if the map G∆X ! X ∆X defined by
(д;x ) 7! (x ;д:x ) is a proper map. An action G y X is free if д:x = x =) д 2 e (∆); or
equivalently Gδ y Xδ freely for all δ .
As an example that will be important later, the action of right translation of a family of
subgroupsH < G given by (д;h) 7! дh is a free, and also proper as shown below.
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Figure 11.4: A family of group actions.
Proposition 156: Let G ! ∆ be a family and H 6 G a subgroup family. Then the action
ofH on G by translation is proper.
Proof. We need to show that the corresponding map α : G∆H! G∆G given by (д;h) 7!
(д;дh) is a propermap. LetK  G∆G be compactwithα 1(K ) = (д;h) 2 G∆H j (д;дh) 2 K 	.
Choose a sequence (дi ;hi ) 2 α 1(K ), then (дi ;дihi ) 2 K subconverges (дik ;дikhik ) ! p.
Projecting onto each factor shows дik ! д1 and дikhik ! k and so p = (д1;k ) 2 K .
Inversion is a morphism G ! G, so д 1ik converges to д 11 , and (д 1ik ;дikhik ) converges
in G∆G to (д 11 ;k ). But multiplication is a morphism so µ (д 1ik ;дikhik ) = д 1ik дikhik = hik
converges to h1 = д 11 k 2 G. As H is a subfamily, it is closed and h1 2 H. Thus,
(дik ;hik ) ! (д1;h1) 2 G∆H. But in fact α (д1;h1) = (д1;д1h1) = (д1;д1д 11 k ) =
(д1;k ) 2 K so (д1;h1) 2 α 1(K ). Thus this space is sequentially compact, and hence
compact as the total space / base, being smooth manifolds, are metrizable. 
In the usual theory of group actions, a group element д 2 G induces a diffeomorphism
X ! X . For families of actions, it is not individual elements but rather the sections of
G ! ∆ which fulfill this role.
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Figure 11.5: The diffeomorphism induced by a section.
Lemma 157: Given an action G y X and a local section σ : W ! G of G ! ∆, the
induced map Dσ : X jW ! X jW given by Dσ (x ) = σ (piX (x )):x is a diffeomorphism.
Proof. Let σ :W ! G be a local section of G ! ∆ and X jW the corresponding restriction
of X . Then Dσ 2 End(X jW ) as it is expressible as a composition of morphisms, Dσ (x ) =
α (σ  piG ()); ), so it suffices to show Dσ is invertible. As inversion is given by a morphism
ι 2 End(G), the composition ισ is a section inducing Mι  σ 2 End(X jW ), and (Mι  σDσ ) (x ) =
ι (σ (δ (x ))):σ (δ (x )):x = x . 
Family actions are intimately related to the standard theory of group actions. Indeed,
actions of the trivial G-family over ∆ on families X ! ∆ are precisely given by the data
of aG action on the total spaceX . And for nice enough actions, this also works in reverse
as seen in Lemma 159 below.
Lemma 158: Let G = G  ∆! ∆ be a trivial family of groups and X ! ∆ a family. Then
the projection G ! G naturally pairs any family action G y X with a standard group
action G y X .
Proof. Let Hα : G∆X ! X be the family action and pr : G∆X ! G  X the projection
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((д;δ );x ) 7! (д;x ) ofG  ∆ toG on the first coordinate. Then α : G X ! X defined by
α (д;x ) = Hα ((д;pi (x ));x ) defines an action of G on X . 
Lemma 159: LetG be a group acting on a space X and assume that the orbit map piO : x 7!
G :x is a submersion onto the orbit spaceX=G = O. Then theG action onX induces an action
of the trivial family G O ! O on X ! O in FamO.
Proof. Let α : GX ! X be the action map and G = GO. Then the map Hα : GOX ! X
defined by Hα ((д;O );x ) = α (д;x ) is a morphism of families as pi ((д;O );x ) = O implies
x 2 O and so дx 2 O lies in the same G orbit, thus piOHα ((д;O );x ) = O so piOHα = pi . But Hα
obviously satisfies the axioms of a group action fiberwise, as it is just the original action
of G restricted to a single orbit. 
Viewing this at a higher level of abstraction, we may think of the group action G y X
as a family of group actions over a point f?g. Then the family G  X=G is the pullback
of G ! f?g over the constant map X=G ! f?g. This suggests a generalization, taking
families of actions to families of families of actions.
Proposition 160: If G y X in Fam∆ such that the projection to the orbit spaceX 7! X =G
is a family, then G y X induces an action of a family of groups on the family of orbits
X ! X =G.
Proof. Let pi : X =G ! ∆ be the family projection. Then G ! ∆ pulls back to G? :=
pi?G ! X =G, where the fiber over an orbitO is Gδ for δ = pi (O ) the basepoint over which
the orbit lies. The action of G? onX is defined fiberwise by the action of G onX ; we have
simply enlarged the base from ∆ to X =G. 
In both these cases, the original space has been replaced with the family of orbits, and
has converted a (family) group action into a (family of) fiberwise transitive family actions.
This will have important consequences in the coming theory of geometries, allowing us
to construct families of geometries from group and family actions.
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Stabilizers of Actions
If G y X is an action of families over ∆, for each δ 2 ∆ and xδ 2 Xδ the stabilizer
subgroup stabGδ (xδ ) 6 Gδ consists of all elements fixing x . Stabilizers play an important
role in the theory of families of geometries to come, so it is necessary to be familiar with
some of the subtleties.
Definition 139: Let G y X be an action of families over ∆, and x : ∆! X a section of the
projection map. Then the stabilizer collection of the action is stabG (x ) = Sδ2∆ stabG (x (δ )).
It is not always true that the stabilizer collection of a group action is a smooth family, as
can be seen in even simple cases such as Example 113 below. However we will see in 11.5
that stabilizer families of fiberwise transitive actions are smooth families for any choice
of section, which will be crucial in relating two distinct notions of family of geometries to
come.
Example 113: Consider the standard projective action of SO(2;1) on RP2, and produce
from this the constant family of groups SO(2;1)  R ! R acting on the constant family
of spaces R3 R! R. Let γ : R! RP2 R be a section of this projection map such that
γ (t ) is inside t2  RP2  ft g for t < 0, γ (0) lies on the projectivized lightcone and γ (t ) is
outside the lightcone for t > 0. Then the stabilizers of γ (t ) are one dimensional for t , 0
but stabSO(2;1) (γ (0)) is 2 dimensional, so stab(γ ) is not a smooth family of groups.
This jump in dimension of the stabilizing subgroup is because of projectivization: if
instead of computing the projective stabilizers of γ (t ) we computed the point stabilizers
of some liftHγ (t ), we see in Chapter 13 that these form a smooth family.
11.4 Quotients
An action of families G y X gives rise to the orbit relation on X where x  x0 if д:x = x0
for someд 2 G. The quotient is the orbit spaceX =G. This orbit space can be badly behaved
in general, and so it is of interest to determine which actions have reasonable quotients.
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Figure 11.6: The quotient family theorem provides sufficient conditions to take a quotient
in the category of families.
A result of great importance to us is the Quotient Family Theorem, which gives sufficient
conditions for the quotient X =G to be a family in Fam∆.
Theorem 161 (Quotient Family Theorem): Let G y X be a proper free action in Fam∆.
Then X pi! ∆ factors as X piO! X =G pi! ∆ with X =G ! ∆ in Fam∆, as a family of families
piO : X ! X =G and pi : X =G ! ∆.
This is easily the most technical result of Part III, but the proof is a rather straightforward
generalization of the Quotient Manifold theorem of smooth topology, with no particularly
enlightening new insights.
Theorem 162 (Quotient Manifold Theorem): Let X be a smooth manifold and G a Lie
group. Then the orbit space X=G of any proper free action of G on X is a smooth manifold,
and the projection X ! X=G is a smooth submersion.
The main use of this result is to prove that the family-theoretic analogs of Group-Space
perspective andAutomorphism-Stabilizer perspective on families of geometries are equiv-
alent, which allows us to switch perspectives at will. In general, the Quotient Family
Theorem provides one of the main tools, along with products and pullbacks, of creating
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new families from old; however we have few independent uses of it in this thesis, and by
restricting oneself to the Automorphism Stabilizer perspective; this section may be safely
skimmed or skipped on a first read through.
Topological Preliminaries
The propositions required to prove the Quotient Family theorem roughly divide into two
parts: those of a (non-smooth) topological nature, and those dealing cruciallywith smooth
topology. The topological results here record basic facts about the quotient space X =G
and the associated projectionsX ! X =G andX =G ! ∆. The remainder of this section is
devoted to the rather substantial work involved in the smooth category. Note that in the
case ∆ = f?g the smooth case implies the quotient manifold theorem, which is already
quite technical in the details. The proof of this theorem (particularly the proof in [52])
provides a guidepost for the argument below.
Proposition 163: Let G be a family of groups and X a family of spaces both over ∆. Then
for any action of G onX , the projection pi : X ! ∆ factors through the orbit map piO : X !
X =G to pi : X =G ! ∆, which admits local sections through each point of the domain.
Proof. First note that the projection pi : X ! ∆ factors through the orbit map piO :
X ! X =G as pi is constant on orbits (the action of G on X preserves the fibers of pi ).
Let G :x 2 X =G, and let σ : U ! X be a local section of X ! ∆ through x . Then if
piO : X ! X =G is the orbit map, piOσ : U ! X =G is a continuous map with G :x 2 piOσ (U ).
Furthermore pi (piOσ ) = (pipiO)σ = piσ = idU so piOσ is a local section of pi . 
Proposition 164: Let G y X be a proper action of family of groups on family of spaces.
Then the orbit space X =G is locally compact Hausdorff.
Proof. Let G :x 2 X =G, and let K be a compact neighborhood of x 2 X . Then as piO is an
open map, piO (K ) is a compact neighborhood of piO (x ) = G :x 2 X =G, so the orbit space is
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locally compact. Recall that a quotient Z=  is Hausdorff if and only if the equivalence
relation  is a closed subset of Z  Z . Thus to show X =G is Hausdorff it suffices to show
the collection (x ;д:x ) j piX (x ) = piG (д)	 is closed in X X . Note that this is simply the
image of the action map G∆X ! X  X given by (д;x ) 7! (x ;д:x ) which is a proper
map by assumption. But X is LCH so X  X is, and any continuous proper map into an
LCH space is closed, so the orbit relation is closed and we are done. 
Proposition 165: Let G y X be any action of a family of groups on a family of spaces.
Then the orbit map piO : X ! X =G is open.
Proof. LetU be open in X , then we want to show that piO (U ) is open in X =G. But as X =G
is equipped with the quotient topology, this is open iff pi 1O piO (U ) is open in X .
pi 1O piO (U ) = fx j piO (x ) 2 piO (U )g =

д:u j piG (д) = piX (u); u 2 U 	 = G :U
Let д:u 2 pi 1O piO (U ) be arbitrary. As G ! ∆ is a family, choose a local section σ : V ! G
of the projection through д. Then pi 1X (V ) is an open subset ofX on which σ (V ) acts via a
homeomorphism. LetW = U \ pi 1O (V ). ThenW is an open set containing u and σ (V ):W
is an open set containing д:u contained in G :U = pi 1O piO (U ), so piO is an open map. 
G-Adapted Charts
The first step is the construction of a particularly nice atlas of charts for X , which not
only clearly separate fibers of X ! ∆ but also G orbits. We call such charts G-adapted
charts.
Definition 140: Given a smooth G action onX , a chart (U ;φ) onX is said to be G-adapted
if φ : U ! Ik  I `  Im is a homeomorphism onto a cube such that
• The fibers of δ are precisely fx g  I `+m in coordinates all fixed x 2 Ik .
• The fibers of piO are precisely fx ;yg  Im for all fixed x ;y 2 Ik+` .
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Figure 11.7: A G adapted chart for X allows both the projection onto the orbit space and
the further projection onto the base to be realized as smooth submersions.
That is, the coordinate chart is sliced into parallel copies of I `+m each representing the inter-
section of someMδ withU , and these are further sliced into parallel copies of Im representing
the intersection of G orbits with U .
A G-adapted chartU is said to be centered atp 2 U ifφ (p) = (0;0;0). It simplifies things to
be able to restrict our attention to coordinate charts centered at specific points of interest;
below we show that any chart can be easily modified to be centered at any point in its
domain.
Lemma 166: If (U ;φ) is a G-adapted coordinate chart and p 2 U then there is another
G-adapted chart (U ;ψ ) centered at p.
Proof. Leth : I ! R be the homeomorphism given by x 7! x1 x2 andHN : IN ! RN be the
same map coordinate-wise. Then if N = k + ` +m we may consider the point HN φ (p) 2
RN , and create a new chart U ! RN via HN  φ ()   HN  φ (p) This new chart is clearly
centered at p, and as HN fixes the origin, so is the chartψ = H 1N (HN  φ ()  HN  φ (p)).
This chart continues to be G-adapted as if Π is any hyperplane defined by fixing some
coordinates then neither applying HN nor translation affects which coordinates are free
and which are constants. 
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The technical hurdle to overcome is now to show that such G-adapted charts actually exist
when the given action is free and proper.
Proposition 167 (G-adapted charts for X ): Let G act freely & properly on X . Then for
each p 2 X there is a G-adapted chart centered at p.
This follows from the lemmas below, which are modeled directly off the approach to the
Quotient Manifold Theorem given in [52].
Observation 65: As G ! ∆ is a submersion, each member Gδ is of the same dimension.
By the assumption that the G action is free, each orbit in Xδ is diffeomorphic to Gδ , in
particular X is a disjoint union of equidimensional submanifolds G :p.
Say the dimension of each group, and thus each orbit is d . Then the assignment of each
p 2 X to the tangent plane of the G orbit through p determines a section of Gr(d;TX ) !
X .
Lemma168: ThemapX ! Gr(d;TX ) given byp 7! TpG :p defines a smoothd-dimensional
distribution D on X .
Proof. We show that about each p 2 X there is a smoothly varying local frame for D.
Let δ = pi (p) and U 3 δ a neighborhood about which the Lie algebra family g ! ∆ of
G ! ∆ is locally trivial. Via this trivialization we choose a local frame for g jU via maps
Xi : U ! g .
Any such Xi determines a smooth flow on X jU , Φi : R  X jU ! X jU via (t ;p) 7!
exp(tXpi (p) ):p and thus to a smooth vector field on X jU by differentiation Yi : X jU !
TX jU , p 7! ddt jt=0 exp(tXpi (p) ):p. Another description of the vector fields Yi is as follows:
each Xi determines a left-invariant vector field on G, and the action on G, and for each
p 2 X the vector Yi (p) is the pushforward of Xi under the homeomorphism of Gδ with
Gδ :p.
Thus as Xi , 0, Yi (p) , 0 for all p 2 X jU and the vectors Yi (p)	 are linearly indepen-
dent inTpX . Moreover as fXi g is a basis forTeGδ , the Yi are a basis forTpGδ :p and so this
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gives a smoothly varying local frame for D overU .

Lemma 169: There are flat charts for the distribution D.
Proof. By the proposition above, D is a smooth distribution on X . As D was defined
as the tangent planes to the smooth manifolds G :p, these are integrable surfaces for the
distribution, so D is totally integrable. An application of the Frobenius theorem from
smooth topology then says that flat charts exist. 
Flat charts for D are consist of neighborhoods Vp 3 p for each p 2 X and homeomor-
phisms ψp : Vp ! Ik+`  In such that the orbits of G appear after the homeomorphism as
slices const  Ik .
Lemma 170: The homeomorphisms for the flat chart may be taken so thatψ : Vp 7! IkI `
In and the fibers of pi : X ! ∆ are unions of slices fx gI `+m and the fibers of piO : X ! X =G
are unions of x ;y	  Im.
Proof. The fibers of pi are the members Xδ of X , and their tangent spaces form a totally
integrable distribution on X . As the orbits of G are contained in the fibers Xδ , in the
coordinates Ik+`  Im from the proposition above these surfaces are constant in the Im di-
rection, and projecting this off gives a totally integrable distribution on Ik+` , which again
by Frobenius admits flat chartsφ : Ik+` ! IkI ` such that single the leaves are of the form
fx g  I ` . Then the compositionVp 7! Ik  I `  Im given byw 7! (φ (piIk+` (ψ (p));piIm (ψ (p))
is such a chart. 
Now our work is almost done, we need only shrink the neighborhood Vp such that each
orbit passes through only once.
Lemma 171: We may choose a neighborhood Vp of p 2 X such that each Xδ and each G
orbit passes through Vp at most once.
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Proof. This is easy for the Xδ : every member Xδ passes through X jU only once for any
open U  ∆. Within each Xδ , this follows directly from the argument for the quotient
manifold theorem in [52]. Thus it only remains to show that we can do both of these at
once. Choose a point p and a neighborhood U 3 pi (p). For each u 2 U use the argument
in the quotient manifold theorem to produce a sufficiently small neighborhood in Xu ,
through which each orbit passes only once. Because the groups in the family, and thus
their orbits, vary continuously, over a compact neighborhood V of pi (p) we may choose
a uniformly small neighborhood of p diffeomorphic to n  V such that the intersection
with each Xu is an n-ball through which each orbit passes once. 
Thus we have finished the proof of Proposition 167; G-Adapted charts exist.
The Orbit Space X =G
Using G-adapted charts makes it particularly easy to understand the local topology of
X =G.
Proposition 172: The orbit space X =G is a topological manifold of dimension k + `.
Proof. The quotient space X =G is Hausdorff by Proposition 164, and is second countable
as X was. To see that X =G is locally Euclidean, let q = G :p be an arbitrary point of
X =G. Choosing the representative p of the orbit we let (U ;φ) be a G-adapted chart for
X centered at p with φ (U ) = Ik  I `  Im. Let V = piO (U ) and note that q 2 V , which is
open as piO is an open map. The coordinates on U are given by triplets (x ;y;z) for x 2 Ik ,
y 2 I ` and z 2 Im. Let Z  U be the points with third coordinate zero, Z = f(x ;y;0) 2 U g.
Then its easy to see that piO is a bijection Z ! V using the properties of an adapted chart.
If G :ξ 2 V = piO (U ) then there is some η 2 G :ξ \ U , in coordinates η = (x ;y;z) and so
(x ;y;0) 2 U as well. But the fact thatU is G-adapted means that (x ;y;0) and (x ;y;z) lie in
the same G orbit, so piO (x ;y;0) = piO (x ;y;z) = G :ξ so piO is surjective. Injectivity is clear as
if (x ;y;0) and (u;v;0) map to the same point under piO then they are in the same G-orbit,
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but since U is G-adapted, G-orbits intersect U only in single slices of the form (x ;y)  Ik
and so in fact x = u, y = v .
And now we've almost finished! Clearly Z is homeomorphic to Ik  I ` and so we
just need that the continuous bijection above is a homeomorphism in a neighborhood
of p = (0;0;0). But restricting to any compact neighborhood of the origin gives us a
continuous bijection from a compact space to a Hausdorff space and so we are done. 
Piecing the last three lemmas together shows X =G is a topological manifold.
Proposition 173: If G y X is a proper free action the orbit space X =G is a topological
manifold.
To begin discussing the smooth properties of X =G, we need first to produce a candidate
smooth atlas. To do so we will look a little closer at the argument in proposition 172, and
produce actual charts.
Lemma 174: Any G-adapted chart (U ;φ) gives rise to a chart (V ;η) on X =G with V =
piO (U ) and η : V ! Ik+` such that η  piO = pi12  φ.
Proof. Let (U ;φ) be a G-adapted chart and Z  U the points which have third coordinate
zero under φ. We have already seen piO is a bijection on Z , but it is also an open map as if
W  Z is open, the projection ofW is the same as the projection of (x ;y;z) 2 U j (x ;y;0) 2W 	
which is open inU (its the preimage ofW under the continuous projectionU ! Ik  I ` 
f0g) and piO is an open map and thus a homeomorphism. Let σ : V ! Z be the inverse,
which is a section of piO.
Define the map η : V ! Ik  I ` by taking piO (x ;y;z) 7! (x ;y). This is well defined
due to the fact that U is G-adapted: if (x ;y;z) and (u;v;w ) are in the same G orbit then
(x ;y) = (u;v ) as orbits are Im-slices. Wemay actually expressη as a composition of known
maps here η = piXYφσ for σ = piO j 1V ,φ the original chart map, and pi12 the projection
Ik+`+m ! Ik+` removing the z-coordinate. Because σ : V ! Z is a homeomorphism
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and pi12φ is a homeomorphism when restricted to Z , this gives us η : V ! Ik  I ` is a
homeomorphism.
That this chart η satisfies the claimed property η  piO = pi12  φ is easy to see. Indeed
if p 2 U let O = piO (p) 2 V then η(O) = pi12  φ  σ (O) and σ (O) is the point in O with
third coordinate zero with respect to φ. This is in the same orbit as p and so it has the
same two first coordinates as p (this is part of the definition of a well-adapted chart) and
so pi12  φ (σ (O)) = pi12  φ (p) and thus η  piO (p) = pi12  φ (p) as claimed.

We call the chart (V ;η) constructed from (U ;φ) the induced chart on X =G.
Observation 66: The equation pi12  φ = η  piO gives a convenient description of η. We
have η(O) = (x ;y) if and only if one point (and hence all points by G-adaptivity) ofO\U
have first two coordinates (x ;y) with respect to φ.
Lemma 175: Let (U ;φ) be a G-adapted coordinate chart for X and letW = δ (U ), and
σ : W ! G a section of G ! ∆. Then σ induces a homeomorphism Dσ : X jW ! X jW and
from this and (U ;φ) we may produce a new coordinate chart (DU ; Dφ) = (Dσ 1(U );Dσ φ). Then
the induced charts (V ;η) and (DV ;Dη) are equal.
Proof. We first show that V = DV . Recall that V = piO (U ) and DV = piO (DU ), and assume
O 2 V . Then there is some p 2 U such that G :p = O, but p 2 U means Dσ 1(p) 2 DU and
so G :Dσ 1(p) 2 DV . But Dσ 1(p) = σ (δ (p)) 1:p 2 G :p and so G :Dσ 1(p) = O thus V  DV .
Similarly we show DV  V .
To see that η = Dη, let O 2 V = DV be a G   orbit , and say Dη(O) = (x ;y). Then by
the above observation describing the induced coordinate maps we have that all points of
O\DU have first two coordinates (x ;y) with respect to Dφ and so in particular there is some
q 2 DU \ O with Dφ (q) = (x ;y;0). But then Dφ (q) = φ  Dσ (q) = φ (σ (δ (q)):q) = (x ;y;0)
meaning that σ (δ (q)):q has coordinates with first coordinates (x ;y) with respect to φ.
Thus all points of O \U do and so η(O) = (x ;y), showing η = Dη. 
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Proposition 176: The charts (V ;η) constructed from G-adapted charts (U ;φ) giveX =G the
structure of a smooth manifold.
Proof. Let (V ;η) and (HV ;Hη) be two adapted charts for X =G, arising from the charts (U ;φ)
and (HU ; Hφ). We first consider the case that bothU and HU are centered at the same point p.
Writing the G-adapted coordinates on each respectively as (x ;y;z) and (Hx ;Hy;Hz) we recall
that by the definition of adapted chart, two points of U lie in the same G orbit iff their
first two coordinates are identical, and same for HU . The transition map U ! HU is given
by some smooth map F : IN ! IN ,
(x ;y;z) 7! F (x ;y;z) = (F1(x ;y;z);F2(x ;y;z);F3(x ;y;z)) = (Hx ;Hy;Hz)
For Fi smooth maps defined on a neighborhood of the origin. As both coordinate charts
are G-adapted, fixing x ;y and letting z vary traces out points in the same G orbit, and so
their HU representations have constantHx ;Hy and varyingHz. That is, the coordinate functions
F1 and F2 are independent of z and so F (x ;y;z) = (DF (x ;y);F3(x ;y;z)) for DF : Ik+` ! Ik+`
a smooth map in a neighborhood of (0;0).
Now we turn our attention to the transition map V ! HV given by Hηη 1. This takes a
point (x ;y) to G :φ 1(x ;y;0) 2 V and then returns via Hη. Writing this out
Hη  η 1(x ;y) = Hη G :φ 1(x ;y;0) = pi12  Hφ φ 1(x ;y;0)
= pi12 
Hφ  φ 1 (x ;y;0) = pi12  F (x ;y;0) = pi12(DF (x ;y);F3(x ;y)) = DF (x ;y)
Where here we have used Hη applied to a G-orbit is equal to pi12Hφ applied to a rep-
resentative in HU . But we already know DF is smooth, and so these charts are smoothly
compatible!
We now have to consider the general case, where we have two charts (V ;η) and (HV ;Hη)
and q 2 V \ HV . Let (U ;φ) and (HU ; Hφ) be corresponding charts for X , and p;Hp points with
piO (p) = piO (Hp) = q. We can easily modify the charts so that they are centered at p and Hp
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respectively (Proposition ??), and so we assume this is the case. Since p and Hp are in the
same G-orbit, there is some д 2 G such that д:p = Hp.
We can use this д to produce a modified chart centered at p which still induces (HV ;Hη).
Recall that from д 2 G we can produce a local section of G ! ∆, s : W ! G such
that s (W ) 3 д (Proposition ??). Then following Proposition 175 we produce the chart
(DU ; Dφ) = (Ds 1HU ; Hφ Ds ) which induces the same chart as (HU ; Hφ) on X =G. We note that this
new chart is centered at p as
Dφ (p) = Hφ Ds (p) = Hφ (s (δ (p)):p) = Hφ (д:p) = Hφ (Hp) = 0
Where s (δ (p)) = д as д 2 s (W ) by design and as д:p is defined, δ (д) = δ (p) so s (δ (p)) 2
Gδ (д) but as this is a section there can only be one such point, namelyд. Thus, we now have
two G-adapted charts centered at p, and so by the work above we know the associated
transition map for V ! DV , given by Dηη 1 is smooth. But DV = HV and Dη = Hη and so we are
done! 
We will call this the induced smooth structure on X =G.
The Families X =G ! ∆ and X ! X =G
We are now in a position to show the main result of the quotient family theorem, that
X =G is an object in Fam∆.
Proposition 177: Themap δ : X ! ∆ induces a surjective smooth submersion δ : X =G !
∆.
Proof. From X we have the projection δ onto the base and piO onto the orbit space. Since
each G-orbit is contained in a single slice Mδ  X the coordinate δ is constant on the
fibers of piO, and so by Proposition ??, δ descends to a unique smooth map δ : X =G ! ∆
X
X =G ∆
piO δ
δ
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This is clearly surjective as δ is, and so it only remains to see δ is a submersion. Let
p 2 X be arbitrary, and let (U ;φ) be a G-adapted coordinate chart centered at p. Let (V ;η)
be the corresponding coordinate chart for X =G centered at G :p. On U the projection δ
looks like the map (x ;y;z) 7! x and piO looks like (x ;y;z) ! (x ;y). Thus on V the map δ
looks like (x ;y) 7! x , which is clearly a submersion. 
The existence of G-adapted charts for X gives even more: X ! X =G is a family.
Proposition 178: With respect to the original smooth structure on X and the induced
smooth structure on X =G, the orbit projection piO is a smooth surjective submersion.
Proof. Let p 2M andU be a G-adapted chart centered at p, with (V ;η) the induced chart
on X =G. Then with respect to these coordinates, the map piO is expressed as (x ;y;z) 7!
(x ;y) which is clearly a smooth submersion. The map piO is surjective by definition, so we
are done. 
11.5 Families of Geometries
A family of Klein geometries over ∆ is given by a pair (G;X ) of groups G ! ∆ acting
fiberwise-transitively on the spaces X ! ∆. Much as in the classical case, we will see
that in making things precise there is both a Group-Space and Automorphism-Stabilizer
perspective, and that these two perspectives are equivalent.
Group-Space & Automorphism-Stabilizer
Definition 141 (Group-Space): A family of Klein geometries over ∆ is given by a triple
(G; (X ;x )) of a family of groups G ! ∆ acting fiberwise-transitively on a family of spaces
X ! ∆ over the same base, equipped with a global section x : ∆! X choosing a basepoint
in each fiber. A morphism of geometries Φ : (G; (X ;x )) ! (G0; (X 0;x 0)) is given by a family
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Figure 11.8: A family of geometries from the Group-Space perspective.
homomorphism φGrp : G ! G0 together with an equivariant map φSp : X ! X 0 such that
φSp  x = x 0. The category of such geometries is denoted GrpSp.
This generalizes the group-space viewpoint on Klein geometries. Alternatively, we may
wish to generalize the group-stabilizer perspective, which encodes homogeneous spaces
purely group-theoretically.
Definition 142 (Automorphism-Stabilizer): A family of Klein geometries over ∆ is given
by a pair (G;C) of a family of groups G ! ∆ and a closed subfamily C 6 G. A morphism
Φ : (H;K) ! (G;C) is a homomorphism of families Φ : H ! G with Φ(K)  C. The
category of these geometries is denoted AutStb.
Many other definitions from the theory of Klein geometries have obvious analogs. The
kernel collection of a family is the subset ker  G of elements which act trivially on their
respective members. A family (G;X ) is effective if its kernel is the trivial family e 6 G,
and locally effective if ker is discrete in each fiber. In the group-stabilizer framework, the
kernel of (G;K) is the core of K in G: fiberwise equal to coreGδ (Kδ ).
Definition 143: An embedding of a family of geometries is given by a monomorphism
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Figure 11.9: A family of geometries from the Automorphism-Stabilizer perspective.
(H;Y )
ι
,! (G;X ). If in addition ι (H) is a subfamily of G and ι (Y ) is open in X , it is said
to be a family of subgeometries of (G;X ).
Definition 144: A fibration of (G;X ) over (H;Y ) is given by an epimorphism (G;X ) 
(H;Y ).
Equivalence of Perspectives
The theory of Klein geometries begins begins from these definitionswith the identification
of the important natural transformations relating them. The equivalence of categories
between the group-stabilizer and (pointed) group-space viewpoints, together with the
forgetful functor from pointed geometries to their non-pointed counterparts allows us
to freely pass between these notions at will. Techniques for producing pullbacks in the
smooth category and the quotient family theorem give tools to build up this theory of
families of geometries.
Observation 67: Deleting the basepoint section (G; (X ;x )) 7! (G;X ) is a forgetful func-
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tor from the category of pointed to non-pointed families of geometries.
Proof. The action on objects is simply to forget the global section of points. This has no
effect on the morphisms, and automatically determines a functor. 
We turn now to showing the equivalence of the GrpSp and AutStb perspectives. One
direction, constructing the family of spaces for a group-space geometry out of a family
of automorphism groups and corresponding family of stabilizer subgroups, is a direct
application of the Quotient Family Theorem.
Lemma 179: The map F : AutStb ! GrpSp sending a group-stabilizer geometry (G;K) to
the group-space geometry (G; (G=K;K)) defines a functor.
Proof. As K is a closed subfamily of G, proposition 156 shows that left translation by K
on G is a free and proper action. Thus by the quotient family theorem, G=K is a smooth
family over ∆. The action of G on G=K is just the usual action of G on itself followed by
the quotient map, which is fiberwise transitive as Gδ acts transitively on itself. The natural
inclusion K ,! G=K (equivalently, the projection of the identity section e) provides the
section of points. Given a morphism Φ : (K;H) ! (C;G) we define F(Φ) = (Φ;Φ) where
Φ(дCδ ) = Φ(д)Kδ . This is Φ-equivariant and well-defined as Φ(C)  K.

The connection between the group-space and group-stabilizer viewpoints is more sub-
tle in the theory of families, as it was noted in Section 11.3 that the collection of stabilizers
of an arbitrary family action need not always form a subfamily. Thus, creating a geome-
try (G;stabG (x )) from a geometry (G; (X ;x )) is delicate, and potentially problematic1 The
proposition below shows that these concerns only materialize for non-fiberwise transitive
actions, so families of geometries always have families of stabilizing subgroups.
1In fact, working with weak families in the continuous category, one cannot always do this.
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Proposition 180: Let (G;X ) be a family of geometries in the smooth category. Then the
point stabilizers stabGpi (x ) (x ) form a family over X .
Proof. The action of G on X is given by the map G∆X ! X , (д;x ) 7! д:x . We will
consider the associated map α : G∆X ! X ∆X given by (д;x ) 7! (x ;дx ).
Assume temporarily that α gives G∆X the structure of a family over X∆X . Pulling
this family back via the diagonal map δ : X ! X ∆X gives a family S ! X consisting
of the elements S = ((д;x );y) j (x ;дx ) = (y;y)	 that is, the fiber above x 2 X is the
stabilizer subgroup stabGpi (x ) (x ). Thus it suffices to show that α is a family projection.
Since α is a smooth map of families by lemma 152, this follows if α is a map of families
fiberwise, or equivalently for any fixed smooth geometry (G;X ) the mapG X ! X X
given by (д;x ) 7! (x ;дx ) is a submersion. Fix a particular (д;x ) 2 G  X . As the tangent
space to the image decomposes as a product T(x ;дx )X  X = TxX  TдxX , it is enough to
show that dα (д;x ) is onto each factor.
Fixing д, we consider the restricted map α (д; ) : д	  X ! X  X sends x to (дx ;x ),
and so the derivative is the graph of Lд (left multiplication by д) in TxX TдxX . Fixing x ,
we consider the map α (;x ) : G  fx g ! X  X , which is constant on the first factor and
is the orbit mapG ! X , д 7! д:x on the second. This map factors through the projection
onto the coset space G ! G=stab(x ) to a diffeomorphism G=stab(x ) ! X as the action
is transitive. But the projection onto the coset space is a submersion by the quotient
manifold theorem, so α (;x ) is onto f0g  TдxX . Noting that
(
(v;Lд (v )) j v 2 TxX
)
and
f(0;w ) j w 2 TxX g sum to all of T(x ;дx )X  X finishes the argument.

Corollary 181: The stabilizer family stabG ! X with fiber stabG (x ) above each x 2
X pulls back along any section x : ∆ ! X to give a smooth family of point stabilizers
stabG (x ) ! ∆. Thus, every pair (G; (X ;x )) is canonically associated to a pair (G;stabG (x )).
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This suggests the definition of a functor from group-space to group-stabilizer geometries
in the smooth category.
Lemma 182: In the smooth category, the map Ψ : GrpSp ! AutStb sending a geometry
(G; (X ;x )) to (G;stabG (x )) defines a functor.
Proof. By the previous proposition, the entire collection of point stabilizers forms a family
overX . Pulling this back along the section x : ∆! X gives a family x?S ! ∆ for which
the projection into G ! ∆ is an embedding by observation 63. Thus (G;stabG (x )) is
a geometry of the group-stabilizer variety. Recalling that a morphism Φ : (G; (X ;x )) !
(H; (Y ;y )) consists of a group homomorphism ΦGrp and an equivariant map ΦSp between
the spaces, the image Ψ(Φ) = ΦGrp is simply the group homomorphism, which is well-
defined as ΦSp  x = y together with equivariance implies that ΦGrp(stab (x ))  stab (y ).

To finish our understanding of the family-theoretic analog of (2), we show that in the
smooth category these pair up to form an equivalence of categories. This proof is identi-
cal in structure to Proposition CITE, we have merely replaced the relevant categories of
geometries with the categories of families of geometries.
Proposition 183: In smooth categoriesDiff-Fam∆, the functors F;Ψ above define an equiv-
alence of categories GrpSp  AutStb.
Proof. The composition ΨF is the identity on AutStb, and the composition FΨ takes the
geometry (G; (X ;x )) to (G; (G=stabG (x );stabG (x ))).
The collection of maps η j(G;X ) : (G; (X ;x )) ! (G; (G=StabG (x );StabG (x ))) given by
η = (idG ;ξ (G;X ) ) where ξ (G;X ) (p) = дStabG (x ) if StabG (p) = дStabG (x )д 1 forms a natural
transformation from idGrpSp to FΨ.
To see this it suffices to check that ΦGrp  ξ (G;X ) = ξ (H;Y )  ΦSp. Let p 2 Xδ and
д 2 Gδ be such that д:x (δ ) = p. Then ξ (G;X ) (p) = дStabG (x (δ )) and ΦGrp(дStabG (x (δ ))) =
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ΦGrp(д)StabH (y (δ ))). Computing the other way around we find ΦSp(p) = ΦSp(д:xδ ) =
ΦGrp(д)ΦSp(xδ ) = ΦGrp(д)yδ and ξ (H;Y ) (ΦGrp(д)yδ )) = ΦGrp(д)StabH (yδ ).
(G; (X ;x )) (G; (G=StabG (x );StabG (x )))
(H; (Y ;y )) (H; (H=StabH (y );StabH (y )))
(ΦGrp;ΦSp)
(idG ;ξ (G;X ) )
(ΦGrp;ΦGrp)
(idH;ξ (H;Y ) )

Hyperbolic To Euclidean Transition
As a first example of these definitions, we formalize the familiar transition from hyper-
bolic to spherical geometry through Euclidean, not as a conjugacy limit but as a family.
We begin by constructing the family of spaces.
Proposition 184: The variety V = V (tx2 + ty2 +z2   1)  R4 equipped with the restricted
projection onto the t-coordinate is a family of spaces over R.
Proof. This is just the higher dimensional analog of Example 105. V is a smooth sub-
variety, and hence a smooth submanifold of R4. The normal vector to V in R4 is given
by r(tx2 + ty2 + z2   1) = (2tx ;2ty;2z;1) is nowhere parallel to the t axis, so the tan-
gent spaces to V are transverse to the foliation R3  ft g, and the restricted projection is a
submersion. 
The family V has members transitioning from hyperboloids of 2 sheets for t < 0 to ellip-
soids for t > 0 through a pair of parallel planes at t = 0. Each of these slices admits a
free Z2 action sending a point to its antipode, and so V admits a free and proper action
of Z = Z2  R! R. By the quotient family theorem, the quotient X = V=Z is a smooth
family of subsets of RP2 over R.
Now we turn to the family of groups. For each t , 0, the surface Vt is a quadratic hy-
persurface in R3  ft g, and the group of linear transformations preserving it forms the
orthogonal group O(diag(t ;t ;1)).
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Figure 11.10: Family of spaces for the Hn ! Sn transition.
Proposition 185: Let G  GL(3;R)  R be the collection of groups
G =
[
t2R 
SO(diag(t ;t ;1))  ft g [ Euc(2)  f0g [
[
t2R+
SO(diag(t ;t ;1))  ft g
Then G is a family of groups equipped with the restricted projection from GL(3;R)R! R.
Proof. Applying the contragredient automorphismA 7! A T to eachmember ofGL(3;R)
R ! R gives a smooth automorphism of the family, taking G to G T = St2RG Tt  ft g.
We show that this collection forms a family directly; and then applying once more then
contragredient automorphism gives the same result for the original G. The reason for
this seemingly strange approach is just notational: G Tt = SO(t ;t ;1) T = SO(1;1;t )
for t , 0, and when t = 0 the group SO(1;1;0) is precisely the contragredient Eu-
clidean group Euc(2) T , and so the entire family G T can be succinctly described as
G Tt = SO(diag(1;1;t )) regardless of the value of t (this does not hold in the original
case, as SO(diag(0;0;1)) strictly contains the Euclidean group). Now G T , is a nonsingu-
lar subvariety ofM(3;R)  R2 and thus a closed smooth submanifold.
The Lie algebras so(diag(1;1;1;t )) form a continuous family of Lie algebras inM(3;R)
R as follows immediately from computation. And while the number of components of
2G T =
S
t 2R SO(diag(1;1;t ))  ft g is cut out by the equations (XT diag(1;1;t )X ;t ) =
(diag(1;1;t );t );detX = 1 for X = (xi j )1i;j;3.
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SO(diag(1;1;t )) changes along the transition (from 2 when t < 0 to 1 when t > 0), each
component always contains one of the matrices of the form diag(1;1;1), so by Propo-
sition 155, SO(diag(1;1;t )) is a family of groups. Thus so is its contragredient image,
G. 
The action of Gt on Xt is transitive, and so (G;X ) is a family of Klein geometries. To get
a family of pointed geometries, it suffices to choose any γ : R! RP2 such that γ (t ) 2 Xt ;
for instance γ (t ) = [0 : 0 : 1].
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Chapter 12
Geometries Over Algebras
Hyperbolic geometry arises as subgeometry of RPn through the familiar Klein model.
Generalizing this picture to CPn gives produces the geometry of complex hyperbolic
space, and the further generalization of Chapter 8, extended this to yet two more ge-
ometries, analogs of hyperbolic space over Rε and R  R. This chapter is continue in
this direction, and generalize this to both other choices of algebras, and other familiar
geometries. In particular, over an arbitrary finite dimensional real (associative) algebra
A, we will define an associated projective geometryAPn, as well as analogs of the classical
unitary and orthogonal together with their corresponding geometries.
12.1 Real Algebras
A commutative algebra over R is a real vector space A equipped with a bilinear multi-
plication µ : A  A ! A. An algebra A is commutative if µ (a;b) = µ (b;a) for all a;b; A
topological if µ is continuous, and of category C if µ 2 HomC(A2;A). An element a 2 A
is a left zero divisor if µ (a; ) has a nontrivial kernel, and a left unit if µ (a; ) is an isomor-
phism, analogously for right zero divisors and units. As convention, when not specified
we will always mean left zero divisor and left units. Let A denote the set of units, and
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AZ the set of zero divisors. If A is finite dimensional then A = A tAZ .
Lemma 186: The zero divisors AZ  A of a topological algebra form a closed subset.
Proof. Let A be an N -dimensional algebra over R and fzi g  AZ be a sequence of zero
divisors, converging to z 2 A. For each zi there is somewi 2 A n f0g with ziwi = 0, and in
fact all scalar multiples Rwi = [wi ] satisfy this as well. The sequence f[wi ]g subconverges
in (A r f0g)=R  RPN 1 to [w] by compactness, so choose representativeswi ! w (say,
on the unit sphere). Then as wizi = 0, continuity of multiplication forces wz = 0 so
z 2 AZ . 
Corollary 187: As every element of a finite dimensional algebra is either a zero divisor or
unit, the units A  A are an open subset.
IfA is a smooth algebra the group of unitsA is an open subset, thus a submanifold, and so
A is a Lie group. Furthermore any closed subgroup ofA is a Lie subgroup. An involution
on an algebra A is an element σ 2 End(A) of order twoThe action of σ on the underlying
vector space satisfies σ 2   1 = 0 and decomposes A as a direct sum of the +1 and  1
eigenspaces, A = Fix(σ )  Neg(σ ). For any choice of j 2 Fix(σ ) the involution provides
a map φj : A ! Fix(σ ) given by φj (x ) = σ (x )jx . When j = 1 this map is multiplicative,
thus a group homomorphism called the norm, x 7! σ (x )x . The preimage of f1g is the
1-dimensional unitary group, U(A) := α 2 A j σ (α )α = 1	.
Given a real algebraA the matrix algebrasM(n;A) are given by imposing matrix mul-
tiplication on the spaces An2 . As this multiplication is built directly out of that of A, the
matrix algebras are C-algebras iff A is, respectively. An involution σ : A! A extends via
component-wise application toM(n;A) and induces an involution analogous to the conju-
gate transpose,X y = σ (X )T . The decomposition ofM(n;A) corresponding to y determines
the Hermitian Fix(y) = Herm(n;A;σ ) and skew-Hermitian Neg(y) = SkHerm(n;A;σ ) ma-
trices. For commutative algebrasA, the usual formula for the determinant provides a map
det : M(n;A) ! A. Cramer's shows B 2 M(n;A) is invertible iff det(B) is. As det is poly-
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nomial in the matrix entries, det 2 HomC(M(n;A);A) and inversion (given by the matrix
of cofactors) is a C-morphism on the complement of det 1 fAZ g.
ThusGL(n;A) = det 1 A	, which is an open subset (thus submanifold) of theM(n;A).
The group operations of multiplication and inversion are C-morphisms on GL(n;A), pro-
viding the structure of a C-group. The determinant provides a group homomorphism
det : GL(n;A) ! A and preimages of subgroups give important subgroups of GL(n;A).
As our interest is particularly in the smooth category, the following provides a method
of producing Lie subgroups.
Proposition 188: Let A be smooth and commutative, then det : GL(n;A) ! A is a sub-
mersion.
Proof. Let B 2 GL(n;A), then for eachX 2 M(n;A) the path Bt = (I +tX )B passes through
B and ddt jt=0det(Bt ) = tr(X )det(B) so for any α 2 A the choice Xα = αndet(B) I shows the
derivative surjects onto A = TdetBA?. 
Corollary 189: If A is a smooth commutative algebra and G 6 A a closed subgroup,
then det 1 fGg is a Lie subgroup of GL(n;A). In particular the closed subgroup f1g 6 A
corresponds to the special linear group SL(n;A) = det 1 f1g.
12.2 Projective Geometries
Classically, projective geometry is given by the projectivization of the linear action of
GL(n;F) on Fn. Taking the group-space viewpoint, this is the action of GL(n;F) on the
projective space FPn 1 = (Fn r 0)=F. Taking the automorphism-stabilizer viewpoint,
the geometry of projective space corresponds to the pair (GL(n;F);stab) with stab the
stabilizer of a projective point in P(Fn) which realizes projective space as the quotient
P(Fn) = GL(n;F)=stab.
The geometry corresponding to (GL(n;F );Stab[p]) is independent of the choice of
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point p , 0 for projective geometry over a field F, but this does not remain true for a
general algebra A. We will say that a point p 2 An is good if the point stabilizer is of
minimal dimension, and bad otherwise. One way to choose good points is as follows. For
a point p 2 An let Ip 6 A be the ideal generated by its coordinates, Ip = hp1; : : :pni. Note
that for any X 2 GL(n;A) the ideals Ip and IXp are identical and so this is an invariant of
GL(n;A) orbits. Conversely if Ip = Iq then each qi is a A-linear combination of the pi so
q = Xp, so in fact the ideal Ip determines the orbit. Generically, Ip = A and strictly smaller
ideals appear only when no coordinate (and no linear combination of the coordinates) is
a unit. Such points are bad, the generic case are the good points.
Wemay also take the group-space perspective, and try to define an analog of projective
space over an algebra directly. Here, the bad points are the analog of ~0 2 Fn, points
on which the action of the units A is not free. As the analogs of zero, we denote this
collection by Z (An). The points of An n Z (An ) constitute a single GL(n;A) orbit, and so
have isomorphic point stabilizers.
Definition 145: The projective space APn is the quotient of An r Z (An) by the left action
a:(vi ) = (avi ) of A.
Definition 146: Let A be a finite dimensional commutative algebra over R, and n 2 N.
Then St(n;A) is the stabilizer of (0;    ;0;1) under the linear action of GL(n;A) on An.
St(n;A) =
8>>><>>>:
*..,
X ~0
~v α
+//- j α 2 A
?;v 2 An 1;X 2 GL(n   1;A)
9>>>=>>>; :
We denote the intersection St(n;A) \ SL(n;A) = SSt(n;A). Note that (0;    ;0;1) 2
An n Z (An) for any algebra A, and so we may use St(n;A) to define projective geometry
generally.
Definition 147: The (n   1) dimensional projective geometry over A is given by the pair
(G;K ) = (GL(n;A);St(n;A)), The effective version of this geometry is given by projectiviza-
tion, (PSt(n;A);PGL(n;A)) and another convenient incarnation is (SL(n;A);SSt(n;A)) when
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A is commutative. The projective spaceAPn 1 = P(An) is defined as the coset spaceGL(n;A)=St(n;A).
Alternatively, from the group-space perspective, we have the following equivalent defi-
nition.
Definition 148: The n   1 dimensional projective geometry over A has domain APn 1 =
(An r Z (An))=  for ~v  ~w if there is an a 2 A such that a~v = ~w . The (non-effective)
automorphism group is GL(n;A).
To see that smooth algebras define smooth projective geometries, we need to show that
APn 1 is a smooth manifold, or equivalently that St(n;A) is a Lie subgroup of GL(n;A).
This second fact is immediate from the closed subgroup theorem as St(n;A) is the intersec-
tion of a linear subspace ofM(n;A) with GL(n;A); however we give an explicit argument
which will be used in the generalization to families.
Proposition 190: The map GL(n;A) ! An 1 projecting onto the first n   1 entries of the
last column is a submersion.
Proof. Let pi : GL(n;A) ! An 1 be the projection map (Xij ) 7! (X1;n; : : : ;Xn 1;n). Then for
any B 2 GL(n;A) and v 2 An 1  Tpi (B)An 1 the path Bt = B + t

O ~v
~0 0

has ddt jt=0pi (Bt ) = v
so (Dpi )B is surjective. 
12.3 Unitary Geometries
Fix an algebra with involution (A;σ ) and a nondegenerate J 2 Herm(n;A;σ ). A matrix
X is said to preserve J if X yJX = J . The map ΦJ : M(n;A) ! Herm(n;A;σ ) given by
X 7! X yJX defines the generalized unitary group for J .
Definition 149: The generalized unitary groupU(J ;A;σ ) = Φ 1J fJ g consists of the matrices
preserving J : U(J ;A;σ ) =
(
X j X yJX = J
)
.
The map ΦJ is a C-morphism as it is built out of algebra operations and the involution.
Thus in particular U(J ;A;σ ) is a closed subgroup of GL(n;A). In the case that A is a
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smooth algebra, this is enough to conclude the unitary groups are Lie groups. However
the following direct argument will prove useful later on.
Lemma 191: The map ΦJ : GL(n;A) ! Herm(n;A;σ ) is a submersion when A is a smooth
algebra.
Proof. Let B 2 U(J ;A;σ ), then for anyX 2 M(n;A) wemay construct the path Bt = B+tX
which remains in GL(n;A) for small t . Computing the derivative we see ddt jt=0ΦJ (Bt ) =
X yJB+ByJX , and soΦJ is a submersion ifX 7! X yJB+ByJX surjects ontoTΦJ (B)Herm(n;A;σ ) =
Herm(n;A;σ ). Thismap isR-linear and sowe proceed by dimension count, noting dim image ΦJ =
dimM(n;A)   dimkerΦJ . The kernel of ΦJ is given by kerΦJ =
(
X j X yJB =  ByJX
)
,
which as B; J are invertible can be expressed kerΦJ = (ByJ ) 1SkHerm(n;A;σ ). Thus
dimkerΦJ is the dimension of the space of skew-Hermitian matrices, so the dimension
count above shows dim image ΦJ to be the same as the dimension of the space of Hermi-
tian matrices (the complementary subspace to SkHerm in M(n;A)). But Herm(n;A;σ ) is
the codomain so (DΦJ )B is surjective, and ΦJ is a submersion. 
Taking the determinant of the equation ΦJ (X ) = J gives det(X y)det(X ) = 1 as J is non-
degenerate, and det(X y) = σ (det(X )) so detX 2 U(A;σ ). Thus the determinant restricts
to a homomorphism det : U(J ;A;σ ) ! U(A;σ ).
Lemma 192: The determinant det : U(J ;A;σ ) ! U(A;σ ) is a submersion when A is a
smooth commutative algebra.
Proof. The determinant is a group homomorphism U(J ;A) ! U(A) defining the closed
subgroup (hence Lie subgroup, and manifold SU(J ;A)). Together these three form a short
exact sequence
1 ! SU(J ;A) ! U(J ;A) ! U(A) ! 1
so topologically U(J ;A) is a product SU(J ;A)  U(A) and in these coordinates the deter-
minant is the projection map, which is a smooth submersion. 
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Corollary 193: Preimages of closed subgroups of U(A;σ ) give Lie subgroups of U(J ;A;σ ).
In particular, detj 1U(J ;A;σ ) f1g = SU(J ;A;σ ) is a Lie subgroup.
This generalized notion of unitary group encompasses both the classical orthogonal and
unitary groups, together with many new examples.
Example 114: Let A = C and choose the trivial involution σ = idC. Then the unitary
groups corresponding to J = diag(Ip ; Iq ) are the classical orthogonal groups, U(J ;C; id) =
O(p;q;C). If instead σ (x + iy) = x   iy is complex conjugation, the generalized unitary
group for J is the classical indefinite unitary group U(J ;C;σ ) = U(p;q;C).
The unitary geometries are determined by the action of the groups U(J ;A;σ ) on APn,
or equivalently by U(J ;A;σ ) together with its intersection with a point stabilizer of the
GL(n + 1;A) on APn.
Definition 150: Aunitary geometry over (A;σ ) is given by the pair (G;C ) = (U(J ;A);Stab([p])\
U(J ;A)) for J 2 Herm(n;A) and [p] 2 APn and is called the unitary geometry correspond-
ing to (J ;p)
When p 2 APn is not on the lightcone of the Hermitian form J (that is, pyJp , 0) this
embeds as a subgeometry of projective geometry. A priori a unitary geometry depends
on both a choice of Hermitian form J and projective point [p], and at times it is useful to
be able to vary these two parameters independently. However the choice of point can be
absorbed into the choice of Hermitian form as the proposition below shows, which we
will often do out of convenience.
Lemma 194: Let (A;σ ) be an algebra with involution, and J 2 Herm(n;A). Then if p;q 2
An have the unitary geometry corresponding to (J ;p) is isomorphic to that of (CyJC;q) for
some C 2 GL(n;A).
Proof. Let J 2 Herm(n;A) and p;q 2 An. Taking C 2 GL(n;A) with Cp = q note that
stab(q) = Cstab(p)C 1 and conjugation by A gives an isomorphism between the group-
stabilizer geometries (U(J ;A);stab(p)) and (CU(J ;A)C 1;Cstab(p)C 1). ButCU(J ;A)C 1 =
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U(CyJC;A) and sowe have an isomorphism of geometries (U(J ;A);stab(p)) and (U(CyJC;A);stab(q))
as claimed.

Thus we will fix the point p = (0; : : : ;0;1) and talk of the unitary geometry corresponding
to U(J ;A) as the geometry corresponding to the pair (J ; [p]).
Definition 151: The unitary geometry for U(J ;A) 6 GL(n + 1;A) is given by the pair
(U(J ;A;σ );USt(J ;A)) for USt(J ;A) = U(J ;A) \ St(n + 1;A).
The fact that USt(J ;A) is a Lie group is obvious as its closed in St(n;A), but again we give
a more detailed argument for future use.
Lemma195: The restriction ofΦJ : X 7! X yJX to St(n;A) is a submersion ontoHerm(n;A),
for J diagonal (surely this restraint can be removed)
Proof. For clarity write DΦJ = φ and St(n;A) = St. As St is the intersection of a linear
subspace St  M(n;A) with GL(n;A) for each B 2 St the tangent space TBSt = St. The
kernel of the restrictedmapφSt is the intersection of kerφ with St, allowing us to calculate
the dimension of the image of using
dim img(φ jSt)B = dim St   dim(ker(φ)B \ St):
Thus calculating the dimension of img(φ jSt)B amounts to understanding the relation-
ship between ker(φB ) and St in M(n;A). In particular if these subspaces sum to all of
M(n;A) we are done, as
dimM (n;A) = dim(kerφ + St) = dimkerφ + dim St   dim(kerφ \ St)
= dimkerφ + dim img(φ jSt)
By previouswork page 287 kerφ is the same dimension as the space of skew-Hermitian
matrices, which would imply that the image of φ jSt has the same dimension as the Hermi-
tian matrices, which are its codomain so φ jSt is surjective. Thus it only remains to show
M(n;A) = kerφ + St.
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The only restriction on the matrices of St is that the first n   1 entries of their last
column are zero. Thus it suffices to show that any v 2 An 1 can appear as the first n   1
entries of the final column of a matrix in kerφ. Recall from lemma 192 that kerφ =
(ByJ ) 1SkHerm(n;A), and observe that all but the last entry of the final column ofmatrices
in SkHerm(n;A) can be arbitrary (the last element must be zero). Then C = (ByJ ) 1 acts
via a homeomorphism An ! An on vectors, in particular on the last column of matrices
in SkHerm.
Specializing now to the case J 2 Diag, the matrix (ByJ ) 1 is of the form

X v
0 α

for
X 2 GL(n   1;R), which sends (~v;0) to (Xv + w ;0) and restricts to a homeomorphism
An 1 ! An 1. Thus any vector can arise as the last column in kerφ and we are done. 
12.4 Isomorphism Type
In the sections above, we have defined unitary/orthogonal and projective geometries over
arbitrary (finite dimensional commutative) real algebras. To begin to tame the maddness
we need to develop an understanding of the different flavors of geometry which appear.
An algebra A is decomposable if is is isomorphic to a nontrivial direct sum of algebras.
An algebra with involution (A;σ ) is decomposable if A = A1  A2 and σ = σ1  σ2
decomposes as a direct sum of involutions. The main result of this section is that to
understand projective and unitary geometries over algebras, it suffices to understand the
indecomposable ones.
Projective Geometries
Proposition 196: LetA = A1A2 be a direct sum of commutative algebras. Then projective
geometry over A decomposes as a direct product of the projective geometries over A1 and A1.
Proof. Let e1;e2 be orthogonal primitive idempotents so A = A1e1 +A2e2 as a direct sum.
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Then GL(n;A) = GL(n;A1)  GL(n;A2) and St(n;A) = St(n;A1)  St(n;A2) are easily
checked, and as the linear action of St(n;A) on GL(n;A) by translation preserves this
decomposition, (St(n;A);GL(n;A))  (St(n;A1);GL(n;A1))  (St(n;A2);GL(n;A2)).

To understand this decomposition better in terms of spaces it helps to think about the
set Z ((A1  A2)n ): a point (p1;p2) is a 'generalized zero' if hp;qi , A1  A2. This occurs
precisely when one of the pi is in Z (Ani ), so the complement consists of points (p1;p2)
with [pi ] 2 AiPn 1 . Quotienting by the action of A? = A?1  A?2 on this sends (p1;p2) to
([p1]; [p2]) 2 A1Pn 1  A2Pn 1.
Two obvious examples of indecomposable real algebras are R itself and C, with corre-
sponding projective spaces RPn and CPn. The algebra A = R  R provides decomposable
examples, for instance (R  R)P1 is a geometry on the torus. A new example is provided
by the algebra of dual numbers, Rε = R[ε]=(ε2) which is an indecomposable two dimen-
sional algebra with nilpotents. Both RεPn and (RR)Pn will be discussed in detail in the
final section on applications.
Unitary Geometries
Proposition 197: IfA = A1 A2 and σ preserves the factors σ1 σ2 : A1 A2 ! A1 A2,
then U(J ;A;σ )  U(J1;A1;σ1) U(J2;A2;σ2) decomposes as a product for J = J1e1+ J2e2 2
M(n;A).
Proof. First note that Herm(n;A;σ ) = Herm(n;A1;σ1)  Herm(n;A2;σ2) as J y = (J1e1 +
J2e2)y = (σ1(J1)Te1 +σ2(J2)Te2). Fix a nondegenerate J = J1e1 + J2e2 2 Herm(n;A;σ ) and
let X = X1e1 + X2e2 2 U(J ;A;σ ). The condition X yJX = J decouples as two independent
equations along the direct sum decomposition as σ preserves the factors, X yi JiXi = Ji
for i 2 f1;2g. Thus Xi 2 U(Ji ;Ao;σi ) and so the map X 7! (X1;X2) provides a group
homomorphism U(J ;A;σ ) ! U(J1;A1;σ1)  U(J2;A2;σ2). By the same reasoning any
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pair (X1;X2) with Xi 2 U(Ji ;Ai ;σi ) corresponds to an element X1e1 +X2e2 2 U(J ;A;σ ) so
this is an isomorphism. 
As with projective geometries, it suffices to understand the indecompsables. The simplest
such case is provided by pairs (A;σ ) where A is decomposable but σ does not preserve
the decomposition - in particular we are interested in algebras Λ = AAwith σ the swap
map σ (x ;y) = (y;x ). Here rather surprisingly the isomorphism type of the generalized
unitary groups U(J ;A;σ ) is independent of the choice of J .
Proposition 198: Let Λ = A  A and σ : Λ ! Λ be the coordinate swap map. Then
U(J ;Λ;σ )  GL(n;A) for any nondegenerate σ -hermitian matrix J .
Proof. Let J = J1e1 + J2e2 be σ -Hermitian, then (J1e1 + J2e2)y = JT2 e1 + JT1 e2 so JT1 = J2
and Herm(n;Λ;σ )  M(n;A). As det(Xe1 + Ye2) = det(X )e1 + det(Y )e2 in A  A, the
nondegenerate Hermitian matrices arise from GL(n;A). Given a nondegenerate J = Je1 +
JTe2 2 Herm(n;Λ;σ ) the corresponding unitary group
U(J;Λ;σ ) =
(
Xe1 + Ye2 j (Xe1 + Ye2)y(Je1 + JTe2)(Xe1 + Ye2) = (Je1 + JTe2)
)
expanding this component-wise gives the redundant equations YT JX = J and XT JTY =
JT . Taking the determinant of the first gives det(Y )det(X )det(J ) = det(J ) and by the
assumption that J is nondegenerate, det(Y )det(X ) = 1 so both X ;Y are invertible. Re-
arranging gives Y = J TX T JT and so all elements of U(J;Λ;σ ) are of the form Xe1 +
(JX 1J 1)Te2 for some X 2 GL(n;A). Running this argument backwards shows that any
X 2 GL(n;A) gives an element Xe1 + (JX 1J 1)Te2 of U(J;Λ;σ ) and so X 7! Xe1 +
(JX 1J 1)Te2 is a bijection Φ : GL(n;A) ! U(J;Λ;σ ). Its an easy check that this is a
group homomorphism, and so we're done. 
Corollary 199: With Λ;A;σ as above, SU(J ;Λ;σ )  SL(n;A).
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Proof. Taking the determinant and simplifying gives det(Xe1+ (JX 1J 1)e2) = det(X )e1+
det(X ) 1e2. This is only real if det(X ) = det(X ) 1, and is only 1 if furthermore det(X ) = 1,
so the image of SL(n;A) under Φ is precisely SU(J ;Λ;σ ). 
This result has a natural generalization to involutions of the form σ (x ;y) = (φ (y);τ (x ))
for φ;τ involutions of A. Recall the equalizer of two maps f ;д : X ! X is Eq( f ;д) =
x j f (x ) = д(x )	.
Proposition 200: Let Λ = A  A and σ : Λ ! Λ be of the form σ (x ;y) = (φ (y);ψ (x )) for
φ;ψ involutions of A. Then U(J ;Λ;σ )  Eq(Φ;Ψ) \ GL(n;A) for Φ;Ψ the extensions of φ;ψ
toM(n;A) respectively.
Proof. Proceeding similarly to above, note that (J1; J2) 2 Herm(n;Λ;σ ) if (J1; J2)y = (φ (J2)T ;ψ (J1)T ) =
(J1; J2), so φ (J2)T = J1, ψ (J1)T = J2. Applying ψ to the second equation gives ψ 2(J1)T =
JT1 = ψ (J2) and comparing with the transpose of the first gives JT1 = φ (J2) = ψ (J2) thus
J2 2 Eq(φ;ψ ) and Herm(n;Λ;σ ) =
(
(φ (J )T ; J ) j J 2 Eq(φ;ψ )
)
.
Fix a nondegenerate J = (φ (J )T ; J ) 2 Herm(n;Λ;σ ) and let (X ;Y ) 2 U(J;Λ). Then
(X ;Y )y(φ (J )T ; J ) (X ;Y ) = (φ (J )T ; J ) which expands component-wise to the two equations
Φ(Y )TΦ(J )TX = Φ(J )T and Ψ(X )T JY = J . Taking the determinant of both equations
and using that J is nondegenerate gives that X and Y are invertible, playing around with
the equations gives two ways to solve for Y , J 1Ψ(X ) T J = Y = J 1Φ(X ) T J . Thus
Ψ(X ) = Φ(X ) so X 2 Eq(Φ;Ψ).
In fact, given anyX 2 GL(n;A)\Eq(Φ;Ψ) the matrix (X ; J 1Φ(X ) T J ) is an element of
U(J;Λ) as is easily checked, so the map f : GL(n;A)\Eq(Φ;Ψ) ! U(J;Λ;σ ) is a bijection.
That f is a group homomorphism follows immediately from writing down f (X ) f (Y ) and
f (XY ).

There's a potentially useful perspective to take on this result. The collection Eq(φ;ψ ) is
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a subalgebra of A on which φ = ψ restricts to an involution. We can think of both φ
and ψ as extensions of this involution to A. In this light, Eq(Φ;Ψ) = M(n;Eq(φ;ψ )) and
Eq(Φ;Ψ) \ GL(n;A) = GL(n;Eq(φ;ψ )). Thus we may more succinctly write the result
above as
U(J ;Λ;σ ) = GL(n;Eq(φ;ψ ))
Specific Examples
We briefly mention some elementary examples that have shown up throughout this dis-
sertation (or will show up in the following chapter!). When A = R we recover the usual
geometriesRPn and the pseudo-Riemannian geometriesX (p;q) associated to the orthogo-
nal groupsO(p;q;R) of Chapter 6. WhenA = C, we recover complex projective geometry
CPn, the geometry of the complex orthogonal group O(n;C) (remember, all orthogonal
groups are conjuate over C) and the complex unitary geometries of U(p;q;C), including
complex hyperbolic space.
When A = R  R, Proposition 196 implies that the associated projective geometries
(RR)Pn  RPn RPn are products of real projective space with itself. Likewise, Propo-
sition 197 to analyze the orthogonal groups, and associated orthogonal geometries over
R  R: they similarly turn out to be products O(p;q;R  R)  O(p;q;R) O(p;q;R). The
unitary geometries overRRwith respect to the coordinate swap map are all isomorphic
to point-hyperplane projective space, as first noticed in Chapter 8.
As a non-commutative example, we quickly mention the quaternions: as a divsion
ring there are no surprises in defining quaternionic projective geometries, and identically
to C all quaternionic orthogonal groups are conjugate. The generalized unitary groups
over the quaternions with respect to quaternionic conjugation are the compact symplectic
groups, and in particularU(n;1; ) is the automorphisms of quaternionic hyperbolic space.
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Chapter 13
Applications
In this chapter we give some basic applications of the theory of families of geometries,
producing many new examples of geometric transitions. In particular, we focus on gen-
eralizations of the transition from Hn
C
to HnRR, showing that any given family of algebras
produces corresponding families of projective, unitary and orthogonal geometries. We
then turn briefly to another application, and study transitions that occur from a group ac-
tion on a space, whenwemay interpret the collection of orbits as a smoothly transitioning
family of spaces. This will, among other things, provide a means of transitioning between
Hyperbolic and de Sitter geometry, which does not arise within an ambient projective
geometry.
13.1 Families of Real Algebras
Recall that a family of algebras may be thought of as a vector bundle together with a map
µ : A∆A! A restricting slicewise to the multiplication of an algebra structure on Aδ .
Proposition 201: The units A ! ∆ of a family of algebras form a family.
Proof. We will show A  A is open, which if AZ is the collection of zero divisors of
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A, is equivalent to showing AZ is closed. Let fzi g be a sequence of zero divisors in AZ
converging to z 2 A. Write pi (z) = δ , and pi (zi ) = δi for convenience. Forgetting the
multiplicative structureA! ∆ is a family of real vector spaces, and so by proposition 147
we may choose a compact trivializing neighborhood δ 2 U and h : U  Rn ! AjU a
trivialization. The setAZ is invariant under real scaling, so wemay choose awi 2 h(Sn 1
fδi g) for each zi such that ziwi = 0. Thus fwi g  h(Sn 1U ) is a subset of a compact space,
subconverging wi ! w . As wizi = 0 for all i , zw = 0 by continuity of multiplication so z
is a zero divisor. 
An involution is a map of families A σ! A squaring to the identity and restricting slice-
wise to an algebra involution. On each algebra Aδ , the restricted involution σδ gives a
direct sum decomposition Aδ = Fix(σδ )  Neg(σδ ). The maps Φ : α 7! α  σ (α ) are the
projections onto the factors of this direct sum decomposition.
Proposition 202: Let A ! ∆ be a family of algebras with involution A σ! A. Then the
collections Fix (σ ) = fα 2 A j α = σ (α )g andNeg (σ ) = fα 2 A j σ (α ) =  α g are subfam-
ilies of A! ∆.
Proof. We detail the argument for Fix (σ ), the remaining case is argued analogously. We
define Φ (α ) = α σ (α ) on and note thatFix (σ ) = Φ 1  f0 (∆)g is the preimage of the zero
section. Restricted to any fiber, Φ  is the projection A ! Neg(σ ) described previously.
Thus when A ! ∆ is a smooth family of algebras, the restriction of Φ  to each fiber is
a smooth submersion. Applying lemma 152, if a smooth map of families is a submersion
fiber-wise, it is itself a submersion, and thus gives A the structure of a smooth family
over Neg (σ ). We may then apply observation 63 to pull this family back along the zero
section 0 : ∆ ! Neg (σ )  A to get a family 0?A ! ∆. The elements of 0?A satisfy
Φ (α ) = 0pi (α ) or α   σ (α ) = 0. Thus 0?A = Fix (σ ). 
A family A ! ∆ gives rise to a family of matrix algebras M(n;A) ! ∆, constructed
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on the underlying space An2 ! ∆ by imposing matrix multiplication. An involution σ
on A can be promoted to an involution y : M(n;A) ! M(n;A) given by X y = σ (X )T .
Applying proposition 202 to y gives the families Fix (y) = Herm (n;A;σ ) and Neg (y) =
SkHerm (n;A;σ ) of Hermitian and skew-Hermitian matrices, respectively. The usual for-
mula for the determinant provides a C-map of families det : M(n;A) ! A.
Two families which we use to illustrate the theory are as follows.
Definition 152: The family ΛR of 2-dimensional algebras over R from Chapter 9, Λδ =
R[λ]=(λ2 = δ ) transitioning from C when δ < 0 to R  R when δ > 0.
Definition 153: A quaternion algebra over R is a four dimensional noncommutative real
algebra defined by two real parameters a;b 2 R. The multiplication on R4 = Rf1;i; j;k g is
defined so that i2 = a and j2 = b together with ij =  ji = k . When a = b =  1 this recovers
the usual quaternions.
Definition 154: The familyH! R2 of quaternion algebras has total spaceH = Rf1;i; j;k g
R2 and multiplication on each H(a;b) = Rf1;i; j;k g is defined such that i2 = a and j2 = b.
This is a continuous family of algebras transitioning from the usual quaternions when a;b <
0 to the algebra of 2  2 matrices when either a or b is > 0.
13.2 Families of Projective Geometries
Given a smooth family of algebras, constructing a smooth family of geometries it amounts
to showing that the given automorphism and stabilizer groups vary smoothly along with
the algebra.
Proposition 203: Let A ! ∆ be a smooth family of algebras. Then GL(n;A) ! ∆ is a
family of Lie groups.
Proof. The general linear family is the units of the matrix algebra GL(n;A) =M(n;A)?
and so is an open subset by proposition 201. Thus the restricted projection map gives
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GL(n;A) the structure of a smooth family. 
Proposition 204: LetA! ∆ be a smooth family of commutative algebras and det : M(n;A) !
∆ the determinant map. Then GL(n;A) det! A is a family.
Proof. The determinant is a map of families M(n;A) ! A over ∆, so by lemma 152
it is a submersion if its restriction to the vertical slices are. But this is the content of
proposition 188, GL(n;A) ! A is a submersion for any smooth algebra A. 
Corollary 205: The groups SL(n;A) are a subfamily of GL(n;A) ! ∆ when A ! ∆ is
commutative.
Proof. By the previous proposition, GL(n;A) det! A is a family, and let 1 : ∆ ! A
be the identity section. Then the pullback 1?GL(n;A) ! ∆ embeds as the subfamily
SL(n;A) ! ∆. 
Thus, it remains only to show that the stabilizer subgroups vary smoothly.
Proposition 206: The stabilizer groups
St (n + 1;A) =
8>>><>>>:
*..,
X ~0
~v α
+//- j X 2 GL(n;A);~v 2 A
n;α 2 A
9>>>=>>>;
are a subfamily of GL(n;A).
Proof. The choices of elementsX ;~v and α are independent, so topologically St (n+1;A) =
GL(n;A)∆An∆A is a product of families and so is abstractly a family. In line with
previous arguments however the map GL(n + 1;A) ! An sending each matrix to the n
first elements of the last column is a submersion as it is one fiberwise page 253 and so the
pullback of the zero section 0 : ∆ ! An is a subfamily of GL(n + 1;A) easily seen to be
St (n + 1;A). 
By similar reasoning, whenA! ∆ is commutativewe can see that the collectionSSt (n;A) =
St (n;A) \ SL(n;A) is a subfamily of the special linear family.
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Figure 13.1: The transition CP1 to (R  R)P1.
Theorem 207: A smooth family of algebrasA! ∆ determines a smooth family of projec-
tive geometries APn ! ∆ for each n 2 N.
This has a lot of instances, one for each family of algebras. In particular, it applies to the
C! R  R transition utilized extensively in Chapters 8 and 9.
Corollary 208: The projective spaces ΛδPn form a continuous family of geometries, transi-
tioning from CPn to (R  R)Pn  RPn  RPn.
In dimension 1, this provides a transition from the geometry of CP1 to the torus with
an action of SL(2;R)  SL(2;R). Interpreting these as the boundary of H3 and AdS3
respectively, this gives an alternative means of constructing the transition of Danciger
[25] in dimension 3.
Corollary 209: Applying Theorem 207 to the family H ! R2 of real quaternion algebras
gives a transition of quaternionic projective space to projective space defined overM(2;R). It
is an interesting future direction to consider what these transitions look like, and in particular
analyzeM(2;R)Pn.
13.3 Families of Unitary Geometries
Given a nondegenerate section J : ∆ ! Herm (n;A;σ ), one can define for each δ the
unitary group U(Jδ ;Aδ ;σδ ) 6 GL(n;Aδ ). The union of these is the generalized unitary
family corresponding toJ over∆. We check here immediately that this is indeed a family.
Proposition 210: Let (A;σ ) ! ∆ be a family of algebras and J : ∆ ! Herm (n;A;σ ) a
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smooth nondegenerate section. Then U (J ;A) is a smooth subfamily of GL(n;A).
Proof. The map of families ΦJ : GL(n;A) ! Herm (n;A) given by X 7! X yJpi (X )X is a
smooth map, and by lemma 191 is fiber-wise a submersion. Thus by lemma 152 actually
gives GL(n;A) the structure of a family over Herm (n;A). The section J then gives a
pullback family J ?GL(n;A) over ∆, which selects out those matrices in GL(n;A) such
that Φ(X ) = Jpi (X ) . That is, X yJpi (X )X = Jpi (X ) , which is the definition of U (J ;A).
J ?GL(n;A) GL(n;A)
∆ Herm (n;A)
ΦJ
J

Recalling lemma 192 that for a fixed smooth algebra det : U(J ;A) ! U(A) is a submersion,
applying lemma 152 as above shows the determinant gives U (J ;A) the structure of a
family over U (A). Pulling back along the identity section gives the family of special
unitary groups.
Corollary 211: The special unitary groups SU (J ;A) are a subfamily of U (J ;A).
Unitary geometries are defined via a pair (U(J ;A);USt(J ;A)), and so given a family of
algebras (A;σ ) ! ∆ and a smooth section J : ∆ ! Herm(n;A) the corresponding
collection of geometries is given by (U (J ;A);USt (J ;A)) for USt (J ;A) = St (n;A) \
U (J ;A). As we have already studied the unitary families, to see this is a smooth family
of geometries it suffices to show that the stabilizers form a subfamily of U (J ;A).
Proposition 212: The unitary stabilizers USt (J ;A) form a subfamily of U (J ;A) ! ∆.
Proof. Let Ψ : U (J ;A) ! An 1 be the map sending eachmatrix to the firstn 1 entries of
its last column. This is a map of families over ∆ and lemma 195 shows that it is fiberwise
a submersion, thus in fact gives U (J ;A) the structure of a family overAn 1. Pulling this
family back over the zero section 0 : ∆ ! An 1 gives the family 0?U (J ;A) ! ∆ with
total space the intersection U (J ;A) \ St (n;A). 
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Theorem213: Given a smooth family of algebrasA! ∆ and a "constant" sectionJ : ∆!
Herm (n;A), δ 7! (J ;δ ), there is a corresponding smooth family of unitary geometries
(U (J ;A);UST (J ;A)).
This theorem immediately implies the transition of Chapter 9, among other things.
Corollary 214: There is a transition Hn
C
to HnRR through HnRε by considering the signature
(n;1) unitary geometries over ΛR.
But recalling that over R  R the signature of a unitary group is not well-defined and all
unitary geometries are isomorphic (in fact, they are all isomorphic to point-hyperplane
projective space); we also have the following corollary.
Corollary 215: Given any (p;q); there is a transition from the pseudo-Riemannian unitary
geometry of signature (p;q) over C to Point-Hyperplane projective space.
Letting the involution in the definition of generalized unitary groups be trivial, we may
consider the families of orthogonal geometries along the transition as well. In this case,
signature is meaningless over C, and all orthogonal geometries are isomorphic.
Definition 155: Then dimensional orthogonal geometry overC is given by the pair (SU(n+
1;C);USt(n + 1;C)).
Over R  R, the trivial involution defining the orthogonal groups implies that they all
split as a product: O(p;q;R  R)  O(p;q;R)  O(p;q;R), and the corresponding ge-
ometry is the product of the pseudo-Riemannian homogeneous geometry of signature
(p;q) with itself. Together with the above this gives another class of transitions between
homogeneous spaces.
Corollary 216: For every (p;q) there is a transition between the product geometry of (O(p;q);Xp;q )
with itself, and the (p + q   1)-dimensional complex orthogonal geometry.
As a specific example, even just thinking on the level of automorphism groups the tran-
sition SO(2;Λδ ) is interesting.
Example 115: The transition from O(2;C) to O(2;R  R) is topologically a transition
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Figure 13.2: The transition of orthogonal groups O(2;C) to O(2;R  R).
from two cylinders to four tori, two of them 'coming in from infinity':
We may perform a similar analysis over the family H of quaternion algebras. Under-
standing the unitary and orthogonal geometries defined overM(2;R) is a topic of current
research.
Corollary 217: There is a transition of quaternionic hyperbolic geometry to the signature
(n;1) unitary geometry overM(2;R).
13.4 Varying the Basepoint
Intuitively, the pointed geometry (G; (X ;x )) is the homogeneous space (G;X ) viewed from
x , and the question what does (G;X ) look like from infinity can be interpreted as what
pointed limit geometries arise as the basepoint is moved into an end of X?
From the group-stabilizer viewpoint, its clear for general reasons that a limiting ge-
ometry exists. Indeed, the pointed geometries with automorphism group G depend only
on the stabilizer K 6 G and so can be thought of as points in the Chabauty space CG . If
(G;X ) is such a geometry, and xt 2 X is a path of points leaving every compact set, the
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corresponding stabilizer groups Kt = stabG (xt ) subconverge in CG by compactness to a
closed subgroup C , and thus a limiting geometry (G;C ).
Restricting our attention to the orthogonal and unitary groups we can concretely un-
derstand such limiting geometries and realize them as transitions between pairs of well
known classical geometries. Amotivating example to keep inmind is the hyperbolic plane
H2 thought of as a subgeometry of RP2. The quadratic form defining H2 has signature
(2;1) dividing RP2 into the hyperbolic plane and an open Mobius band, separated a circle
(the projectivization of the null cone). Much as the action of SO(2;1) on the disk gives
hyperbolic space, its action on Mobius band gives the other projective geometry with au-
tomorphism group SO(2;1), a Lorentzian geometry called de Sitter space. Any path of
points xt remaining in the disk give models of hyperbolic space (SO(2;1);D2;xt ) and any
points in the Mobius band give models of de Sitter space (SO(2;1);Mob;xt ). Throughout
the rest of this section we focus on families of points crossing between the two.
More generally, if G is any orthogonal or unitary subgroup of GL(n;R) or GL(n;C)
the associated quadratic / hermitian form defines a positive and negative cone, whose
projectivizations X+ and X  are the domains for the two projective geometries (G;X+),
(G;X ) with automorphism group G. The isomorphism type of the geometries depend
on the signature (p;q) of the form: X+ is not isomorphic to X  unless p = q. The main
theorem of this section provides a transition between these geometries.
Theorem 218: There is a transition from (G;X+) to (G;X ) for any orthogonal or unitary
group G.
Proof. Fix an orthogonal or unitary groupG 6 GL(n + 1;F) and consider its linear action
on Fn+1. The group preserves a quadratic / Hermitian form J , and the level sets of J are
precisely the orbits of G on Fn+1 r ~0 (the origin is fixed by the linear action). In fact, the
map q J : Fn+1 r f0g ! R is a submersion, and gives Fn+1 r f0g the structure of a family
over R (if J has signature (n;0) this only maps onto R+). As these level sets are the G
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Figure 13.3: Points in RPn, lifts to Rn+1 and the associated stabilizers.
orbitsO = (Fn+1 r f0g)=G, we are exactly in the situation of lemma 158, and the action of
G on Fn+1 r f0g induces an action of families G O on Fn+1 r f0g ! O. This provides a
transition from (G;X ) to (G;X+) as non-pointed geometries, because the negative level
sets of q J projectivize to X  and similarly Pq 1J (R+) = X+. 
The level sets of q J foliate the complement of ~0, each determining a geometry when
equipped with the action of G. The transition occurs passing through the zero level set,
which is the null cone of the form (of course, there is no nontrivial transition for signature
(n;0)). Thus the geometry (G;X+) transitions to (G;X ) through the geometry associated
to the G action on the non-projectivized lightcone X0 = v , 0 j q J (v ) = 0	.
Corollary 219: To each classical orthogonal / unitary group there corresponds a family of
pointed geometries with base FPn.
Proof. Given the smooth family of geometries (G  R;Fn+1 r f0g) above, proposition 180
shows that the collection of point stabilizers form a family with base the total space of
the geometry, here Fn+1 r f0g. Thus we have a family of pointed geometries (given in the
point stabilizer formalism) with base Fn+1 r f0g. As the action on Fn+1 is linear however,
the point stabilizer assigned to x and αx are equal for all α 2 F, to this descends to a
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Figure 13.4: The point stabilizers for the action of SO(2;1) on R3 r f0g, as a family over
RP2.
family stab ! FPn. This induces the claimed family of geometries (G  FPn;stab ) in
FamFPn . 
The resulting family is almost a family of projective geometries, in the sense that for
[x ] 2 FPn with q J (x ) , 0 the member above [x ] is isomorphic to (G;X+) or (G;X ).
However for points [x ] lying on the null cone, the geometry is not a projective geometry
as the domain is the unprojectivized cone. Thus these are examples of transitions between
two projective geometries, which do not occur through projective geometries.
The Hyperbolic - de Sitter Transition
In all dimensions, the null cone for the (n;1) form divides RPn into an n ball and its
complement; the action of SO(n;1) on Dn defines the Klein model of Hn and on the com-
plement a projective model of de Sitter space dSn. Here we briefly discuss the transitional
geometry in this case. The lightcone of the (n;1) form projectivizes to Sn 1  RPn form-
ing the common boundary to Hn and dSn. The action of SO(n;1) on Sn 1 determines a
model of conformal geometry (the isometries of hyperbolic space determine conformal
transformations of the ideal boundary), and so realizing the null cone as the canonical
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Figure 13.5: The natural embedding of this family as a subset of R3.
line bundle to the projective Sn 1  RPn, the light cone geometry is just the geometry of
the canonical line bundle to the conformal sphere.
Corollary 220: There is a transition from Hn to dSn through the geometry of the canonical
line bundle to the conformal n   1 sphere.
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